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SHIPBOARD TOKEN RING LOCAL AREA NETWORKS (LANS):
DATA HIGHWAYS TO THE FUTURE

by
Ross L. Bennett
Sperry Marine Inc.

and
Dr. Alfred C. Weaver
University of Virginia

Department of Computer Science

1. ABSTRACT

The design of naval ships is beginning to be impacted by the
rapid advances in high-speed information networks being placed on
them. An example of such a network is the Navy's emerging SAFENET
(Survivable Adaptable Fiber Optic Embedded Network) standard [1].
These networks use fiber optics media, new high-reliability
networking techniques, and developing standards in hardware and
software.

Sperry Marine has pioneered the effort to place high-speed
data networks aboard commercial vessels through its development of
SeaNET, a 4 Megabits/sec (Mbps) IEEE 802.5 (2] standard token ring
with real-time data transfer capability. As a logical advancement
of its shipboard networking expertise, Sperry Marine is now
developing a network, with associated real-time interfaces, which
will meet the SAFENET standard. As part of this development
effort, the University of Virginia Computer Networks Laboratory has
been contracted to design and implement a software version of the
Xpress Transfer Protocol (XTP) [3), the light-weight protocol
specified in the SAFENET standard.

This paper presents a summary of lessons learned through the
development of the SeaNET real-time commercial shipboard network
and a description of the new work under way to develop a
SAFENET-compatible network. Included is a summary analysis of the
impact such a network will have on future ship design.
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2. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, shipboard equipment has been distributed
throughout a ship in the form of stand-alone systems with very
little interconnectivity among units. This approach leads to
equipment employing a variety of user interfaces which require more
space than desired. It also promotes inefficiency because of the
myriad different controls and displays.

Modern techniques allow equipment to be networked together to
derive the maximum benefit from the fusion of data from many
sources. This fused data can now be accessed through integrated
display and control consoles. When fused information is accessible
at user-friendly centralized locations, higher efficiency is
achieved. Operational decision-making is further enhanced by the
ability to monitor data with microprocessor-based units, freeing
the operators to concentrate on the decision-making process.

In order to satisfy the requirements for integration of
shipboard navigational equipment, Sperry Marine, in conjunction
with the University of Virginia Computer Networks Laboratory, has
developed an Integrated Bridge System (IBS) that uses a real-time
token ring network called SeaNET. The network integrates all of
a ship's bridge equipment, including sensors, navigation units,
display devices, radars, and steering control units.

The design and development of SeaNET has resulted in four
major attributes:

* The hardware and software is based on existing standards.

It is able to interface all types of equipment, whether
made by Sperry Marine or by other manufacturers.

It has distributed control so that single point failures
will not bring down the network.

It is flexible, expandable, and able to be integrated
with other shipboard data systems.

The first requirement insures us that second sourcing of components
is available and that the network will be acceptable to a wider
field of customers. The second requirement enables customers to
configure their own system with navigational units with which they
are most comfortable. The third requirement addresses the
reliability issue. Real-time systems must continue to operate even
if one of the stations on the network fails. Finally, the fourth
requirement insures that the Sperry IBS can share information with
other, non-SeaNET-based systems such as an engine room monitoring
system and SAFENET.
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3. LAN SEARCH AND SELECTION

In 1986, Sperry Marine contracted with the Computer Networks
Laboratory at the University of Virginia to evaluate the
suitability of extant LAN products (Ethernet, token bus, token
ring, etc.) and to recommend one for shipboard use. The result of
this analysis was the selection of the token ring topology. The
primary advantages are:

(1) Token rings easily accommodate copper or fiber media, or both,
on the same network; for a ship, this means we can run
inexpensive shielded twisted pair media in low-noise areas
such as the bridge, and reserve the higher-cost fiber optic
media for high-noise areas such as the engine room.

(2) Commercially available token rings provide a range of
performance options, from 4 to 100 Mbps.

(3) They can be made fault-tolerant by using a star-ring topology
(i.e., wiring centers) and counter-rotating dual ring design.

(4) Choosing the IEEE 802.5 token ring (at 4 or 16 Mbps) assures
us of multiple hardware vendors and conformance to
international standards.

(5) The token ring topology and the IEEE 802.5 standard are

consistent with the Navy's direction for SAFENET.

4. SEANET DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

Once the selection of the IEEE 802.5 standard was established,
Sperry contracted the University of Virginia Computer Networks
Laboratory to develop a real-time network interface which could
handle the sensor update rate requirements. At the same time,
Sperry performed an investigation to select the network components
and a ruggedized PC-based unit to be used for the network interface
unit (N-U). Sperry also developed several interfaces for sensors
to be attached to the network, including the selection of the
analog and digital interface boards required for each sensor.
Finally, Sperry developed three sophisticated units for the fusion,
control and display of navigation and ship control information.

4,.1 Real-time Network Interface

The Computer Networks Laboratory knew from their previous
network performance evaluations that the commercially available ISO
protocol packages (1) would not meet our real-time performance
requirements and (2) were really overkill for a relatively short,
single segment LAN with a modest number of stations. To solve this
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II

problem, they designed and implemented a real-time network
interface, provided as a set of library functions which the user
links into his application program. To encourage interoperability,
the interface adheres strictly to the IEEE 802.2 logical link
control (LLC) standard [4].

SeaNET provides a basic datagram service, with optional
acknowledgements and checksums, to multiple application processes
running on microcomputers. Communication occurs through sockets
which are equivalent to IEEE 802.2 LSAPs (link service access
points). The user interface is a set of 'C' procedure calls which
create and manage sockets, set options, send and receive messages,
and report network status [5].

Messages received from the network are filtered at both the
hardware level and software level. At the hardware level, each
station assigns itself to a functional group which becomes part of
the address for the network interface board. When a message is
received whose destination address matches the functional address
of a station, the message is copied to the incoming message buffer.
The real-time software interface then looks at the header informa-
tion of the message itself to determine if the message is meant for
any of the tasks requesting services. If not, the message is
ignored. Otherwise, the task is notified of receipt of a message
and, when requested to do so, the network interface copies the
message into the task's buffer.

4.2 Hardware Selection and Configuration

There are four
basic components of most
token ring networks (see
Figure I):

processor units
(nodes) containing
the applications
which use the net- NETWORK INTERFACE
work as a data BOARD
transfer vehicle PROCESSOR UNIT)

network interface
boards which plug
into the processor FROM PREVIOUS 10 NEXT

NETWORK -, I NETWORK
units and control WIRING E\ QQDI I WIRING
the actual transfer CENTER I ' . . . . CENTER

of data on and off NETWORK WIRING CENTER
the network

Figure i - Network Components
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network wiring centers (NWCs) which contain bypass switches
allowing stations to be attached and disconnected from the
network without halting the network

* the network cable

a. Initial Prototype. The initial SeaNET prototype
development was started more than four years ago. At that time,
ProNET-101 network components were used. This was necessary
because, although the token ring standard was already adopted by
the IEEE 802.5 committee, the hardware was not yet commercially
available. The ProNET-10 hardware is similar to the IEEE standard
and allowed easy transition to the 802.5 standard as our
development effort progressed.

PC-based units were selected to serve as network interface
units (NIUs) because they offered both lower development cost and
lower cost for our customers. Because of the harsh shipboard
environment, we investigated several potential units as NIU
candidates. Our investigation resulted in selection of a PC
chassis with a passive backplane, allowing us to configure our
units with various manufacturers' microprocessor boards, sensor
interface boards, and network interface boards.

The prototype was
configured as shown in
Figure 2. We selected WORKSTATION NIU NETWORK INTEPFACE LNT
the Sperry MK-37E gyro- NWC NETWORK WIRING CENTER

compass as the initial
sensor since it has the
highest update rate re-
quirement. The gyro NIU SeaNETTI
was initialized with the
current heading. This NIU TOKEN RING NETWORK NI [

was done remotely using CNWC GYROCOMPASS

a PC workstation
attached to the network. AUTOPILOT
Once initialized, the
NIU began receiving step
(1/6*) changes from the Figure 2 - Prototype Configuration
gyrocom.iass and used
these changes to
calculate a new absolute heading for transmission on the network.
When this data was received by the autopilot NIU, it was converted
back to step changes. These changes were fed to the Sperry SRP-
690 autopilot causing its heading indicator to turn.

proNET-lo is a trademark of Proteon, Inc., Westborough, MA.
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Once we proved these interfaces worked across our SeaNET
prototype, we began developing a suite of additional sensor
interfaces for other Sperry equipment. This was done in a phased
manner with each interface being tested and checked for performance
before implementing the next.

b. Conversion of Prototype to Target System. When the IEEE
802.5 4-Mbps token ring products became available, all interfaces
were converted to this standard. The real-time network interface
was ported to both the Proteon ProNET-4

2 token ring interface board
and the IBM PC3 Token Ring Adapter. Since the IBM board showed
better performance in raw throughput measurements, we selected this
board as the primary network interface for our NIUs, with the
Proteon board to be used for second sourcing.

Recently we acquired several of the new IBM 16/4 PC Token Ring
Interface Boards. These boards are switchable between 4 and 16
Mbps. We were pleased to find that these boards are completely
compatible with our applications and require no changes to our
real-time interface.

The primary reason for SeaNET's ease of portability is its
modular design. Operations which are network dependent (e.g., the
device driver for a particular vendor's token ring interface) are
isolated from the user interface. From the point of view of the
user, the interface to SeaNET is identical regardless of the token
ring's speed or its manufacturer.

c. Performance. SeaNET's most important attributes are its
high throughput and low latency performance characteristics.
Figures 3-5 show SeaNET's performance when executing on a 25 MHz
Intel 80386 CPU. These figures compare SeaNET performance for two
token ring interfaces: the 4-Mbps ProNET-4 and the 10-Mbps ProNET-
10.

Figure 3 records the load generated by a single station for
messages of various lengths. The graph compares the performance
of the ProNET-4 using programmed I/O (solid line), ProNET-lO using
direct memory access (dashed line), and the ProNET-10 using
programmed I/O (dotted line). Using ProNET-4, SeaNET can sustain
an offered load of about 2 Mbps. That is one half the network's
total capacity generated by a single station! Using ProNET-10,
throughput rises to almost 4 Mbps.

2 proNET-4 is a trademark of Proteon, Inc., Westborough, MA.

3 IBM and PC are trademarks of International Business Machines
Corporation.
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Transmjitter Load (Kbit5/sec)

4000 ......................... Legend

............... ProNET-4/pio

-ProNET-10/dma

3000 .............ProNET-lO/pio

2000

1000

0

0 500 1000 1500 2000
Packet Size (flytes)

Figure 3 -Transaitter Load (ibits/see)

For a control system, total station throughput may be less
important than the message rate, i.e., how fast individual control
messages can be emitted. Figure 4 shows the transmitted load in
units of packets/sec. For short (100-byte) messages which are
typical of control applications, SeaNET can sustain 636 packets/sec
on ProNET-4 and 2380 packets/sec on ProNET-lO.
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Transmitter Load (packets/sec)

4000 j Legend

- ProNET-4/plo

- ProNET-lOfdma
3000 . . ...... ProNET-10/plo

2000

1000

0
0 500 1000 1500 2000

Packet Size (bytes)

Figure 4 - Transmitter Load (packets/sec)

In any real-time system, end-to-end latency is a very
important factor. Our measurements of end-to-end delay include all
factors which a user message would see: posting the message
buffer, interacting with the operating system, copying the message
across the backplane bus, network access time, and network
transmission and propagation delays. Figure 5 shows elapsed time
from when a user posts a message for transmission until the message
is received by the destination's application program. SeaNET
delivers 100-byte messages end-to-end in 2.63 milliseconds for the
ProNET-4 and in 680 microseconds for the ProNET-10.
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End-to-end Delay (m5)

Leqend
15- ProNET-4/plo

, -- ProNET-10/dma

ProNET-lO/pio

10

0

0 500 1000 1500 2000Packet Size (bytes)

Figure 5 - End-to-end Delay (milliseconds)

d. Network Wiring Centers. All stations on the SeaNET token
ring attach to the network through network wiring centers (NWCs)4.
These units have normally-closed relays in each station attachment
port which are caused to open via an electrical signal from the
attachment station itself. Removal of this electrical signal
causes the relay to return to its closed position, thus bypassing
the station.

4 Some manufacturers refer to these units as multistation
access units (MAUs). This paper refers to all such units as
network wiring centers (NWCs).
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Two basic types of NWCs exist: unpowered and powered. Each
of these units usually contains 8 ports for station attachment and
two additional ports for connection to other NWCs. The unpowered
units contain no indicators to inform users of their health or
which stations are currently active on the ring.

Powered NWCs usually have LEDs to indicate that the unit is
powered up and to indicate which stations are active. A subclass
of the powered NWCs are the "intelligent" NWCs which allow special
diagnostic tools and network configuration management programs to
have access to the network. Another subclass are the "repeating"
NWCs which are used to boost the network signal over long runs.
A third class of powered NWCs are the fiber optic units which allow
fiber optic cabling to be used between NWCs. Some units have all
of these capabilities.

Sperry initially chose the IBM passive, unpowered NWCs for
their installations because of their low cost and simplicity.
However, it has been discovered that severe vibration or strong
magnetic fields can cause the internal relays to switch to an
improper state. This, in turn, can cause degradation or, in some
cases, complete failure of the network. Of course, a shipboard
environment can have both severe vibrations and strong magnetic
fields present. Therefore, we have now switched to the Proteon
powered NWCs which insure that the relays are held in their proper
state.

e. Network Monitor. During the development of the SeaNET
real-time interface, the University of Virginia Computer Networks
Laboratory also developed a real-time network monitor. This
monitor contains both a graphics mode and a trace mode.

In graphics mode, the monitor displays color-coded scroll
graphs of recent network traffic. Network data is sampled at a
user-defined rate (up to 100 times per second) and a graph shows
traffic intensity in packets/sec and bits/sec.

Trace mode allows the user to trap all network traffic, or
any subset as specified by a user-defined address filter. Trace
data may be displayed on the screen in real-time (i.e., as it is
captured) or diverted to a disk file for off-line analysis.

The user can also define event or frequency alarms. Whenever
these events occur, the monitor notifies the user and then displays
the sequence of messages which preceded and followed the alarm
event.
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4.3 NMEA 0183 Software Protocol for Real-Time Data

The NMEA 0183 Standard for Interfacing Marine Navigational
Devices (6] is gaining worldwide acceptance as a standard in the
marine industry. This is an 8-bit ASCII protocol which allows a
"talker" to transfer data to one or more "listeners" in a prescrib-
ed sentence format. The 0183 Standard contains a list of sentences
which has been approved by the NMEA 0183 Committee. Two example
sentences, one for heading data and one for position data, are
shown below:

$HEHDT,032,T*30<CR><LF>

where: $ = start of sentence indicator (Hex 24)
HE = talker identifier (Gyro, Earth Seeking)
HDT = sentence identifier (heading, degrees, true)
032 = heading in degrees
T = true
* = checksum delimiter
30 = checksum
<CR><LF). - sentence terminator (Hex ODOA)

$LCGLL,4728.31,N,12254.25,W*6D<CR><L1>

where: $ = start of sentence indicator (Hex 24)
LC = talker identifier (Loran C)
GLL = sentence identifier (geographic latitude &

longitude)
4728.31,N = Lat. 47* 28.31" North
12254.25,W = Lon. 122* 54.25" West
* = checksum delimiter
6D = checksum
<CR><LF> = sentence terminator (Hex ODOA)

The checksum field is optional. It is calculated by exclusive
or'ing all characters between, but not including, the "$" and the
"*" and converting the two nibbles (4 bits each) of the resulting
hexadecimal value to two ASCII characters (8 bits each). All
SeaNET NMEA 0183 messages include the checksum.

Sperry selected the NMEA 0183 protocol to transfer its real-
time data over SeaNET because it is the only recognized standard
in the marine industry today. Any devices attached to the network
which support this protocol can communicate with each other over
the network.

The sensor messages are sent onto the network in a "broadcast"
mode. No acknowledgements are used. If a message becomes
corrupted during transfer, the message is simply discarded and the
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"listener" waits for the next uncorrupted message to be received.
It is expected that a "listener" will implement a timeout mechanism
in case a valid message is not received within a required period
of time.

4.4 File Transfer

SeaNET also provides the capability to transfer files across
the network. So as not to interfere with the real-time sensor
data, the file transfer facility breaks files up into small packets
of less than 2000 bytes. Virtual circuits are first established
between units. The packets are then sent in a sequential manner
with validity checks. Error detection and reporting insures that
the operator is informed if the file transfer failed for any
reason.

4.5 Real-Time Multi-Tasking Executive (MTX)

Since Sperry Marine's SeaNET is primarily concerned with the
gathering and transfer of real-time data, Sperry Marine has also
developed its own real-time multi-tasking executive. This
executive, called MTX, provides the following services:

* convenient access to device interfaces

configuration of multiple sensor interfaces into one NIU

scheduling of multiple tasks

• timing services

efficient intertask communications

MTX simplifies a system's program by moving the timing and
scheduling details into the realm of the runtime system and out of
the program itself. By simplifying the program it becomes easier
to design and understand, thus improving software development
efficiency.

One traditional programming method is the top-down, functional
decomposition approach. In this method, each level of refinement
is designed to satisfy precisely the requirement of the level
above. It makes sense. But when the top level requirements change
(as they always do) the entire structure is affected.

MTX, on the other hand, adheres to the object-oriented
programming concepts. In this method, each object module comprises
some data and the functions which access and manipulate it. The
only way the data may be accessed is through its defined functions.
The functions aszociated with each object may be invoked by any of
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the various tasks in the system and possibly concurrently. By
structuring the system in this manner, the scope of conflicts
between tasks over a particular data item is limited to the module
which encapsulates it.

Another advantage of this approach is the generation of
reusable modules. This is because the module can be treated as an
entity in itself without having to care about its relation to the
particular system being built. This has other implications as the
system requirements are modified over its lifecycle. The in-
dividual modules are less likely to change since their design is
not strongly tied to the particular system requirements. This
advantage also simplifies software configuration control.

4.6 Eauioment Interfaces

Sperry Marine has developed an extensive suite of equipment
interfaces to SeaNET. Following is a partial list of these
interfaces. The interface type is shown in parentheses. Those
that are shown as "direct connect" connect directly to the network.
All others interface through an NIU.

- Gyrocompass (lX, 90X, 18OX, 360X, combined iX/36X, step)
- Rudder Angle Indicator (synchro)
. Sperry SRD-421 Dual Axis Doppler Speed Log (RS-422)
. 40 Knots/Revolution Speed Log (synchro)
* Sperry 501 TR/GPS Satellite Navigator (RS-232)
. Sperry ADG-6000 Gyropilot (RS-422)
. Sperry RASCAR Raster Scan Collision Avoidance Radar (RS-

232)
. Northstar 800 Loran-C (RS-422)
- Robertson-Shipmate RS4000 Decca Navigator (RS-422)
- Honeywell ELAC Echo Sounder (parallel BCD)
- Coastal Climate Weatherpak Weather Station (RS-422)
* Sperry MCS2B Satellite Communicator (modem/PABX)
- Sperry Navigation Workstation (direct connect)
. Sperry Voyage Management Station (direct connect)
• Sperry Position Filter Module (direct connect)
. Sperry Socket Scanner (direct connect)
* UVA Network Performance Monitor (direct connect)
* ESA Engine Room Monitoring System (RS-422)

New interfaces are being added continuously as each new system is
designed to meet the customer's exact requirements.

a. Naviaation Workstation and Vovage Manaoement Station. The
Sperry Navigation Workstation (NWS) and Voyage Management Station
(VMS) are closely related products which provide centralized ship
control and real-time systems monitoring. The NWS allows develop-
ment of voyage plans and digitized charts which can be transferred
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to the VMS via the network, and can serve as a backup unit for the
VMS. The VMS provides display and tracking against the voyage
plans and digitized charts. It also allows display of sensor data,
data logging, and track plotting. The VMS has a state-of-the-art
touch screen display which provides the operator with the most
natural and direct user interface. New displays can readily be
added as more sensor interfaces become available and new applica-
tions are implemented.

b. Raster Scan Collision Avoidance Radar (RASCAR). The
Sperry Raster Scan Collision Avoidance Radar (RASCAR) also has
close interaction with the VMS. Navlines and target files can be
transferred between these units via SeaNET. Position and sensor
information is also exchanged between these units at regular
intervals. Like the VMS, the RASCAR has a state-of-the-art touch
screen user interface.

c. Position Filter Module (PFMI. The Sperry Position Filter
Module (PFM) receives position, speed, heading, set, drift, and
other related data from the network. The operator can input the
required offsets for each position sensor remotely via the VMS or
NWS. The PFM employs a Kalman filter which uses this information
to calculate the best estimate of true position, speed, and
heading. The result is then sent onto the network for use by other
navigational units.

d. Satellite Communicator (SATCOM). The Sperry Satellite
Communicator (SATCOM) is interfaced to the network via the SATCOM
NIU. This allows the transfer of information and reports between
ship and shore. Using Sperry Marine's STARBAUD software, the
SATCOM sends data 48 times faster (2400 baud versus 50 baud) than
a conventional SATCOM with telex. The normal effective data
transmission rate is about 1700 baud, allowing for protocol and
error correction. However, text compression raises the effective
rates to 3600 baud or higher.

4.7 Configuration Management

Configuration management is an important element of Sperry
Marine's success in the IBS marketplace. A database of hardware
components with their corresponding part numbers and prices is
available for generating proposals and satisfying purchase orders.
A database of software interfaces for SeaNET-supported equipment
makes configuration of the NIUs flexible and efficient.

System block diagrams can be generated and revised very
quickly using our in-house graphics workstations and database
libraries. This capability allows us to show a customer a
conceptional drawing of his system before it is actually imple-
mented. During negotiations, requested modifications and suggested
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alternatives which address specific customer's needs can be easily
included. These drawings can then be given directly to the
configuration team for system build and checkout.

All software is stored and issued under control of Sperry's
Engineering Computer Operations (ECO). The ECO operates under
strict control procedures for software updates and maintenance.
The ECO maintains all information and software support tools
necessary to re-create current and past versions of each software
element.

4. System Testing

Sperry Marine has implemented an IBS System Validation program
specifically aimed at addressing the special issues involved with
testing such highly interactive systems. This program begins with
the IBS Validation Policy and IBS Validation Methodology documents
which address these issues in general terms. There is also a set
of Test Procedures which addresses the common components of all
Sperry IBS systems. Finally, a separate set of Test Procedures is
produced for each individual system which addresses the specific
differences in software and hardware components peculiar to the
actual system under test. The Test Procedures are generated using
the Functional Specification, the Operator's Manual, and other
pertinent system documentation.

Several simulators have been developed which allow data from
actual voyages to be replayed for test purposes. Adverse
conditions, such as loss of sensor data and erratic sensor
readings, can also be simulated to test their effects on the
system.

4.9 Installations

The SeaNET-based Sperry Marine IBS is installed or is being
installed on more than two dozen vessels throughout the world. A
partial list of these installations is shown below:

" North Sea Project - MS LANCE
" Finmare (Italy) - 4 Ferries, 6 Container Ships
" P & 0 Cruises (Italy) - 2 Cruise Ships
" RCCL (France) - 3 Cruise Ships
• Lauritzen (Denmark) - 3 Reefers
• Bell Lines (Japan) - 1 Container Ship
• Exxon (USA) - 1 Tanker
" MODO (Korea) - 1 Roll-on/Roll-off Vessel
" B.A.S. (U.K.) - 1 Research Vessel
" U.S. Navy - CVN-72 (U.S.S. Abraham Lincoln)
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Installation of a system aboard the U.S.S. Abraham Lincoln
(CVN-72) demonstrates the use of commercial grade equipment on
military combatants. Figure 6 shows the configuration of this

STATION [ Ix VI /

WETE SPEED := GS O OEGA/ RASCAR VMS

hlsx/ X l RACK II Ii iI1 IL.
ILO ;:PILOT HOUSE LO RAN

-- -- -- ------- ----- ---- ----- ---- ------ RE OT VI E
SLAVE MONITOR

SeoNET ~ (CAPTAIN'S CABIN)~450 ,eoT -------- - .. ......... .
TOKEN RING NETWORK HIoH-RES SCAN CONVERTERS

Iguo 2O~S4 PLOTTER

-------STRIKE OPS: LEGEND: NS
NIU NETWORK INTERFACE UNIT DIITIZER
NWC = NETWORK WIRING CENTER FLAG/PLOT ROOM
VMS = VOYAGE MANAGEMENT STATION ...............................................
NWS = NAVIGATION WORKSTATION

Figure 6 - CVN-72 (U.S.S. Abraham Lincoln) Configuration

system. The sensors are interfaced through three NIUs, one 80286-
based unit and two 8088-based units. In addition there is a remote
video RASCAR slave monitor installed in the Captain's Cabin. Two
scan converters are installed which allow the RASCAR and VMS
displays to be sent onto two of the ship's TV channels for
distribution to other areas of the ship.

There are two network wiring centers located approximately 450
feet apart. These units are connected using type SU-7 (7 shielded,
twisted pair) cabling. When no stations are active on one end,
such as when the VMS in the Strike OPS area is turned of f, the
total cable length between these two units becomes quite long
(i.e., about 900 feet). Although no problems have been en-
countered due to this distance, the installation of fiber optic
components would insure that noise problems would not be a factor
over such a distance. The replacement of the network wiring
centers with fiber optic wiring centers and replacement of the SU-
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7 cable with multi-mode fiber optic cable is all that is required

to accomplish this.

4.10 Lessons Learned

Through the design, implementation and refinement of SeaNET,
several lessons have been learned. First, we have found that there
are not only advantages but also disadvantages in the use of
standards. For example, the NMEA 0183 protocol standard makes it
difficult to place sensor information on the network for which no
"approved" sentences exist. By the time the NMEA 0183 Committee
reviews requested additions or changes, many are already imple-
mented and in the field. One can only hope at that point that they
will be approved. If not, a decision must be made to either change
the design or leave it as it is, knowing that deviations from the
standard are now present and will remain as such.

Another lesson was learned from the message addressing schemes
used. Initially, only the software level "sockets" were used for
filtering messages. Since sensor data was broadcast to all nodes,
this resulted in sensor interface NIUs receiving their own
messages, effectively doubling the processing of these messages
for each unit. When heading updates are occurring at eight times
a second, this additional processing affects performance
dramatically. Therefore, we implemented hardware level functional
addressing which is supported by the IEEE 802.5 interface. This
places more burden on the hardware interface itself and allows the
main processor to concentrate on other work, thus improving
performance.

We also proved the value of thorough system testing. It is
not sufficient to simply perform exhaustive unit testing of each
device to be integrated. Testing of interactions with other
devices often reveals problems which are not caught during unit
testing. Furthermore, total confidence can never be placed in the
use of simulators alone for system testing. When dealing with
products from other customers, we have often found simulators to
be inadequate. Discrepancies between documentation and reality
occur frequently. There is no substitute for bringing the actual
equipment in-house for final checkout.

5. SAVPUNT DEVELOPKMNT 31PORT

The SAFENET committee was organized by the Naval Ocean Systems
Center (NOSC) in early 1986. It consists of industry and govern-
ment volunteers tasked with developing a set of tactical communica-
tions standards for the Navy. The committee meets bi-monthly to
discuss progress of its sub-committees and to give opportunity for
industry and government participants to present information about
their products and applications. As a result of this effort,
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several standards are evolving. The first are the SAFENET I and
SAFENET II standards themselves. These two standards define the
hardware, software, and network management requirements for use by
local area networks in Naval applications.

The SAFENET I standard applies to those applications which
utilize the IEEE 802.5 Token Ring standard. It includes both the
original 4-Mbps data rate and the new 16-Mbps data rate. The
SAFENET II standard applies to those applications which utilize the
100-Mbps ANSI X3T9.5 Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI)
standard (7]. Aside from the difference in data rates and
associated hardware, the two standards are virtually identical in
their basic specifications, each specifying dual, counter-rotating
rings and fiber optic media throughout.

Sperry Marine has followed the development of the Navy's
SAFENET standard with much interest. Our SeaNET development
history closely parallels that of SAFENET. Our selection of the
IEEE 802.5 token ring standard was occurring at the same time that
the SAFENET committee was making the same decision.

Since SeaNET was initially targeted for the cost-competitive
commercial shipping industry, the added cost of redundant rings was
not practical. Where necessary, critical operational functions are
backed up with direct links between units. An example of this is
the direct connection of the gyrocompass to the autopilot. The
primary link, SeaNET, provides the autopilot with heading from
various sources, including the PFM. If the network fails, the
backup link allows the autopilot to continue to operate properly.

Sperry also realized that most customers would not want to pay
the additional cost of
installing a fiber optic
network. For this reas-
on, all SeaNET installa-
tions to date have used
shielded twisted pair XTP
cabling. However, as
noted earlier, fiber (AP)E

optic cabling is avail- I N

able between wiring cen- SESO

ters if requested.
NEIW RA NETWORK

SAFENET specifies DAITANK DATAiNK DATAUNK
its own real-time light- PHYSICAL PHYVCAL
weight message passing
protocol called Xpress NEMRK MEDIA

Transfer Protocol (XTP). NT___KM ___A

The SeaNET real-time Figure 7 - Protocol Stack Comparison
protocol satisfies only
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the bottom two layers of the ISO protocol stack (8]. When XTP is
placed above a real-time protocol such as SeaNET, the bottom four
layers of the ISO protocol stack are satisfied while maintaining
the high efficiency needed for real-time applications (see Figure
7).

5.1 Comparison SeaNET vs. SAFENET I

The following table summarizes the differences between SeaNET
and SAFENET I:

Table 1. seaKET va.BAFENET I

Parameter SeaNET SAFENET I
Network Type IEEE 802.5 IEEE 802.5
Network Speed 4/16 Mbps 4/16 Mbps
Real-time Protocol ISO 8802/2 Class I XTP
Message Standard NMEA 0183 (TBD)
Cable STP / Fiber Optic Fiber Optic
Processor Units PC, PC/AT VME/Futurebus+
Architecture Single Ring Dual Ring
Station Types Single Attachment Single Attachment,

Dual Attachment
Station Attachment NWC TCU
Time Service Station Local, Network Global,

Non-synchronized Synchronized

Except for the lack of fiber optic cabling from the attachment
stations to the NWCs and the use of the PCbus rather than the
VMEbus or Futurebus+, the SeaNET stations can meet all the
requirements for SAFENET I single attachment stations as defined
in the SAFENET I document. A PC-based version of XTP has already
been developed, as will be discussed in the next section, and has
been added to the Sperry real-time network interface. The SAFENET
global time service has not yet been implemented. Once it is, the
Sperry units can also be updated to use this service.

5. XDress Transfer Protocol (XTP) Development

Like the ISO standard transport protocol (TP4) or DOD's
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), XTP provides the user with the
ability to establish, manage, and control connections between end-
users. Transport protocols provide end-to-end reliability across
any number of intermediate network segments and routers.

Unlike TP4 or TCP, XTP provides a number of new features which
are of interest to the real-time and system control communities:
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(1) The transport and network layers are combined for efficiency;
both ISO and IP (DOD Internet Protocol) addressing are
supported.

(2) XTP uses a header/trailer format, rather than just a header,
so that hardware can be used to calculate the network and
transport layer checksums.

(3) Data can be transferred reliably with a three-packet handshake
rather than six as in TP4.

(4) In addition to conventional error control and flow control,
XTP permits rate control; using rate control, a receiver can
restrict a transmitter to data bursts of a fixed size and
frequency.

(5) Selective transmission allows a receiver to request
transmission of only lost packets, rather than the lost packet
and all subsequent packets.

(6) XTP supports transport-level multicast whereby one multicast
transmission potentially replaces many unicast transmissions;
this is especially useful for sensor data distribution, time
distribution, and event synchronization.

(7) XTP supports both static and dynamic, deadline-driven message
priorities.

(8) XTP is designed for eventual implementation in VLSI; the
first chips will interface directly with FDDI.

The Computer Networks Laboratory has implemented XTP on top
of SeaNET using a 25 MHz Intel 80386, a PCbus backplane, and both
Proteon and IBM 4/16 Mbps token ring interfaces. The next project
will be to develop XTP on top of FDDI using Motorola 68020
processors, a VMEbus backplane, and Martin-Marietta FDDI token ring
interfaces.

5.3 Fiber Optics Investigation

Sperry Marine has investigated fiber optics use aboard vessels
for several years. Our optics laboratory has participated in the
development of many sophisticated devices, including fiber optic
gyros and other fiber optic sensors.

Sperry Marine's parent company, Newport News Shipbuilding
(NNS), is heavily involved in the building of Naval vessels.
Because of the emphasis on fiber optics in the U.S. Navy, NNS must
determine ways of designing and implementing the new ship-of-the-
future which will have fiber optic cabling throughout. The
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advantages of such a ship would be realized in the form of weight
and volume savings, noise immunity, security, and survivability .

A recent Sperry Marine/Newport News Shipbuilding report on
fiber optic networks indicates that the design and installation of
fiber optic network components is rapidly reaching the point of
feasibility for shipboard environments. Two examples of such
components are the mil-spec fiber optic cable being designed by
AT&T and the rugged fiber optic switches being designed by Dicon.

A more specific project has been undertaken in the Sperry
optics laboratory. A prototype system has been set up to show the
feasibility of using standard IEEE 802.5 fiber optic NWCs and fiber
optic switches to produce a reconfigurable, redundant fiber optic
network. Currently, the switches are operated manually from an
electrical switch box. The next step will be to automate detection
of network failures and reconfiguration of the network via the
attachment stations. Additionally, an attempt will be made to
provide fiber optic cabling directly from the attachment station
to the NWC by replacing the electrical drivers and receivers with
their fiber optic counterparts.

5.4 Continued SAFENET Development

Sperry Marine is continuing to follow the development of the
SAFENET standards by participating in the bi-monthly meetings. In
addition, design has begun on a SeaNET-to-SAFENET bridge which will
allow SeaNET to hook up to anr share data with any SAFENET network.
This will be a VME-based unit which can later be upgraded to
Futurebus+. It will employ both the SeaNET real-time network
interface software and XTP. A program will be developed which will
handle the protocol conversions between the two networks. This
will allow the Sperry SeaNET-based IBS to be installed aboard
military vessels today with easy expansion to the SAFENET-based
systems as they become available. Depending on the mission
requirements, some vessels may never need anything beyond SeaNET's
capabilities.

6. IMrACT ON FUTURE SHIP DESIGN

There are several aspects of ship design that will be affected
by integration of shipboard systems using local area networks such
as SeaNET or SAFENET. First, vendors will be able to offer turn-
key systems which can literally be transported and placed on a
vessel as self-contained modules. These modules will be fully
tested in vendor staging areas in the factory and will offer plug-
an-go installation.

The integration of displays and reduction in controls which
are possible through use of these systems also manifest themselves
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in the form of weight and volume savings. Furthermore, the layout
of consoles can be better designed. Console configurations are
more flexible and can be designed to fit the mission requirements.
They can also be designed to make better use of the physical area
in which they will be placed.

One of the major impacts will be on installation of wiring.
Fiber optic cabling requires special handling. The number of
splices and connectors must be minimized in order to minimize
signal losses. The splices and connectors must be installed
properly to insure correct alignment of the fiber. Cable bends
must not exceed the minimum bend radius. Special tools are needed
to install the splices and connectors, and to test for proper
operation following installation. The shipboard environment is
certainly not the best for accomplishing this task, especially with
its maze of bulkheads and tight spaces. However, with the proper
planning and design, and with proper choice of equipment, these
obstacles can be overcome.

The advantages of fiber optic cabling greatly outweigh the
disadvantages. Where weight and volume is saved through the use
of this cable, men and supplies can be increased. The noise
immunity will virtually eliminate data errors caused by such
disturbances. The lack of radiated noise will make communications
more secure. As higher speed communications capabilities are
implemented, the fiber optic cabling system will be ready to
support the additional bandwidth.

7. CONCLUSION

Sperry Marine has successfully implemented real-time shipboard
communications in its SeaNET token ring network. SeaNET provides
a high speed data highway which enables the integration of
shipboard navigation, ship control, and shipboard communications
equipment. The system is based on established hardware and
software standards. Sperry Marine's Integrated Bridge technology
has received rapid acceptance by both the commercial customers and
international marine regulator bodies, such as Det Norske Veritas
(Norway). Recent evaluations indicate that Sperry Marine's SeaNET-
based Integrated Bridge technology offers Navy and Coast Guard
vessels improved performance, greater design flexibility and the
ability to keep pace with the advancements in shipboard systems.
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INTEGRATED PLATFORM MANAGEMENT
THE SOFTWARE CHALLENGE

by Clive McNab and Gary Freestone
Vosper Thornycroft (UK) Limited

1. ABSTRACT

This paper described the challenges facing the software engineer
implementing an Integrated Platform Management System. Vosper Thornycroft
have designed and implemented for the Single Role Minehunter the only front
line Integrated System, where the vessel's command, control and machinery
platform make available various types of common information, eg ship speed
and ship position, useful for the efficiency of both systems.

The Single Role Minehunter's Integrated System improves efficiency by
allowing more flexible manning levels, through the introduction of automatic
control techniques, such as the Ships Positional Control System (SPCS).

In the continuing search for greater efficiency, warship developers will
increase the level of automation even further.

While Integrated Systems offer improvements in the operational
flexibility of a warship, it increases the demands placed upon the developers
of such systems, most notably software engineering. These engineers are
faced with the task of designing the more automated systems which are
becoming increasingly large and highly complex.

2. INTRODUCTION

The increases in automation of the machinery platform have arisen as a
response to the need to:

- reduce manpower costs
- reduce operational overheads
- improve operational effectiveness
- counter skill shortages

In addition where any automation is introduced into the naval
environment there are the general naval criteria to consider, that is to
provide systems which have:

- low through life cost
- high reliability
- high availability
- high survivability
- high maintainability
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3. BACKGROUND

3.1 General

Varships which are just entering service with the Royal Navy are fitted
with machinery platforms that have a greater part of their function provided
by software. Examples include the Type 23 frigate and the Sandown class of
Single Role Mine Hunters (SRMH). The facilities provided by the platforms
are made up of several systems such as propulsion, electrical power,
auxiliary and ancillaries. Individual functions within each of the systems
are often based upon microprocessor technology. One such common example is
the engine controllers of the propulsion system.

It is the software in conjunction with the electrical interfaces which
change to define the functions needed for the application of, for instance,
engine control.

Even on these recent machinery platforms the systems are not entirely
integrated. For the Type 23 frigate the current arrangement is one in which
the main power system Man Machine Interface (MMI) is located adjacent to the
other platform MMIs, with integration of the systems being confined to the
secondary surveillance function.

Other recent arrangements, for example the SRMH, use a common data
highway to link the propulsion (manoeuvring) system with the command system,
but even here centralised control from one point is not a feature.

3.2 Integration Options

For future platforms, as with the current ones, the options available to
the procurement agencies are a balance between technical risk and operational
costs. The choices can be summarised as:

(1) Discrete System: this is generally considered to be current
practice whereby the systems operate independently, although the
MMIs may be located adjacent to each other in the machinery control
room. Figure 2.1 shows the arrangement of a typical discrete
platform.

ELECTRICAL PROPULSION AUXILIARY [ANCILLARY STEERING DAMAGE
POWER SYSTEM SYSTEM SYSTEM AND ICOTL
SYSTEM STALIZER

SECONDARY
URVEILLANCE

Figure 2.1 - Discrete Platform Management System
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(2) Integrated Platform Management System: here the machinery systems
are linked to each other via a machinery management highway (Figure
2.2). Control and measurement of, for example, the propulsion and
electrical systems can be accomplished through a common MMI
workstation. Where necessary, the machinery platform may exchange
information with other ship facilities via a communication gateway.

SELCT.BAL] RPLIN UIIR ANCILL~AY

SYSTEM 'T MACH7INERYMANAGEMENT

SDAMAGE F ISTEERING T CAP LSTTBILI ER I WOVR S ATIO
f'Tr AY

Figure 2.2 - Integrated Platform Management System

(3) Integrated Ship Management System: the machinery systems are
linked to each other and all other systems via a ship's management
highway (Figure 2.3). The entire ship's automatic facilities can
be accessed through a common MMI, and the functions accessible are
not confined to the machinery systems.

ELECTRICAL PROPULSION AUXILIARY DAMAGE

POWER SYSTEM SYSTEM CONTROLSYSTEM

ISIP MAN6QMENT

NAVIGATION I COMMAND WEAPONS STEERING H
STIZER STATON

Figure 2.3 - Integrated Ship Management System

The discrete system reflects current naval practice and is clearly
viable but achieves the least reduction in manpower or improvement in
operational effectiveness. At the other extreme the integrated ship
management system can yield the greatest benefits, but it also carries the
greatest technical risk. For the software engineering task this can be
summarised as:

(1) Procurement difficulties in partitioning the boundaries of
responsibility to suppliers.
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(2) Project management difficulties in measuring and controlling a
large software project.

(3) Test and acceptance complications caused by the very nature of the
product, ie real time embedded systems.

(4) Commissioning complications caused by the need to undertake setting
to work activities in parallel.

(5) Maintenance complications caused by the need to validate changes
within the framework of a large system.

(6) Extended risk as the suppliers depend on each other, and failure of
one to meet their requirement could impact on the other suppliers'
performance.

The Integrated Platform Management System (IPMS) and Integration Ship
Management System (ISMS) although suffering similar complications, differ in
the scale of the software challenge. IPMS recognises that the information
exchanged between the platform and the ship's highway can be limited, and as
a consequence achieves a substantial reduction in risk. Table 3.1 which
follows illustrates the possible systems that an Integrated Platform
Management System might contain.

TABLE 3.1

POSSIBLE SYSTEMS VITHIN
AN IWTEGRATED PLATFORM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

MACHINERY CONTROL AND SURVEILLANCE

PROPULSION ANCILLARY AUXILIARY

Main Engines Sea Water System Chilled Water System
Shafts Fuel Oil System Fresh Water System
Clutches Lubrication System Air System
Couplings
Gearboxes

ERLCTRICAL POWER MANAGEMENT

Generation
Distribution
Propulsion Motors
Conversion
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STEERING AND STABILIZATION

Rudder Control
Stabilizers
Ballast

DAMAGE CONTROL AND SURVEILLANCE

NBC Detection
Fire Detection
Flood Detection
Fire Control
Ventilation Control

While IPMS does reduce the size of the task it still contains a large
amount of software. Already the expectations of software as a method for
changing systems easily and cheaply have not always been fulfilled. The
questions facing both platform suppliers and procurement agencies is, how can
the software be controlled in terms of both risk and cost?

4. REDUCING COST AND RISK

4.1 General

The production of an IPNS will be a highly complex task involving tens
of thousands of man hours of effort. The management of this task in terms of
delivering on time, within budget and meeting the expectations of the
customer is difficult.

Some of these aspects are described as follows:

4.2 Risks in Procurement

The functions needed for effective operation need to be adequately
specified when procuring the systems from separate suppliers. One frequently
used method is to identify the behaviour in terms of a textual requirement.
This is used to partition up the system into separate procurement packages.
These requirements can be difficult to check and may be contradictory
especially around the interfaces between systems, for example the propulsion
and electrical systems.

To overcome some of these potential engineering difficulties the
customer is adopting more rigorous technical methods in their specifications.

4.3 Project Management Difficulties

Project Management of a software task as large as an IPHS is inherently
difficult. Within such a system there may be thousands of interfaces and
functions to be specified and produced. In addition, the task carries a
major overhead as a large number of software engineers will be involved.
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Production of code has often been perceived as the main focus of project
managements' attention, particularly when timescales for delivery are tight.
This has encouraged the emphasis away from performing a thorough analysis and
design.

Recent figures indicate that 64% of software errors are introduced in
the analysis and design phases, and of these some 45X remain undetected until
customer acceptance. This of course is a major source of customer
dissatisfaction. In addition the cost of error correction increases the
later in the software life cycle the errors are discovered. For the
platforms currently entering service, such as for example SRMH, the trends
have been towards placing more emphasis on the analysis and design phases,
where error correction is relatively cheap. For project management the
difficulty with this approach has been the visibility of progress. To
overcome this, most current methods use, as a means of assessing progress,
the validation and verification milestones at the end of each development
phase, for example analysis, design and coding.

4.4 Testing Complications

The large software systems that make up the platform will contain
software which is time critical in responding to events from the environment,
for example a surveillance system rill need to stop an engine should the oil
pressure fail. These event stimulus may result in complex scenarios for the
system to manage. Testing for all eventualities is therefore seen as
essential, but this is seldom achieved due to the complexity of the task.
Figure 3.1 shows the traditional testing based on a 'bottom up' technique,
starting with low level unit testing through software integration testing,
system integration and finally acceptance testing.

Incremental integration is a common strategy used where each function
and code path is tested as the software is constructed.

The 'bottom up' technique attempts to demonstrate that the software
products from each development phase satisfy the requirements. It can be
characterised by:

(1) Consuming 50% of the time and resources of a project.

(2) It is difficult for management control.

(3) It involves large quantities of low quality testing.

(4) It terminates when the project runs out of patience.

A further feature of this system development is the lack of traceability
of the initial customer requirements which results in the lower level tests
being performed against an interpretation of the requirement that is the
result of two to three layers of abstraction. This results in deviations
from the requirement only being discovered in the later stages of the testing
cycle when they are more expensive to rectify.
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Figure 3.1 - Software Testing Cycle

One way to counter these deficiencies is to have full traceability of
requirements. This would enable the lower level of testing to be performed
with the confidence that specified customer requirements have been met.

4.5 Comissioning Complications

The IPS may contain systems produced by separate suppliers which are to
be integrated to provide the facilities of the platform as a whole. During
this risky integration phase, extensive delays to the ship's programme may
occur, should any one of the separate suppliers encouter unforseen
difficulties. The dependency of the suppliers on each other is therefore a
major consideration where for example, one system requires data from another
to successfully operate. One very common problem area could be the control
of message compatibility along the machinery management highway.

One of the most successful ways of addressing this problem has been for
the shipbuilder to adopt the role of machinery management highway custodian.
This role involves integration planning, and risk assessment as well as
defining interface protocols.

4.6 Maintenance Complications

A potential drawback with an IPNS is when changes occur to a particular
system. Consideration needs to be made as to how such changes affect other

systems and hence the platform as a whole.
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Good design practices such as loose coupling and data hiding principles
can go a long way to solving this potential problem, in conjunction with the
continuation of the role of machinery management highway custodian.

4.7 Extended Risk

Outside the scope of this paper as the main controlling method is
probably cost penalty.

4.8 System Methodology

The requirements for software that has real time responses, highly
concurrent processing and unique hardware interfaces, which are all aimed at
a target system that does not support the development environment, add up to
a remarkably complex software task. If you then add in formal documentation
and methodology requirements, plus maintenance for a one to thirty year
product life cycle, you are looking at an order of complexity not found in
most previous software developments.

Even with t dscrete platform systems currently entering service the
key to managing this complexity has been to develop software within the
framework of a ystem methodology. Figure 3.2 shows how such a framework is
constructed, which includes both methods and management contro..

eg Procedures
Qutty Systems
Life Cycle Systems

AUTOMATI TECHNICAL

TOOLMETODS

Method Support eg AITSASQ
MASCOT

Figure 3.2 - System Development Methodology

The general capabilities that the system methodology must have are:

(1) Technical Methods

(a) The capture of the requirements precisely, without ambiguity
or duplication.
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(b) Traceability of the requirement throughout the development
phases of, for example analysis, design, implementation and
test.

(c) The flexibility to accept changes in the requirement easily
throughout development.

(d) Methods for partitioning the problem into smaller easier
understood packages.

(e) Tools for modelling all the aspects of the systems behaviour,
for example dynamics, data and objects.

(2) Management Systems

(a) Methods for validating and verification.

(b) Methods for measuring and controlling progress.

(c) Guidelines for producing design and maintenance documentation
to the required standards.

(d) A metrics collection system to improve estimating on future
projects.

(e) Methods for controlling changes and baselines issued to the
customer.

(3) Automatic Tool Support

(a) Technical methods support.

(b) Configuration management support.

a. Technical Methods - Traditional requirement expression contains
redundancy, is contradictory, monolithic and implementational. The question
often asked by industry is "Is this what the customer wants?" What is
required in the initial stages of the system development process is the
ability to engineer the unstructured customer requirements to enable the
support of traceability and compliancy throughout the project life cycle. To
add to this problem it is now becoming mandatory on more recent projects, to
demonstrate how customer requirements have been met.

The traditional method of maintaining traceability of the customer
requirements is by the implementation of manual procedures. By automating
the initial requirements phase, it allows the customer requirements to be
linked to subsequent stages of the system development process. This linking
allows the dynamic update of compliancy relationships between the
requirements and the other stages of development. This in turn enables the
project managers to produce compliancy reports, perform impact analysis of
requirement changes and provides visibility of progress.

Complex embedded software engineering projects require a more
comprehensive approach than In the early days of embedded system development.
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Development teams now replace the single programmer, while structured methods
for requirement analysis, design, coding, integration and test augment the
old seat-of-the pants instincts and know-how.

For machinery platforms, structured methods were first used on the Type
23 frigate and Single Role Mine Hunter projects of the early 1980's. These
methods were used with corresponding tool support, in order to maximise the
productivity of the teams and to allow them to remain relatively small and
efficiently managed.

These structured methods were concerned with building a series of models
of the system. The use of models is a long standing engineering practice
(blue prints, circuit drawings, prototypes) and there was no obvious reason
to treat software engineering any differently.

The models were a representation in miniature of the system which
highlighted the most important issues at a particular stage of development.
Different system development methods propose different models but they all
have the same common characteristics. The strategy used on SRMB was the Real
Time Structured Analysis and Structured Design (RTSASD) method which has the
important advantage of permitting expression of the required behaviour of the
system without implementation detail.

Structured methods have advantages over traditional methods in that the
models provide:

- Better communication through the use of graphics with textual
support and an hierarchic organisation.

- Management of complexity through problem partitioning and
abstraction.

- Quality assurance through evaluation criteria and iterative
refinement.

The model of the system provides everyone involved with a single visible
focus for understanding and discussion. In addition, building the right
sequence of models provides the fundamental basis for an organised
development cycle. From experience using models as a basis means that
specifications are more likely to be partitioned, non-redundant, succinct,
maintainable, unambiguous, testable, comprehendable, complete and consistent.

b. !!a ~t System - Management systems are probably the most
important aspect of the system development process. They provide mechanisms
for quality management, progress measurement and configuration control.

For quality management the key to success is the ability to continuously
monitor the software development process. This is achieved by verification
and validation throughout the software development, or to put it another way,
to continually ask "Are we building the product right?" and "Are we building
the right product?"

Most of the validation and verification is achieved using a technique
known as the walkthrough, where a produce of the development process is
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reviewed by a group of interested parties. The phases of the software
development that are subject to verification or validation follow closely the
life cycle of:

(1) Requirements Specification - The Requirements Specification is
validated against all contractual and management material to ensure
that it is an accurate, unambiguous specification of what is
required.

(2) Structural Software Design - The Structural Software Design is
verified against the Requirement Specification and Quality material
to ensure that it specifies the architecture, control and data
structure of the software.

(3) Detailed Software Design - The Detailed Software Design is verified
against the Structural Software Design to ensure that it specifies
the organisation of the code.

(4) Coded Unit Tests - The Coded Unit and test plan is verified against
the Detailed Software Design to ensure that the implementation is
correct and the testing is thorough in all aspects.

(5) Software Integration - The Software Integration Plan is verified
against the test philosophy and strategy specified in the
Structural Software Design.

(6) System Integration:

(a) The integrated software is tested as a whole in its
deliverable form, ie firmware.

(b) It is validated against a system test specification which has
been derived directly from the requirements specification.

(c) The system will be tested as a whole, including any items
other than software, ie electronics, mechanical items etc.

(d) Functional and performance criteria form a major part of these
tests.

(7) Factory Acceptance - Factory Acceptance Tests are derived directly
from the system test specification. These tests demonstrate to the
customer that the system will fulfill its required function and
performance.

Various metrics have been suggested for measuring software development
quality and progress, these range from the rate of error removal through to
the lines of code produced. All these methods have their own strengths and
weaknesses but most of them rely on tangible output, ie lines of code. This
measurement is seldom adequate for systems as large as the IPS where
development time is lengthy before any code is generated. One practical way
to gain visibility of actual progress is to measure the validation and
verification milestones which occur throughout the development cycle.
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It is essential to have metric collection programmes which measure
factors such as complexity, code size and software engineering experience, so
that these can be used in conjunction with software estimation methods, for
example Constructive Cost Models (COCOMO), to predict more accurately,
delivery dates and budgets for both existing and future systems.

One area of increasing emphasis is the need to produce software to a
specific reliability figure. This cannot be achieved without a comprehensive
metrics programme which measures, for example, the error removal rate. This
particular metric can be ust4 to predict reliability growth patterns for the
software.

Finally, the whole of the system development process needs to be
controlled and managed to allow changes to be implemented with minimal risk.
This is achieved by configuration management which is 'the discipline of
identifying the software components of a continuously evolving system for the
purpose of controlling changes to the software and maintaining integrity and
traceability throughout the software life cycle'. Configuration management
enables configuration control to be implemented which is 'the discipline
which ensures that proposed changes shall be prepared, accepted and
controlled in accordance with set procedures'.

Thus configuration management ensures that precisely the specified
software is produced and issued and it also rakes the production process
visible.

As a minimum the configuration management process should provide the

facilities detailed below:

(1) Controlled access to a securely held set of software.

(2) Automatic enforcement of administrative, modification and quality
control approval procedures.

(3) Administrative support for OA activities.

(4) Help for project managers in establishing and maintaining software
production procedures and standards.

(5) Help to project leaders in organising and controlling software
production.

The only constraint is that the configuration management production
overhead should be small to make it cost effective.

C. Automatic Tool Support - Underpinning the technical methods and
management systems is the need for a complementary set of integrated tools.

Having determined the methods and techniques to be used, the choice of
the tools to support them will be influenced not only by their ability to
support the chosen method, but also by their ability to interface with one
another, allowing automatic, safe transitions from one phase to the next.
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A point worth emphasising is that the tools are only there to support
the methods. The success of producing a real time embedded system still
depends on having an abundance of skill, knowledge and creativity in the team
working on the project. The tools will then alleviate the tedious, time
consuming aspects of the work allowing the system to be produced on time,
within budget, meet the specified quality standards, and at the same time
reduce through life costs.

Finally in order to achieve maximum combined effectiveness of the
methods, tools and hardware platforms, a rigorous definition of how they are
to be used together to achieve the project goals has to be produced.

5. POST DESIGN SUPPORT (PDS)

5.1 General

The technical risk is significantly lowered once the new system has been
commissioned, and therefore known to fulfill its requirements. As the system
enters the post design phase, procurement agencies are now faced with the
problem of balancing between costs and the time taken to make a change.
Whereas previously, during the design phase the problem was one of balancing
between costs and technical risks.

5.2 Sources of Change

The sources from which change can originate are summarised as follows:

- Rapidly changing technology may force changes to interface software
as obsolete hardware components are designed out.

- Rapidly changing technology may force changes to the software as
the tools for supporting the system become obsolete. Examples
might include the host development computer and software language
compilers.

- Requirement changes as the systems are used in new ways not
foreseen by the designers but which improve operational efficiency
even further.

- Equipment faults discovered as the systems are used. This may be a
common source of change within the first few years of the system's
life.

5.3 Types of Support

As discussed previously, the question facing the procurement agencies
is, how do we get changes done in a sensible time frame and at a reasonable
cost? The options available can be summarised as:

(a) Event Post Design Support: no specific suppliers are nominated for
the post design tasks. As changes are needed they are considered
in isolation and placed as separate contracts.
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(b) Continuous Post Design Support: dedicated resources are set aside
by the suppliers nominated for the post design tasks. Changes are
made on a continuous basis by a support team and software updates
can be released periodically.

Event Post Design support can be clearly the most cost effective. It
does however have serious drawbacks which are:

- original design team is disbanded and the applications knowledge is
lost.

- minor changes may become prohibitively expensive as the system is
re-learned by a new team perhaps for each change.

- minor changes will take considerably longer.

- hardware vehicles for validating changes to the software need to be
rebuilt for each change.

- delivery dates will be poor as a team is recruited for the change.

Continuous Post Design Support overcomes these issues with a subsequent
higher cost penalty while the team is maintained during slacker periods.

Probably the best solution for the procurement agencies is a combination
of the two Post Design Support Methods. In the early lifetime of the system
adopt continuous post design, here the changes needed will occur frequently
and be needed quickly. Experience invested in the design is then held intact
and should there be any slack periods these can be utilised to increase
productivity, by for example, improving documentation. Once the systems have
matured, and changes become less frequent then the event driven post design
method may be adopted. However, no matter which method or combination of
methods are preferred there will be difficulty in maintaining the host
development computer for periods of thirty years and in keeping engineers who
are willing to maintain the older systems.

6. CONCLUSIOCS

Recent machinery platform systems have allowed suppliers to prepare for
the software challenge facing them when new more integrated systems are
procured. The key to this preparation has been the development of rigorous
system methodologies which are comprised of three basic elements; management
practices, technical methods and automatic tools. It is these systems which
allow the risk of large software development to be controlled. Most of the
methods now used allow the supplier to focus software solutions around the
system requirements, rather than the technology needed to implement such
systems. Cost control, again a notoriously difficult area in software
development, has also improved by the introduction of metrics and estimation
systems. In short, the technical and cost risks for producing the highly
complex software needed in an IPMS can be successfully managed by developing
the system under a rigorous environment which allows adequate specification
of the boundaries for each system.
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INTEGRATED PLATFORM MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS - GOALS AND OPPORTUNITIES

by David Stead
and Denis L. Prager

SEMA Group Systems Limited

1. ABSTRACT

The procurement of a new vessel offers a great deal of freedom in the specification of the ship control

machinery and associated electronic control and surveillance systems. The ship platform system

comprises many subsystems each of which is further decomposed into individual units. The extent of

this equipment is such that its operation places a significant load on operators and maintainers which

is unlikely to be acceptable in future platforms. Advances in information technology make it possible to

integrate the various control subsystems so as to provide a centralised highly automated user interface.

This will allow a well defined interface to the command system to be introduced, manning levels to be

reduced, and improvements in maintenance and reductions in long term costs to be achieved. The paper

considers the requirements of such an integrated system, and highlights the design and development

issues that must be addressed to meet these requirements.

The paper surveys the opportunities that arise in terms of for example new system architectures,

technologies, human factors and standardisation and argues that in order to be successful such a

development must be controlled by an overall System Design Authority.

2. INTRODUCTION

Sema Scientific (formerly CAP Scientific) has been involved in integrating platform systems for the

past decade, and has been involved in platform systems since CAP Scientific's formation.

An Integrated Platform Management System will encompass the following systems:

* Propulsion including propeller, prime mover and gear box.

* Propulsion Auxiliaries

* Auxiliaries

0 Electrical Generation and Distribution

* NBCD control

The system would be expected to be extendable to include other ship systems and in particular allow

for interfacing to the Command System,
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In Section 3 we define the scope of the Integrated Platform Management System and discuss the
requirement in Section 4.

Section 5 discusses the current state of the platform systems, and suggests some future goals, which
should be used to measure the effectiveness of any new architectures.

We discuss the proposed technological features of the system in Section 6 and conclude by stating the

need for a System Design Authority to co-ordinate and manage its development.

3. OVERVIEW OF THE PLATFORM SYSTEMS

The term 'Platform Systems' is generally used to encompass the following:

Propulsion including propeller (controllable or fixed pitch), prime movers, shaft line,
brakes and gearbox.

0 Propulsion Auxiliaries including Steering and Stabilisation System, Main Forced
Lubrication System, Main Lubricating Oil Transfer and Renovation System, Low Pressure Sea Water
System and Fuel Supply Renovation and Transfer System.

0 Auxiliaries including Refrigeration System, Special Services Air System, Avfuel System,
Desalination System, Sewage System, Fresh Water System and Bilge and Sullage System.

* The Electrical systems including Electrical Generation and Electrical Distribution.

* NBCD systems including Chilled Water System, Ventilation System, Low Pressure Air
System, High Pressure Air System and High Pressure Sea Water System.

* Damage Control including the state of the ship with respect to fire, flood, smoke, stability
and the operational state. The operational state includes the state and requirements for hatches and
other compartment penetrations.

An Integrated Platform System should therefore cover all the above systems but in addition take into
account the future need to supply and receive information from Weapons and Navigation Systems.

4. MOTIVATION FOR INTEGRATED PLATFORM MANAGEMENT

The requirement for an Integrated Platform Management System is driven by the need to achieve
overall ship-wide improvements in the following areas:

* Cost.

* Vulnerability.

* Safety.

* Availability.

* Flexibility
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We will examine each of these in turn, starting with cost.

4.1 Cost

Cost is almost always a prime motivation for change. Clearly the development and production costs
of an Integrated Platform Management System will introduce an increase in the initial ship purchase
price although there may be some scope to re-use components from existing equipments. The scope for
cost benefits therefore derives entirely from any potential reduction in through life costs.

The reduction in through life costs would result from better utilisation of the manpower, utilisation
of the longer mean time between failure inherent in the newer technologies (and allowing a possible
reduction in spares), and the ability of the system to accommodate change and expansion. If change and
expansion can be achieved with minimal disturbance to the ship then this would have a significant
effect on refit costs.

An Integrated Platform Management System should also be able to improve the performance and the
economies of operating the ship systems, and not only in terms of optimising performance of a single
ship's systems. It would also allow interactions between various systems to be used effectively instead
of independently operating each system as at present. Control interactions from one system would
produce feedback parameters on a second system. If these feedback interactions were anticipated then
the second system may assist and certainly would not resist the stimulus from the first system.

The benefits arising in terms of manning depend on the mode of operation:

* Normal Operation Use.

* Harbour Watchkeeping.

Planned Maintenance.

* Breakdown Maintenance and Breakdown Manning.

* Training.

* Special Sea Duties.

Table I gives a breakdown of typical current manning levels.

Normal usage relies on the watchkeepers in the ships control centre (whether located in a specialist
room or within another compartment), and roundsmen. Currently the watchkeeper is an experienced
highly trained individual who has to scan information and decide when the information deviates from
its normal position. He is assisted in this by a surveillance system which annunciates warnings.
Corrective action is not initiated unless either the operator notices that the information is abnormal or
that a warning level has been exceeded. Slow changes in information do not readily trigger the
operator to take corrective action.

The Roundsman is similar to the operator except that the collection of data has to occur from a non
centralised position. He spends much of his time moving from one source of information to another source
of information and recording the readings. Much of the expertise of the Roundsman has been dissipated.
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Sound often triggered the Roundsman to instigate an investigation. Similarly the Roundsman would
notice increases in temperature in locations where there were no sensors and again instigate an
investigation.

Normal operational use unfortunately covers several operating modes from action, through defence
states to cruising. In each of the modes there are various operational states. The manning levels
through the state will vary enormously, however the peak occurs during action states when man power
is called into use to ensure that only current information is used in directing the ship and if any systems
is damaged (or fails) the operators will already be in place to take over the running of the damaged
equipment. In performing the control role for the damaged systems the operators will have indelibly
noted the information related to those systems and will continue to manually update the information.
This will enable operation of the function in spite of the damage to the system.

When a ship is in harbour some machinery still continues to run. This requires the use of roundsmen
and watchkeepers to ensure that platform systems will not be endangered. When entering and leaving
harbour and during re-fuelling at sea it is necessary to call up "special sea duty men". These personnel
are required to maintain a close monitor upon certain instrumentation or equipment. The equipment is
selected such that if it failed it could endanger the ship if remedial action were not immediately
effected.

From the above discussion it is clear that the roles of the watch keeper and roundsmen is extremely
diverse. However in essence their tasks are related to two basic functions:

* The implementation of command decisions.

* The distribution of data.

The command decision role consists of either receiving or making a command decision and then
amplifying this decision so that an operator or the operators can implement it.

The distribution of the data enables that operator to either make his own command decisions,
implement command decisions or filter the information sufficiently so that it can be passed back to a
superior in order that the superior can evaluate the data and make the correct command decision. The
following figure shows "Command Decision" implementation and information filtering
diagrammatically and expresses the amplification of command decisions and the filtering of
information.
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K 0 6 Amplification of command decision or command decision,
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Implementation of command decision,
assessment of data and filtering of information, to pass
through the command structure.

Command decision implementation and Information
Filtering.

The goal of the Integrated Platform Management System therefore must be to assist them in these

tasks, reducing the manpower requirement at the same time. It is clear that the reliable availability
of information from all relevant sources at a central position is the key to achieving this goal.
However, a degree of intelligence must then be available within the computer systems at the central
positions to ensure that the operator workload doe not become excessive. Intelligence is also called for

to replace the experience of the roundsman in fault diagnosis and failure prediction. Having placed

such a heavy reliance on the information system, survivability of the system is paramount.

Unplanned maintenance causes malfunctioning equipment to be either shut down or run at a steady
state while maintenance is achieved. Steady state running during a breakdown requires additional
personnel to be called up to monitor the systems to ensure that no further damage can occur.
Additionally personnel required to repair a breakdown are usually highly skilled and work at the
location of the breakdown either using built-in test equipment or by using special test equipment-
Current special and built-in test equipment usually analyses down to the zone of the fault and speedy
fault finding still requires an experienced operator to operate the test equipment. The need lor
unplanned maintenance must clearly be eliminated as far as possible.

Planned maintenance has been an area where improvements have occurred during the last decade.

Much of this improvement has resulted from merely timing the period of use for the equipment.
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However, it is recognised that greater improvements could be achieved by condition monitoring and by
the use of more extensive computer based diagnostics aids. These must be incorporated in any future
Integrated Platform Management System.

Training currently requires the use of handbooks supported by out-of-use equipment. Except in the case
of procedural trainers, training is not interactive and normal operators can not anticipate unusual
situations and their re-actions cannot be developed. In the future Integrated Platform Management
System we can reduce the time devoted to off-line training by incorporating training aids in the system
and making them realistic enough to train personnel in coping with all scenarios. On-board training
makes use of otherwise wasted time and reduces the overall manpower requirement by saving the
resources that would be devoted to on-shore training.

42 Availability. Vulnerability and Safety

Availability, Vulnerability and Safety are closely coupled system parameters. Vulnerability
would be reduced by increasing the likelihood that any failure in one system would be covered by the
availability of an alternative system. Safety would be improved in a similar manner to vulnerability,
except that the alternative system would be active and checking the states of the first system.

Key factors which impact upon vulnerability and safety are:

" Interactions with other systems.

" Dependencies on other systems.

* Redundancy within the system.

* Interlocks and information from other systems.

Extensive improvements have been achieved in the last two decades by the use of interlocks and
redundancy. Unfortunately the use of single interlocks has resulted in an increase in the system
unavailability.

Reliability has been increased by duplication of key equipments, however there has been an
unfortunate side effect of drastically increasing costs, not merely doubling in costs but often trebling or
quadrupling costs as the equipment has to diagnose when to use its redundant sections.

Safety has been increased by monitoring dependencies and increasing the number of interlocks
internally and from other equipments. Accidents still occur and there is further scope for improvement
in both vulnerability and safety.

The significant developments in electronic systems over the past decade should enable a fresh
approach to be taken in developing systems that meet the combined targets of reliability,
availability/vulnerability and safety in a more cost-effective manner than in the past. This clearly is
a requirement for future Platform Systems and can only be gained by deploying world-products which
through their wide market exposure have been given the opportunity to mature more satisfactorily
than the custom-fashioned systems which have been deployed to date.
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43 Flexibility

The previous decade has also seen an acceleration in the rate of change of electronic computer
facilities. Decisions on whether to incorporate a change or to wait for further developments has been a
major headache. Usually the incorporation of advances will necessitate the scrapping or major
modifications of an existing system. Architectures for future Integrated Platform Management System
must be be expandable and amenable to change without major impact on the existing structure. This
points decisively in favour of using internationally accepted system communication and interconnection
standards.

5. MEASURING THE ACHIEVEMENT

To evaluate any solutions we must have a set of goals which outlines the requirements. Probably no
single solution will satisfy all the requirements, however a clear definition of the goals will allow the
most appropriate solutions to be evaluated. This section is intended to define the goals.

The present systems and any future systems will have the following critical requirements:

" No single failure will fail the entire system.

" Multiple failures will leave the remaining systems operative.

These requirements must be satisfied.

In the earlier section we found the major cost driver to be Through Life Costs. Through Life Costs were
mainly associated with manning and with system enhancements. Table 1 defines our current manning
requirements and Table 2 defines a goal for the future.

Analysis of the manning levels, currently in place, and towards a future goal shows that we will
have to address two areas in particular:

* The reduction of operator manning levels required for special sea duties, defence watches
and action stations.

* The reduction of manning levels required for both planned and unplanned maintenance.

The high manning levels inherent in special sea duties, defence watches and action stations are not
actually required for the operation of the system. They are required to observe the system, familiarise
with the system states and then to take over control of the system in the event of a failure or damage.

High manning levels are required for planned and unplanned maintenance. The unplanned
maintenance would be reduced by more effective planned maintenance and/or by increasing the
meantime between failures for the various systems,

Maintenance manning would also be reduced if faults could be diagnosed more rapidly or by having
systems which were quicker than the current systems to repair.
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If system meantime between failures could be increased, maintenance manning could be reduced and
one of the reasons for the standby manning during special sea duties etc could be rotuced. It must be
recognised however that the critical systems could fail because of information supply failure and this
is the state which occurs once action damage has been sustained by a vessel.

The second through life cost driver was flexibility of the system for enhancements. When a system is
totally autonomous space and power are the only new requirements imposed on the ship. However most
new systems require information or will modify the information supplied from other existing systems.
Table 3 shows the current situation for interactive systems and a goal for future systems.

One of the required crit-ria for any design is minimising vulnerability. To discuss vulnerability it is

necessary to have a definition of its meaning. We would propose the following sub-set in any definition:

"Minimising the number of systems effected if one system is damaged".

Some systems currently only have local controls, hence there are only vulnerable to local damage.
Many systems have local and remote controls, in these cases damage in two locations could effect that
single Plant.

Future vessels are anticipated to reduce manning, and with this reduction in manning it will not be
possible to have as many roundsmen and hence remote control will become more prevalent.

Most remote controls have currently been concentrated in a single control compartment. The loss of
this compartment would result in widescale loss of remote control. All plant could be controlled from its
local positions however coordination and manning levels would have to increase drastically from a
single action. With respect to our definition, the number of systems affected if the remote control
location were damaged and there is only a single remote control position, this configuration maximises
vulnerability and is therefore highly undesirable.

Table 4 shows the current vulnerability and a desired goal.

Manning levels both in terms of operability and maintainability are a function of many variables
Table 5 shows the variables for both operator and maintainer. The table shows the functions that could
be modified to affect the manning.

Safety has already been given a high priority on present day vessels. The safety of future systems
and vessels should not be any less than current safety standards.

6. TECHNOLOGIES FOR INTEGRATED PLATFORM MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Our study has shown that there are a number of key target improvements that are essential to
properly benefit from the development of Integrated Platform Management Systems. We summarise
these first before discussing their implementation.

&I Key Targets

Manning

a. Operators
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* Increase the amount of automated surveillance and ensure the surveillance is cognisant of

the ships operating state and the trip values that should be representative of that state.

* Reduce the number of operator tasks.

* Reduce the complexity of the tasks and allow a lower skilled operator.

* Reduce the number of standby operators necessary and still ensure that failure or damage
does not endanger operations.

a Decrease the training time.

b. Maintainers

6 Ensure that the systems are engineered such that the components can be replaced more
quickly than is the current practice.

* Enable faster diagnosis of the failed components even with a lower skilled operator.

• Improve the evaluation of the effective duty time that any equipment has sustained in
order to enable increased times between maintenance.

Vulnerability

0 Decrease the vulnerability caused by the loss of the remote control station.

Expandability and Flexibility

* Reduce the changes to hardware and wiring on existing systems when new systems have to
be introduced.

0 Reduce the modifications necessary to existing systems to enable data to be extracted from
those systems for any new systems.

The following section describes how these targets may be met.

62 Meeting the targets

Vulnerability

Our vulnerability target requires that we reduce the susceptibility of the system once the remote
control position is lost. Our options are as follows:

t Remove the remote control position (this is not a viable option as it conflicts with the need
to reduce manning).

* Distribute the remote control position (again this is probably not a viable option as
distributing the remote control position would increase the number of operators).
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* Create an alternative remote control position to take over in the case of loss or damage to
the first control position.

Most of the control and surveillance data supplied by auxiliary systems is digital and has low data
rate. Currently it is often supplied by direct wiring from the local control panel to the remote control
panel. Each of the pieces of information is contained as a single signal, and each system is managed as
an entity. Figure I shows the current configurations. Figure 2 shows the same architecture but with a
second remote control position.

,E' :RP, RP= Remote Position

Power U' Power ..-TP Power LP LP Local Position

PatPlantPln

Figure 1, Current Local and Remote Control and Surveillance

RP RP R'R R mt Pto

Power LI' Power LI' Power U' R Rmt Psto

LP =Local Position

Figure 2. Future Local and Remote Control following the existing architecture.

The cost of increasing any system by this Figure 2 will be prohibitive as it would require betwcee,
1,000 and 10,000 cable cores.
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Any system to provide a second remote system must therefore be linked via a multiplex data link,
which may be implemented for example as a Local Area Network. Figure 3 shows a suitable
configuration. The complexity of the electronics in the local position and at the remote position has

increased, Each position now includes a multiplexer and de-multiplexer for the data and then
conversion from the multiplexed dat. to the communications driver.

RP = Remote Position

LP = Local Position

Power LIP Power LP Power LI

Figure 3. Future Local and Remote Control using a Multiplexer Architecture

This architecture efficiently provides data paths for local position plant data along 2 independent
routes to 2 (or more) remote stations. If a ring network is used, there is further scope for path redundancy
in that a ring breakage in each ring could be tolerated.

Flexibility and Enhanceability

Our goals for flexibility and enhanceability are to reduce the amount of hardware change necessary
when a new system is introduced and to reduce the amount of modification necessary v.ithin the existing
systems.

If hardware changes are to be minimised then existing interfaces must be flexible enough to
accommodate change. This constrains us to using a multiplex data link, such as the Local Area Network
proposed above to link the Local and Remote Positions. It may be acceptable for plant transducers to be
connected to the Local Panel via discrete links, but if transducers themselves were intelligent and
connected to the Local Panel via a multiplex digital link then this would allow for even greater
flexibility. It should be noted that additional Local Positions can be added to the main network with
minimal hardware impact, as can new external system interfaces, for example to a Command System.

A common requirement for change is for an additional item of data to be monitored by the system.
Future platform management systems need to be far more tolerant to such changes which should be
possible without major software upgrade and achievable during in-service operation. There are ot
course complex configuration management problems which need to be taken into account if this degree ot
adaptability is to be provided..
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Although standards already exist for various types of multiplex data link the format of the data
within the data links, in the majority of cases, have not been agreed. To achieve the desired
flexibility and expandability would require not only that the data link be defined but also the format
of the messages to be transmitted. It is essential that the data link standard employed is one that has
been adopted widely within the international community so that its maturity and the level of support
given to it is adequate.

Reducing the manning of any future vessels will depend on reducing the number of both operators and
maintainers.

a. Operators-Our primary objective is to reduce the number and complexity of tasks
performed by operators. The history of Platform System automation shows that most effort has been
concentrated on producing a centralised surveillance system leaving many control tasks as manual
activities. This has allowed some reduction in the number of operators, but very little has been done to
assist in interpreting the information that is presented to the operator by the support systems.

To further reduce the centralised operators tasks it will be necessary to provide a level of data
interpretation so that information that it outside the norm is presented to him as a priority, and the
norm is context sensitive. Such systems are already well advanced in the avionics field.

Highlighting the problem areas to the operator will reduce the operator's workload. The operator
will still have to decide upon the correct procedures to correct the problem. To lower the skill levels of
the operator it is necessary to advise a lesser skilled operator on the probable correct remedial
strategy. These advice systems are an extension of the knowledge based systems which are already
becoming widely used on many industrial surveillance systems.

During the previous decade many of the more complex or fast control functions have been automated.
The simpler start/stop routines have been left unaltered. Most of these require very little logic to
decide when to start and when to stop or when to switch to a second system. If these unsophisticated
systems are automated then again the operator's workload could be reduced. Even if the task could not
be removed from the operator, action from the operator could be prompted by the system to reduce the
complexity of the operator's tasks.

When faults develop on our current complex platform systems it is often difficult for the operator to
appreciate the consequences of the fault. Evaluating the options open to him and making the correct
decision to effect corrective action requires skill and training. Usually not all the options are
appreciated by the operator and often not all the consequences are foreseen. A simple solution is to
provide a list of the options available, and the consequences for each of those options, If any of the
options required further actions then these actions should also be listed within the option.

One of the problems that arises from the reduction in the role of the Roundsman will be that
problems cannot be recognised until specific sensors are triggered. These can be thermal sensors, thermo-
couples or smoke detectors. The problem with this type of sensing is that it is triggered only once a
problem has become critical. The Roundsman often detected problems before they became critical. He
would notice anomalous hotspots or sounds. A means will have to be devised for duplicating this role of
the Roundsman.

A generalised surveillance system would have to be created covering the whole of a ship's
compartment. One generalised system could be an infrared picture of the whole compartment. The
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thermal signature of each piece of equipment in the various running modes would be identified. If the
thermal signature deviated from an expected signature then the operator could be triggered into calling
extra manpower to investigate the problem.

A simple two dimensional picture of the compartment could provide sufficient data to prove that a
Roundsmen was required for an investigation. A more productive approach could be to build a three
dimensional image and collate the three dimensional image with various operational information
within the plant management system. The temperature at a particular power setting or operational
mode would be registered as a norm. Deviation from the norm would be used to trigger the operator into
instigating some action. Conventional closed circuit television monitoring is also a viable operator aid.

An area which requires considerable improvement is that of the human-computer interface. Various
types of flexible display system have been tried during the past decade. Touch screens, flexible
keyboards, reconfigurable function keys, tracker balls and light pens are all tools in the armery.
Windowing and pull-down menus are likely to be a feature of any future systems. It is also essential
that the operator be given the freedom to configure the formats of displays t9 his requirements so that
the on-line modification of mimic diagrams, for example, is a facility which will become the norm.

In summary the operators tasks would be reduced by following the following the strategies:

0 Increasing the sophistication of the surveillance system including data filtering and
interpretation.

* Increasing the coverage of the control systems such that the simple systems are also within
the scope of the system.

0 Prompting the operator with suggested actions during normal activities to ensure effective
utilisation of equipments.

0 Prompting the operator with suggested remedial actions once a fault has been recognised or
has been recognised as developing.

* Replacing some of the Roundsman's monitoring role with a general surveillance facility.

* Providing an effective and efficient human-computer interface.

b. Maintainers. The following aspects require improvement:

* Ease of repair.

* Improved diagnostics.

* Improved life prediction.

Improvements in ease of replacement of components have already occurred during the past decade.
Modularisation and better selection of line replaceable items have enabled mean time to repair to be
reduced. Unfortunately connectors, backplanes and assemblies have as yet not succumbed to the same
improvement. These areas will require effort to reduce the mean time to replace these items.
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Built in test equipment has improved the location of faults. During the past decade, built in test
equipment has often used spare processing power to find or indicate the failed component. This
philosophy ignores external indications that can help diagnose the fault and the system also fails once
the processor or its power supply has failed.

Highly reliable (and independent) built in test equipment would increase the cost of the unit;
however the independent BITE could receive external interfaces information which when collated
would give a much more accurate fault finding picture. This in turn would give a higher probability of
diagnosis and remove some of the need for the highly skilled maintainer.

Prediction of the safe life expectancy of a component has until now been totally statistical. A life
expectancy has assumed the stress levels and has always had to err on the side of caution; that is the
highest stress levels normally attainable are assumed to be ones to which the component has been
continually subjected.

The duty cycle and power setting levels in related systems and dependent systems are now available
within the surveillance system. This data is available for life expectancy calculation. Using these
monitored parameters and the same equations as the previous statistical predictions a much better life
prediction can be calculated.

Some systems have a signature parameter. This signature parameter can be used to indicate if a
system has approached the end of its safe operating life. Some signature work has already occurred but
results to date have not been very promising.

The present most likely route appears to be extended life prediction via the use of measured duty
cycles. The work has already started on the more costly systems where extending the time of use will
save on early unnecessary replacement. This same trend will have to be extended to the less expensive
items if maintenance times and utilisation are to be increased.

A Maintainer facility in a Platform Management System would enable the collation of related duty
cycles and allow the maintainer to be directed to the most appropriate items for periodic maintenance
duties.

7. MANAGING THE DEVELOPMENT OF FUTURE SYSTEMS

A future Integrated Platform Management System poses new management challenges. The range of
engineering disciplines involved is wide embracing amongst others mechanical, electrical, electronic,
control and software fields. To be successful system-wide considerations, for example relating to
reliability, maintainability, and availability must take precedence over individual plant or sub-
system factors. By its very nature an Integrated Platform Management System relies upon the flow and
collation of information from many sources, generally under the control of different manufacturers.
Parameters which are critical to the operation of a sub-system are often totally unimportant withi,,
the context of operating a total platform and vice versa. The trade-offs to be made are numerous and
complex.

This paper calls for standardised interfaces for the various systems. These interfaces would have to
be implemented on one or more types of multiplexed data links for which the protocols will have to be
established. A traditional problem areas for systems has been associated with interfaces and the
definition of the signals on the interfaces. Multiplexed digital data systems have increased the
problem except where a single authority has control of the specification.
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The only way to manage and resolve such system-wide issues in the design of an Integrated Platform
Management System will be to designate a System Design Authority. This is a significant and in the
UK a new and challenging role in Platform System procurement.
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VOICE COMMAND INVESTIGATION FOR
CONTROL OF MODERN CANADIAN WARSHIPS

by Lieutenant(N) K.R. Isnor BEng MEng
and Lieutenant(N) G.S. Brown BEng

Department of National Defence, Canada

1. ABSTRACT

The potential use of speech recognition technology in the
control and monitoring of computer controlled systems is receiving
increased attention. The Department of National Defence of Canadacontracted CAE Electronics to develop and test a speech recognition
system to control the SHINMACS* Advanced Development Model (ADM).
The SHINMACS ADM is a distributed microcomputer based ship control
system connected to a real-time computer simulation of a DDH-280
class destroyer. Because it combines the flexibility and
reliability of digital computers with the simplicity and ergonomics
of graphic displays, it provides a unique test environment for the
investigation of an advanced concept in the control of a modern
warship.

After a brief introduction on the theory behind speech
recognition technology, this paper describes the methodology
followed to develop a Voice Command system for SHINMACS ADM, and
it presents the results of the investigation. The overall
requirements for the Voice Command system for SHINMACS ADM are
described together with the criteria used in the selection of the
Speech Recognizer units. The system architecture is presented
together with hardware and software block diagrams to assist in the
description of the overall principle of operation.

The paper concludes with an identification of the issues which
must be addressed and the investigation to be performed before
actual implementation of Voice Command onboard operational ships.

2. INTRODUCTION

In November 1987 the Department of National Defence (DND) of
Canada commissioned a study by CAE Electronics Ltd of Montreal to

* PHINMACS: Shipboard Integrated Machinery Control System
(Registered Trademark of the Department of
National Defence)
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investigate voice recognition technology for machinery control.
This study was to investigate the feasibility of voice command in
conjunction with the Integrated Machinery Control System (IMCS) as
fitted in the Canadian Patrol Frigates (CPF) and the Tribal Update
and Modernization Program (TRUMP) ships. This project was
consistent with DND's desire to continuously improve the Man
Machinery Interface (MMI) of the IMCS.

The perceived benefit of voice control is improved operator
performance in a busy environment. An example illustrating the
potential benefits of Voice Command is the requirement to open the
starboard boost pump suction valve. Using the MMI's on the IMCS
the operator would:

- bring up fuel service screen ( one button push)
- move cursor to "control point" (trackball manipulation)
- enable cursor selection (one button push)
- select desired option - open valve (one button push)

Visual feedback is an on-screen graphic representation of the valve
being opened.

Using a voice command the operator would:

- issue a voice command "open the starboard boost pump
suction valve"

The visual feedback would be the same as above.

It is expected that operator performance under duress could
be improved by replacing multiple manual actions at the MMI with
voice commands.

3. SPEECH RECOGNITION CONCEPTS

There are four basic categories of speech recognition system
from the "user" perspective. A speech recognition system can be
either speaker dependent or speaker independent. If a system is
speaker dependent, then it requires a sample of the user's voice
to be stored. Speaker independent systems contain algorithms
designed to handle differences in the human voice, such as accents
and voice pitches.

Another way of grouping speech recognition systems is by
determining whether they recognize either discrete isolated words
or continuous connected speech. In discrete systems a number of
sound patterns, such a distinct words or short phrases are storedin the recognition system. The user must pause at the end of each
word so that the recognizer knows to search its database. The
connected speech system requires no pause after each word or
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phrase. A recognition algorithm is used to decipher where each
word or phrase ends. Discrete and connected systems can be either
speaker dependent or independent.

Figure 1 illustrates a typical process used by voice
recognition units to "recognize" a spoken command. It would be
naive to suggest that these four categories are the only aspects
of speech recognition. Other techniques such as the distinction
between phoneme based and whole word template matching, statistical
modelling of sets of templates, signal transformation operations,
dynamic time warping and so on are beyond the scope of this paper
and the authors' expertise.

Successful implementation of a speech recognition system must
take a number of factors and constraints into account. Speaker
related factors are very important. Dialects and speech
variability may significantly affect the performance of speaker
independent systems. Speech variability, or the consistency that
individuals replicate words, adversely affects the recognizer.
Background noise often affects the speakers consistency.
Background noise can also affect speech transmission
characteristics, by degrading the signal and thus may cause
substitution errors.

The design of the vocabulary is an important consideration in
the successful implementation of a speech recognition system. To
minimize errors the vocabulary should be limited in size and
distinct. Enrolment, or the process of creating and storing speech
templates for matching is very important. The speaker must act
natural and enrol in the representative environment. A good
enrolment process will pay dividends later in system use by
increasing the recognition percentage.

4. SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS

4.1 System Constraints

The major constraints placed by DND on the contractor in the
design of the system were:

a. the system had to interface with the existing SHINMACS
ADM without any hardware or software modifications. This
meant that the voice system had to simulate the input
functions of the existing keypad and trackball, and

b. the speech recognition units had to be commercially
available.
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4.2 Speech Recognition Requirements

The preliminary requirements established in order to conduct
an evaluation of the various available speech recognition units
were that the system had to be able to:

a. operate with a vocabulary size of approximately 160-200
words. This was based on the current page and line menus
of the MMI,

b. perform in a high noise environment. This variable is
difficult to measure since there are no applicable
standards. Therefore, this requirement was judged on
previous applications of the various speech recognition
units in comparable environments,

c. operate via a standard RS-232C serial interface,

d. allow expansion in both hardware and software, and

e. permit MMI operations to occur without undue delay. In
practice, recognition times are about the same for most
commercial systems, ranging from 200 to 300 milliseconds.

5. HARDWARE SELECTION

5.1 Speech Recognizer Selection

The above requirements and others were used to establish the
selection criteria for an evaluation of the available recognition
units. Two recognition units were selected to be used in the
evaluation were the Marconi Macrospeak and the Scott Instruments'
Coretechs VET 3. The Marconi Macrospeak was selected as the
preferred system due to its fast response time, expansion
capabilities, vocabulary size, success in similar applications, and
complete development tools package. The Macrospeak was the most
expensive product. All of the basic system requirements were
satisfied. The Scott Instruments' Coretechs VET 3 was selected as
the other recognition unit to provide comparison. The Scott system
was the least expensive unit that met the basic system
requirements.

5.2 Computer Selection

Several manufacturers produce microprocessors that appeared
capable of performing the VCC (Voice Command Controller) functions.
The estimate of necessary coi.puter power was envisioned to be
somewhere between an IBM PC/AT and a DEC Microvax II. Since the
voice recognition systems were anticipated to have a throughput
delay of approximately 300 milliseconds, computer speed was an
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important function, although not the only priority. The
requirement was to maintain a total throughput delay from the
speech recognizer to the MMI of I second.

The identified computers were the IBM PS/80, the Microvax 2000
and the Macintosh II. All three processors had similar execution
speeds, but the IBM PS/80 was eliminated because it ran under a new
operating system which was not available at that time. The system
selected was the Macintosh II. The major advantages of the
Macintosh II over the Microvax 2000 were the user interface, the
expansion capability, and the cost. System software was to be
developed under A/UX (Apple Unix). The Unix development system
provided the most flexibility. By using Unix access was gained to
powerful tools and compilers.

6. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

6.1 Hardware Configuration

The overall hardware configuration is presented in figure 2.
The system consists of a speech recognition unit interfaced to a
VCC software package running on a Macintosh II computer. The
Macintosh II is connected to the SHINMACS ADM via the
record/playback RS-232 port of the Datapath M General Purpose
Interface (MGPI) in the MMI console.

6.2 Software Configuration

The operation of the MMI console using verbal commands is
illustrated in figure 3. This voice command set up typically
operates in the following manner [1]:

a. Incoming Data Handler. This module is custom tailored
to the voice recognizer being used. Its task is to accept output
from the voice recognizer, covert this data into a Standard Data
Packet (SDP), and transmit this data to the Voice Interpreter task.
This data packet contains information such as flags for connected-
isolated words and speaker dependent-independent modes.

b. Voice Interpreter Task. This module receives the SDP of
information from the incoming data handler and provides a
corresponding command. This task outputs commands, which are
simple integers that can be used to look-up in a master table.
This module has different run states set by arguments passed to the
executable program so that the voice system can run in an isolated
or connected mode.

In isolated word mode the voice recognizer (Scott VET 3)
chooses the target word (command) and passes along a corresponding
reference number for future use.
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User speaks voice command into
microphone at machinery control console.
Graphic feedback on console shows results
of command.
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In the connected speech recognition mode (Marconi Macrospeak),

incoming data packets are received on a per word 
basis not on a per

command basis as with isolated recognition. This module must

buffer incoming candidate words until enough words 
are queued to

complete a command. When this occurs the appropriate command

reference number is sent out, buffers are reset and the command

building task continues.

c. command Look Up. This module is based on a data driven

look up procedure. Using the command received from the Voice

Interpreter module, this module finds the appropriate 
commands to

be sent to the device being controlled. In the present application

this module maps input commands to escape sequences 
that are sent

to the MMI console.

d. Machine Control. The final module transmits the escape

sequence from the Command Look Up module to the machine being

controlled. The design of this task will depend upon what the

target machine expects for a communication protocol.

7. EVALUATION

The evaluation of the voice recognition units was conducted

at CAE Electronics in Montreal, March 13-15 1989. The evaluation

team consisted of eight persons, four from CAE and four DND

personnel (two Marine Systems Officers, one Marine Engineering

Technician and one Marine Electrician).

The evaluation scenario contained standard operations and

typical alarms and warning conditions that an operator must 
handle

in the routine operation of the IMCS. This included the operation

of auxiliary and ancillary systems, and the starting, operation 
and

shutdown of main engines. The scenario was designed to test normal

start-up and shutdown procedures, system operations during 
engine

trips, and alarm conditions with machinery component failures. The

commands to the recognizer were also mixed with communications to

and from the Engineering Officer of the Watch (EOOW).

For this evaluation, both speech recognition systems, the

Marconi Macrospeak and Scott Instruments Coretechs VET3 were

interfaced with one of the SHINMACS ADM MMIs. Since both systems

are speaker dependant, each member of the evaluation team had to

"train" the recognizer to recognize his/her voice by storing a

representation of his/her voice called a template. Since the

Macrospeak is a continuous recognizer, only the individual words

involved in a command need be stored as templates. The VET3 was

used in an isolated mode. This meant that every possible command

phrase had to be enroled and stored as a template. This was time

consuming.
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A three day evaluation was planned. The first day was to
begin with a familiarization of the console operation and the test
scenario. Then template training for both recognizers was to take
place. The second day was allocated to practising the test
scenario with both speech recognizers and retraining the templates
as required. The final day was to be dedicated to the actual
evaluation. The CAE personnel followed the three day evaluation
program. Unfortunately during the DND evaluation there was a
province wide power blackout forcing the three day evaluation to
be compressed into two days. To accommodate this the number of
template training passes for the VET3 was reduced from ten to five.
This affected the accuracy of the VET3 recognizer.

8. EVALUATION RESULTS

The results from the evaluation are presented as a number of
correct and incorrect responses by the recognizer to an operator
command. A correct response by the recognizer constitutes properly
identifying the spoken verbal command or rejecting an invalid
verbal command. Likewise incorrect responses include improperly
identified verbal commands, not rejected invalid commands, operator
error and poor templates. The measure of performance for the
Macrospeak and VET3 speech recognizers was the number of correct
responses over the total number of correct and incorrect responses
and then averaged over the whole evaluation team. Overall
performances of 92.4% correct for the Macrospeak and 80.2% correct
for the VET3 were found. These figures corrected for operator
error and poor templates, were 94.9% and 86.5%. A comparison of
the results for the CAE and the DND personnel revealed that the
results were almost identical. Recognition accuracy for the
Macrospeak was 96.7% for the CAE personnel and 93.3% for the DND
personnel. Likewise the accuracy for the VET3 was 86.4% for the
CAE personnel and 86.5% for the DND personnel.

Compounding the difference between the Macrospeak and the VET3
was the fact that the Macrospeak was working in a connected mode
and approximately four templates must be recognized for each
command, while the VET3 was working in the isolated mode and each
template was a complete command.

The Macrospeak and VET3 voice recognizers both met all the
requirements and constraints established for this project. Noting
these constraints, limitations and subjective nature of this
project, the connected speech recognition mode implemented in the
Marconi Macrospeak appears to be more suitable. User acceptance
of voice command by the evaluation team was generally good for the
Macrospeak and fair for the VET3. The evaluation team also
indicated that the preferred mode of operation of the MMI would be
a combination of voice and manual inputs to the MMI.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the evaluation results, the feasibility of using
voice as an alternative input medium in the control and monitoring
of computer controlled systems was successfully demonstrated. As
an input medium for the control of machinery systems the system was
well received by the evaluation personnel with few problems
encountered.

The evaluation determined that speech recognition as an input
medium, rather then manual input, has the following advantages :

a. direct access to any page without the need for the menu
hierarchy;

b. less time required by the operator to perform each task;

c. potential for the use of macro commands; and

d. the system is language independent (i.e. English, French,
etc).

However, several problems were encountered with the system.
Substitution errors, where an erroneous command was substituted for
the intended action, were noted as the most critical. Background
conversations, being picked up and acted upon as commands, was
another area that created problems. However, the majority of the
difficulties dealt with concepts involved in the definition of a
man-machine interface (MMI).

10. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Future developments in voice command of MMI's for Navy ships
would incorporate additional system logic into the voice
recognition units to reduce the possibility of error. An example
of this would be the voice command "stop the number one diesel".
If the number one diesel was the only diesel running and provided
thL recognizer detected the words "stop" and "diesel" then the
system would stop the only running diesel on the screen. Other
logical areas of investigation would be the incorporation of the
"abort" and "undo" commands. Macros that define a series of
commands can also be investigated. Examples of this are "shut down
the plant".

Perhaps the most important area of investigation would be
incorporating the design of voice command right into a machinery
control system. The investigation detailed in this paper used a
voice recognizer that simply replaces a trackball or keypad. This
is probably not the most efficient method of incorporating voice
recognition technology and other methods must be investigated.
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SHIP CONTROL - THE HUMAN FACTORS

John A Harrison
Sema Scientific

1. ABSTRACT

Ships have evolved from relatively simple systems where most functions were
performed by hand to extremely complex ones where a very small number of people
are responsible for, and remote from, many complex subsystems. The resulting
human task in the machinery area has many similarities to those found in
command systems on the same ships.

The evolution of MMI in RN command systems over the last twenty years is
reviewed to draw lessons which should carry over into modern ship control systems.

2. INTRODUCTION

The earliest ships were fairly simple. Their capabilities were limited, but
within those limits they could be operated effectively with a combination of practical
experience and brawn. As ships grew, the need for brawn expanded in proportion,
leading to a complex organisational structure whose purpose was to operate an
equally complex mechanical system, the ship.

In the pre industrial days, although the technology may have been primitive,
the amount of distributed intelligence in the control system was very high. Even the
most humble seaman could see that a rope had broken and realise that someone
ought to do something about it. More significantly, he could do this even if his job
was carrying cannon balls and not monitoring rope condition.

It may be argued that the seaman was a 'labourer' and so his knowldge outside
his immediate task was shallow. However, the technology used was 'visible' in the
sense that the function of most components could be inferred from looking at them.
The crew's work brought them into close contact with the equipment. They would
be familiar with the sounds made by the ship and its equipment and they would be
aware that a component about to fail 'sounded wrong' to an extent which would
make an expert system based condition monitoring equipment turn green with
envy.
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The advent of powered technology did several things. It allowed ships to
become bigger and more complex in themselves, and in the case of warships, it
allowed them to carry a proliferation of ever more complicated payloads.

But perhaps the most significant change was in breaking the link between
brawn and brain. The need for men was not abolished, since the machines needed
minding. They had brawn, but they neither knew what to do nor when to do it.
They could not even take orders. Men were used increasingly as control elements.
They combined the ability to turn an order into an action with a degree of local
common sense. Compared with the machines, they were 'managers', even if their
jobs involved a lot of humdrum and arduous work.

As long as the equipment needed minding, the density of brain power around
the ship still stayed pretty high. The men could become proficient in understanding
their part of ship and how it worked. Continuous familiarity ensured this. What
was much less sure is that they would know what it ought to do. The operator's
view of an equipment is very different from its designer's. They can have very
different ideas about what it can and ought to be able to do. This has both strengths
and weaknesses. It means the operators will find ways of overcoming design
deficiencies to coax more out of equipment when needed, but it may also mean they
never try to make it do things they find unfamiliar or difficult.

The other problem of specialisation and localised control is that good old
human problem of communication. More specialisation means more people have
to trust others to do what they do not understand themselves in detail. There is
more interpretation, more transformation of information en route. In short, more
chance that the impossible will be asked and that the inappropriate will be done.

Following hard on the heels of power technology, came control engineering.
This really does have the power to empty the compartments. The development of
reliable servo mechanisms allows direct control and monitoring to be replaced with
output demand and alarm thresholding. The bandwidth of the human input
required drastically falls, and can be centralised. This really does allow the
brainpower density around the ship to be reduced.

3. AUTOMATION

So all the problems are over? That was the popular vision in the few
decades after the war when the potential of automatic control was becoming more
apparent. Utopia seemed to be round the corner. Manual work would be
poerformed by machine, tedious chores would be automated and the 'electronic
brain' would schedule and organise the whole process. Has it happened yet?
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The technology is certainly there. There is an actuator for every need, there is
communications and processor bandwidth in abudance. We can construct control
systems of undescribable complexity. But it is here that we meet the limitation. A
control system will only do what we want, if its designers can wrestle with the
complexity of specifying and testing it. A monitoring system is only as good as the
sense that its operators can make of what it tells them.

These dual problems of specifying what the system ought to do and
understanding what it has done provide one of the biggest challenges of system
design. The problem is by no means limited to ship control or even to process
control. They have parallels in military and civil command systems and in many
other information systems. In fact, information is the key issue. Having solved the
brawn problem, we are now faced with the brain problem. How can we heap the
control of far more complex systems onto a far smaller number of brains, especially
since we usually expect them to do everything in much quicker timescales.

4. INFORMATION

Information is slippery stuff. Shannon's theory allows us to quantify the
information content of a signal quite precisely in terms of the number of possible
signals which could be sent along a communication channel. This is very useful for
ensuring that the interfaces between different parts of a system do not become bottle
necks for data transmission, but is less helpful for 'real information'.

For example, faithful transmission of speech requires 64kbits/second, viewed
as an accoustic signal. Statistical analysis and predictive algorithms can reduce this to
a few thousand bits/sec. In fact the message can be transmitted with a few tens of
bits per second, if we first translate it into English and then send coded text. The
information changes when we 'know what it means'. To the transmission channel
there is less information while to the listener, there is more information, since it
does not mean anything until he has understood it. This subtle difference is crucial
to understanding the way people work with machines and designing machines they
can use effectively.

The men in a ship rely on the increasingly complex collection of machines
which it contains to help them achieve a mission, but their ability to do so depends
critically on whether they can understand and take decisions based on the wealth of
data which the machines can handle. This means the interface between the men
and the machines must be designed for human capabilities and human needs. As in
most areas of human endeavour, progress comes in fits and starts with occasional
reversals. Paradoxically it is not easy to design effective user interfaces, especially
when technological motivators take over. We shall look at the progress made
during the era of rapid system evolution enabled by the advent of onboard
computers.
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5. KNOBS AND DIALS

Ships and submarines have been around for far longer than terms like MMI
and its many synonyms have. They were full of machines and they were operated by
men, but no one thought to identify the interface between the two as such. At the
basic level equipment was designed to be used. Most equipment needed controls of
various forms but these related quite closely to what was being controlled, often in a
one to one relationship with each variable.

At this level there can be good intuitive grasp of the underlying process. A
flow is controlled by a valve, a valve is screwed down by a wheel, and the pressure in
the pipe is read out by a gauge. Gauge designers take pride in producing clear
readable instruments and valve wheels are designed to be gripped so that force can be
applied. (There are, of course exceptions).

This cosy picture breaks down because it takes rather a lot of valves to operate a
submarine, and success depends on opening and closing the right ones by the right
amounts at the right times. So we impose higher level models to help us
understand the relationships between them. Flooding aft or forward tanks makes
the boat bow or stern heavy and causes a corresponding pitching moment. We can
build controls and indicators into 'pictures' such as deck plans, piping or wiring
diagrams to help understand them. Such mimic diagram style control panels can be
very successful, but as they get bigger we can't show both the overall scope and the
full detail, especially if the system model does not neatly map onto a 2-D
representation. This is a much more general problem, as we shall see.

6. VALUES, SYMBOLS, AND IMAGES

A submarine may swim and breathe supported by machines which are
essentially analogue. They deal with real physical values like speed, pressure voltage
and so on. But the submarine's mission is made of more rarefied stuff. It is a tactical
machine, and tactics hinge on information, lots of it. Intelligence about intentions
and possibilities, copious output of sensors and masses of reference information
about everything from the environment to tactics. Whilst many of the data in this
mass of information do in fact relate to physical variables, many do not. Tactical
information is primarily symbolic. It is information with a capital 'I'.

Another useful broad category of information, very pertinent to a submarine,
we may loosely call 'images'. Images can be thought of as masses of value, whose
overall pattern is important but where individual values are relatively unimportant,
and indeed may be quite 'noisy'. This is in stark contrast to symbolic information
where individual errors can significantly alter meaning.
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7. COMPLEXITY

Complexity is the enemy and the challenge of human information systems.
People over load under pressure of excessive information. This simple fact, well
known to psychologists, is masked by two remarkable human mechanisms. The
human mind has an appetite for pattern and order. (Pure scientific endeavour, for
instance, is driven by the urge to find order and predictability in the physical world).
By extracting pattern and order from information, by 'seeing what it means', we are
able to handle far larger amounts than we could otherwise.

The other mechanism is more severe. Overloaded brains simply shed load. In
the case of perceptual overload, we just fail to see or hear things. Unfortunately we
often do not know what we failed to see, - until it becomes too late.

The battle against complexity can only be won by abstracting from the detail to
the underlying essence or structure of the concepts which allow people to organise
the information and make it manageable.

8. EVOLUTION OF COMMAND SYSTEMS

8.1 Technology Drivers

Each age of history has been driven by different concerns. Similarly, with the
application of a new technology, there is a natural progression from 'can it be done',
through 'can it be done better, more efficiently, more cheaply', 'how should it be
done', to 'what should we actually be doing'. This is as true of technology in
submarines as it is of technology in the office.

Introducing computers into fighting vessels was a challenge. Making them
small enough and feeding them with high grade power was an achievement. The
tasks they were asked to perform were more demanding than those being performed
by many civilian computers at the time. By supporting real time information display
and management, they were at the forefront of MMI technology.

Early shipboard computer systems pressed into service and adapted the MMI
technology that was available. Radar systems had already perfected large CRT
displays capable of high speed precision X-Y scanning. The computer manufacturers
rose to the challenge and developed sophisticated display drivers to allow large
quantities of symbolic information to be written on the displays.

The parentage of these systems is apparent at a glance; they are circular. With
an electrical generator capable of producing a square picture and a square area of the
valuable console space in front of the user available, we would not otherwise have
specified circular screens, and then often only written information in a square area
inscribed within the circie.
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Television already used rectangular CRTs, but it took a while for the glassware
to find its way into high performance military displays. TV display technology itself
was in a much lower league. We could not seriously contemplate TV style raster
technology for high density information displays until digital storage had become
much faster and cheaper. In the early '70s, core storage would have been too slow,
and at around 4p per bit would have cost several hundred thousand pounds, (more
than the cost of the computer systems of the day), to support one screen of what is
now a standard technical workstation, commercially available, for under ten
thousand pounds, with its own built in computer.

Two decades ago, military display systems led the field. Only very high value
civilian tasks were supported by such technology. Now the high grade raster display
has came into its own thanks to the phenomenal advances in cheap semiconductor
store. Raster displays are more energy efficient than cursive ones, and more
amenably offer multi-colour pictures. They allow the generation of the picture to be
divorced from its refresh, (the main headache of cursive displays). This means a
screen-full can be displayed as easily as a few symbols, but at the cost of storing the
screen image in a bit-thirsty way.

As memory prices tumbled, more and more commercial jobs could afford not
only to use computers, but also to use high performance displays. The initiative
passed from the military to the civilian developers. The IT market poured in the
dollars and the yen while military buyers concentrated more on trying to get systems
into service rather than expecting to fund the advance of technology. Increasingly,
military hardware became a hardened derivative of technology originally forced into
being by commercial pressures.

8.2 Early Days in Command Information System MMI

In a sense, the User Interface is the raison d'etre of a command information
system, so it was no surprise that the 'automation' of many jobs previously relying
on charts and chinagraph in the '60s raised many MMI problems.

Early computers were too large to be carried on submarines and so it fell to the
surface fleet to suffer the early part of the learning curve. Display capability was
severely limited, despite exploiting the persistence of fluoride phosphors to run the
tubes at very low refresh rates. But some of the worst surprises came on the input
side. Using keyboards seemed appropriate, but no one can have foreseen the
problems of managing a real time system using memorised sequences of cryptic
codes. It may all seem very logical when you are inventing them, but use in anger,
under pressure, is a different matter.
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Using codes could have been less painful as part of a more forgiving dialogue,
but such was the respect for computers in those days that users were assumed not to
make mistakes, or if they did, then it was not the system designers problem.

8.3 Pioneering

As in so many areas, it is best to be second. When DCA was introduced into
submarines, technology had moved on somewhat, as had ideas about user interfaces.
Using a light pen enabled the selection of individual items displayed on the screen
with a reasonably natural action. This made possible a 'conversational mode' of
interaction with the system. At any one time, the system shows what it can respond
to and control consists of selecting one or more of these options. The changing
presented options reflect the dynamics of the interaction.

This style of interaction was a major advance over the use of key codes. It was
more learnable, and less error prone. It was in advance of most commercial systems
of the day. The surface fleet had this style of MMI on the WSA4 weapon control
system, but had to wait another decade until CACS brought the ideas to the main
stream Action Information systems.

While the command systems were going to sea, the research establishments
were pushing back the barriers for the sonar operator. As the sonar systems were
developing to generate ever more complex sets of 'image data' a better means was
needed to display it for interpretation. Although raster technology in its present
form was not yet mature, pioneering work with displays refreshed direct from
magnetic disc allowed considerable progress from a choice between paper readouts
and fading images on fluoride phophors.

DCA opened Pandora's box by showing what could be done. Unfortunately,
neither it nor its successors could keep up with the demands placed on them. This
led, among other things, to the need for add-ons like DCG, and a consequent
complication of the user interface to the total enhanced system suite.

DCG, born out of Corporate, is a good example of accepting the constraints of
using commercial technology. The MMI also reflects what was commercially
acceptable at the time, and although the system as a whole gave a much needed
functional upgrade to DCB, the MMI itself was less advanced than DCB in using
indirect selection by keyboard with a constrained menu format.
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8.4 The Present

The move from DCB/DCG to SMCS will represent a major step on many
fronts. The display capacity per seat exceeds DCB and DCG, and for the first time
offers colour. The greatly increased underlying processing power, although it is not
superficially an MMI feature, will change the way the system is used by providing
results after delays small enough to be tolerated, whereas long delays encourage
distortion of the task to work round them.

SMCS retains the concept of control by selection from a dynamic set of
displayed features, though the structure and organisation differs quite markedly
from earlier systems. At the physical level, the need for hands up operation has been
replaced at the cost of splitting the interaction into two. The main display, primarily
responsible for the tactical picture, uses a mouse-like puck with pull down menus,
leaving the more detailed procedural and data oriented actions to a desk level display
with a touch overlay doubling as a 'glass key panel'.

The success of this combination "n service will depend as much on the logical
structure of the detailed interactions, and how well they can be made to match the
inherent needs of the tasks, as it does on the more visible physical aspects. SMCS
represents such a major departure from previous systems that it would be premature
to speculate on the cognitive ergonomic aspects, since the tasks themselves will be
changed by the system provided to support them. This joint evolution of the job and
the tool could provide some valuable lessons for the bigger steps to be taken in the
next generation.

SSCS, the new command system for the Type 23 Frigate, will build on the basic
technology established in SMCS, but it has made the transition to an object oriented
style of user interface. Extensive use of direct interaction and an adaptive
windowing system provide the user with a much clearer set of views of the resources
under his control. The interface style is specifically designed to support an
appropriate conceptual model for the users.

Another major advance introduced for SSCS is a comprehensive Human
Engineering Plan. Although human factors have played an accepted role in the
development of aircraft cockpits and primary instruments for many years, large
command systems have traditionally been procured predominantly as bundles of
functionality. The SSCS development will deliver functionality, but the behaviour
of that functionality as it will be experienced by its intended users will be
systematically validated throughout the development cycle.
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8.5 The Next Step in Command Systems

It is significant that before SMCS is even at sea, the foundations are being laid

for an Integrated Weapon System for the new generation SSN20. This is a far sighted

approach, since new concepts can not be rushed through without time to mature.

The MoD needs time to draw together the ideas which it is stimulating from its

contractors into a coherent whole in line with its high level goals.

The integrated approach from the outset should help to ensure that all sub-

systems properly communicate with each other. Using people to pass information

from one piece of kit to another merely raises the noise level, both literally and

metaphorically, by distracting the users from its meaning and use.

The inherent recognition in SSN20 of the human team as a 'people subsystem'

inseparable from the whole system design process is undoubtedly an important step

ahead. If Weapon System Integration on the scale envisaged is to succeed, in an era

of reducing complements, the human issues of what the system is about must be

given equal prominence to the more obvious technological ones.

9. FUTURE ISSUES FOR COMMAND SYSTEMS

The future will be different, but we should try not to repeat past mistakes.

Some things will remain invariant, such as men's size, vision, response speed and

cognitive abilities. Reduced complements may allow for less cramped working

spaces, but equipment will still have to pass through hatches.

We noted that as a technology matures, the focus shifts. We can build fairly

good devices to display information, and there are well established paradigms to

support its manipulation and use. Though both will continue to advance somewhat,

the real issues are about how the systems need to match the way they are used. More

and better integration of sub-systems should push rote tasks like data entry and

coordination to the periphery. Having men there just to drive the systems while

others think about the problem will no longer be necessary and indeed will be a

hindrance, a barrier between the decisions maker and his problem. The inevitable

consequence will be a move to men as information managers rather than many

being information servants. The resultant up-skilling can provide more stimulating

jobs, but only if the career progression structures can evolve to match.
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As the complexity of the resources available to each user continue to grow, it
will no longer be sufficient to provide a 'sanitary' interface, free of weak points.
Increasingly, the whole edifice of the information and its representation will have to
be designed to support the way the problems need to be solved. In particular, as the
machines provide increasing support to the decision making processes, rather than
just the data gathering and processing aspects, they will become more and more
embroiled in supporting the combat team as a team rather than as a collection of
individuals.

The navy has a long tradition of developing procedures to allow teams of men
to work effectively together under stress. This has relied on a good understanding of
human behaviour and communication. In the future, this perspective must
broaden to embrace communication between men mediated by machine, as well as
face to face. They will increasingly share the resources provided by the system rather
than be constrained by a narrow set of facilities.

Knowledge based technology will mature. It can provide a richer set of
resources to the men. But the way of using such resources will be different. Creating
machine 'agents' to which tasks can be delegated or from which suggestions be
elicited will provide good models for the new dimensions of communication
needed. The issues of trust, authority and responsibility for information are
challenging ones which must be solved if men are to use the next generation of
machines as effective tools to help them achieve ever more demanding missions.

10. LESSONS FOR SHIP CONTROL

10.1 Similarities

Command systems installed or in the pipeline for RN ships and submarines
have come a long way since digital computers first went on board in the '60s. Many
lessons have been learnt and are still being learnt about how the people who use
them relate to the information they use and the tasks they do. How many of these
can be carried over into ship and machinery control? What are the similarities
between command systems and modern ship control systems?. Both of them are:

used by people with a fairly broad training

used to monitor uneventful situations for most of their service lives

intended to be used for unpredictable, intensive bursts, of non scheduled activity

capable of processing and storing far more data than their users can hope to absorb
quickly, (if at all)
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give the feeling, when things are at their worst, that there is someone out there
trying to make everything go wrong!

There are, of course, many differences, but the similarities drawn out here stem
directly from the most important common element, the men. By taking a user
centred view, complementary to the equipment centred view, there are many
lessons which can be fed across form other areas.

11. LESSONS FROM COMMAND SYSTEMS

There are several conspicuous lessons from the command and control
experience which appear to carry across.

Building a system with the sole goal of throwing data at the men will swamp
them.

The only way to make the information manageable is to structure it in ways
which relate to the men's knowledge of the real world objects it represents and to
provide different views on the information to match the user's task(s).

Trying to establish and define the user's conceptual model of the information
base and the problem space at the start is a far sounder basis for design than allowing
an ad hoc model to emerge from the implementation of the software and then
enforce it on the users.

Capturing the 'real requirement' is extremely hard. There is no guaranteed
way to succeed in every detail, but there are many widely used ways nearly
guaranteed to fail in several important details.

'Users' have to be involved as they have a unique input to make, but merely
building straight implementation of a past system user's wish list can be as risky as
relying on knowledge of the functions of the equipment being used.

No reports of defects does not mean the system is OK, that the users like it or
that they can use it to any useful purpose; it means it is behaving in the same way
that it always does. If that way is no good, its users will either suffer in silence, or
simply find a way to avoid using it.

The distinction between novices and experts, (with the inference that technical
systems are designed for experts who do not need 'fancy' user interfaces), is a red
herring. Most users become expert in some aspects of the system but less so in
others. In the less familiar areas, they need to be able to be reminded as they go
along, ather than come to a brick wall. This is helped by consistency of the user
interface, (and hence the available system functions), across different parts of a
system.
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The only way for contractor and customer to know whether a delivered system
is 'fit for use' is to submit it to representative trials with real users performing
realistic tests of comprehension, interpretation and action to defined performance
criteria. Supplying systems on these terms sharpens the minds of all involved. It
can only sensibly be undertaken when human engineering is applied throughout the
development cycle and where the customer values the extra quality and lower risk
which come from doing so, but it will lead to systems which perform their intended
function better in service.

12. CONCLUSION

Many machinery control systems currently being built have user interfaces
which would be recognisable by the command system users of the late '60s. Making
such systems work, relies very heavily on the skills and mental agility of the people
who use them. It is likely that many systems 'will not work' in the sense of allowing
their users to do the tasks they were intended to do in the circumstances where it
really matters.

Such a situation is not new. Experience with early command systems in use
was a poor shadow of the visions which conceived them. The man is the common
element, and it is reasonable to ask, as the US and UK Manprint Programmes do,
whether this man, with this training, in these conditions, can use this system to do
this job. The answer should guide the development of the system. It may be hard to
fit the system to the man, but it is more likely to succeed than ignoring the question.
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1. ABSTRACT

The Type 23 Frigate is a trend-setter in the integration of
ship control functions. It provided an excellent platform for a
static and dynamic analysis of human factors in the ship control
centre. The methods and results are described and discussed in
this paper. The static analysis revealed many good design featuces
and plenty of opportunities for improvements to the present and
future designs. The dynamic analysis pioneered an approach which
sought to measure workload. Mission critical tasks were defined
and then filmed whilst being performed by a crew in a simulator.
Dynamic analysis of the resultant video proved the effectiveness
and efficiency of this approach. Task snapshots showed where the
perceptual, cognitive and psychomotor loading built up to critical
levels. This enabled the assessors to make a more calculated
judgement than has hitherto been possible on the degree of
performance enhancement achievable from good human factors design.
The recommendations from this work provide opportunities for
improving ship control centre designs both in the Type 23 Frigate
and future ships. They are especially relevant in the context of
the current pressures on manpower and the need to enable the few
watchkeepers still required to be as effective and efficient as
possible.

2. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The Type 23 Frigate is a trend-setter in the integration of
control and surveillance functions. Designers decided at an early
stage to integrate ergonomically all the facilities necessary in
a Ship Control Centre(SCC). This required a difficult compromise
in the need to optimize between the very different demands of
peace and wartime operation. It is during the peacetime cruising
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conditions that constraints on manpower make the need to minimise
the number of watchkeepers, paramount. For action conditions the
design must provide for co-ordination of the Marine Engineer
Officer's fighting responsibilities and must enable everybody
closed up to be as effective as possible. There is no universal
remedy.

About 30 square meters were allocated for the SCC. The design
was required to provide a man-machine interface(MMI) for peace time
cruising conditions manageable by a watch of 3 persons with
specified skills. The same design had to provide the action team
with the facilities required for the control and surveillance of
damage, stability, propulsion, auxiliaries, electrical generation,
distribution and weapon support services.(Figure 1)

Figure 1. Type 23 ship control centre.

Designers started with the requirements for propulsion and
auxiliaries control and surveillance. Tasks were defined and
analysed and an initial layout was proposed. Liaison with similar
work being undertaken for the design of a submarine control room
led particularly to the double layer console which provides
supervisors with a central and slightly raised desk behind the
operators. This was assembled as a mock-up in cardboard and then
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reviewed by people with operational experience in order to provide
sufficient confidence to proceed. Definition of other areas,
especially those concerned with Nuclear, Biological, Chemical
Defence and Damage Control(NBCD) followed later.

As well as taking a modern approach to the design of the
layout of the SCC, the designers adopted the new technology of a
distributed digital control and surveillance system using D86
hardware based on the INTEL 8086 processor. D86 is a VTC
proprietary family of microprocessor boards. As there was an
element of risk in this approach it was decided that the complete
system would be assessed independently. It was intended that this
should enable any problems to be resolved before they hindered the
shipbuilding programme and that the facility should give the
procurement authorities confidence in the system.

A ship set of Machinery Control and Surveillance(MCAS)
equipment was supplied to the Admiralty Research Establishment
(ARE), West Drayton where it was interfaced to a simulator of the
Type 23's machinery and electrical systems. The simulated system
generated signals equivalent to the transducer outputs of the real
equipment so that the MCAS system was performing its design role.
Additionally the consoles for the SCC were positioned as in the
ship, thereby providing an excellent opportunity to review the
human factors(ergonomics) achievements of the design by the static
and dynamic analyses described in this article.

3. HUMAN FACTORS STUDIES

A programme to examine human factors aspects of the design was
initiated with LIVEWARE Human Factors Consultants in January 1989.
Key issues included the need to quantify human performance and the
practical application of human factors techniques. The approach
was deliberately kept simple so that all findings would be easily
understood. The human factors study programme consisted of two
phases.

The first phase involved a static analysis. Carried out at
ARE West Drayton the system ergonomic layout was reviewed without
operators present but with explanation from a subject matter
expert. The expert was videoed during the explanation, in front
of each panel so that the analyst could later refer to specific
panels in laboratory conditions. This technique proved most
effective and simple to implement.

The second phase involved a dynamic analysis using video
recordings of operators performing actual mission tasks on the
simulator at HMS SULTAN, Gosport. Inevitably, the work produced
criticism of the Type 23 Frigate SCC. Although important, this
criticism must be viewed in the context of the notable achievements
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of the designers. The application of digital technology and
ergonomics has achieved a design which needs only 3 watchkeepers
for a peace time watch compared to the 6 required in a Type 22
Frigate. Such a 50% reduction in watchkeeping numbers between
successive classes of ships is dramatic and extremely welcome in
this current era of manpower shortages.

3.1 Static analysis

For the static analysis the SCC was reviewed from console
layout, through panel design down to the design of displays and
controls, including local controls. Judgements about human factors
aspects of the design were with-held until the operation of each
panel was fully understood.

Although there is much data in the literature on how to design
ergonomic control rooms, there is very little practical advice
aimed at time-efficient analysis within commercial constraints.
For this programme the SCC layout was reviewed from 5 fundamental
design criteria:

(1) Positioning of devices for frequency of use.

(2) Positioning for sequence of operation.

(3) Positioning for safety of operation.

(4) Grouping of devices by function and task.

(5) Choice of display medium according to the task.

The static analysis drew attention to many good applications
of human factors. For example, the concept of a concentric console
arrangement splitting the supervisory function from the
watchkeeping functions achieves a natural task hierarchy.

The static analysis also revealed opportunities for
improvements to the design. The main areas involved aspects which
might lead to an incorrect response in an emergency. For example,
all control buttons should be provided with both tactile and visual
feedback of their operation. Controls dis-associated from their
relevant displays can result in a tortuous feedback loop for the
operator. Controls which are crucial to mission success or which
function differently should look and feel different so that they
are not confused. The amount of information on a display should
be limited to that which is absolutely essential. Technology has
facilitated almost limitless opportunities for presenting data and
the engineer must not fall into the tempting trap of displaying
permanently "nice to have" data.
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Perhaps one of the most interesting features is shown by the
shaft speed indicators. The propeller shafts on the Type 23
Frigate rotate in opposite directions. This characteristic has
been represented on analogue dials by showing the port shaft
increasing revolutions anticlockwise and the starboard shaft vice
versa. This is interesting because it represents the engineer's
viewpoint of how the actual mechanical components work. The fact
that the shafts are counter-rotating is interesting from an
engineering viewpoint but less important to the operator's task of
increasing or decreasing the speed on each shaft by pushing the
power demand levers forwards or backwards. It is, however, a
reminder of the "corkscrew effect".

The dark bezels around the displays could be improved by
toning each bezel to a shade lighter and closer in contrast to the
console panel. This would have the effect of attracting the user
to the important information, namely the needle and the scale.
(Figure 2)

Figure 2: Propulsion panel

Display policies vary around the panels depending upon when
the design was finally settled. Similarly, software access codes
for parameters vary between parts of the system. Several such
inconsistencies illustrate that the procurers of future systems,
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especially where large numbers of parameters are involved, will
need to encourage more systems co-ordination from an early stage
and more regular reviews of their achievements during the design
programme.

3.2 Dynamic analysis

The static analysis looked at the basic disposition of
devices from fundamental human factors principles. The dynamic
analysis measured how well the system performed in realistic use.
To the hardware and software engineer the silicon chip and the byte
are key attributes determining system performance. To the human
factors specialist it is the human operator and the design of the
interface, tasks and environment that determine optimum human and
therefore overall system performance. This is reflected in the
method used for the dynamic workload analysis summarised as
follows:

(1) DEFINE MISSION CRITICAL TASKS(MCTs).

(2) DEVELOP WORKLOAD MODEL.

(3) PERFORM VIDEO ANALYSIS.

(4) TEST WORKLOAD MODEL.

(5) PRODUCE WORKLOAD CHARTS.

(6) ANALYSE AND QUANTIFY DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS

The Type 23 SCC simulator at HMS SULTAN provided an excellent
platform on which to carry out the dynamic analysis. As in phase
1, video analysis was selected as the best means of capturing the
necessary data for subsequent analysis. A subject matter expert
accompanied the analyst to explain what was going on during the
mission.

a. Define MCTs. First the tasks needed to be defined. Since
there are many tasks in running a complex system it was considered
more efficient to focus on the Mission Critical Tasks (MCTs).
Improving performance of these tasks would be the most cost-
effective way to maximise potential enhancements to the system.
The following are examples of MCTs which were identified in
consultation with the designers and operators:

MCTl: FIRE IN MACHINERY SPACES

MCT2: TELEGRAPH ORDERS

MCT3: START PORT GAS TURBINE
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MCT4: CRASH STOP ASTERN MANOEUVRE

b. Define workload model. Measurement of workload is based
on workload being a function of 4 fundamental concepts:

(1) THE TASK - How difficult

(2) THE QPERATOR - How skilled

(3) THE JYSTEM - How well configured

(4) THE FNVIRONMENT - How comfortable

Thus: LOAD = f(TOSE)

The Task is concerned with what the operator does with the
equipment at his disposal. For example, the sequence of operating
controls and looking at displays is part of the task, as is making
decisions on courses of action. For any piece of equipment, the
arrangement of tasks can have a significant effect on the
performance of the crew with that equipment. This study involved
observation of tasks which were already rigidly defined.

The Qperator, his skill and his training are also significant
performance determinants. The investment in the Type 23 Simulator
at HMS SULTAN is testimony to the Royal Navy's commitment to
training.

The gystem and how it is configured were major reasons for
undertaking this study of the way in which the controls and
displays are laid out on the panels, in the space available. This
branch of ergonomics is sometimes called the Man-Machine
Interface(MMI) and is part of the whole study of human factors.

The Znvironment refers to the surroundings within which the
operator is working. For example, other crew members, noise, heat
and lighting can significantly affect operator performance.

In summary, of the four determinants of human performance,
this study concentrated more on the System and how the control room
could be enhanced by better layout of controls and displays.

In performing effectively, operators depend upon their own

human skills. There are 3 fundamental human skills:

1 PERCEPTUAL - Receive information

2 COGNITIVE - Process that information
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3 PSYCHOMOTOR - Operate a control device

Perceptual skills are those concerned with our ability to
receive information, that is, observation. The human perceptual
system has five senses to achieve this, the predominant sense being
the eyes. An example of a perceptual skill is the ability of a
pilot to observe another aircraft or the ability of an operator to
notice a warning on the operator's console.

Cognitive skills are those concerned with our ability to
process information and make decisions. An example of a cognitive
skill is the ability of a judge to pass sentence on a defendant or
the ability of an operator to decide what course of action to take
following a warning.

Psychomotor skills are those concerned with our ability to act
upon the information we receive. An example of a psychomotor skill
is the ability of a tennis player to hit an effective shot or the
ability of an operator to take corrective action or simply make a
control adjustment.

In developing the workload model it can be seen that, in
summary, the four determinants of workload must be understood
together with the three basic human skills. A typical workload
model such as that illustrated in Figure 3, shows a task snapshot
consisting of 2 observations Rl and R2, 1 decision, P1 and 4
actions, Al-4 over a period of time from O-T seconds, the length
of which depends on the task sampling period. Two of the actions
are seen to be simultaneous. This is a simplified graph of a task.
In practice, the operator "footprints" of workload are more complex
although, as more charts are created, designers will quickly
recognize high workload patterns as opposed to low workload
patterns. They will then be able to make early design alterations
to smooth the workload over the task period. Such remedial action
may involve re-designing the task, providing more system automation
and removing an operator, re-training the operator or improving the
environment.(Figure 3)

(Receive)

coorn4zIl ,1

(process)

(Act)

0 TIME(secs) T

Figure 3. Workload model.
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c. Video analysis. Video analysis was found to be very
effective for task analysis. Benefits include: a total record of
the events in sound and vision; capture of a lot of data where note
taking is prohibitive; the facility to replay the precise events,
and a convenient medium for presentation and demonstration
purposes. The first MCT was analysed to test the workload model.

d. Test workload model. The video for the first MCT was
analysed with a stop-watch under laboratory conditions to separate
each event over the time period and categorise each action into the
3 basic human skills. This was a pains taking process which would
have been much easier had a clock been available within the video.
The result was a table summarising the events, the time and the
skills used. The workload model was refined and the analysis
technique improved before the remaining MCTs were filmed. An
example of an actual mission critical task snapshot is shown at
figure 4.

ACCEPTABLE-

M I I ACCEPTABLE30 1

~ ACCEPTABLE

2I' Um m m i SOO.'U.

TO1M WOAW fl L: S s

0 is 20 30 40 so so 70 s0 so too tic 120 130

PE(Vd EWPE. T

Figure 4. Mission critical task snapshot.
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e. Produce workload charts. When the workload model was
perfected, the remaining MCTs were filmed. Workload charts were
produced, resulting in nine graphs in total, one for each MCT.
Figure 4 above is one example of these nine graphs and shows the
workload in the number of "actions" for each of the three human
skills. The lower performance curve shows the total load over that
snapshot. This is a summation of the three individual loads
incurred on the operator.

f. Analyse and auantifv design improvements. Analysis of the
videos of the MCTs highlighted some interesting features. Alarm
systems must be designed to attract operator attention to the
source of the alarm, both visually and audibly. This will save
time, reduce errors and enable the operator to use the system more
effectively. All system users can be disturbed by alarms which are
too loud. Whilst alarms, by definition, must be instantly
detected, they must not startle the operator into confusion and
inaction. Ideally the alarm annunciator should gradually increase
in volume and be designed to encourage the operators to look in the
correct direction. The annunciator should be positioned centrally
thereby removing the temptation for the operator to turn around
each time an alarm sounds.

The videos show examples of where operators misinterpret their
primary instrumentation, port for starboard, for example. CCTV
systems are now available and could be beneficially fitted for
machinery surveillance. Operators able to confirm their
conclusions by reference to such a secondary surveillance system
are more likely to avoid erroneous actions. Reports from the
Boeing disaster at Kegworth illustrate this because they suggest
that the pilot may have saved the aircraft had he been able to see
the engines. Cameras are now being fitted to certain British
Airways airliners.

The videos also illustrate that operators have difficulty
interpreting a large number of indications quickly. Previous
generation instrumentation consisted of separate display devices
for each transducer. Then instruments combined data within one
display until limited by the space available. Now, a virtually
unrestricted amount of information can be displayed using computer-
driven paging facilities.

A composite of hardwired devices and multi-function displays,
as in the Type 23 Frigate, seems appropriate for future MMIs.
However, a balance must be achieved and, in particular, indications
on a console must be kept to a minimum. A computer-based secondary
surveillance system provides an ideal way to amplify information
but must provide a user-friendly dialogue and quick access to the
required data page.
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Consideration of the "task snapshots" suggests that workload
has a maximum and minimum level for optimum performance. If
loading is too high the operator will miss information. If it is
too low the operator will become bored. Good task design should
provide an optimum level of activity. The analysis in this case
highlighted areas in which further automation could beneficially
remove workload peaks.

4. BENEFITS FOR THE FUTURE

The analyses have shown that there are many good human factors
aspects to the Type 23 Frigate MCAS system. The hierarchy of
alarms and warnings, the sighting of displays above controls, and
the concentric console arrangement splitting yet combining the
operator, supervisor and NEO tasks, are all examples. The effort
to achieve an ergonomic design has been worthwhile and provides
firm principles from which to propose improvements for future
ships. The videos have also enabled assessors to draw the early
attention of designers and operators to areas of risk in the
layout.

The assessment quantified the potential reduction of workload
thereby giving procurement authorities a positive basis on which
to assess improvement proposals. The techniques used are simple,
practical and cost-effective to apply. Potential benefits
demonstrate the value of such human factors reviews and if
improvements to the design are implemented then there should be
consequential savings on operator training and improved ship
performance and safety.

Analysis of perceptual load illustrates that an operator
should not be required to receive 2 sources of information
simultaneously. Highly skilled operators appear to be multi-
processing but are in fact either "chunking"(grouping) discrete
tasks together and treating them as one action or are switching
rapidly from action to action. A virtuoso pianist exhibits both
of these human traits, however, for multi-populations, the human
factors analyst must design for the least skilled rather than the
most skilled person.

Similarly, an operator should not be required to make more
than one decision simultaneously. The action of making a decision
is a single channel cognitive operation. There is another kind of
mental loading related to decision making but concerned only with
the amount of data which can be held in short term memory. This
is sometimes also called "chunking", and is part of short term
recall and the way this relates to activation of long term memory.
Operators should not be required to hold more than 5 chunks of data
in short term memory at any one time. These chunks are not mental
actions as such, but are a function of the span of attention.
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Under stress psychomotor and perceptual performance are
enhanced until breaking point renders them ineffective. Cognitive
performance, on the other hand, rapidly degenerates. The more
decisions facing the operator, the longer it takes with mental load
increasing exponentially with the number of decisions required.

The psychomotor load should be limited to operating two
controls simultaneously, especially for unfamiliar tasks. In a
car, the driver steers and changes gear together easily. This may
seem small, but if this rule is followed, it errs on the safe side
and makes allowance for less skilled operators performing new tasks
in hostile situations.

If these 3 rules for perceptual, cognitive and psychomotor
load are not violated then an operator should not be required to
perform collectively, more than 3 actions simultaneously. A driver
might steer(a psychomotor skill), observe the road ahead(a
perceptual skill) and think about the worsening weather(a cognitive
skill) simultaneously. Such a composite of 3 actions should be
regarded as a limit if the philosophy for the least able operator
is to be followed. The acceptable limit for these workload levels
can be more easily understood by looking back at Figure 4.

The static and dynamic analyses were conducted on a completed
design. Looking head, the principles of human factors analysis and
design must be applied early to new designs. Human factors aspects
should then be addressed continually as an integral part of the
design, development and delivery. The process of human factors
analysis is summarised in Table 1 which illustrates that the
essential output of analysis is the Top Level Specification for the
user.(Table 1)

Table 1. Human factors analysis method.
• APPROVE RUAN FACTORS PLAN WITH CLIENT

S BRIEF TAKEHOL DRS PLANING

* DESCRIBE TOTAL SYSTEK LIFE-CYCLE PLAN

S TASK ANALYSIS AND ELICITATION

• TRAINING ANALYS

* TASK REPRESENTATION

S USME CHARACTERZSTICS

* AGREED USER MODELS

TASK DE.. . NDOLLNG
I 7*TOTZVG

• TEAM AND WORK ORGANISATION SYII S

* GOAL SPECIFICATIONS

ToP LEVEL SPECIFICATION
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The Top Level Specification can then be used by all members
of the design team during the design phase. The human being is a
dynamic and variable organism. Tolerances in design for humans
tend to reflect this variability. Any human factors technique must
respect this and avoid wasting time and money by placing a tighter
tolerance on methods which try to inflict too much precision.
Urgent issues should be addressed first in a clear and simple way.
This practical approach will result in an increased probability of
human factors issues being resolved. A complicated method risks
being abandoned all together. As illustrated by this programme the
potential reduction in workload can be simply quantified thereby
providing a positive basis for the assessment of improvement
proposals. The design method is illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. Human factors design method.

* PLAN DESIGN PHASE ' PI.MKHIVS

* TASK ALLOCATION I

* USER CHARACTERISTICS aINTEImis

* TASK DESIGN

* K UMAN-HAIINE INTERFAC I
* USER-USR INTZEACES I I 5 GOP

* IN-UILT TEU AND SZDACK I
K unz PUaRMM

In-BUILT PZEROIHANCB AIlm SPECS VIGRTZOII

* IN-BUILT TRAINING M IINI VIION

* USR DOCUMENTATION N DOCONEIXION

* WORKSTATION AND WR" KC 065GM l ax1 DESIIN

* HEALTH SAFETE AND CWORT

* JOe 018SGN N hh IU s oUT

S TEA AND WORK ORGANIZATION

* EVOLUTIONARY MLIVERY /

TM ~ ~ PU N W~ ULL PRODTOTIE* TEST PLANS AND PTOIIPU3 I
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All such work relies upon accurate assessments of the tasks,
in this case the mission critical ones. These must be thoroughly
understood and need considerable input from the end user,
instructors being especially useful. Once the tasks are agreed
the human factors specialist still needs advice from a subject
matter expert with extensive professional knowledge and operating
experience. This person is needed to advise during the observation
process and subsequently to guide opinion on the practicality of
improvement suggestions. The design phase starts with a plan which
aims to allocate tasks appropriately to humans. The output of the
design phase is a specification for the first prototype
system.(Table 2 above)

5. CONCLUSIONS

Consideration of human factors should be an integral and early
part of the design and development process. It will enhance
operating commonality between systems by imposing interfaces
designed to match normal human stereotypes. The evidence has
illustrated that human factors assessments can give early warning
to areas of risk, and the potential for improvements can be cost-
effectively quantified using techniques such as the "task
snapshots" described in this article.

This human factors assessment has identified possible design
changes which could contribute to further reductions in workload
and, equally importantly, to the improvement in effectiveness and
efficiency of those operating future warships. The application
of CCTV within machinery spaces and the need to design carefully,
the alarm annunciator, are good examples.

The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Ministry of Defence.

OController, Her Majesty's Stationery Office London 1990
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1. ABSTRACT

General purpose data buses offer advantages to combatant
warships which have not always been well understood. In this
paper, the role of general purpose data busing in modern surface
combatants is explained, and the application of the Data Multiplex
System (DMS) AN/USQ-82(V) in the U.S. Navy's new Arleigh Burke
class of guided missile destroyers is examined. It is important to
note that this paper is not about a data bus; it is about the
application of data busing. It is about real world issues of
design compatability, equipment interfacing, and systems
engineering which arise when systems which were conceived and
designed in isolation must be combined to form an integrated ship
system. Some of these issues are clear cut and become obvious
during design; others are not so simple to diagnose and do not
become apparent until integration testing has commenced. This
paper will describe the issues, their resolution, and the
characteristics a general purpose data bus must have to allow
resolution of these issues without causing major impacts on user
systems.

2. INTRODUCTION

Naval surface combatants are unique among military platforms
in that they include a very large assortment of diverse systems and
subsystems. The combat system of a surface combatant is a good
example of this, since it typically consists of separate subsystems
designed for air, surface, and subsurface target engagements. The
engineering plant, the navigation system, the damage control
system, and the steering control system are other examples of
systems which, in major surface combatants, are quite different one
from another, and are composed of a variety of technologies in
their lower-tier subsystems. These different systems and
subsystems are normally designed and built by different
Navy/industry teams, each one targeting a specific set of problems
and using a particular design approach which may have little in
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common with the designs of other subsystems. Frequently the
subsystem design is optimized to perform the subsystem's mission
with little regard to optimizing the design of the ship as a whole.
Add to this the variability in age of these multiple subsystems
(all-new designs for any individual ship class would result in a
prohibitively expensive ship, not to mention an unreasonably high
schedule risk), and it becomes clear that Naval ships are unlikely
ever to consist of a homogeneous set of parts.

To further exacerbate the non-homogeneous nature of major
surface combatants, it is not realistic to expect any universal
standard to be developed for any single aspect of a ship's systems
which will be viable during the ship's 30+ year lifespan. In fact,
for major shipbuilding programs such as the U.S. Navy's DDG 51
program, it is unlikely that the standards will remain constant
throughout the building phase of the ship class. Advances in
technology are frequently incorporated during the building phase,
resulting in "subclasses" or "flights" of a shipbuilding program.
Between ship classes, of course, there is even less homogeneity.

The advantages of distributed processing have been enumerated
in many sources, and such an architecture is clearly the trend in
control system architectures today. Highly survivable control
system networks can be designed in which multiple processors and
displays located strategically throughout the ship can share or
swap roles as the situation demands. In present systems, these
shared functions are primarily built into individual systems, not
between systems. However, there is no reason to believe that
future ship designs would not incorporate redundant architectures
across system boundaries.

To implement practical distributed control systems which
capitalize on the flexible, adaptable nature of digital processors
is virtually impossible without data busing. Not only would it
quickly create an unmanageable mass of signal interface cabling,
but it would soon overwhelm the most potent computer input/output
controllers available. Combat systems, which were the first to
implement distributed control architectures in large scale, have
seen this problem creeping up over the past 20 years or so. Newer
control system designs, such as the US Navy's Machinery Control
System (MCS) and Steering Control System (SCS), are attempting to
avoid this problem by relying, at least in part, on the services of
a general purpose data bus.

3. REQUIREMENTS FOR A GENERAL PURPOSE DATA BUS

A general purpose data bus is one which has been designed to
accommodate data transfer among diverse systems and equipment. It
must be capable of handling the data transfer needs of multiple
control systems communicating simultaneously without these systems
interacting in any way and without requiring the designers of these
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systems to know or care about what other systems are sharing the
data bus. A general purpose data bus does not attempt to impose a
single standard on equipment interfaces. It must accommodate
non-digital users (analog, synchro, discrete, etc.) as well as a
variety of digital interfaces each with its own appropriate
protocols.

With the above in mind, it is not difficult to define some of
the high level requirements placed on this general purpose bus:

. The general purpose bus must be capable of supporting a large
number and variety of user interface connection points. Use of
digital technology at the source user end as well as the sink user
end of the communications link could reduce the total number of
interfaces needed, but for the foreseeable future there will
continue to be a plethora of non-digital equipment such as pump
controllers, valve controllers, environmental sensors, and display
panels. As an example, in the DDG 51 application there are 1617
interfaces to the Data Multiplex System, only 27 of which are
digital.

. A bus which provides service to critical ship systems must be
both reliable and survivable. In fact, general acceptance of such
a bus depends on overall survivability surpassing that of older
hardwired designs.

Finally, the long expected life of surface combatants today
demands that the bus system support considerable growth in terms of
quantity and type of users serviced, and in terms of its own
upgradability. As the user device technology is upgraded in a
ship's modernization periods, the bus must be capable of keeping up
with user service demands.

This paper traces the practical aspects of the application of
the first general purpose data bus system in the U.S. Navy: the
Data Multiplex System (DMS) AN/USQ-82(V) in the DDG 51 class of
destroyers. The topic is covered from the point of view of user
systems and system integration issues rather than from a DMS-
related perspective. Many of the concepts illustrated would apply
to any general purpose bus implementation, and are presented in a
"lessons learned" format. Thus, rather than describe the structure
of DMS in isolation, this paper investigates the evolution of the
user device networks, the problems encountered, and solutions
implemented. Some of the solutions consisted of making use of
DMS's inherent flexibility. This serves to illustrate some of the
features needed in data bus systems generically. A more detailed
discussion of DMS structure and operation was given in (1) and (2).

Perhaps the most telling message, however, is that with all of
the interface signal and protocol questions which have surfaced
between the early Contract Design and the late Detail Design phases
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of the DDG 51 program, never were the internal DMS data bus
protocols the issue. All of the problems and solutions related to
the bus-to-user interfaces. This is where there seems to be
constant demand for flexibility and adaptability.

The Appendix presents an Open System Interconnection (OSI)
model view of DNS. The OSI representation illustrates graphically
some of the concepts which will be discussed, such as how a general
purpose bus can be used to support communications between otherwise
incompatible systems.

4. APPLICATION DESIGN OF THE DDG 51 DATA BUS

Very early in the DDG 51 design cycle, it had been decided
that a general purpose data bus would be installed to save weight
through reduction in the ship's signal cabling, reduce the cost of
future upgrades, and provide more survivable data transfer paths.
The networking aspects of a data bus were also required by some of
the new subsystems being developed for this ship class.

To assist in the application engineering required to configure
DMS for a specific ship class, two automated tools were applied.
The first, the Application Design Automation Program (ADAP),
assigns users to input-output channels while minimizing user-to-DMS
interface lengths, and defines an optimal message management
structure within DMS. The second, the Timing, Event, and Load
Simulation (TELS), performs a simulation of the data bus and its
constituent parts. The output from ADAP is used as the TELS input.
TELS then provides the application designer with the bus and
terminal loading data. These tools had served the DMS design team
well during the development program, but proved to have
deficiencies when applied to the first "real world" application of
DMS.

Early in the contract design phase it became necessary to
modify ADAP. At first blush, the goal of minimizing interface
cable length between users and DMS appears reasonable. However, in
the face of real world design issues, strict adherence to this goal
had to be abandoned. During the contract design phase of a
shipbuilding program, the design is still somewhat fluid, but
design products (drawings, specifications, etc.) are being
produced. The addition or deletion of a single user could result
in the reassignment of literally dozens of user channels to
reoptimize the ADAP parameters. Clearly the impact of such
reassignment was unacceptable in terms of both time and costs. A
decision was made to "freeze" the existing channel assignments.
Users could still be added or deleted, but this addition/deletion
would have no bearing on the channel assignment of existing users.
Thus, only the design products applicable to the users being
changed required updating.
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ADAP was therefore extensively changed to better accommodate
the needs of real ship design programs. The current structure of
ADAP can best be described as a rule-based database. Rule-based
because ADAP must check that all interface and message assignments,
and all signal and message control firmware are made consistent
with prescribed DMS requirements and constraints.

The new ,nAP is also a database which contains all pertinent
information the user device interfaces with DMS, such as the
location of the user, the source(s) or sink(s) of data for that
user, signal update rates, type of protocol used, type of interface
signal, jack number, and so on. This database is the fundamental
tool used in configuration management of the bus system, and
programs have been developed to allow contract drawings, interface
design specification documents, technical manuals, test documents,
and shipyard databases to be updated automatically from ADAP files.

When communications issues surfaced in the DDG 51 Machinery
Control System (MCS), TELS did not have the capability necessary to
assist application designers in resolving these issues. TELS has
proven to be remarkably accurate at predicting measures of bus
performance. In popular data busing parlance, TELS is concerned
with the inter-terminal communications. However, in real world
applications, bus performance can be very misleading measure of
what is actually occurring. Bus system performance can be adequate,
yet problems at the user interface level may still exist.
Additional effort was therefore needed to study the effectiveness
of MCS processor communications via DMS. This effort involved
careful modeling of the communications evolutions beyond the
boundaries of the DMS terminals - to include mechanisms which are
critical to the overall communications process but which are beyond
the scope of TELS.

For analysis of the DDG 51 Machinery Control System (MCS), the
U.S. Navy developed an MCS communications simulation that treats
the entire DMS as a "black box", in order to evaluate proposed
modifications to user protocols. The lesson learned here is that
the data bus simulation should extend to users' application program
interface, and the user simulation ought to be easily mated to the
bus simulation to allow for analysis of complete user to user
communications.

5. AEGIS COMBAT SYSTEM

All systems, including the combat system, were initially
considered as potential DMS subscribers in DDG 51. The AEGIS
combat system, which had already been installed in CG 47 Class
cruisers, was a well developed network of computers and
peripherals. This network uses point-to-point cabling for
intercomputer and computer to peripheral communications.
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When DMS was proposed for use in the AEGIS combat system, the
concept was merely to use DMS as a direct replacement for the
existing intercomputer and computer to peripheral cables. A
redesign of the existing AEGIS architecture to one which
capitalizes on a data bus was not contemplated, as it would have
involved significant efforts by communities outside of DMS. Because
DMS was proposed this way, the benefits to a mature computer
network such as AEGIS were small from a capabilities standpoint,
and the risks inherent in adding communications electronics to the
existing AEGIS network were perceived as real.

There were, however, two areas related to the AEGIS combat
system where analysis showed the application of DMS to be clearly
beneficial. First, DMS could provide a needed service to AEGIS in
distributing inertial Navigation Set AN/WSN-5 data, both digital
and synchro, to the various users. This was considered a valuable
service because DMS could:

. Convert the MIL-STD-1397A Type A (NTDS Parallel Slow) used by
the AN/WSN-5s into a Type E (Low Level Serial) used by the AEGIS
computers,

. Provide a port expansion function to enable a single AN/WSN-5
digital output channel to provide data to all digital users of
navigation messages, and

* Distribute the synchro data to all synchro navigation users,
eliminating the need for large switchboards and synchro amplifiers.

Secondly, DMS could provide a backup source of data for the
Digital Dead Reckoning Tracer (DDRT). This device, a plotting
table which automatically tracks own ship's movements, is normally
provided with inputs from the Command and Decision (C&D) System
computer. To increase the reliability of data to t..e DDRT, DMS
processes messages from the two Inertial Navigation Sets (the same
messages it distributes to the combat system) to offer two
alternate sources of inputs for the DDRT, identical in frequency
and format to the existing C&D message, should the C&D computer be
off-line.

The lessons learned from attempting to apply data busing to an
existing network were revealing:

. Although weight reduction is a laudable goal, it is probably
not sufficient reason to warrant the restructuring of an existing,
carefully optimized, digital control network.

* Where data busing provides a clear advantage to the overall
system architecture, its introduction occurs smoothly, even when
the introduction is a retrofit into an existing system.
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6. MACHINERY CONTROL SYSTEM

Perhaps the first surface ship control system whose
architecture evolved into a network optimized around a general
purpose data bus is the DDG 51 Machinery Control System (MCS).
During Preliminary Design, high level drawings were already showing
digital processors controlling or monitoring non-digital devices,
or these same processors communicating with each other, over only
two redundant interfaces and a data bus. The details of the
implementation and documentation of such a system were not worked
out yet, but the computer network conceived for the MCS did not
consider the data bus as an add-on. The data bus was, from the
start, an integral part of the architecture.

By the end of Contract Design, much of the MCS network
structure and some of the communications parameters between the MCS
processors had been established. For example, the quantity and
location of each of the MCS processors had been defined, as had
been a good portion of the non-digital sensors and controlled
devices. To support MCS communications, a fairly detailed protocol
to be implemented in the MCS processors had been worked out.

Soon after the Detail Design phase got underway, several
aspects of the MCS network which had previously appeared to be well
established were suddenly open to redesign. The flexibility of the
bus system was heavily taxed during this period. The following are
some of the changes which had significant impact on use of the data
bus, and which illustrate the need for flexibility in the bus
system:

. Change to Bridge Control Unit - Each of the six MCS consoles
had been assumed to include a data processor - an AN/UYK-44 - for
data processing and communications. The Bridge Control Unit, which
is the console on the bridge used to remotely control engines and
propellers, was redesigned at the start of Detail Design to become
a non-digital peripheral. What had been two redundant NATO STANAG
4156 serial digital interfaces became almost 200 separate discrete
switch closure, discrete logic level, and synchro interfaces with
DMS. This was a lesson in ensuring that generous spare capacity be
designed into a data bus in the initial design phases. What had
approached 50 percent spare capacity in this area of the ship
suddenly was almost totally absorbed by this one change.

. Change to MCS Message Structure - The original intent had been
that the MCS processors would only communicate with each other "by
exception." In other words, if all parameters stayed unchanged over
a particular period of time, no communications would be required.
The protocol which had been designed during Contract Design assumed
this approach, and was therefore quite robust but also cumbersome.
It was decided early in Detail Design that too many parameters
would change too often to allow such a structure to be implemented.
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If the "by exception" design were to be used, an unacceptably high
number of different message types would have to be generated each
second by many of the processors. This would have dedicated too
much processor time to the communications task. Instead, an
asynchronous and periodic communications architecture was adopted
whereby each console would send status updates to each other
console two times per second. These status messages were to be very
long, up to 1Kbyte each.

. Change to MCS Protocols - When the MCS interprocessor messages
and the messages between processors and non-digital devices are
combined, the resulting communications load was such that the
protocol defined during Contract Design for MCS computers was
deemed unacceptably slow and prone to disruption. As a result, a
more streamlined protocol was developed, one which capitalizes more
effectively on the connection-oriented nature of DMS. In addition
to this, the message error checking accomplished within the
AN/UYK-44 processors was also abbreviated to reduce the overall
time spent in communications.

. Future MCS Protocol Modifications - A network of computers
which only communicates "by exception" would logically adopt a
source initiated message structure. Since the MCS computers now
communicate periodically rather than by exception, one can decide
on source or sink initiation of messages depending on which is most
efficient. (Note that this topic is independent of DMS. Even if the
MCS computers were hard-wired together, these protocol issues would
arise. If the bus system can efficiently implement source or sink
initiated protocols, which DMS can do, it is only the user
application which determines which approach is best.) Generically,
with or without a bus, to reliably transfer source initiated
messages between two computers involves four steps:

1. Message transfer request from source to sink device.
2. Sink indicates ready/not ready for data.
3. Source sends data when sink is ready.
4. Sink acknowledges receipt of correct message.

Equally reliable sink initiated messages only involve two steps:

1. Message request from sink to source.
2. When ready, source sends data.

In sink initiated transfers, the fact that the requesting
computer receives the data message implicitly means that the other
computer was available and that the message transfer occurred
correctly.

The inherently more efficient sink initiated protocols are
currently being tested for MCS communications. The DMS suite used
to perform these tests can accommodate either source or sink
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initiated protocols concurrently.

Another important lesson learned in the application of DMS for
the Machinery Control System related to documentation. The MCS
processors interface with many hundreds of non-digital devices via
DMS. The quantity and location of these devices is often not under
the purview of the Machinery Control System NAVSEA code. Not only
did the MCS community not know what all of these peripherals were,
but they also did not know exactly how a processor connected to DMS
would read or control these devices. Interface Design
Specifications (IDS) are a common document used in ship design to
define precisely how two digital processors communicate, but IDSs
had not been needed in the past between processors and non-digital
peripherals. To meet this need, a system was designed which
automatically provides DMS addresses and message formats for all
non-digital peripherals connected to the bus, using the DDG 51
Contract Drawings and the DDG 51 DMS database as sources. The
document and floppy disks generated are used by the MCS community
to augment their MCS IDS and allow software development to proceed.
In addition, this automatic message format tool allows the MCS
software to keep abreast of changes that occur to the configuration
of these non-digital peripherals.

7. MCS LAND BASED TEST/DEVELOPMENT SITES

Two land based sites have been established to develop MCS and
to test the MCS operating with DMS: the MCS Vendor Test Site at the
General Electric Simulation and Control Systems Division in Daytona
Beach, and the Land Based Engineering Site (LBES) at the Naval Ship
Systems Engineering Station in Philadelphia. Both of these sites
are provided with a DMS suite which is considerably smaller than
the DDG 51 DMS, but which emulates its functionality. Thus, each
MCS processor is connected redundantly to DMS over STANAG 4156
serial digital interfaces, DMS provides redundant data paths
between terminals, and user devices related to MCS which are not
present at the test sites are emulated by simulation computers.

During testing at these sites, a number of problems surfaced.
Below is a summary of problems and resolutions related to the non-
trivial system level issues encountered.

7.1 DMS Problems Found at MCS Test Sites

Early communications testing was hampered by a number of small
but disruptive problems in the DMS terminal-to-user device
interface. These were found to be errors in execution rather than
intrinsic design faults.

a. Unintentional DMS mode enabled. The DMS Specification for
the STANAG 4156 interface includes a mode called the "Type B
DMS-Initiated Source Device Transfer." This mode, which is not
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included in the NATO STANAG 4156 Specification, is not understood
by the AN/UYK-44's STANAG 4156 interface adapter. DMS was
occasionally enabling this mode unintentionally, and the result was
that communications with the particular computer port would be
disrupted for periods of up to 6 msec. The mode was disabled. The
lesson is that when Specifications for a particular system impose
requirements beyond those stipulated in the Standard, extreme care
must be taken to ensure that complete compatibility is maintained
with the Standard, in all operational modes.

b. LBES DMS saturation. Although not strictly a "DMS problem"
in the sense the others are, this is listed under DMS because it is
clearly not an MCS problem. The original LBES MCS system was to
consist only of three processors communicating over DMS. To meet
this need, a small DMS was designed which would support two
simultaneous intra-terminal conversations or one bus-mode
conversation. Later, two Integrated Test Sets (ITS) were added to
the MCS processors to emulate the traffic caused by the three
missing consoles and by some of the non-digital peripherals. If
the three actual MCS consoles are communicating, DMS supports the
message traffic properly. If the two ITSs are also enabled to
respond to messages but not to initiate their own traffic, DMS
still supports the data load. However, if the ITS which emulates
the three missing MCS computers is set to emulate more than one of
the missing consoles, DMS becomes saturated. The symptom is that
scheduled messages are missed at a rate of 100 or more per minute.
To resolve this problem, the LBES DMS was upgraded to a two bus,
two (internally redundant) terminal system identical to the MCS
Vendor Test Site configuration.

c. LBES production hardware Turn-Around Mode problem. When
the newest production STANAG 4156 interface modules were installed
in the two-bus LBES DMS, the turn-around mode (i.e. when data are
transferred internally rather than over the main bus cables, used
for "local calls") was found to be unreliable. The bus mode,
however, operated correctly. Older STANAG 4156 modules operated
correctly in all modes with the new DMS equipment. The problem
turned out to be caused by an unfortunate accumulation of
tolerances between the new DMS terminals and the new STANAG 4156
modules. A modification to the terminals' operating program and to
the STANAG 4156 modules corrected the problem. This demonstrates
that, especially in situations involving production runs which are
extended over long periods of time, it is important to strive for
the lowest possible sensitivity to timing tolerances. If
"equivalent" components from different manufacturers will be used,
or even components taken from different lots produced by one
manufacturer, worst case combinations of timing variability must be
expected.

It should be noted that all of the above problems related only
to the user-to-DMS STANAG 4156 protocols (including protocols
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between DMS-user interface and the DNS terminal). None involved
basic DMS protocols or timing. As might be expected, the Navy
officer and GE engineers assigned to MCS development work at
Daytona Beach became very adept at detecting and correctly
identifying these faults, and in numerous cases these same
individuals replaced DMS circuit cards or PROMs mounted on the
circuit cards without DNS engineers being present. NAVSSES
personnel have become equally familiar with DNS.

7.2 MCS Problems Found at MCS Test Sites

In spite of the fact that the above DNS problems were being
resolved, MCS communications were still not meeting expectations at
the test sites. It appeared that an inordinate number of messages
were being transmitted by one computer but not acknowledged by the
intended sink computer. The details of what was modified to
correct each of the problems are not known to the DHS community,
but the MCS-related problems can be roughly organized in the
following categories.

a. "Periods of darkness". After an MCS processor had received
a message via DMS, periods of time in excess of 5 msec were
sometimes measured during which other message traffic appearing at
the interface (from other computers in the MCS network) would be
"dropped on the floor." During these periods, aptly dubbed "periods
of darkness" by the NAVSEA MCS Project Engineer, the interface
appears free to DHS, so the protocol adopted for MCS communications
allows DNS to send the message to the sink interface. The sink
device, however, could not process the incoming message. Several
changes to the MCS software were implemented which reduced
considerably these periods of darkness. Among the changes was a
more efficient message checking procedure, such that conducting
quality checks on received messages would not preclude processing
other message traffic to as large an extent.

b. Inefficient interface status criterion. The original MCS
protocol required that, should an interface with DHS appear to be
faulty, the MCS console associated with that interface would send
out test messages, and would only resume communications on the
interface after receiving a correct test message response. Very
often, however, what appears to be a faulty interface is simply a
busy interface, which clears itself in due course. But the MCS
user protocol caused all subsequent messages attempting to go
through the interface to be ignored unless they happened to be test
messages responses. So the initiating processor was bombarding that
interface with test messages to other devices, attempting to
reestablish the DNS port, causing a bad situation to become worse.
To correct this problem, the MCS software was changed such that any
correct message appearing over what was assumed a faulty interface
is enough to consider the interface fully operational. Thus,
interfaces are typically assumed faulty for a much shorter period
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of time, good messages are not being ignored, and a smaller
quantity of test message traffic is generated.

c. ITS not ready for data in time. The original protocol
established for source-initiated transfers from an MCS processor to
an ITS dictated that DMS forward the request header to the ITS to
allow it to prepare itself for the incoming data message. Having
forwarded the request header to the ITS, DMS would then immediately
indicate to the source MCS computer to start sending the data
message. Using this protocol, DMS would send the first data word
to the ITS about 50 to 70 Asec after forwarding the request header.
This was not allowing the ITS enough time to configure itself for
the incoming message. The protocol was changed such that the DMS,
having forwarded the request header into the ITS, must now wait for
the ITS to acknowledge when it is ready for data. This
acknowledgement is then used by DMS to indicate to the source
processor that it can start sending the data message.

d. Excessive computer response time to Receive Reauests. As
mentioned previously, a sink initiated intercomputer protocol is
being tested at the MCS Vendor Test Site. To alert the data source
computer that someone has requested its data message, DMS forwards
the request header into the source computer. This processor then
converts its input buffer into an output buffer, filling the output
buffer with its (long) message, then sends the message to DMS.
very often, the 2 msec DMS waiting time was being exceeded, and the
message transfer would be aborted. To solve this problem, the MCS
processors are now using the STANAG 4156 Burst Mode, whereby the
processor starts sending message words to DMS before the entire
message is loaded in the computer's output buffer.

e. Busy signal not available for Receive Reauests. (This is
not strictly an MCS-related problem, it is actually a STANAG 4156
shortcoming. However, the solution involves the MCS processors, so
the problem is described here.) STANAG 4156 does not specify a
"busy signal" during interprocessor sink initiated transfers,
although such a signal is available with peripheral device
protocols. As is the case for source initiated transfers, DMS
could, by means of a busy signal, indicate to a requesting computer
within 3.4 msec whether or not the requested channel can be
established. If the AN/UYK-44 is not provided with this signal,
the only alternative is for a timeout timer to be set within the
AN/UYK-44. For several reasons, in this application this timeout
timer cannot be less than 20 msec, which means that 16.6 msec are
wasted whenever DMS cannot establish a communications channel. It
also means that the potential for message disruptions exists during
this 16.6 msec, because DMS is free to send requests to the
processor, and the processor is still waiting for DNS to honor its
previous request for service. One solution to this problem is that
the AN/UYK-44 must, having sent its request header to DNS,
temporarily change to a peripheral sink initiated protocol. When
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DMS senses that the processor is using the peripheral protocol
(STANAG 4156 Type A), it will provide, as necessary, the busy
signal. As soon as the data message or the busy signal have been
received by the processor, it must restore the intercomputer
protocol.

This experience with the two MCS test sites shows clearly
that, especially when intercomputer communications are involved,
testing of the equipment is extremely valuable. When large systems
are involved, hard to detect human error and hard to predict timing
incompatibilities are bound to exist and must be systematically
whittled away. In spite of the visibility these user interface
problems received at different periods, in retrospect there was
nothing intrinsically wrong with the MCS-DMS system design, nor was
there anything particularly surprising about the nature of the
problems encountered.

8. STEERING CONTROL SYSTEM

A modern, digital computer-assisted, Steering Control System
is designed into the Arleigh Burke class. This highly survivable
control system includes an autopilot, a fuel conservation mode, a
ship roll reduction mode, and several backup modes of operation
should the steering system computer fail and should all bus
communications fail.

The Steering Control System (SCS), like the MCS, was designed
with the assumption that a general purpose data bus would be
available, although a less capable non-bus variant also exists.
The SCS consists of only one AN/UYK-44 processor, located in the
Steering Gear Room, one digital peripheral located on the bridge,
and numerous non-digital devices on the bridge and in the Steering
Gear Room. The AN/UYK-44 and the digital peripheral are equipped
with serial digital STANAG 4156 interfaces. Because SCS
incorporates only one digital processor in its design, the message
flow turns out to be considerably more predictable and orderly than
the asynchronous, six-processor 14CS network.

The SCS evolved much like the MCS during the DDG 51 Contract
Design phase, although on a smaller scale. The original design
included primarily digital equipment on the bridge, a processor and
non-digital devices in the Steering Gear Room, and backup steering
cables from the bridge to the steering room. To maintain more
similarity between the DDG 51 SCS and the non-bus variant, several
functions of the SCS were changed from digital processor functions
to contact closure discretes. For the DDG application, these
discrete signals are sent over DMS using a scheme whereby each of
the two rudders is serviced by redundant paths over DMS.

The current design allows steering system commands to be
passed to the AN/UYK-44 over DMS, steering system commands to be
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transferred between non-digital equipment over other DMS paths, or
rudder commands only to be sent over the backup cables between the
bridge and the Steering Gear Room.

The steering system's AN/UYK-44 processor was always intended
to provide autopilot operation, but the details of the
implementation had not been worked out at the beginning of Contract
Design. The fuel conservation and roll reduction modes had not
been included originally. Here was a good example of the the value
added to a system design by the existence of a general purpose data
bus.

The SCS, from the start, included a processor redundantly
connected to DMS. The SCS designers, when faced with having to
implement ah autopilot capability, needed to acquire Own Ship Head
from the Inertial Navigation Sets. How best to accomplish this?
Because the SCS computer was already connected to DMS via STANAG
4156 interfaces, and because the two AN/WSN-5 navigators were also
connected to DMS, it became a simple matter to provide the
appropriate addressing information to the SCS processor, and have
the processor request Own Ship Head from either AN/WSN-5 through
the redundant STANAG 4156 interfaces. Note that this change was
limited to SCS software upgrade; no changes to DMS, to ship
drawings, or to cabling were required.

When the SCS was upgraded to include roll reduction
algorithms, the same strategy was used. The AN/WSN-5s provide DMS
with Own Ship Roll (OSR), Own Ship Pitch (OSP), and the North and
East components of true speed (respectively Vn and Ve) in addition
to Own Ship Head from their synchro outputs. (The AN/WSN-5s also
provide many other parameters, including ship position, from
digital outputs.) The ship's Electromagnetic (EM) Log provides DMS
with Own Ship Speed (OSS) through the water. These data were
provided to the SCS processor by incorporating the appropriate DMS
addresses in the SCS program. Once again, with no changes to ship
drawings and cabling, roll reduction and fuel conservation
algorithms were added to the SCS software.

Since the steering control system only needs OSH, OSR, Vn, Ve,
and OS for the autopilot, fuel conservation, and roll reduction
functions, DMS converts these synchro data into digital messages
and sends the messages, upon request, to the steering processor
over the STANAG 4156 interfaces. The advantage of using the
converted synchro rather than the digital AN/WSN-5 messages is that
the steering processor does not need to conform to the AN/WSN-5s'
message timing; the processor can instead request these
DMS-formatted navigation messages at any time. Message formats are
documented as are the non-digital peripheral message formats for
the MCS. Because DNS constructs the messages "on the fly," data
senescence is less than it would be from the AN/WSN-5 digital
messages - on the order of 15 psec worst case.
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In the future, more functions can be designed into the SCS,
still with no change to cabling or drawings. Ultimately, for
example, the steering system could compute the best routes to any
point on the globe from AN/WSN-5 ship position data and
geographical data stored in memory.

The operation of the SCS with DMS was tested in a full-up DDG
51 DMS demonstration at the Rockwell International Marine Systems
Division plant in Anaheim, California. Only one problem was
discovered of a non-trivial nature: a condition in which one of the
redundant halves of a DMS terminal would occasionally not service
initiate requests.

This problem, referred to as "RM lockup," was also noticed at
the Combat Systems test site in Moorestown, N.J., and was cured by
means of a modification to the operating program of the Remote
Multiplexer (the Remote Multiplexer, RM, is the DNS terminal). The
problem was found to occur in a narrow window of time, if a
particular terminal were to receive simultaneous initiate and
response mode requests. This condition had not been noticed
previously because situations involving very high retry rates are
needed to cause the problem to occur. Data traffic at the MCS test
sites does not create the conditions favorable for this anomoly.

9. NAVIGATION DATA DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Much about the distribution and conversion of navigation data
from the two Inertial Navigation Sets AN/WSN-5 has already been
mentioned in previous sections. This function, which includes
distribution/conversion of both synchro and digital navigation
data, was assigned to DMS before the Contract Design phase started.
From the start, an unmutable design requirement for this DMS
application was that introduction of DMS cause no changes to
AN/WSN-5 or combat system computer software or interface hardware.

Originally, the AN/WSN-5 digital messages were only available
in an Input/Output configuration, which means that the user
computer connected to each digital port was to provide control
messages to the navigation set on a constant basis. In the
original implementation, one of the combat system computers
connected to DMS was assigned the task of providing the AN/WSN-5
control messages. The others would receive the messages
periodically with no need to respond. When Output Only AN/WSN-5s
became available, no control messages from the combat system
computer, via DMS, to the navigation sets were required, and the
appropriate interfaces were deleted from the design.

DMS distributes navigation data to combat system computers, to
certain weapon systems, to numerous indicators throughout the ship,
to certain search radar systems, to the Digital Dead Reckoning
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Tracer, and to the Steering Control System. In addition to this,
DMS includes an embedded microprocessor which also receives the
periodic navigation messages, strips out the Greenwich Mean Time
words, and maintains GMT with a resolution of about 5 msec for any
computer user of DMS. The embedded microprocessor includes logic
to select the preferred navigation set as its source of data. This
GMT from the "ship's master clock" is currently being accessed by
the Machinery Control System computers, and is a requirement of the
MCS Specification.

As mentioned previously, DMS provides digital navigation data
messages to the combat system computers via MIL-STD-1397A Type E
(or Low Level Serial) interfaces, while the AN/WSN-5 sends the data
to DMS via a Type A parallel interface. This involves not only a
conversion in interface electrical properties and bit rate, but
also changes to handshake protocols and word length. The DMS
implementation of this conversion function is such that the message
formats for the converted LLS messages are identical to those
prescribed for the future LLS AN/WSN-5s. However, certain details
of the DMS-to-computer LLS interface timing are not identical to
the expected LLS AN/WSN-5 to user timing. For example, the
AN/WSN-5 is expected to offer the message to the user, then retry
one time, 10.24 msec later, should the user be unable to receive
the message on the first attempt. Since the AN/WSN-5 and the users
are essentially isolated by DMS, this retry at 10.24 msec becomes
meaningless. Instead, DMS will allow the user devices up to 4 msec
to accept data or command interrupt messages. Should a user not
accept the message, DMS will discard those data and provide the
next message update on schedule.

These differences between the DMS LLS navigation messages and
the future AN/WSN-5 LLS navigation messages meant that an Interface
Design Specification tailored to the DMS interface was needed.
This DDG 51 digital navigation data distribution IDS also
identifies which of the numerous AN/WSN-5 options were selected for
use in the DDG 51 application.

The MIL-STD-1397A Type E interface was designed with numerous
System Integrity Features (SIF) to permit constant monitoring of
interface status by the connected devices. Among these are
continuous "keep alive" signals and optional parity checks. The
DMS Type E interface card includes error messages or Command
Interrupt Words to inform user devices of any errors detected by
DMS in a message transfer. In the initial enthusiasm for this new
interface standard, the design was to include use of most of the
SIFs between DMS and combat system computers. However, it soon
became evident to the combat system software designers that using
all of the SIFs would involve a considerable software effort. Most
of these features were eventually dropped from the requirements.
The changes to DMS, as specific SIFs were selected and deselected,
were limited to coding of a PROM at each of the interface cards.
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10. NAVIGATION DATA DISTRIBUTION TESTING

The Combat System Engineering Development Site (CSEDS) in
Moorestown, N.J. is provided with a three-bus DMS for the purposes
of testing many of the combat system interfaces with DNS. Among
these are the two AN/WSN-5 sources (one of them a simulator),
numerous synchro navigation data sources and sinks, antenna bearing
signals, and wind speed and direction. To emulate other signal
traffic in the DDG 51 DMS, the CSEDS DNS is also provided with
selectable background data load in four stages: no extra load, a
DDG 51 equivalent load, and two overload levels to stress DMS
beyond the DDG 51 traffic load. These extra DMS messages are
created by remotely enabling PROMs which send data through the bus
between actual source devices and unused sink interface channels.
The maximum load is designed to be approximately the highest
message update rate which the DNS at the site can service. Some of
the problems and resolutions encountered at this site have been:

a. Occasional loss of End Of Message External Function. Each
digital message from the AN/WSN-5s actually consists of three
messages: two External Functions (EF) and the data message. The
AN/WSN-5 first transmits a one-word Start of Message (SON) EF, then
a variable length data message, and finally a one-word End of
Message (EOM) EF. The End of Message EF appears while DMS is still
busy distributing the data message to the combat system computers.
At times, the EOM attempting to reach the message distribution
processor within DMS during this busy period just does not succeed.
This problem was addressed by means of adjusting the internal DMS
retry parameters. EOMs are currently lost at the rate of about one
per hour. Another approach for resolving this issue would be to
program DMS to ignore the EFs from the AN/WSN-5s, and instead to
generate its own EFs based upon the arrival of data messages. This
approach, under consideration at this time, should noticeably
increase the digital navigation message success rate.

b. RM locku . As described in the steering control section,
the DMS terminals associated with the AN/WSN-5s, the ones with the
numerous retries, occasionally were locked out of initiate mode. An
update of the operating program resolved this problem.

c. Svnchro instability. When DNS is connected to synchro
repeaters, the internal DMS digital angle value is converted to a
synchro value by means of digital-to-synchro (D/S) converters. In
some cases, the synchro signal provided by DMS becomes unstable in
certain quadrants. It turns out that some D/S converters,
particularly those of commercial grade, become unstable if the load
includes a significant amount of capacitance, such as would be
encountered with long interface cable runs. Since the problem only
occurs with certain brands of D/S converters, those brands could be
avoided. Another solution, not sensitive to converter brand, is to
include a series resistor at each synchro interface.
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11. IC ALARMS AND INDICATORS

In addition to combat, machinery, steering, and navigation
systems, DMS services a host of other DDG 51 Interior
Communications (IC) signals. These include the wind data
distribution system, rudder angle indicators, various door alarms,
dew point alarms, fuel system alarms, the Collective Protective
System alarms, and many other such signals. Many of these DMS
communication links are between sensors and non-digital indicators
or indicator panels. DMS in these applications was introduced
primarily because it is well suited to select alternate redundant
data sources, and multicast the data to numerous sink devices.
Another reason for connecting some of these signals to DMS is to
make them available to the Machinery Control System computers, over
their STANAG 4156 digital interfaces. Again, the architecture of
the IC system communicating over a general purpose data bus offered
an overall performance benefit.

Issues involved in the application of DMS to the IC alarms are
typically less complex than the ones described previously because
most of these are signals between non-digital devices. DMS
provides message timing and signal conversion. Verification of
correct message flow for the "dumb to dumb" device signals was
accomplished on the DDG 51 DMS shipset during the DDG 51 DMS
demonstration.

12. SUMMARY

Application of the DMS general purpose bus to the DDG 51 Class
has illustrated the following general concepts:

Cable and cost savings are only preliminary goals of data
busing, and are not enough by themselves to justify use of a data
bus system in a shipbuilding program. A fundamental understanding
of system performance enhancements or, better, systems designed to
operate with a data bus are needed to ensure that the bus be used
to its potential.

To extract the full potential from a data bus application in
modern surface combatants, the application cannot be viewed merely
as replacement for point-to-point cable. It is doubtful whether a
data bus applied in this manner could ever result in an overall
improvement over hardwired methods of communication. A data bus
application must be considered at a whole system architecture
level.

. The isolation provided by a general purpose data bus between
user devices, and between the core bus structure and user devices,
is a desirable attribute to ensure long term system compatibility.
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The DDG 51 experience has shown that virtually all of the
technical problems encountered involved the user-to-bus terminal
interface rather than internal bus system problems. Whether the
goal is to achieve a prescribed level of performance, to correct an
unforeseen problem, or to add communications modes in support of
new user system features, flexibility in the user-to-bus interface
is an important asset of the general purpose bus system.

- System level testing is extremely valuable. As the adage says,
"You don't know what you don't know." The potential for problems is
significant when so many different systems, developed by diverse
activities, are connected together. It is much easier to find and
correct problems in a laboratory environment than on board ship
during construction.

. Maintaining configuration control, in a large general purpose
bus application such as the DDG 51 DMS, is a demanding and
critically important endeavor. To track the constant changes
occurring in a ship design, and their impact on the data bus,
requires the use of sophisticated database techniques.

13. THE FUTURE

In the introduction it was mentioned that the bus system must
be capable of supporting user interface upgrades as well as
upgrades to its own capabilities. It is clear that, as message
volume and data rate requirements increase, eventually changes to
the bus are needed as existing spare capacity becomes exhausted.

One advantage of a general purpose data bus is that the
isolation between the bus-user protocols and the internal bus
protocols allows upgrades to either to be accomplished
"transparently." For example, should a new user interface be
introduced, neither the bus system nor other existing user devices
need be affected. Similarly, should a new, faster main bus
architecture be introduced, perhaps to allow more effective
servicing of new user types, the other devices connected to the bus
need not be affected.

There are plans underway at this time to upgrade the main DMS
bus architecture to increase the maximum system data rate from the
current gross of 24 Mbps to 100 Mbps or more. The plan is to
convert the existing DMS coaxial, linear main bus cable structure
into a dual token-passing ring Fiber Distributed Data Interface
(FDDI) architecture. The FDDI approach involves the following
modifications to the existing DMS:

a. Each IOU is changed to interface with two FDDI ring pairs
instead of the current Remote and Area Multiplexers,

b. For existing user devices which depend on a connection-
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oriented protocol, the FDDI IOUs convert the user protocol to the
connectionless, source-initiated scheme needed for communicating
over the FDDI medium,

c. The existing DOG 51 DMS user devices must notice no change
in service. This includes maintaining all critical timing
parameters as they are now, maintaining message structures as
specified in the current DMS, and, to the extent possible,
maintaining the same physical connection between existing users and
the Input Output Units.

d. Future, faster users must be capable of taking advantage
of the faster channel data rate offered by the FDDI medium.

Thus, the FDDI upgrade plan consists of developing an emerging
commercial ring bus standard, FDDI, into a general purpose,
militarized data bus system which would transparently upgrade the
current DMS.

A future refinement of this upgrade could be to pursue the
same general course as described above, but to replace the FDDI
medium with emerging, faster media. This would allow the upgraded
DOS to maintain service unaltered for existing user devices, but
would also support faster devices, such as equipment with video and
voice interfaces.

Irrespective of the specific bus medium used, the objective
will always be, when upgrading individual systems for surface
combatants, to remain compatible with current equipment. The next
decade will doubtless bring significant advances to busing
technology, greatly surpassing FDDI, so it is imperative for any
standard Navy general purpose bus to remain flexible and compatible
with numerous different technologies.
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14. APPENDIX: OSI PROTOCOL LAYERS AND GENERAL PURPOSE BUSES

This brief introductory discussion of the relationship between
general purpose data bus systems and communication protocol layers
is intended to facilitate the understanding of how the Data
Multiplex System AN/USQ-82(V) was applied to DDG 51, and to more
clearly categorize the nature of problems encountered in this
application.

The International Standards Organization (ISO) has developed a
model to describe generically the different layers of protocols
which digital devices must implement to communicate. The model,
referred to as the Open System Interconnection (OSI) Reference
Model, is intended primarily to provide a framework for
understanding the communications process; OSI does not specify how
each layer of protocol must be conducted.

The OSI model organizes the steps taken by users to
communicate into seven categories or layers, the lowest level being
the physical connection medium, and the highest being the interface
with a processor's application programs. A very brief description
of each of the layers follows:

Open System Interconnection (OSI) Model
Protocol Layers

Layer Name Protocol Function

1. Physical - Mechanical, electrical interface medium.
2. Data Link - Data formatting, data routing scheme.
3. Network - Message formatting, segmenting, addressing.
4. Transport - End-to-end error correct, routing to Appl.Progrms.
5. Session - Structuring, organizing of communications.
6. Presentation- Translation of data presentation schemes.
7. Application - Interface to Application Programs.

If two computers are hardwired together, then all of the
protocol layers would be conducted by the computers themselves,
since no other entity would exist to carry out these functions. On
the other hand, addressing of messages between physical connection
points would be fairly trivial, since a hardwired connection only
ties two points together. A message being transmitted by a
particular channel of computer A would always appear at the same
channel of computer B.

A bus system between the two computers would dictate that
certain specific standards be adhered to in order that computers
and bus operate together. A general p bus is a system which
allows computers with various interface types, or even non-digital
devices, to use the bus for communications.
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The Data Multiplex System AN/USQ-82(V) is a general purpose
bus system which operates from the OSI Physical through much of the
Network Layer. Higher levels of protocol are left to the user
processors. There are several areas in which general purpose buses
such as DMS differ from the more common applications of the OSI
concept to data busing:

. Interfaces between users and bus system can be any of a list
of Navy standard digital or non-digital types. DMS is designed to
provide physical and protocol conversion functions such that
subscribers communicating over DMS need not conform to one
particular standard. (Internally, DMS uses a connection-oriented
protocol which supports periodic, aperiodic, source initiated, or
sink initiated message transfers. Access to the multiple main
buses is achieved via a polling scheme from bus controllers to
terminals, and via a prioritized queue contention scheme between
user devices and terminals.)

. DMS can be set up to allow a user device to format, schedule,
and address its own messages or DMS can provide some or all of
these services. How much of the inherent bus system's flexibility
a subscriber takes advantage of depends on how much bus
control-related software the subscriber develops. A computer
application which was formerly hardwired may opt not to change any
aspect of its software if the bus control features are not
required.

. Since the bus system must convert user signals to its own
standard at the source end, there is no reason why it cannot
provide the signal to the sink device using a different interface
format. In fact, just as the physical interface at each end of the
link can differ, so too can the user-to-bus system protocols.

Figure 1 shows the physical connection between two processors
using DMS and, by means of the familiar OSI protocol stacks, Figure
2 is the representation of an example of the protocol interactions.
The example shows a serial digital STANAG 4156 processor
communicating with a parallel MIL-STD-1397A Type A computer. In
the example, the STANAG 4156 computer is dynamically changing
message routing through DMS by acting directly at the DMS Network
Layer. The MIL-STD-1397A computer is connected as if hardwired.
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DMS mc addi ing. The sink device in the example is not
aware ot ni. n message routing.

2. RMs conduct DMS and user addressing functions, message
formatting, message timing. AMs route messages through first
available of 20 data channels on the 5 main bus cables.

Figure 2. OSI Protocol Layer Representation of Two
Computers Communicating via DMS
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INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT OF MACHINERY CONTROL SYSTEMS, A CASE STUDY

by Keith R. Chilvers
Machinery Controls Section, ARE West Drayton

and Comander Richard C. Pelly, Royal Navy
Marine Engineer Officer, HMS Invincible

1. ABSTRACT

The planned introduction of digital control systems for RN
warship machinery control and surveillance led to the requirement for
independent assessment of their performance, prior to ship trials.

This paper describes the computer-based Assessment Facility,
established at the Admiralty Research Establishment West Drayton,
which performed this task for the Type 23 Frigate. It discusses the
reasons for the significant cost of such a facility but demonstrates,
through consideration of indirect as well as direct benefits, the
value of such an approach and concludes that a policy of independent
assessment should be retained.

2. INTRODUCTION

The first Type 23 Frigate, H.M.S. Norfolk, was accepted by the
Royal Navy from the shipbuilder in.November 1989. She has the first
digital computer-based Machinery Control And Surveillance (MCAS)
system for a RN warship. At the time this type of control system was
selected an immediate concern was the question of proving its
operation and reliability before sea trials.

It was agreed that the Admiralty Research Establishment , West
Drayton (ARE (WD)) would produce a computer-based machinery simulator
to which a production set of MCAS equipment would be connected and
undergo thorough assessment in support of the acceptance programme
for the MCAS design. The simulator and associated environment is
known as the Assessment Facility. It was produced during the period
1985-1989.

This paper firstly describes the Type 23 MCAS system and its
boundaries. It then describes the structure of the Assessment
Facility and some of the lessons learnt during its development. This
is followed by an outline of some of the MCAS trials that were
performed using this facility, and a description of how the
existence of this test environment led to ideas for future MCAS
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developments which could be investigated with minimal recourse to the
manufacturer and without affecting any ship timetable.

The paper finally demonstrates how an agreed plan for a
through-life assessment facility could have large benefits, which
would be maximised if some degree of independence is retained.

3. THE TYPE 23 FRIGATE MACHINERY FIT

The Ship Control Centre (SCC) for the Type 23 provides control
and monitoring of the propulsion, electrical generation and
distribution, and auxiliary systems.

The propulsion system consists of two shafts each driving a
fixed pitch propeller. The drive configuration for each shaft is
CODLAG with a gas turbine driving through a gearbox, via a Self
Shifting and Synchronising clutch, and a direct drive electric motor
providing cruise and astern drive. The electrical systems comprise 4
600V diesel generators which provide the electrical power for the
propulsion electric motors and drive the 440V motor/generator sets
for ship service loads. The auxiliary systems are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Auxiliary Machinery Systems.

Fuel supply, transfer and renovation system.
Lubricating oil supply, transfer and renovation system.
Chilled water system (3 off) Refrigeration system.
Ventilation system. Low pressure air system.
High pressure air system. Special services air system.
Low pressure salt water system. High Pressure salt water system.
Aviation fuel system. Desalination system.
Steering system. Stabilizer system.
Fresh water system. Sewage system.
Bilge and sullage system.

4. THE TYPE 23 FRIGATE MACHINERY CONTROL AND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

Vosper Thornycroft Controls (VTC) was contracted to produce the
SCC consoles (encompassing remote control and primary surveillance of
the machinery systems), local plant controllers for the diesel
generators and chilled water plants, and a secondary surveillance
facility. For the purposes of this paper these items will be
regarded as forming the Type 23 NCAS.

The Type 23 MCAS is a distributed digital system based around
'D86' hardware. Each D86 unit contains a standard backplane into
which a range of double euro-card height pcb assemblies are inserted.
This range comprises processor (Intel 8086), memory, interface, and
communications cards. There are a total of 17 D86 units utilised in
the Type 23 MCAS, 5 being installed in the SCC, and 12 distributed
throughout the ship as shown in Figure 1.
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Each Local Control Panel (LCP) consists of an operator panel and
D86 unit which provides sequential control of starting and stopping,
primary surveillance and data collection functions for that machinery
item (diesel generator or chilled water plant).

The Control and Data Collection Units (CDCUs) for the Gas
Turbines and Electric Motors consist of D86 units which accept power
demands from the operator at the SCC and schedule power between the
prime movers, transferring the resultant signals to the local Plant
Control Unit (PCU). These PCUs provide reversionary control
positions and contain analogue electronics performing governor-type
functions. They do not contain D86 units, the CDCUs collect data
from the prime movers.

Data collection from auxiliary machinery is performed by data
collection units (DCUs), one of which is housed in a machinery space
while the others are housed within the SCC. The LCPs, CDCUs and DCUs
are all connected, by individual serial data links, to a D86-based
communications sub-system housed in the SCC. These links form a
'star' network with the communication sub-system at the hub. Figure 2
shows the interconnection of the D86-based units.

Although the Type 23 MCAS is correctly described as a
distributed digital system the control system is essentially
hardwired. State-demand signals are wired directly from the SCC
switches to the local D86 unit or on-plant actuators. Value-demand
signals (lever position) are wired directly to the CDCUs. Parameters
displayed on the SCC consoles are hard-wired directly from the
outputs of the local D86 units or from on-plant sensors. Alarm
conditions recognised by on-plant sensors are wired directly to a
D86-based alarms sub-system, housed in the SCC, which drives the
relevant SCC displays. Warning conditions recognised by local D86
units are wired directly to the SCC displays.

Hence control and primary surveillance does not use computer
communications. The serial data links are used to carry secondary
surveillance information. This consists of transduced plant values
collected on a cyclic basis and warning conditions deduced from these
values. Thus the warning conditions are hardwired to the SCC for
primary surveillance purposes and communicated to the secondary
surveillance system.

The secondary surveillance hardware brings about 2200 parameters
to the communications sub-system in the SCC. There are 2 plasma panel
visual display units (VDUs) in the SCC, one in the Supervisor's
console and one in the power distribution console. These can be used
independently. There are 2 printers, the Event Printer and the Log
Printer, both use dot-matrix technology. The printers and VDUS are
connected to a D86-based secondary surveillance sub-system which is
connected to the communications sub-system by a serial data link.

Secondary surveillance facilities include:
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* Automatic printing of telegraph movements, warning and

alarm conditions.

* Parameter monitoring and trend display.

* Request printing of watch changeover logs and log sheets.

5. ROLE OF ASSESSMENT

It was agreed that an early production set of MCAS equipment,
together with associated documentation, would be supplied to
ARE (WD).

Hence the assessment role required funding to divert this
equipment to ARE (WD), to provide engineering staff from VTC to help
set the equipment to work, and to cover the cost of refurbishment
when that set was returned for subsequent ship fitting. The outright
purchase of a set of MCAS equipment for the Assessment Facility was
not considered to be cost-effective.

The high-level objectives of the assessment process were:

* Assess all aspects of the system as fit for purpose.

* Identify any shortcomings in the system including those
affecting the system's ability to meet the Statement
of Technical Requirements (STR).

* Assess diagnostic and maintenance facilities.

* Assess the system documentation.

* Investigate the operability of the system under normal and
abnormal conditions.

These objectives were to be achieved by a combination of
documentation review, equipment trials, and ergonomic studies.

Two bodies, the Executive Trials Authority (ETA) and the Joint
Trials Team (JTT) were established to oversee the assessment process.

The ETA was solely comprised of Ministry of Defence (MOD)
representatives. It co-ordinated all aspects of the policy of
assessment from the scope, delivery and procurement of equipment to
be assessed, through the definition of the trials' objectives and
approval of the trials' programme, to consideration of actions to be
taken based upon trials' results.

The JTT comprised representatives from MOD and from the control
system and machinery sub-contractors. Its role was to provide
technical information to define the simulator performance
requirements, and to plan, produce, execute and review the trials'
procedures and results. The JTT considered any risks contained in
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proposed trials, JTT agreement of such trials denoting the acceptance

of any risk.

The stages through which equipment trials passed were:

a) Proposal for trial, and JTT agreement.

b) Production of trial schedule, and JTT agrement.

c) ETA approval, and incorporation into the trials programme.

d) Execution of trial, with simultaneous report preparation.

e) Comment by JTT.

f) Issue of report.

The Conducting Authority for the trials was ARE (WD).

6. THE ASSESSMENT FACILITY

The Assessment Facility was required to simulate the
characteristics of the Type 23 machinery systems and to connect to a
production set of MCAS equipment. The first problem lay in defining
the simulator boundaries.

6.1 Simulator boundaries.

The Main Electrical Power System (MEPS) controls the generation
and distribution of electrical power for both the 600 and 440 volt
systems, and provides automatic parallelling of the diesel generators
onto the 600 volt buses. It consists of a Primary Electrical Control
Panel (PECP) in the SCC which contains a D86 unit that is connected,
by serial data links, to 2 further D86 units housed in Secondary
Electrical Control Panels (SECPs) which are co-located with the main
switchboards . The D86 units in the SECPs are also connected, by
serial data links, to the communications sub-system. There are thus a
total of 18 D86 units connected to the communications sub-system, as
shown in Figure 2.

MEPS is not part of MCAS, but its interactions are so strong,
both in control functions and in provision of secondary surveillance
data, that MCAS assessment clearly required provision of MEPS
hardware. This was achieved by including a production PECP in the SCC
console and procuring a D86 unit, known as Alternate MEPS, configured
to contain the functionality of the 2 SECP units. The performance of
this unit did not form a direct part of the assessment.

The gas turbine PCU contains relay logic for control of
starting, stopping and running the gas turbine, and contains the fuel
system controller, but is not part of MCAS. The electric motor PCU
provides closed loop control of electric motor power and performs
motor protection and start interlocks, but is not part of MCAS.
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It was accepted that MCAS system assessment required the
provision of both PCUs for one shaft whilst their functionality would
be simulated for the other shaft.

The total package of equipment connected to the simulator is
illustrated by Figure 3. At the interface the outputs from the
simulator represent transducer signals that would be expected by
control and surveillance equipment onboard a ship.

6.2 Equipment cabling.

The SCC and console-installed D86 units were arranged in the
Assessment Facility as per the ship SCC installation (in terms of
relative positioning). The outstation equipments were grouped to
represent their compartmental allocation within the machinery spaces.

Equipment cabling was prepared, at ARE (WD), in advance of
equipment delivery. The serial data link cables were terminated by
standard connectors. The cables to carry hard-wired signals between
the units were terminated at one end with lugs for use in the screw
type terminals in the SCC consoles, and at the other end with
multi-pin plugs for connection to the local D86 units. The cable
reels were drawn from Naval stores with pattern numbers corresponding
to ship details, but were not made to ship's lengths. A measure of
the cabling effort can be seen from Figure 4.

SAl
+I

Figure 4. Controls equipment cabling.
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6.3 Simulation detail.

The machinery systems to be simulated comprised the propulsion,
electrical power, and auxiliary systems previously listed, together
with the gas turbine controller and electric motor _dgulator for the
starboard shaft.

ARE (WD) was not the sole body producing computer simulations of
Type 23 machinery systems. A Performance Modelling Working Group
(PMWG), comprising MOD, the ihipbuilder, equipment manufacturers
and consultants, was set up to co-ordinate aspects of simulation
development. The PMWG maintained a data base of machinery
performance characteristics, based upon machinery specifications,
experimental and simulation data.

The level of detail required within individual simulations in
the assessment facility was determined by the importance of the
machinery systems to ship operation and by the degree of interaction
between the machinery and the control system. The main propulsion
elements are represented by detailed dynamic models. These
characterise the response of the machinery to control system demands
over the full operating profile. In other systems the models are
much simpler.

All of the models were developed specifically for the assessment
facility The approach was to define the characteristics of the
systems and their interactions in a set of Machinery Performance
Definitions (MPDs) and to use these to write a set of Simulation
Performance Definitions (SPDs) which could be developed in-house or
by software sub-contractors.

These MPDs were sought after by others involved with the
Type 23, especially by those preparing operating instructions.

6.4 Simulator structure.

Figure 5 shows the computer configuration used for the
simulator. Ideally hardware decisions should be left as late as
possible although this must be balanced by the need for appropriate
training before software development can progress with confidence.
Furthermore capital expenditure will be governed by the availability
of funds, which may only exist for a narrow period of time. In this
case the hardware was purchased at the start of the programme (late
1985) to meet capital expenditure requirements.

The requirement was to procure a computer system that would be
powerful enough to handle the simulation and associated requirements.
Unfortunately the simulator boundaries were not agreed at that stage
and hence the required computational power could only be estimated.
This was not as unusual as it sounds because such simulation projects
are often hard to quantify (some of the machinery systems may be
novel) and boundaries are often changed during development ("if only
you could also simulate ... "). Thus the required computer system
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needed an estimated performance, together with a safety margin
(200%), with a painless upgrade path as a further safeguard.

A single large computer within the budget would not have been
powerful enough. Many small computers were an attractive option but
would have incurred high development costs. The MicroVAXes benefited
from the extensive support expected to be available. The use of
Ethernet to interconnect the computers was attractive because of its
high transfer rates and relatively small hardware cost to connect
a1 ditional processors.

Loading considerations required the simulation models to be
split between two computers: 'Slave 1' and 'Slave 2'. The 'Master'
provides synchronisation, monitoring and data logging facilities.
Table 2 shows the simulations split between the slave computers.

TABLE 2. Split of Simulations between the Slave Computers.

Slave 1 Computer. Slave2 Computer.
Gas turbine. Diesel generator (4 off).
Propulsion electric motor. Electrical distribution.
Gearbox. P Chilled water (3 off).
Transient brake. 0 Refrigeration.
Clutch. R Ventilation.
Shaft. T Low pressure air.
Shaft brake. High Pressure air.
Propeller characteristics. Special services air.

Low pressure salt water.
Starboard systems as for Port High pressure salt water.
+ Regulator logic. Aviation fuel.

Desalination.
Hull characteristics. Fresh water.
Fuel supply. Sewage
Lubricating oil. Bilge and sullage.

Steering.
Stabilizer.

Each simulation model consists of several subroutines. There
are a total of about 500 such routines, manipulating a total of 3500
variables. Machinery co-efficients and some characteristics are
stored in 1500 constants and many look-up tables of various sizes.

The individual simulation models clearly do not act
independently. The values of torques for example are transferred
between simulated machinery in the same way as shafting connects the
real machinery. By siting the main propulsion simulations in the same
computer the need for information transfer between the computers has
been kept down but still totals 60 variables. For instance fuel tank
values are transferred from the fuel system simulation in 'Slave 1'
to the diesel generator simulations in 'Slave 2'.
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The simulator, which must operate in real time, uses an overall
time step of 200 milliseconds. This is too long for some of the
dynamics within the gas turbine and electric motor simulations, and
would not satisfy stability needs in their local control units. Thus
software in 'Slave 1' only is executed with a time step of 100
milliseconds. Clock signals are generated and transmitted from the
'Master' computer every 100 milliseconds, with every alternate signal
being ignored by 'Slave 2'.

The facilities available to the simulator operator are:

* Simulator control (Start,Pause,Resume,Stop)

* Dynamic, or file-based, selection of simulated variables to
be monitored.

* Dynamic, or file-based, selection of simulated variables to

be logged to disc, with selectable logging rate and
control (start,pause,resume,stop) of logging.

* Dynamic modification of simulated variables.

* Dynamic modification of simulator outputs, to provide a
transducer 'freeze' facility.

* Dynamic selection of pre-selected groups of simulator

outputs to be cyclically modified.

Ethernet carries the synchronisation information, inter-computer
simulation values, data recording requirements and the values of
variables to be monitored or logged. The total load on the Ethernet
is merely 1% of its capacity. Data transfers have been sequenced to
minimise the risk of collisions. Thus data communications were a low
risk item in this multi-computer system.

6.5 Simulator interface.

The simulator does not solely consist of the computers. It
includes an interface in which the floating point and integer values
within the digital computers are translated into the transducer and
actuator values expected by the MCAS system. The extensive digital
to analogue conversion needed at the interface was difficult to
achieve and required much electronic hardware. It was beyond
anything that could be achieved by cards connected within the slave
computers.

Manufacturers of data acquisition equipment tend to service the
control equipment market where there are many analogue inputs but
only a few analogue outputs. Few supply digital to analogue cards
which handle more than four signals on single euro-card height pcb
assemblies. This system uses 450 digital to analogue converters and
caters for 1250 discrete signals. The cards require a large space
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Figure 6 -
Simulator hardware.

aL

Figure 7. Ship Control Centre, at the Assessment Facility.
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and fill many racks. They need power and absorb much calibration
effort.

As shown in Figure 5 these cards are contained in separate
cabinets, one connected to each slave computer. To minimise the
technical risk in this project these interface sub-systems were
purchased as essentially off-the-shelf systems, but the high
data-transfer requirements combined with the large number of I/O
channels limited the choice to those that connected to the computers
by parallel links. Such systems were not processor based, and
required signal conversion to be performed in the slave computers.

Analogue output signals are not simply obtained by transferring
the floating point simulation value to the appropriate digital to
analogue channel. The value must first be normalised and adjusted to
the range of the converter. Such floating point arithmetic is
processor intensive and presents a large computational overhead in
the simulation computers. In fact approximately 30% processor power
in each slave computer is consumed in signal conversion. This
clearly impacts upon simulation software expansion capability. In any
future project (with possibly greater I/O requirements) intelligent
interface sub-systems would be necessary.

One possible improvement is to connect the computers, by
high-speed links or network, to a chassis containing a processor and
high-speed links to non-intelligent racks of signal conversion
hardware. Such a solution could safeguard the considerable
investment in signal conversion hardware at ARE (WD). (Despite
quantity discounts the interface sub-system hardware cost 3 times
that of the simulator computer hardware.)

The conversion hardware simulates the characteristics of
transducers and sensors, and consists of a mixture of voltage,
current, and frequency cards. Each card contains a number of
channels, some channels are connected directly to the SCC, most are
connected to local D86 units. It was decided that all these
interface signals would be connected to junction boxes fitted between
the interface sub-systems and MCAS. This allowed manual injection of
test signals and ease of signal monitoring, but added to the cabling
work required.

Figure 6 shows the interface sub-systems, in 6 foot high
cabinets, separated by one (of 3) signal junction boxes. The 2 slave
computers are sited above the junction box.

6.6 Setting to work.

Cabling preparation began in mid 1987 and MCAS system equipment
on loan from the shipbuilder was delivered between January and
December 1988. The extensive installation and setting to work
procedures completed in May 1989 having followed the instructions of
drawings and documentation prepared for ship fitting. Figure 7 shows
the MCAS equipment in use at the Assessment Facility.
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There were many benefits from the setting to work process.
Inaccuracies in the drawings and problems with change control
procedures were spotted before they hindered the ship building
process. As units were set to work their reliability could be
assessed and by the end of 1989 the equipment had been in use for
over 8000 hours.

The multi-pin connectors used between the local D86 units and
the SCC experienced pin displacement problems after repeated
connections. The number of repeated connections at ARE (WD) was
higher than during setting-to-work on the ship, but indicated a
likely through-life problem.

During development of the electric motor regulator a prototype
unit was tested at the shore test facility in Scotland. Due to the
short timescale, modifications could not be fully proven before the
facility was dismantled. Early tests of the first production
regulator against the simulation showed that further modifications
would be needed before the unit could be sent to HNS NORFOLK. Some
of these tests involved unsafe operating conditions which would not
have been possible on the real plant.

7. THE ASSESSMENT PROCESS

The initial trials, referred to as Functional Trials, compared
the performance of MCAS with that specified in the STR, to confirm
safe operation of ship equipment under all normal operating
conditions. These were performed between August 1988 and July 1989.

Functional Trials started with tests of units within the MCAS
system against appropriate simulations. They completed with tests of
the whole system fully integrated with the simulator. Reports
concluded that the equipment is generally satisfactory and identified
shortcomings. This encouraged changes to the design where
modifications could be cost-effectively implemented.

The later trials, referred to as Evaluation Trials, assessed the
peformance of MCAS under various operating conditions in order to
determine the nature and extent of its operating limitations. These
trials included the following tests:

* Vulnerability of MCAS to power failures.

* Evaluation of the 'failset' policy implemented.

* Performance of the Secondary Surveillance Facility under
various workloads.

* Effects of processor and communication loading.

An example of such work was the communications loading trial.
This trial consisted of generating known amounts of traffic on the
serial data links within MCAS to plot the change in response times of
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the secondary surveillance facility and to verify that high
communications loading did not affect the processors' performance of
machinery control functions. The traffic was generated by using the
simulator to change the values of selected outputs on a periodic
basis. Loading factors were selected independently for each serial
data link, the cycling period was also varied. The assessment
facility allowed these complex tests to be performed easily and
repeatably.

A further requirement of the assessment process was to examine
human factors aspects of the MCAS design. Several points were raised
during the performance of the Functional Trials. A full human
factors analysis of MCAS was subsequently performed, the static
analysis phase being performed at the Assessment Facility. This work
is documented in Reference 1.

8. ADDITIONAL BENEFITS FROM THE ASSESSMENT FACILITY

The assessment environment within ARE (WD) produced ideas for
several potential improvements to the Type 23 MCAS system.

Undoubtably the most significant has been tackling the problem
of what to do with the vast amount of information collected by a
secondary surveillance system monitoring over 2000 parameters. The
Type 23 MCAS system automates the data collection previously done by
hand and by Decca Isis systems. Like the earlier systems it produces
paper records which must then be monitored, checked and stored. As
designed it is relatively inflexible especially since it is without
an interface facility for passing information electronically to any
other on-board system.

ARE (WD) have developed and demonstrated a Personal Computer
based system capturing data from the MCAS system. It is a
non-interfering, listening system which can be used to store and
subsequently to process all data which is sent to the log and event
printers. The system has very significant potential, as was
demonstrated in HMS NORFOLK during final machinery trials, and could
be implemented without hardware changes to existing equipment in the
Type 23.

Users could then search records quickly for particular events or
trends and make use of the wide range of standard software packages.
Health monitoring at a system level could be automated. Information
could be passed ashore electronically for further study and not least
the space and weight of stored paper onboard could be radically
reduced.

The Assessment Facility was used to help define the Upkeep Plan
for the Type 23 MCAS. It provided an ideal opportunity for general
maintenance requirements to be thoroughly assessed and proven,
without the limitations that would be applied in alternative
environments (on-board ship, at manufacturer's premises). The
facility was further used to assess the MCAS diagnostic facilities.
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This was achieved by the deliberate introduction of signal faults,
and by the inclusion of faulted boards, with ship's staff attempting
to diagnose and rectify the faults.

The existence of the Assessment Facility also provided the
opportunity to evaluate the installation instructions for a damage
control data retrieval system. This had been designed and developed
independently of the MCAS system although it will be fitted within
the supervisor's console. A prototype unit was provided to ARE (WD),
the resultant report recommends several fundamental changes to the
document and illustrates the value of this small exercise.

9. LESSONS LEARNT PROM THE ASSESSMENT PROCESS.

The main lessons learnt from the assessment process were:

* Need to integrate assessment requirements within the
overall ship building programme.

* Need for early and good quality documentation which should
include design intentions and system operating principles.

* Need to design on a system basis.

* Need for a continuous assessment programme.

* Need to allow time for findings from assessment to be
actioned.

* Need to control software issue meticulously.

* Difficulty of amending software.

The last 2 points are related. Distributed, digital MCAS
systems at their conception were claimed to be much easier than their
prP2!-cessors to change. Experience has shown that because very
ccapre'ensive configuration control is required software changes are
expleive. Furthermore the mechanism of incorporating software
updates into the control system computers may generate further work.
For example powering-down the computers to allow new Read Only Memory
modules to be inserted may incur the loss of user-provided
information, and the consequent need for re-keying.

The Type 23 MCAS system includes over 2000 parameters. Studies
of the Integrated Platform Management System (IPMS) concept suggest
that there could be a several-fold increase in the number of
parameters within such future systems, and more extensive use of
VDU-based displays. System integration will become more complex and
the need for independent assessment even stronger.

Steps to control the number of parameters will also be needed.
Distributed principles should be applied even to health monitoring.
There is a great danger of too much information being supplied to
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central watchkeepers who only really need a 'healthy' or 'not

healthy' indication.

10. SUMMARY

The technological change from centralised analogue control
systems of previous warships to the distributed digital control
system for the Type 23 required a means of assurance that the system
would cope with normal and abnormal conditions. Such assurance could
not have been obtained from a machinery test facility. Hence the need
for a simulation-based facility.

The production of the Assessment Facility has been a major
project requiring the development of a real-time simulator of the
Type 23 propulsion, elec ical and auxiliary systems, together with
extensive interface hard are. Over 30,000 wire terminations had to
be made while integrating the simulator to a production Type 23 MCAS
system.

It has been suggested (2) that the justification of the
facility would lie in the answers to:

* Whether the assessment reduced the risks during first of

class trials.

* Whether the assessment reduced the ship acceptance

timescale.

* Whether the facility would cope with more advanced
technology.

The assessment facility has helped notably to give confidence in
the Type 23 MCAS from an early stage. It identified problems which
needed to be rectified before they delayed the ship and reinforced
conclusions from early trials in the ship.

The simulator has worked well and could cope with more advanced
technology both in terms of the equipment under assessment and that
to be used to perform assessment:

* Potential improvements to the interface arrangements are

being researched to cater for the increased numbers of
signals that future plant management systems may require.

* The facility could be expanded to cater for more complex
simulation requirements of future systems.

* A computer-based mimic display facility has been added at
the interface demonstrating possible future approaches.

The experience of producing and operating the facility had
several 'knowledge' benefits:
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* MOD has an in-depth knowledge of the MCAS system.

* Ship's staff have enhanced their experience whilst helping
with trials on the equipment.

* Maintenance requirements have been assessed on actual
equipment, without interference to the ship building
programme.

The wide variety of personnel who worked at the Assessment
Facility made many suggestions for improvements to MCAS. Some
suggestions, such as computer storage and analysis of secondary
surveillance information, were then demonstrated on the facility.

Tight timescales inevitably mean that many suggestions will only
prove to be cost effective for future warships. Maximum benefit
could be obtained from such input if equipment were available for
assessment earlier in the production cycle, preferable at prototype
stage.

It could be argued that this could only happen if the assessment
facility existed at the manufacturer's premises, as an extension of
their in-house test facility. This approach may be be feasible if,
as in this case, the system components to be assessed were all
manufactured by the same contractor. The crucial question would be
the independent usage of that facility for the role described in this
paper. The 'independence' of the assessment process is of paramount
importance. Furthermore the use of a test facility remote from the
manufacturer's premises has the benefit of reinforcing the case for
early supply of documentation.

The Type 23 equipment at ARE (WD) is being removed, refurbished
and returned to a shipbuilder for installation into a future Type 23,
now that the objectives of assessment have been met. The question of
a through-life simulation-based reference facility, to allow testing
of control system software and hardware updates, is currently being
addressed. An Assessment Facility could clearly perform that role,
also enabling problems at sea to be investigated and corrected
ashore.

Additionally such a facility could be used in a training role,
as a supplement, but not replacement for, dedicated training
facilities. For example the complete Type 23 equipment set assessed
at ARE (WD) provided the opportunity for more detailed maintainer
training scenarios than at the official training facility.

Whilst a facility established to cover any of these additional
roles would require the outright purchase of a set of controls
equipment the overall benefits would be considerable, as well as
providing the safeguard of an extra set of equipment available as
immediate emergency cover.

Taking a wider viewpoint the question of on-board training
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arises. When machinery is idle, ship's staff have limited
opportunity to increase their understanding of the operation of the
controls and machinery operation. The use of an on-board machinery
simulator connected to the controls equipment would be governed by
safety, cost and size. The repeat costs, and the size, of a
simulator such as that at ARE (WD) are dictated by the interface
sub-systems. However it would be possible, in this role, for a
computer-based simulator to communicate directly with the
computer-based MCAS units, avoiding the need for much of the signal
conversion hardware. The safety aspects of switching between
simulated and physical machinery systems would have to be addressed,
but should not present an insurmountable problem.

11. CONCLUSIONS

The significant investment in independent assessment has
provided a very firm basis for confidence in the Type 23 MCAS system.
Although the assessment has identified several aspects which could be
improved it has confirmed that the Statement of Technical
Requirements (STR) is generally satisfied. Through the ideas and
suggestions which have resulted from the project, there is now an
excellent springboard from which to develop much improved systems and
better STR both for later Type 23 frigates and for future classes of
warships.

Such independent assessment should be policy for future ships.
It should be done early and be well resourced. Consideration should
be given to integrating the requirements for assessment and support,
and to providing a supplementary training facility. Each should be
addressed from a whole system point of view.

12. DISCLAIMER

Any views expressed are those of the authors and do not
necessarily represent those of the Department.

Copyright (C) Controller, Her Majestys Stationery Office London 1990
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DISMnD PROCESSOR COIOL AND )3NIlTCR~I. SYSTEM
-2SURI "FT'FNErS IR PUFPCE" FOR THE END USER

by A. T. Mitchell and E. N. Kraggs
Shell Seatex, Londo

1. ABSTRACT

Distributed processor ontrol and monitoring system are becong
camon fixtures in all types of vessel. They offer advantages to the
shipbuilder, ship a-Tier and ship oerator. The process of stating
reuirments, manufacturer selection and the subsequent development of the
system with the manufacturer are critical in ensuring 'fitness for purpose'
and it's importance is often underestimated - particularly in the marine and
offshore world - but also in the naval world tien contracts are treated on a
ccmnercial basis.

Experience gained in the technical auditing of offshore vessels fitted
with such systes and in the design of these systems for ING tankers and
naval fleet replenishment vessels will be discussed. Experience suggests
that such systems usually fall short of expectations in many respects and
particular examples will be given.

Camzmr to all vessel types are the requiremnts for non-degraded
performance under extreme operating onlditions and a reasonable level of
fault aid damage tolerance. The main factors to be considered in the
selection and development of systems to meet these requirements will be
outlined.

Finally, the paper will draw on the experience gained to highlight
areas ripe for development in the design of these systems and propose same
particularly attractive features for the future.

2. IoTRONUCTCM

Distributed processor control and monitoring systems, those "new"
system which deploy electronic comuting poer around the vessel and which
utilise data highways for comuunication purposes, are perceived as offering
significant advantages over traditional systems one of which is the ability
for the efficient handling of large ruabers of plant signals in real time.
The Phrase "co trol and monitoring" is based on traditional systems and
Prably does not do justice to the power of the processor based systems or
the way in which they are eiloyed. A more apprpriate phrase is "ontral
aid surveillance".
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What is often overlooked is that the traditional system with it's
multitude of inttuents and otrols cabled directly to the plant is a
perfect exarple of bow the new systems should perform. 7he traditional
systems also handle large nmbers of plant signals in real time; a primitive
example of parallel processing. Of course there is a limit to the number of
signals which can be handled. After all, there are physical limits in the
shipborne environment for the size and weight of the equipment needed to
handle them and of course limits on the upkeep and maintenance support
available.

Present day control and surveillance system are normally a combination
of "new" and traditicnal system tednologies. See figure 1.

"Fitness for purpose" is a term wih in itself is self explanatory but
aplied in practise, in this case to control and surveillance syst , can
mean different things to different people. At the plant level, in and
angst the madinery, fitness for purpose is dictated by the requirements
of the plant itself and it's operating phiiloscpy. There is little rocm for
error because plant manufacturers hold a wealth of experience and even a
standard control package is likely to hold no more than just a fed,
inconvenient, cperating idiosyncrasies. More intangible is fitness for
purpose of the shipwide control and surveillance system; that hierarclical
system which bringa sh upie control to the fingertips of the operator. In
the context of this paper fitness for purpose not only concern this system
but also the operators and their actions and reactions. An important
consideration here is the interface between the system and the operator; the
man madcine interface (M).

It must be remembered that the developent of the WfI is largely a
matter of historical convention and preferred operational philosophy.

4 Witness the differences in the form and maring of control ros in the
defence, offshore and marine sectors. What is fitted is not cast in conrete
and it is a healthy attitude whi questions established methods and
procedures. What is unhealthy is if one particular attitude dcinates out of
all proportion to it's value on the project throughout the project lifetime.
A ontrol roam designed by traditional accutants would be devoid of
inuuentation. At sea, an operator would ask the control room accuntant,
"what is the situation?". "Is it really essential to know that?", would be
the recored reply.

There are various international, naticnal and end user "in-house"
standards to be followed and these all help in ensuring a minimum aetable
quality is ctained but do not, in themselves, guarantee fitness for
purpose. The assessmmnt of fitness for purpose must address far more than
the esoteric aspects of system design.

Theure are also many project managmet tools which can be employed but
these only ease the process of procurement. Me do not ensure fitness for
purpose although they may in so m ses create an enviroment coneicive to
this aim. This paper will adress those aspects in the procurement process
which do have a direct bearing on ensuring fitness for purpose and will
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describe the tools considered essential for the tedinical develop* of the

There is no hard and fast formula for succes but experience gained on
defence, offshore and marine projects points to there being a preferred path
to follow. This paper will first ccz--Wi the mnagement of the project frm
the tecnical viewpoint and will dismss the key ilestcnes in the
procuremnt process.

There are various reascns ufy charnus in direction take place and
milestcnes oe and sce of these will be discussed in term of mnagmt
of the design of the system.

Of all imxportance is the equipmeit itself and same partilar points
will be mentioned. 3. M INh~U G TIM F3KEI

Eperience has enabled Shall Seatex to formulate a practical philosophy
for the pro ar rmn of ccmplex systas and ensuring fitness for purpose, one
which has been practised with distributed promesor control and surveillance
system in both merdant marine and defenoe sectors. See figure 2. 7e
philosq*iy relies very mch on tuitaining persounnel contiurity thrcughtct
the project and the path is marked out by the following imilestones.

A statement of regqiremnt for the vessel

The formulation of the cperatioral philosohy

Te writing of a performanc specification

The selection of a shipyard

The agreement of a contract specification

The selection of equipent manufacturers

The detail design stage

Plan aproval stage

Factory aptne testing

OoMmb ioning

Sea trials

The guarantee period
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3.1 A statme* of rONUMxnt for the vssel

Although the requirement is usually for a new vessel, the philosophy
for procrment can be aplied equally well to retro-fit of new equipment or
updating of equipment on existing vessels.

Timing is crucial. The stated requirement for the vessel may arise out
of years of study, in whichi tine suitable hardware solutions can be
researd if adequate budgets are allocated. more often time for research
is short; in this case it may help if those involved with the project are
currently involved with similar work elsewhere aid this is one of the
benefits of employing someome who is used to working as a "3rd party" and
who has experience of other end user's requirements. This is a very
effective way of introducing new ideas and questioning established
standards, introducing a process of dallenge into the formulation of
requiremts.

Some particular end user requirements may not stem fram purely
technical considerations. Sometimes there is a necessity to demonstrate
enhanced safety features or to maintain an outward appearance of being at
the forefront of technology. Scmetimes bxdet limitations demand that an
"adequate - no more, no less" approach is adopted.

In all cases the operaticnal philosophy has to be determined and

clearly stated.

3.2 Operaticnal rhilos4

Possibly a more correct title for this section wuld be, "operational
philosophy, within the allocated budget at any particular time".
Unfortunately, the control and monitoring system budget tends to be looked
on as scmethinq whid can be trimmed in favour of more substantial parts of
the vessel, those parts which are more generally urderstood and appreciated.
This attitde should be countered. There are opportunities to make long term
operational savings, for example by reduced manning arrangements, in return
for increased initial outlay and these should be thoroughly investigated.

one cansideration is the calibre of the personnel to be euployed to
operate and maintain the equipment when the vessel is at sea. What is the
extent of their expertise? To what extent can their expertise be nhavd
by training? Vat expert assistance can be made available from shore based
facilities either by attendac or oumunication? How readily will shore
side expertise be made available?

If there is limited expert knoWledge held by the personel on the
vessel it does not necessarily follow that tednical complexity of equipment
should be limited. In comblnation with system redudancy, automate fault
analysis, module replacemnt techniques and shore based assistance by
cmmmication and atteirance, operating and maintenance persmnel need only
be conversant with the basic building blocks of the system and be familiar
with the basic terminology.
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There may be an application here for expert systems; bridging the gap
between the system and the cperatator.

If a centralised form of control is to be adopted a decisim needs to
be made as to the locations at which these cuntrol "rocms" will be located
and the physical communication to be afforded with other key areas of the
vessel. The optimum locations vary with ead class of vessel. In the case of
the majority of merchant vessels the machinery spaces and the control roms
are designed to operate unattended. In the event of a madinery alarm the
first point of call for the duty engineer is usually the control roo to
acknowlede the alarm and to initiate oorrective action. It is crnvenient to
have the control room close to the engineers accammdatin on route to the
machinery space; very often the control room is sited within the
accommodation block. Vihere the machinery control room and the cargo and
ballast ctrol roams are coubined there can be an ixprcavent in verall
ship operational efficiency.

Also of importance is the design of the control infrastructure in terms
of intercumtnication facilities and the oportunity for delegation of work
by the control roam operators to those in other areas. The distibuted
processor type system demnds a review of traditional operating methods.
When it fails there can be an innediate deand on manpower resources for
it's repair and for the resumption and/or maintenance of operation at local
manual level. Such is the nature of these systems operators should practise
operation under simulated failure conditians as part of regular drills
otherwise unfamiliarity will lead to operational problems at critical times.

An operating philosophy is an essential foundation stone in the design

process.

3.3 Performance secification

The performance specification for the catrol and surveillance syste
should be just what it says it is. It should crKentrate on the requirements
as far as the end user is affected and should not preclude alternatives in
terms of equip ent or system configuration unless this is cmisidered
essential. Often, on a project which involves a long period of research, a
number of possible system manufacturers are included in the early
feasibility work. Mile this is useful in keeping options open and in
keeping final system costs at reasonable levels, care should be exercised to
ensure a manufacturer who is obviously not capable of meeting the
requirements for performance is relieved of further involvement.

A very useful inclusion in the performance specification is the
reasoning behind the requirements. This helps manufacturers to assess their
own proposals and acts as an effective first line filter in the approval and
selection procss.
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3.4 Selectign of the

In present day circumstaix the selection of the right shipyard is
even more important than ever before. Care has to be taken to ensue that
the necessary expertise is available either at the yard itself or by prer
subcontract to a reputable crgandsatin.

l selection process depends on many factors and may include political
or other intangibles. Mis, coupled with todays popular qptim of delegating
total design res imsibility to the shipyard can irtrodum further problem.
A carefully considered concept can be diluted out of all recognition by a
shortage of expertise at the shipyard coupled with lack of tacbnical support
frem the end user.

3.5 Contract sMecificatic

There are many ways the contract specification can be written to ensure
adequate resources are made available and suitable manufacturers are
selected. It is often the case that this specification is, as far as the
detail design is coerned, the last dance for the end user to impart any
real influence on the final system form. The end user will view this
document as a mans of directing and guiding the shipyard toward a preferred
solution and the end user will attempt to use it to steer a course for
design development by the shipyard. For the shipyard, the cotract
specification represents an agreed level of perfomancea for the system and
the yard will invariably resist any attempt to be tied down to particular
methods and solutios.

3.6 Selection of the eumet marufacI.lre

There are as many manufacturier selection processes as there are
manufacturers. One aspect which is always addressed but wich is very
difficult to control is that of resources in respect of people and
equipment. Mst manufacturers have extremely experienced and qualified
people and can daiw trate excellent pieces of equipmnt but these may not
be the ones to be employed an your project, at least not for lcn after the
contract is awarded. Even if they are, if they are particularly skilled they
will almost certainly be dred between two or more similar projects. These
people are a valuable manufacturers asset.

In many cases manufacturers lack a depth of experience from the end
users point of view. It is only very rarely that a manufacturer will be able
to perform a turn-key" crtract in which he accurately identifies the end
users needs and meets his requirements in all repcts. mre this is
successfully carried out the manufacturer has usually hired expertise to
enable him to do it. He will only do this of course if he is contractually
obliged to do so, in one form or another, and he has a budlet available.

One of the mor important activities of the ed user is ensuring that
the co tract between the shipyard and the manufacturer does not compromise
tedmical content.
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3.*7 Detail jn
It is in the stage of detail design discussions that those aspects

which are peculiar to a mnufacturers am equimen are a.resed. Teinmical
solutions must be selected wiid allow the overall requirmets to be met
and for this reason the process must be led by somn with an overall
picture of the project. This can not be achieved efficiently by committee.
There is a sensible balance to be maintained between, on the one band, "all
party discussion" in achieving end user's aproval of a particular solutiou
aid, on the other hand, a single person autharised to approve on the spot.
7he fonmer ensures all interested parties have an input aid therefore the
final design will be acoeptable to all - in theory. 7he latter eamures rapid
progress. Experience has shown that aproval on the spot, whenever this is
at all possible, is the more practical arrangmnt. 'be authorised person(s)
must also hae the necessary authority within the end users cap to ensure
unpopular solutions and even cxaprocises are acoepted and that other areas
of the project are controlled, for example, to preserve interface
ccivatability between system. It is iuperative that the end users
reresentative maintains a level of credibility with the sipyard and
manufacturer and this can not be adieved by hesitatian or reneging on
previous decisions.

3. 8 Plan armoval

Plan approval is the process of conflmation that the end users
requirements are being met and that the solutions agreed during design
discussion are being adhered to. Again it is liqortant, to maintain
credibility and therefore as short a period as possible for aproval
purposes is called for. In sowa cases it may be wrthkftile approving
drawings on the shipyard and manufacturers "drawing boards", particularly
where early influence is essential, before the design goes too far down one
particular road.

3.9 FWo ggsWtazg

The manufacturer will design the factory acoeptance tests to prove the
system works. It is the responsibility of the end user to confirm at these
tests that his reqgiremnts have been met in all respects and to prove that
the systam has acceptable failure modes and effects. This man that those
attending the tests should be those w have been involved throughout the
project, these who will be able to look beyond the black and white text of
the test pracedures and the staged d mtration.

The tests should include an asses m t of the system in relation to the
sipyards commissioning programme. If it is proosed that the system should
be commissioned piece by piece then the tests should include piece by piece
power up and operation.

The tests should also include simulated failure ocedition and repair
procdures-
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The only way a complex system can be tested effectively is as a
complete system and the first time the syst m together in this way
should be at the mnufacturers 'work. Tertiary devic and systems shuld
also be included as far as possible, particulary other manufacturers
equipment widi comunicate over data links.

3.10 ComissiLij

Succesful cmisssi relies on the knowledge of those involved
gained thrug tion and training. only a knowledge of "what the
system is about" will enable accrate observations and feed back to take
place. Operating muals and drawings are essential tools. Training muzzes
given by the manufacturer and the shipyard design teams are invaluable.

3.11 Sea trials

M-*e final proof lies in the sea trial utm all systems are running
together. This is the final proof of fitness for purpose and therefore, o
the system has been proven to work as intended it should then, once again,
be subjected to simulated failures to check respose. These decks are
worthless without some baseline against which the results can be measured.
The baseline is the original design intent therefore these checks shuld be
attended by the system designers. An important aspect of the sinulated
failure tests is the performance of the cerators.

3.12 arne

If the system is fit for purpose any claims under guarantee should be
limited to normal failures associated with "nxning-in". In the guarantee
period there in the giorubnty to ocserve how the settling down process
progresses and to gain valuable feedback frts the operators. The designers
must be prepared to listen and if equipment or cperational philosophy
danges are necessary they should be implemented at the first opportunity.
This exercise should not be looked on as
the result of deficiencies in the design but an essential end stage of the
design process.

In spite of all efforts, very often the distributed processor caxtrol
and surveillance system is not campletely ready at sea trials time. In
cases it turns out to be never quite what was intended. A hind sight view is
a very useful facility and those involved with any project which converts
conets into reality will be able to identify with the notion of "doing it
better the secod time around". sam of these secod time around
cisexvatirs will nw be discussed.

4. MANAGING THE ESIGN

There is no doubt that the end user knows exactly what he wants %ben it
comes to a control and surveillance system for shipwide applications. So too
does everyone else involved with the specification, the purchase, the design
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developient and the ultimate setting to work. Unfortunately, everyone
involved tends to have their own view of what the reqirments really are
and these views are, invariably, different. 7he end result is often a

At one time the task was relatively simple. Each part of the plant
could be looked upon as an indepdant entity and those people involved with
the control and surveillance aspects, the dhain of people from end user to
designer, would talk the sam language and there was little oportunity for
misinterpretation. Each had sufficient knowledge to express their
requirements in terms understood by all and then to dck that these had
been correctly implemented. Now there sewis to be a necessity for the
transmission of large amounts of data around a vessel and no longer can the
parts of the plant be treated as indeperdant entities. Now the dhain of
people includes operators, electrical engineers, control engineers,
electronic engineers and software engineers. Suich is the rate of develqment
in these disciplines, and particularly in electronics, that the diam of
people is te only tenosly linked and there are far more oportunities for
misinterpretation. Each member of the dain is well versed in his awn
discipline but can only ever have a cursory appreciation of the phraseology
and methodology of the others. The end user and the software designer are
often worlds apart; they may use the same words bit they talk a different
language.

The ccrltrol and surveillance system usually does appear at the end of
the day and it usually perform in a satisfactory marmr. The project is
successful and is within budget (though not necessarily the s dget the
project started with). This does not mean to say that the frustration felt
by some people, because they are the aries who cupromised the mst to make
it successful, is made any more tolerable.

The reasons for compromise are nmerous and they arise in every project
at every stage. Some are glaringly obvious to outsiders and some are subtle
to the extent that it may not be deemed necessary to inform all those
involved that a compromise has indeed been made. Compromises are necessary
when any one or a combination of the following occur;

lbe end user or his agent has unrealistic expectat of the
system.

The end user or his agent puts an unrealistically low,
va2 on the system.

There is insufficient helco4ter for the interpretation of
requirements and design onstraints in order to read a sensible
balance.

4.1 Ewe=ctatins

The users expectations tend to follow a set pattern as he sets out an
the learning curve for the aplication of distributed processor systems,
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those "new" systems amployirv data hi~ and uich are soft are driven.
Initially a safe course is steezed by islsti that all essential controls
aid surveillance signals be cabled indeperdantly in the traditional way and
only the non-essential signals be included in the ne system. After a short
uhile, either tk ;- i pos of learnir or confideno bulding or both,
it is realised that as lcg as the system is mnineered prerly, fault
tolerance, particularly in fire or d situations, can be su iproed
by the use of the rew system with all it's redundancy features in preference
to traditional cabled systems. beze are also redomtm possible in the
amount of cable iaulation materials irutalled. All "essential" signals are
thereafter allocated to the nw system.

The next stage involves an analysis of the w system with rspect to
installation and overall project time. It is so realised that the new
system allows all the initial design effort to conetrate on hardare. The
hardare is usually needed very early cm in the build programs. Th process
of developing software can he undertaken later uhen the rest of the vessel's
ehas been better defined. in this way the design develc-u11 peak
workload sqerienced at the start of a ProJect can be rdce.

There are also savins to be axis in ters of reducing the raeers of
cables rutnn through the vessel. With the new system, cablir and
terminatios are onotrated into specific areas of the vessel and there is
a muin of throuh ship cabling so reuing space and installation tie
requirements. 7he benefits can be merus. Suddenly the now system has
becom very useful; every possible use is mae of it.

As far as performance is ocerned the new system has a lot of
attractions. Every onetrol station has the potential for contrlirg and
monitorirg all the plant on the vessel. If one oontrol station is lost
thrcmug fire or damage =ixol can revert to any other conveniet station.
Data can be transmtted arvund the vessel, prucessed, diplayed, duplicated,
analysed, time delayed, d, cked, coditioned, orWerted, archived.. the
cptionr a ear to be unliuited. Oolar displays mlinddMr the layout of
plant and eWipmn are used as backdros for displayed data showing
reasurid value, alarm messages and trend analysis' and watchkeeper log are
available at the touch of a button. Within sends n displays can be
broug~ht to the screen and displayed data is continually updated. Theu
specific daracteristics of data bus system whether they be fibre optic
links or copper cncIctors can include features to assure immunity to the
effects of electrical interference.

HOW these expectations are realised in practise d edsn how the
manufacturer interprets them and relies very much on a galatitive
assessmet of eac feature in relation to the others and in relation to the
operation of the system as a utwle. Ihis is a key elment in the aelprMt
of the system and reqAres careful onsideration and discussion betsen all
parties coerned.
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4.2 ~avvl

7he puxrhaer of the mystimm, the ehipyard.c the nd u me, considers
that the row system, on the basis of exerienc with traditional systems, is
boud to be a little m expensive. After all, there will be a lot of time
and effort to be spent in discusing the particular requirmmors of inuch a
COMqPlt SyutGM. Hmmer, this has to be seazd agaiznt the savings to be
had in temof installation osts and the potential for shotmair the
onstutionC progamm. Overall, can on probaly expect to break rm o a
coat per signal basis?

A distributed procesor system is a comlexcoollection of regairmts
and there is always great difficulty in putting a mntary value an it until
it has been defined in 4etail. 'This leaves a lot of rnam to mmr at the
early stages of negotiation. It is quite an emsy tank for a etruig
ocrnrcial tern to forma the osat of suchi a systs dam. Zt is vve easier
for a stronig technical tern to ernre that you only get whiat you pay for.
Commrcial arM technical i entatives should both be in attezndni at Urn
final pro-purciase negotiatirn betwee n hmnufacturer and Uhe purchaser.

Onice the , I and scoe of =Wly has bar: agee there is a t~nency
to pit the emphais o the mnufacturer to develop the design and very
little rny is allocated to provide the mnufacturer with technical
supprt. This is surprising. An analysis of the - ,t benfits of the now
systeinclude a sub*4tal maving for the project in tOf electric
cable and a reliction in installation peak wcalaced. (As the now systin
involves specific areas of hi denity cable installation aMd conections
with little through ship cabling, fewer tem of electricians are needed.
Oin tarn can be set to work in different arsam of Urn vessel at different
tis as the steelwork and outf it prgresses rather than having to wait
until these are substantially omlete as with traditional mstm).

All too of ten trn pichaser pl aces the -r Ir and then opts for a shot
teta gain by failing to rememer that deelp=* work is still required. A
Proportion of his purchasing budget shold have b ,a s et aside for technical
suport to the manufacturer. What suffers first is o4qort to the

wuiacurr in terms of an overview; an elemt of tectical aiagmesat
wih balances the reqxirinits of the ed ime against the onstraints of
the mnufacuer design. An element called helicopter.

7he chin linking and umer to mnufacturer relies an clear
comunicaticia of requimnts and onstraints (they flow in qposite
directions) and as long as this is done effectively at all stge of the
project then there is no reason fti there shoud be any surprises or

dsyIn I ts later an. Mer length of this cain and the disciplines of
the people idao mmim up the linit varies acording to the project g Iu
techniques fAvored for any particular project. omiawcatiuu tand to break
down when People decid to stay were they are It cmfortable, in their
am field of activity, stating their am cme and leaving cammr to cm u
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with appropriate .01ut12u i natter bh'v difficuilt this my be. in a chain
this can be time wasting and ineffective. onatractual and financia1
limitations promote iuolatiasim and memers of the chain attmt to make
others take the lead in providingq a technical cio-ordination service, a role
in wichd somne takes it o theelves to talk to all ~esand sensibly
balance reuirsowts against constraints all dow the lire. it is expensive
to take an this role. A strong aid ime or purchaser can distanc himlf
fros the dsigner or mnufacurer and way eoqlcy contractual tactics rather
than omit a proper budget for the provision of technical guidance and
c-azdinatico or "heiaterN.

Althm*4 the helicapter element can be provided by others cubiith the
chain it has mast effect if this elemnt is provided by someon directly
involved, pr~eferably someon with the authority to modify reuirements as
the design derelops and contraints are realised. Tis infers that
helicopter is best proided by smeon in the chain close to the en user.

5. BJIB 7WZ RXLMUAIGE

In developing the Ocicepts the enixue or his agent must ask the
question, "what is the purpose of the systm .... whiat is it 9xosn! to do?"

One of the 1 or bvious andeaia is the iay In wihd the systei
will be used on board1 the vessel. This I, i P I on the calibre of people
019nYed, their training and their culture. The system is an aid to the
gato. in performing their duties and should etaixe the safety and

efficiency of their actions.

Uwee are rmarus systen conufigurations possible but it is unlikely
that any partiala arrangmnt ouald or shold be chosen at the cocet
stop. MR.a is more Important is that the main operational features and!

ctaactaristics are addressed. 7hs and u ser ouald try to establish a
senible balance bebosen what would be nice to have from the operators point
of view and whast is, in reality, a practica proposition all things

a~idered.

DW~t the wide eperience of the "rou" distribuzted procesor system
there is still an overriding influenc from experinc with traditionali
syl'temM swremitches, indicators, dials and a plethora of cales and! wires
is the ri. 7hM traditional slysem are well tried and tested and! their
shortocinp are well documented. The conoatual deign of the newi system
is still maauired aginst the advantages and! disadvantages of the
traditimal system.

pEr3iuMeC has Stgam that it is rot Just a cme of changing from old
tsdholOW control and surveillance system to now technology system. There
are implications for the design of plant and eaipmnt to acceokte now
ideas mucha reduced iMMdng and autmoetice an a silpwide sam'e. The
conrol and UZrVillwae system deigner has to involve himself ~ethen

eve before in the design of the vessels enirmmrizq systeme aid in the
re-Inetion of established operational mthods. gumr is also the problem
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of uMkeep. Ybintemne ar the catum ential effects of systas failure are
essential considerations in the conoeptual design of a system which enta
thrOmut t1M vessel and which is relied upon to fulfil so many
relirnts.

Features which support reaxad imaning and reduced operator kdoad
can be included at the conceptual design stage with minimal effect on
overall costs and project campletion tim. Tee features are genrally very
simple ad can iclude facilities which allow, 1hrrugh normal operational
Practise, the routine testing of ewipgut; not Just the major units and
assemblies but the underlyig control and protective features also. In all
cases the approach to be adopted is to design the systan d the operational
proodres so that, as a matter of routine, the day to day cperation of the
vessel results in a thorogh dheckout of all features. If this is dane
properly all periodic performance diecka can be adhieved as a background
activity.

As an eaiple, consider a two pup some for cooling water supplies.
Normally one pup is running as the duty pp and one pump is an stardby
ready to start if the water pressure falls (if the duty punp stops). By
allowing the operator to change the cunfiguration simply by stopping the
duty Pup he can observe that the standby pump autoNatically starts. Not
only has an operational requirement been fulfilled (say, to balance running
hurs on the machines), but also a periodic function ddck of the control
devices initiating the start of the standby pup. This proves the
arrangement without recourse to dedicated planmd m ntenance taks.
Another ORPOrtunity with this exNaupe is to provide a deck an the
availability of the standby pump both at the time it is initially selected
and the %hole of the time it is an standb by ensuring that the design of
the control eq .dent for the motor allow simple muatonirng of poner
supplies and interlocks. See figure 3. In this way it's correct Operatin
when called upon is assured as far as possible. 7he operator is alerted to a
fault at the time it occurs ard not at a critical time when the stardy pup
is called upon and fails to perform.

Identifying faults as they occur (avoiding hidden failures) can avoid
major failure incidents.

6. TIME MN m2 I Z3H E h'AQig

Distributed processing can be cowidered as a mears of o irg
earlier in the data oollection cycle and so reducing the prcssing required
at the system "centre". 7he effect is to imzroe the overall perfor u and
cs from increasing the number of simultarocus processing operations being
carried out.

here is always a teptation to mak sure that cperatcr. are in a
Position to mnitor all theme processing Operation by bringing beck to a
yntral control roon as a data a poible. his can overload the
operator rather than assist him. 1?e right baelanos can be achieved by
cosidering thm Operator aspart of te system hierarchy an aiming to
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reduce his processing task by delegation and distribution as for the system
itself. Of ouse there are essential data that he must either be aware of
or have access to and these should be presented to him in the clearest and
most informative way.

6.1 VMisal dtnapv unit VM versu ultm- dia "

The VDJ is a window onto the plant with se interpretatin of the
plant parameter either by data processing or in the design of the VD page
prstation. One screen can provide a reasonable sized window... but still
only a windo. Having around using this window tends to be slow and
restricting and therefore movemets of this type need to be minimised. As
Control actions tend to be restricted when using VDU's automatic sequncing
should be employed as nuch as possible.

The man machine interface can simplify or exasperate the oerators
task. It -st be designed orectly in relatio, to the plant and the actions
expected from the operator. It is very difficult for Viio's to outperform the
traditional conole mouted mimic diagram; a simple arrangement which can
provide a ocapriehenive overview of the plant by careful attention to it's
design.

eu ftvamental requirement is to present the operator with the
information and the control facilities be needs to perform his duties under
all foreseeable c umstae. One can imagine his task in terms of three
specific steps - Check a plant feature, assess the situation and take
appropriate action. The operator perform them steps cAuously under
normal and abnormal ocnditiasu the oily differxene being the degree of
urgeny in each case. Te man miiddne interface must maintain the efficient
transfer of information and control ommands under all operating oonditicns.
If this transfer faulters the operator will not be able to artrct his
mental picture of the situation and the man naenie interface will collape
into a meaningless maw of indication invitim operator error.

These ideas are best presented in relation to a real situation.
Consider for example an oil cargo system. There may be three different
classes of cargo, fuel oil, avcat and lubricating oil each with it's own
set of tanks, valves, pipelines and pu. The electrical supplies to the
system and particularly the cargo pump motors is aother uniqu "set" of
plant. Yet another is the "set" of tank level irdicaticra which, aong other
uses, are employed for strength and stability Cecks.

Each of these sets of plant can be thought of an being represented by a
set of plant information which should be readily available to the operator
in an unclutterd form. The traditional mimi diagram can obine large
rmmers of such sets of information and clarity in presentation is addeved
throug colour coding of pipelinm, Cm designs of indicators aid
catols for similar pieces of plant equipent such as valves and motors and
tank level gaues, and the sensible gZouping of plant with
tU1cticiality, for eample, manifold valves and pump roa equipet. Te
design of the mimic in term of what the cperator see, the dupes and
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oolours and the groups and subgroups, is a form of data processing which
existed long before the advent of the coputer.

For redu manning operation, ihere a cot ro my go unattended
for long periods, the operator nes a system of display with which he can
gain an inediate overview of the plant on his return. This can be adieved
with the adopticn of the "all dark- principle whereby dangms in plant set
up can be highighted imdiately by a single indicating lamp. The operator
extinguishes the Lmp thereby ackoledging the change in plant status. Once
again, this is applyinq a form of data processing to produe a more
efficient and hence more effective n machine interface.

How are these features reproduced on the VUJ screen?

In the case of the VDU se the sets of plant infomation should
still be displayed in a clear and crnisie way. Althouh the option of
colours and shapes is still available ther is a limit to hw umxb can be
adieved by design of the display pa tbmselves and mst of the
processing has to be implemnted in sofbmre. In cttariusu to the console
mimic where the various sets of plant information are laid out on a camon
plane the VDI based mimic can be thouqjht of as a set of pages, each page
representing a different set of plant information. Te VDU screen is a
multidimensional device and involves an operating overhead in t of the
processing power reuired to permit the operator to moe be these pages
of information in a logical way. In ew VWU based system this overmed is
or has been omitted and operators can find themelves confronted by a system
of many (in exess of 75) pages with no sensible meians of navigating through
the mass of data involved.

7he mat comiz "navigation" system for VJW page "libraries" employ
overview pages directly leading the operator to mm detailed page on
specific areas of plant. Every page displayed includes pointers to related
pages widch may hold relevant informtion. The best syatas are ctra ted
in the form of fully idexed and ross referenced mrmals and allow the
operator movement f page to related page with single keystroke actions.

It is fairly obvious that the VW is riot a device with a traditional
equivalent aespt maybe the operators arial. It requires a different
Philosophy for it's use. To be aplyed effectively by the system designer
it demands a clear urdertanding of just what is required by the operator in
terms of automation and reote control.

6.2 Automation versus remote omtrol

It is important to recognise the relative advantages and disdvanta
of automation and remte control. Pamte control allos an operator to
perform his tasks from a more cotvenient position, usually a oetral control
room. Although signal processing my be suployed in the tmmission of
signals and data in a reote cotrol s , for ample, by the use of
signal multiplexing techniques, this is not oonsidered to be distributed
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processing in the context of this paper. Operator action is an integral and
essential part of razote control.

Automtion is a feature which effectively reduces the central
processing requirawits and is therefore well suited for iplementatiou in
distributed processor systems. fere is no requiremnt for qperator action,
urder normal circumstanes, in the true application of autouation.

Some aplicatian are best performed by remote cxtrol and these ted
to be those w ich rely on "operator re-inforcamnt" of control decisions;
those applicatians which require confirmatic by the operator that the
control solution is acceptable. A good exiple is the control of oil cargo
transfer operatios where commicaticn is required, maybe with another
vessel, to co-ordinate the cperatian, a number of pipeline valves need to be

ened and pump have to be controlled.

Automatic control, by definition, needs very little operator
intervention and should proceed as a baclaacrd activity leaving the
operator to tend to more important theis. For these applications all the
operator needs is informatin alertirg him if the automation is not workigr
as intended. Very often the mistake is made that the operator is shown the
automated process without being shown the elements of automation. For
example, in a sdame to automatically cuntrol the proucion of steam from a
combined oil and gas burning boiler it is usual to find the operator is
quite rightly presented with the key process parameters such as oil/gas mass
flow, forced draught air mass flow, boiler drum level, steam pressure and so
on and is given a ss to the controllers involved by w ich he can alter
control set points, gains and other features. only rarely is he also given
the information which relates the controllers to each other so that he is
aware of the interactions at each stage of the process. By dserving the
action aid reaction of the automation equipment he wuld gain a better
u a of the implications of the adjustments and fine tUning he
invariably attempts in the ourse of his duties.

It is remarkable that on a system basis there is always a tendency to
overestimate the capability of a distributed processor system and very often
performance suffers because the system is asked to cope with all sorts of
camplicated tasks involving data from all around the vessel. When it coms
to the man macdine interface the opposite is generally true; tying up
valuable processing power to carry out simple cperations like illuminating a
group of light emitting diodes or simulating "on screen" images of dialled
irutwm t when a more ost effective, dedicated digital circuit or
instrunent would do the job more efficiently.

Another example is the use of aplication software to replace the
perfectly adequate Wilt-in logic involved with different designs of
electramat~eic relays for timing, interlock and latching aplicatians.
Of course, when it cs to safety related functions it is essential and
generally more ,0st effective to employ dedicated system.
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6.3 The right MI for the control idfm

Rmote manual ontrol of cargo and ballast cperations, for eomuple,
require the operator to have an overview of the cargo and ballast syste.
He should not cocentrate on one part in isolation becmus, while filling
one tank another may be filling via an inadvertently opened valve scm~where
else in the system. In this case it could be considered foolhardy to qerate
via VW screens and keyboards if the systm being controlled is at all
extensive. This arrangement may ineed turn into an exmive arvade type
game with the operator furiously rattling the keyboard in an attempt to
initiate the right caurtids at the right time. It would be more apropriate
to provide a conole arrangomnt with individual control and monitoring
devices inorporated into mimic diagrams.

An application for integrated automatic control may be found in a
machinery control sdhem. There my be dedicated software driven control
units local to the madinery whid cczmi cate to a central management
system in the control rom for remote control and surveillance purposes. Ihe
control room operator will usually have the facility to initiate set control
sequences and modify control settins to gain optimm plant cuditiris. In
this case there are few problems involved -=n inplementing this sdaM with
VDU screens and keyboards as lonm as the indqpsdance of the local control
unit is assured and safety functicn are provided in addition. In this way
failures in the central management system would be contained and the
cperator could concentrate on repairing the fault and not have to worry
about the safe contimed operation of the madhnery. The operator displays
would be more for the analysis of data than the operatio of the plant. A
develcpment here could be the inclusion of decision mking features in the
management system to assist the operator in identifying optimising
strategies. Some proprietry control equipment include this feature already.

There are of course applications which do not fall conveniently into
one or the other categories, some whidh would benefit by a mix of VDEJ screen
and console mimic facilities. Each must be onsidered on it's own merit.

6.4 7he funoticn of the control ron(s)

In modern merchant vessels the control ram is only a data handling
area linked to the equipment actually controlling the plant by data highways
which my also serve to carry signals arom the vessel. It is cosidered
good practise to ensure that no automatic control algorithm depends on these
"cmonm usage" data highways for contiued operation. The data highway (and
the data highway associated devices) should be crsidered an integral part
of the control room MMI which should itself be a ncn-essential part of the
plant. All plant should be capable of local operation with plant mounted
instrumetation and coitrols in conjunction with plant munted inderdant
safety devices active urder all modes of control. thoe control features
whidh are essential in providing the cotrol -oo- operator with the back-up
means of maintaining, for instance, manoeavring capability in the event of
processor failure, should also be ilndpendant of the data highways.
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Wle this approach redues the critical nature of the shiptide control
and surveillance system it does not permit a relaxation in the requirent
for the system to perform adequately under all foreseeable circustances.
Experience gained in the techiical auditing of offshore vessels fitted with
these systems and in the design of these systems for liquid natural gas
carriers and naval fleet auxiliary vessels sugsts that perforne can
fall short of ex3ectatios .

flm noticn, for instanc, that the reqxroibility for control
co-ordinaticn can be transferred from one control room to another as long as
there is a workstation (VIJ or software driven console facility) available
is practical, bt only under normal qperating conditions. The trarfer is
usually implemented by duplicating or transferring the MEI; the system data
base and the operating system processing facility usually remains in the
same location. A true trarsfer facility, effective under damage! czditric,
would need to be implented in the form of duplicated systems including
irdependant plant signal interface devices, data highys and contzrol room

Althotugh many system boast a range of features and facilities such as
multiple access for control and surveillance purposes in practise the nmber
of simultaneous operations is limited.

maT of the shortcomings in these systems arise out of timing problems.
There are inherent delays involved with data sampling, tramission,
processing and display and while these delays nay be tolerable for the range
of normal cperatior they my bacme inhibiting when the system is called on
to perform Urder abnormal corditions. Timing of signals is crucial and
although different applications have different requirements generally
speaking tim delays should be kept to a minimum.

wen system are gradually lod in term of data ctwaies and
processing deanrds they generally slow damn and response times can become
excessive. V O displays have been seen to take in excess of 20 scons to
respond to operator requests urder these comlitics and saw systems have
even given the impression of coming to a halt; the processor equivalent to
stalling the engine. Analogue tank level irdications on one particular
vessel were taking in excess of two intes for sample and display cycles.
Oe vessel was fitted with a system which performed adequately under normal
conditirms bat in the period Immediately follwing a plant shutdom (a total
failure of the electrical system) the system auld not cpe with the mss of
alarms and control signals skIdenly arising.

The same is true for operating personnel. While they may be perfectly
capable of perfcrn- tir tasks uder normal =rlitcsw there are
experiences of aofusion and diaos when things start to go wrOug. Nally
serious incidents have been caused by operator error because of poor HM1
design. In the majority of cases of incidents with wiih we have had
experience errors have arisen due to the operatoL being unable or unwilling
to costruct an accurate mental picture of the situation. Crisis training
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for operators is important and Shell Seatex test this aspect of performnoe
in simulated failure o:xdittion as part of technial auditing procedures.

7. GETTMV, TI IEEAS ACF4SS

once the ooncept has been defined it is then neesary to explain the
conoept to those responible for getting the system built. How wall this is
achieved will dictate the ease or otherwise with whid the design
progresses.

It is often said that the biggest problem facing the shipbaider is in
engineering the interfaces between systems fr different mmfacbiers.
This is often an understatemnt.

There are interfaces to be addressed in all areas of the vessel design,
not only in the sense of systems from different imfactures but also in the
process of design of the control and surveillance system itself. The
iuportanoe of "helicopter in the chain of people involved with the
development of the system has already been mnticned. It is the interface
mismatch between eadh link in the hman chain that helicoter ampensates
for. At some stage each mmer of the chain mist be presented with a clear
picture of what is going on, wbhat is actually required to be designed and
built and when it is going to happen. The ernd user, the operator, mist be
confident that he is going to get exactly what the manufacturer has agreed
he will get. Ther is no raom for ambiguities and misinterpretation. How is
this assured?

There are four essential tools required for the development of a
distributed processor control and surveillance system. These can take many
form but their purpose remains the saw. They are;

system specification

A docunt which defines the operational philosophy, the extent of the
system, it's physical appearance and it's performance in terms of an
operating system acting as a framework for sace particular application. The
document which describes the system.

data base

A dcent which details the system's application in term of signals
and data, their oollection, necticn, tra sicn, processing and
display. he definition of what they are rather than how they are to be
procesed. The definition of what is normal and what is not; the definition
of the relationships between voltages, currents and pressres, taperatures.
The dommnt which describes the bcundary between the system and the outside
(ship) world.
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operational specification

A doment which defines ,hat the application processing does, the
definition of automatic seqgieces and control algorithms, the definition of
the performance of the system as far as the operator is cmoerned.

interface definition document

A document which relates the system to the "real world", it's
cxvnecticn to the other systems of the ship, the definition of where the
signals are derived and where they are delivered to. The regroing of
signals under identifiable ship system names (such as min engine, steering
gear, generatcrs..) and the quality ontrol schme which pixibits
uro-ordinated dwanges, and hence unauthorised changes, to the design of
plant and system interfaces.

These four tools must be developed in parallel as the design
progresses. Each relies on the others for it's awn accurate interpretation
and each has a unique value to those who use them. Like all tools they must
be used properly and those responsible for them should exercise proper care
and upkeep; terms which are synnymous with good quality coitrol.

8. DAN1GE TOL1RANC

Damage tolerance is an essential consideration in a system as complex
as that being described. The time at which the system will be called on to
perform in anger is in the preparation stage prior to an incident (if
adequate warning is given) and the period immediately after an incident in
whid minor system damage has occurred or in which major damage has been
sustained by the vessel.

It is not easy or advantageous to seperate those signals and data
associated with damage control furKtions from the shipwide cotrol and
surveillance system. The sheer numbers of signals involved and the
efficiency and integrity with which they may be handled by a distributed
processor type of system usually mean there is no real practical
alternative. Exceptionm to this are made in practise such as signals
associated with fire detection and gas detection system bit just how many
of these system have redundancy and fault tolerant features which would
ersure their continued operation after a major incident?

There are simple rules whidi can be applied to maximise damage
tolerance and these relate mainly to redurdancy and separation. This not
only applies to hardware in the general sense but also to the design of
control sdmms, for example, those which use multiple signal inputs. In
this case the rule is to ensure that all signals in the same control scheme
are collected by the sam means. The situation to avoid is one in which sate
signals are cabled direct to the processor performing the oontrol action
while others are carried over a data bus. The result of sot heeding this
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rule is usually the need for operator intervention at local level in the
event of systea type failures such as a data bus fault.

There is also the possibility of timing problems. under normal
operating onditios with the system qperating correctly all data will be
"current". The definition of current varies from system to system but as a
guide this will mean sampled data will vary in age from about 0 to 3 sends
and maybe up to 5 or 6 seconds for processed data. Timing difficulties can
arise wten control algorithms do not, or can not, take account of varying
time delays in received data. In a damage situation data update may not
occur on a significant rumber of duarnels for a relatively long period. On
some systems "old" data can exist without update irdefinitely - when this
occurs comand signals are usually affected too and may reside in a system
waiting for transmission at some later date. If all the data reqired by a
cotrol algorithm are relayed in the same way there is at least a chance of
this part of the schme failing in an orderly fashion.

7he system failure mode in a damage situation can not be predicted
therefore due regard needs to be paid to the role which the system will be
expected to play in ensuring safe management of the vessel if the worst
haWens. The ontrol and surveillance system mist suport personnel in the
following way.

While everything is relatively normal the system hould support rapid
assessment of the ships present condition, rapid attainment of the desired
ships codition and should ontinue initoring to ensure the assessment is
kept up to date.

When damage is sustained the system should support acurate assesmnt
of damage, the formulation and implementation of effective measures to
minimise the effects of this damage and subsequent restoration to near
normal conditions if at all possible. The system should thereafter con tirue
to monitor events as a means of confirming these measures are effective.

When atteiPtIng to carry out aergency repairs in the aftermath of a
serious incident the system should support the o-ordination of repair
efforts as far as possible.

7he principle aim shold be to gather and reord as much status
information as possible within the damage headquaters and main control
areas while the system is working normally. Damage may result in the
severing of vital data links and disparity in status displays in different
areas. There is no practical system configuration which can guarantee this
will not cu1r. The system can only provide greatest support urder normal
operating conditions.

It is possible to arrarge that isolated secticxs of the system contine
to operate for sufficient time to allow the most preoductive employment of
mapr in the period immediately following an incident, but this time is
limited. This is adileved by azrlwng Idepende for operaticr by design
of control arraingemets and support services such as powr suplies.
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As the cpasating situation deteriorates the system can be expected to
degrade and other meas of recording and displaying stat s information =ust
be Mtployed, for exmwple, a ccbination of verbal reporting and manually
updated information boards. Care mist be taken to eure degradation is as
graceful as possible and the method of transfer of data from the system
display devices to the information boards should be designed for ease and
accuracy-

As the system degrades through damage it beoes increasingly important
to enure that the displayed inforation is accurate. To met this
reqUiran* data validation techiques =jst be employed. There may also be a
nead for the use of data base models of the plant with same level of
inference so that the best picture is costructed fro available data. This
may man that data be tagged according to it's comfidence level both in
terms of true status and age.

Some of these tedmiques can be fornd already in service in proven
applications. ae exanple is dynamically positioned vessels. The automation
is usually carried out by a system of dual coipiters using position
reference and environmental data to cuntzol propulsion plant and so enable
the vessel to maintain station. Data validation is carried out and both
oopuiters maintain a coiplete model of the data and vessel aracteristics
so that in the event of a compAter failure omtrol reverts to the saecnd
compter withoUt interruption and the system can still perform for a time on
cooplete loss of reference data by reverting to the model.

9. FMR 7M FJUTE

The rapidly changing technological eavizonmment in Uidh we work will
not permit a relaxation in the efforts to ensure ouplex ontrol and
surveillanc systems are fit for purpose. The learning curve in the
application of such systems seems to extend ever higher ahead of us no
matter how much experience we seem to gather.

There is no doubt that an increase in power and capacity for such
systems will occur in the future. The limitations of existing systems are
generally associated with performance; how many work stations can be
serviced siMutaneusly, how mnuc data can be carried and processed.
Performance is siply a measure of the speed at vhidi data processing is
carried out. The more data and the more processing, the slower the system
operates. The most critical tie for the vessl, whm the system is reuired
to work without failure or delay, may also be the time that the system works
at the limit of it's capacity.

As prossing speed increases and perieral device s are
increased to match, now opportunities will open up for these systems. The
area in %bid the mst striking danges will take place is, me feel, in the
design of the J4I.

Systems of the future will bring the plant data into focus, permitting
many soe bad3orund processing activities to be performed in real time,
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thereby presentirq the operators with many pp hornities for doveloping
and testing control strategies. The operator will no longer have to restrict
his activities to the mxdane task of plant operation per se but will adopt
a now role almst akin to that of the designer of present ti who strives
to qptimise the performw of the ship as a whole.

It is difficult to predict ifat form the now NMI ' will take hit they
will certainly incorporate uch a processinq of plant information and
will not only provide checks on the accracy of data received! bit will
support the operator by prioritising displayed information. Operator actions
would be based n reo nmatioa generated by "ntelligent" supervisory
systems integrated in the MWl wichd would also chec the operator respone.

10. CONCLUIOINS

Ensurir fitness for purpose of distributed processor based control and
SUrveillano systes requires good foundation work at the initial cocpt
stage, effective coamunication of requirements aid an overviw of the role
of the system in terms of the complete project. It also calls for a sensible
balance between end user expectations and the constraints iaposed by a
particular system design.

Ths requirements are mD different to those for any complex system. If
they are ignored it may well result a perfect working system but one which
is uruitable for the application. This can otmrnmise both safety and
perfoa .

Fitness requires all conrned to be aware of the purpose; a clear
statement of requirements including a consideratio of the operational
aspects, is essential. Pers el cotinuity thraz4hout the project mintains
a se se of direction.

One of the key considerations is that this type of system is not a
replacement for traditional system of indicators, comtrols and displays
cabled directly to the plant. It is an alternative and it's use should be
restricted to those applicaticns and in those areas to which it is best
suited.
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THE USE OF A MATHEMATICAL MODEL IN A TRACK GUIDANCE SYSTEM.

by Keith M Miller, Michael J Dove
and John Chudley.

Ship Control Group, Polytechnic South West, Plymouth, United Kingdom

1. ABSTRACT

This paper describes part of an ongoing research program in automatic navigation
and track guidance. In particular it looks at efforts to improve the accuracy of the
mathematical model used in an integrated stystem which is to be used for navigation.
guidance and collision avoidance. The paper commences with a brief description of the
mathematical model and the state space equations developed from it. There then follows a
description of the Kalman-Bucy filter being developed for use in a marine navigation system,
together with the problems of accurately modelling a vessel in changing circumstances, when
these circumstances affect the hydrodynamic coefficients upon which the model is based. It
is then suggested that the accuracy of the model and indeed the inputs to it, which must
be the same as the inputs to the actual system, are paramount to the use of filtering
techniques in marine navigation. To overcome the problems of updating the model under
operational conditions system identification techniques are introduced. This is achieved by
augmenting the state vector by including sway and yaw coefficients derived from the
hydrodynamic coefficients. This, in turn, involves extending the matix which represents the
ship, but simplification methods are then introduced to reduce the computation times in the
micro-processor based system used in the trials vessel. The paper goes on to explain the
complete navigation and track guidance system, and concludes by discussing some of the
results obtained, particularly where the technique has resulted in improvements in
navigational accuracy.

2. INTRODUCTION

Chudley et a[ C13 formulate a mathmatical model and outline an application in marine
simulation. Similiar models can be used to improve navigation of a vessel at sea, or perhaps
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more importantly, while operating in confined waters; if this leads to improved accuracy of
navigation it increases the safety margins of shipping using narrow channels and port
approaches. Research at Polytechnic South West has been concerned with integration of
navigation data with mathematical models using Kalman filtering techniques, a technique

which is already established in the aerospace industries, and in some specialised maritime
applications such as dynamic positioning systems where navigational accuracy requirements
dictate the need for precise measurements. For the average merchant vessel however,
carrying typically less accurate systems giving a position fix with a random error of between
100 metres and 1 kilometre, forward speed through the water with a random error of 0.1
knots, and a heading to the nearest degree, improvements to navigation accuracy through
integration are not so readily available, and may not be necessary. Work by Kalman and
Bucy C23 targeted at the aerospace industry, showed how independant estimates of the
state of a system can be combined to give the most probable, or minimum variance,
estimate. This terminogy implies a statistical inference, indeed the process assumes that
random errors within the measurement systems are Gaussian and the standard deviations
known. Dove [33 demonstrates the application of Kalman filtering to marine navigation,
combining state estimates from measurements with those from a mathematical model. Trials
conducted in simulation show promising results, In this work, however the model used to
represent the vessel is also used within the filter. Any deviation between the two, or
inclusion of an ex(ernal forcing function, may lead the optimal estimate to stray from the

true value. This suspicion was confirmed by tests conducted using data collected on board a
vessel in the Solent (UK) [43. Later studies directed towards overcoming these difficulties
have included afloat trials in the Polytechnic's catamaran and current work involves the use
of a 2000 tonne vessel engaged in the European coastal trade. The ship model which forms
an integral part of the Kalman filter, and hence a part of the overall track guidance system,
is formulated in three degrees of freedom. Central to the goodness of the model is the
derivation of a set of coefficients which describe the motion of the vessel under
consideration.

3. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The model used in this investigation is based upon a Eulerian set of equations of
motion. The forces and moments are derived in the usual way, as originally given by

Abkowitz [5], with a modular approach as presented by Tapp [6) for use in marine
simulation. Forces and moments are decomposed into contributions associated with the
system elements, for example hull, propeller, rudder and disturbance terms. X and Y are
the forces of surge and sway and N is the yaw moment. x, y and are the corresponding
displacements of the vessel and u, v and r are their derivatives. The rudder angle is
denoted by 8, the propeller revolutions by n and the vessel moves on a grid (xo ,yo) defined
on the earth's surface, where x0 is the direction of true North, giving a reference from
which heading (i) is measured.
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In order to model the behavior of the hull it was first necessary to evaluate the

derivatives used in the equations of motion. These hull constants are termed hydrodynamic

coefficients and are usually obtained by conducting controlled tests on a scale model in a
towing tank. Full-scale trials can be performed, but satisfactory control of the trials is
difficult due to unknown forces such as wind, tide and current acting on the vessel and

these results are more frequently used to validate the coefficients obtained from model
tests. There are also some theoretical methods available for coefficient evaluation.

Korvin-Kroukovsky [7] developed a method whereby the vessels length is divided into strips;

each strip is then treated as a buoyant cylinder of equal area, a form which has been well
researched and coefficients established. Integration along the length of the vessel then gives
some of the coefficients, originally those in heave, pitch and roll. The technique has been

extended by Clarke [83 to include sway and yaw. This method is widely used by those
concerned with ship handling, an application in which operators are not concerned with cycle
time of the program, whereas one of the constraints of filtering is that the model must run

in real time with a rapid update rate. This is particularly critical as the filtering theory used
to date assumes that the system is linear between sampling intervals. Clarke [8] has
evaluated sway and yaw coefficients for a number of vessels using towing tank and rotating

arm test data and then, by regression analysis, produced formulae for evaluation of the
linear coefficients directly from vessel dimensions of length, beam, displacement and block

coefficient.

4. THE STATE EQUATIONS

Addition of first order differential equations to represent the steering gear and main
propulsion, followed by rearrangement of equations of motion such that u, v and r are
expressed in their canonical form, yields equation set (1). X 8 , Y1 ..... Y., and N1 ..... Na
are derived from the vessel's hydrodynamic coefficients.

0A 00 0 0 0 0 40 [8o1
TU n

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 x 0 0

u X, X 2 0 X, 0 X 6 0 X. u 0 0
=+ (1)

0 0 00 0 1 0 0 y 0 0

v Y, 0 0 Y. 0 Y. 0 Y v 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0, 0

L N, 0 0 N, 0 N. 0 NJ r 0 0
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The eight first order differential equations are used to define the ship and can be

can be written in matrx form as

i(t) = F(t)x(t) + G(t)u(t) (2)

where F is the continuous time system matrix representing the ship. When tide, wind and
current have to be considered it is convenient to partition the forcing matrix G into the
control and disturbance forcing functions G¢ and G., giving

x(t) = F(t)x(t) + Gc(t)u(t) + G0 (t)w(t) (3)

where x(t) is the state vector, uat) is the control vector, and w(t) is the vector of
disturbances. Integration of equation (3) yields the corresponding discrete solution

x(k+l) = A(kk+l)x(k) + S(k,k+l)u(k) + C(k,k+l)w(k) (4)

where the matrices A, B and C can be obtained from:

A(k,k+l) = e F tIT

B(k,k+1l ) = (eFtT - I )F(t)" G,(t) (5)

C(k,k+1) = ( - I )F(tY' G0 (t)

5. A FILTER FOR MARINE NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE

While the vessel's position is of primary importance for marine navigation, the state
of the vessel is likely to be passed to a control algorithm for track keeping. Further
requirements thus comprise accurate heading to maintain course, and velocity information
for feedback, or damping, of the control loop. The system process for the vessel described
in equation (1) is tailored to suit these additional requirements. The system is not driven by
white noise but by a deterministic control vector and noisy disturbances. Control is assumed
to be stable and disturbances are taken as Gaussian processes with a non zero mean.

The theory of the Kalman-Bucy filter is well established and the equations used in the
research described in this paper are given by Miller [10]. The filter used in the marine
navigation problem is an extended Kalman filter. That is the non-linear system process is
linearized about the most recent optimal estimate, while the measurement process is linear

and the errors are Gaussian. As a ship constitutes a non-linear system, when parameters
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such as large alterations of course and/or speed, shallow water effects, and trim are

considered there must be some limitation to the technique. The linearization process

assumes constant course and speed during each sample period. This is reasonable provided

sample times are small when compared with such factors as ship time constants and time

between waypoints. A block diagram of the filter is shown in figure 1. The filter quations

are used recursively to obtain the state estimate at a future sampling.

x (k/k) z(k+l)

^X(k+l/k+l)

X(k/k) x(k+l/k)

A~z~k+1)

u(k) B(k+l.k) + + C(k+l,k) w(k)

Figure 1. Block Diagram of the Optimal Filter.

Improvements can be made to the speed of the filter algorithm by considering the
manner in which the equations are used. Figure 2 shows an iterative loop which commences
each cycle by taking a measurement, initiates the covariance to the identity, then computes
the Kalman gain and its error covariance. The iterations are used to obtain convergence of
the filter. An improvement on this technique can be made by changing the order of these
operations. In practice the system error covariance and Kalman gain can be computed prior
to performing the measurement process. During this time the computer may well be idling.
while awaiting the signal to initiate the measurement cycle, so a saving may be made in
computer time. Furthermore, by computing the initial error covariance less iterations may be
required.
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Enter measurement and disturbance
covariance matrices M and N. state

transition matrices A, II and C and
p0rior estimate 2. Use A. I and C
to update estimate to -(~/)

Initiate P(k/k) to theT identity matrix.
Find trans ition IFind predicted error

matrices A, 8 covariance P(k-1/k),
andC based on the Kalman gain K(k1)current estimate adtefn ro£(k/). Jand the final error

V covariance P(k /kl).
Itterate around these

equations to obtain
convergence of gain

Inc em n k.. . U"<l se K alm an g a i n
estimate to *Vk"/1).

Figure 2. The Kalman Filter Loop.

6. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

Much has been written of the difficulties of obtaining an accurate mathematical model
of a ship. Experience has shown however that a good mathematical model is required in a
maritime optimal track guidance system, and the accuracy of the filter is still further
improved if it acquires both control and disturbance inputs, even though the disturbance
inputs may only be estimate of the true values. There is the additional problem of changing
hydrodynamic coefficients as circumstances change. For example, as the underwater surface
of the hull is fouled with growth, when the vesel enters shallow water after an oceanic
passage, or when the velocity is changed. This means that the X, Y, and N values in the
system matrix will require updating. This may be difficult during routine commercial
operations. It certainly would do little to enhance the sale of a filter basea integrated
navigation system if the potential owner were informed that the vessel would have to be
periodically taken out of service to update the model. Established techniques for parameter
identification, based upon various optimization criteria, would require new algorithms to be
;,-eluded into the Kalman filter recursive loop. These methods are usually time
consuming and consequently are unsuitable for real-time applications. However Gelb (11)
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proposes a method which can be easily implemented into the existing Kalman filter loop. This
method has been applied to the track guidance system under development, optimizing

parameters on the minimum variance estimation algorithms already in use.

6.1 Augmenting the State Vector

Let the unknown parameters be denoted by a vector a, having dynamics defined by
the differential equation:

i = O (6)

with non-linear equations of motion, the system process can now be written:

x f(,a) + Gu (7)

where both a and ; are to be estimated from the noisy measurement data. Combining x
and a into a composite state vector denoted x* such that:

,.= [j V) '+ "1
a] [ f(a.^ 0 (8)

and applying this system process to the extended Kaiman filter routine yields estimates for
both states and unknown parameters.

6.2 The Modelling Process

Selecting the vector a to contain hydrodynamic coefficients for the vessel gives a
large dimension augmented state vector and a large transition matrix. This formulation would

then lead to cumbersome computations, defeating one of the prime objectives of this
research. Furthermore, due to cross coupling, some coefficients cannot be isolated and are
therefore unidentifiable. An alternative method was suggested by Robbins [12] who applied
this method of parameter identification to aircraft, but used simplified mathematical models.
To perform the identification process the system process was reduced to smaller
components and controlled manoeuvres were performed. Then, assuming certain
cross-coupling terms to be negligible under the control applied, for example when applying
rudder to the aircraft surge and sway terms only are considered and the induced roll is
neglected, a small number of parameters can be identified from each manoeuvre.
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It is not economically viable to attempt to identify slowly varying parameters while on

a voyage as the vessel may be delayed at great expense during identification manoeuvres.

Furthermore, in order to keep the dimensions of the augmented state vector to minimum,

maintain identifiability of parameters and to retain sparse population of the transition matrix

it is necessary to identify the components of the latter directly. Initially only sway and yaw

terms are considered, as these use the least accurate coefficients and were seen to give

poorer results than the surge term. The augmented state vector can be written as:

x*= ( 8, n, x, u, y, v, , r, Y,, Y, Y, Y, N, N_ N., N, )T (9)

where the augmented parameters are shown in equation (1). These constants are dependent

on the vessel states, and hence, assuming a slow transition time of the vessel in

comparison to cycle time of the Kalman recursive loop, the parameters to be identified may

be taken as having dynamics given by equation (6). The state transition matrix F* is now of

dimension 16 x 16, as shown in equation (10).

-/- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 T O 0 O) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o0O

O 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

X X2 0 X. 0 X,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0000 10 0000 (10)

0000000 100000o00
, 0 0 4 0 N 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0

0, 0,

where 0, is the zero matrix of dimensions 8 x 8.

Writing this as a partitioned m. .x of 4 sub-matrices, each of 8x8 dimension:
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The original 8 states of the system process are still described by equation (1). The
discrete transition matrix is then given in partitioned form by:

.= 02)

where I, is the identity matrix of order 8, and A is the discrete solution to F.

6.3 The Measurement Process

The original eight states of the measurement vector can be obtained as before but
the augmented states are not measured. Y,, Y4, Ys. Ys, N,, N,, N. and N. can be obtained
from the previous optimal estimates. The revious set of values for the sway and yaw
coefficients are used in an iterative manner to obtain new values as given in equation set
(13a). Solutions for the equations should be iterated to obtain convergence.

-Yu - Y(v - Yr

Y, Y, - ov - Yor-= ---

u

-Y,8 - Yu - Y.r
V

-Ys - Y'u - Y'v

r

(13a)

N -Nu - N~v - N.r

N, -N, - Nv - Nr
u

N. =N,8 - N4 u - N~r
v

N, -N, - N,u - N~v
r
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The measurement matrix can thus be written

X 1 0

-0 Yv-Yr-Y 0 0 0 0
1 Y 0 ±yry 0 0 0 0

-0-L 0 0 0 0

r ur r

-I Y, -TY
h -UY, 0 L .(13b)

0 Y, -0 0 0 0 0 0

S v r
0-N -rN -,r rNY

0 0 0 0 - UN, 0 K
0-N,-0- 0 -LN,

u v

0 0 0 0 -- N, -2N, -IN. 0r r r

where X is an 8 x 8 diagonal matrix with diagonal elements equal to the corresponding

elements of the state vector. Then for the computation of the Kalman filter gain:

H ah

6.4 Filtering

The filter must be modified to account for the additional terms included in the

processes above. In order to estimate the prediction error covariance and hence the Kalman

gain, A* should incorporate the entire matrix F*:

A [ :--' (141

The matrix D can then be obtained in a similar way to the discrete control and disturbance

matrices an( is then given by:

D = (eFt)T - I )F(t)'E (15)
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The Kalman gain matrix, which now has dimensions 16 x 16, is computed as shown by Gelb

[11].

7. CONTROL AND GUIDANCE

The theory of an optimal multi-variable control system has been developed to control
simultaneously position and velocity of the vessel, and tested in simulation by Burns [133.
Deviation from the desired values were corrected by operation of the rudders and main
engines. The cost function (J) is based upon the summation of the weighted errors over
some time interval, perhaps over one stage of the voyage. In addition to minimise the errors
in the output parameters, the optimal controller must also attempt to minimise the control

effort, that is to minimise rudder and main engine activity. The cost function is normally
stated in the following quadratic terms:

tl
J = f{ (x-r) Q(x-r) + u Ru } dt (16)

o

where r is the desired state vector and Q and R are usually diagonal matrices, with the
values of the individual elements reflecting the importance of the parameters being

controlled.

Disturbances Noise
w(k+1) v(k+l} Noise

u(k) B(k+l1) Ves sel positio Sphridal
Fw(k/) C(k+ 1,k} I

~x(k~l/k+l)l
[El _[ Hydrodynamic ]

-,(kMl COORDINATE

-II 'x/ -TANS FORMATION i

r k~) Vessels position Shria
Desired state on the grid to data

drive displays,

plotters etc.

Figure 3. The Complete Integrated Navigation and Control System
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An initial requirement of the controller is the desired state r at each sample time.

This is obtained by entering a series of waypoints into the computer. In practice waypoint

position is entered through the keyboard using either a cursor on the chart display driven by

the arrow keys, or by typing in co-ordinates using the alpha-numeric keys. The program

assumes that each pair of waypoints alternately define a straight line followed by a curve.

Thus taking the first waypoint as the starting point, the second is the "wheel over" position
at the start of the arc required to reach waypoint three. On reaching this point, the vessel

is required to be on a steady course to waypoint four which is the next "wheel over-
position and so on. With each waypoint either a speed for that leg of the passage or an

estimated time of arrival is entered, so the desired state of the vessel can be computed at

each sample time prior to starting the voyage. The overall integrated navigation system is

shown as a block diagram in figure (3)

8. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Data sets used in earlier work were rerun using the filter algorithm with system

identification. The overall track plot for a passage in to Plymouth showed a significant
improvement. Part of a typical plot is shown in Figure (4), from which it can be seen that

the filtered track follows closely the true position of the vessel. Figures 5 and 6 show the
identified system coefficients. The rudder terms Y, and N, are seen to be noisy. These

terms would be expected to reduce to zero when travelling in a straight line and increase

during the use of rudders in a turn, which is seen to occur. Further noise is probably due
to noisy rudder measurements. Y4 and N 4, the surge terms are close to zero. These terms
influence the turning characteristics with speed and over the 6 to 7 knot speed range used

during the trial have little influence.

U Measured Position

Filtered Position

.2-

0' I- I

0 .2 .4 .5 EAST 'a Ukc)

Figure 4. Comparison of Measured, Filtered and True Positions.
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A technique to overcome coefficient inaccuracies and variations by incorporating them
in to the state vector has been introduced. Trials were undertaken for sway and yaw terms

only as these were considered to be the most inaccurate and widely varying, but the method

can also be applied to the surge terms. Trials to this end are now being undertaken.
Resulting track plots of filtered position showed the vessel to remain within 20 metres of

the demanded track. The filtering algorithm in use is intended to cope with random errors
only, and fixed errors must be evaluated and either removed prior to filtering, or an

allowance must be made for them. In this way the noise reduction achieved is a better

assessment of performance. The ability of the system to maintain a position central to the
noise of the position fixing system, in this case a Decca Navigator was used because it

gave the best coverage of the approaches to Plymouth at the time the trials were
undertaken, demonstrated that the filter was producing accurate outputs of displacement in

the three degrees of freedom considered. It was shown previously [141 that inaccuracy in

one, or all, of these outputs led to drift from true track. As values for velocity are fed
back into the modelling process, any inaccuracy in their estimates leads to cumulative errors

in the displacement outputs. The turn rate does however remain noisy and an improvement

could be achieved by the use of a gyro input, which was not available in the test vessel.
Finally the 'iltered output was fed to a control algorithm. Optimal control theory was used

to establish the control parameters to maintain the vessel on track, in both along-track and

across-track directions.
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1. ABSTRACT

The neural network controller for the berthing problem of the ship is discussed in
this paper. The three-layered neural network is used to shape the controller and the
weights and threshold of each unit are determined by the error back propagation
algorithm with the pre-obtained teaching data. The controller has two neural net-
works which are used in near and far fields respectively, based on the precision re-
quired in each field. The controller is presented on the personal computer, and
simulations to examine the performance are made on it. In spite of many theoreti-
cally inarticulate particulars, simulations show the prospective capability for the
berthing control.

2. INTRODUCTION

The berthing is one of the most difficult manipulation of the ship. As the speed is
small and disturbance due to winds and currents become relatively big, control de-
vices are not so effective any more. However, very precise control is necessary es-
pecially for not colliding the ship to the berth. As the ship motion and control ef-
fectiveness is very difficult to represent in terms of the differential equation, the
conventional design method for the feedback controller is not easily applicable for
this problem( l ).

In spite of difficulties, the human operator is very successful to make a safe
berthing. The captain determines the control outputs to the ship by processing data
such as the velocity, acceleration, distance between ship and berth, winds, currents,
environmental restrictions and others as input. It could be expressed as the very
complicated input-output relation between ship's state and the applicable control.
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Recently, the neural network is applied to various kinds of engineering problems.
In the field of the letter recognition, the neural network gives good results. The
neural network provides a letter according to the pattern. Similarly. the ship's state
is taken into the neural network controller as a pattern, and the network provides
the control. The network makes a device to change the state into control which is
made by the human operator at present.

In this paper, the neural network berthing controller for the 154,000-ton tanker is
presented. Although there are several applications (2-5) of the neural network to
the ship control, it has not been applied to the berthing problem. The neural net-
work used here is still primitive and only the basic berthing patterns are illustrated.
However, the simulation shows the prospective ability of the neural controller for
the berthing.

3. THE BERTHING AND THE NEURAL NETWORK( 6, 7)

3.1 The berthing procedure

The berthing procedure is summarized in Figure 1. The ship approaches to the
berthing spot in a slow approaching speed. The ship reduces the speed and changes
the course first by rudder and later by side thrusters. The ship must stop at the
berthing spot with almost zero position and heading errors. Actually, the lateral
speed should be small enough not to damage both the ship and the berth. This is the
most typical and basic control for the berthing. If there are winds and currents, the
control would be more complicated.

Far field:
* educe speed by the propeller.
Course change by rudder./

Near field:
* Speed control by propeller.

SManeuver by side thrusters.

Berthing spot

Figure 1. Berthing procedure.

3.2 The neural network

a. Configuration and units. The typical neural network is shown in Figure 2(a).
Of course, more complicated network can be used. The input is a state of the ship and
output is the control for the ship. The neural controller gives the control according
to the state of the ship. Each unit has its own input-output characteristics repre-
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sented by weights of the connection, si, thresholds, h, and transfer function as shown
in Figure 2(b). Input to the unit is expressed in the weighted sum of the inputs from
the connected upstream units and the threshold. Output signal is determined by the
nonlinear transfer function to the input. Once the weights and thresholds are dc-
termined, the neural controller provides the control output according to the ship's
state.

b. Learnin. Weights and thresholds in the network are determined by learning
the teaching data. Teaching data are carefully collected set of the input-output rela-
tions which the neural network should follow. Weights and thresholds are deter-
mined to minimize the error defined by the output difference between the teaching
data and neural network output to the same input. The process is called learning. It
is not necessary to learn all the data the ship may face, the neural controller will
have the ability to interpolate or extrapolate if it has learned enough data. Some al-
gorithms are proposed for this purpose, the error back propagation is applied in this
paper. The error back propagation is an iteration method similar to the method of
the steepest descent as summarized in Figure 3. The error is defined in Equation (1).
Weight increment at the (p+l)th iteration is shown in Equation (2). The weight can
be obtained from the output layer to upstream units. If the type and size ol the net-
work and teaching data are given, the procedure to shape the network is rather clear.
What type and size of the network, what the teaching data should be are the biggest
problems to be solved. They should be determined from the nature of the problem
and precision required for the network. There is no advisable guide for the problem.
In this paper, simple three-layered network is used and the size of the network is de-
termined by the resolution requirement for the teaching data as described in the
following section.

Input Layer Hidden Layer Output Layer Z

z =f(zsix - h)
Mathematical model of the unit.

INPUT OUTPUT ft.)'

5igntoid:f(u) I + exp(.u)

_u

Transfer function.

(a) Three-layered network. (b) Mathematical model for the unit
and the transfer function.

Figure 2. The neural network.
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for middle layer.

No~tations

d; Teaching data of i-th unit of the output layer.
: Neural network output of i -th unit of the output layer.

ii  Neural network input of i-th unit of the output layer.

w k-I k : Weight of connection ofj-th Unit in (k-I) h layer and i- th unit in k-th layer.
k-I

0 -1 Output of the ( k-I ) th unit ofj-th layer.

a TI: Acceleration factors.

f , f Transfer function and its deriuative.

Figure 3. The error back propagation algorithm.

4. THE NEURAL CONTROLLER FOR BERTHING

in this section, the neural controller for berthing is described.

4.1 154.000 ton tanker

The neural controller for the 154,000 ton tanker is presented in this paper, as the
dynamics of the type ship in slow speeds were obtained in detail by model experi-
ments by Kose et al( 8 ). The principal particulars of the ship is sumnarized in Table I.
The ship has bow and stem thrusters in addition to the propeller and the rudder. To
describe the motion of the ship in vcry low speeds, many mathematical models are
proposed. In this paper, the mathematical model proposed by Kose ct al( 8 ) was em-
ployed. The detailed discussion on the equations are described in APPENDIX.

4.2 Composition of the neural controller

a. Phases 1 and 2. The area where the neural controller works is shown in Figure
4. The area is divided into far and near fields from the berth. In the far field called
Phase 1, the ship is controlled by the propeller and the rudder. On the contrary, in
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-- type Taniker

Lpp 262m

BULL B 4
5m

d Ont
A 154.000 ton

Cb 0.827
Diame~ter 7.3tin

PROPELLER Pitch ratio 0.607
Number of 5

blades

SU D D It~ Area 72.81m
AsMpect ratio 1.709

Table 1. Principal particulars of the ship.

y

Phase Ii150m

Phase 2 1
250m.

Berthing spot

1500m

Figure 4. Control area and coordinates.
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Layers Input Hidden Output Input Hidden Output
(10 units) X (10 units)

x 
x

u U

w w
d 1&-d

(a) The Phase 1 controller (b ) The Phase 2 controller

Notations
( x , y ) : position of the ship, ' : Heading of the ship
( u , v , r ): Linear and angular speeds with respect to body fixed cords.

( w , d ) Wind speed and direction., n : Propeller rps., 8 : Rudder deflection.
bth : Bow thruster force., sth : Stem thruster force.

Figure 5. Configuration of the neural controller

the near field called Phase 2, two side thrusters are mainly used and supported by the
propeller. As the field becomes bigger, the error at the berthing spot may become
bigger. If one controller is used in whole field, a big network may be necessary to
achieve sufficient accuracy. However, if the field is divided into two parts, two mod-
erate sized networks will suffice.

b. The neural controller, The three-layered neural network is used as shown in
Figure 5. The input layer includes eight units, that is, the position of the ship. x and
y, the heading, V,, linear and angular velocities, u, v and r. speed and direction of the
wind, w and d. As for the output, the propeller rps, n, the rudder deflection, 6, for the
Phase 1, the propeller rps, n, the thrust of the bow and side thrusters, bth, sth are for
the Phase 2.

c. Hidden layer sizing. Presently, there are no instructive guidelines to estimate
how many hidden units are necessary. In this paper, the number of hidden units is
determined as follows. The sigmoid transfer function is used and it is considered con-
tinuous form of binary function. As the outputs of hidden units arc nearly binary, N
hidden units can represent 2 N different patterns in the hidden layer. Therefore the
number of hidden units which can distinguish P patterns is 1og2P. The maximal
number of teaching data used in the Phases I and 2 is 130. The number of the re-
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quested hidden units is eight, for Iog2130 = 7.02. Ten hidden units are thought to bc
enough in both Phases I and 2.

4.3 Teaching data

Teaching data are obtained by the simulation on the personal computer NEC PC-
9801 RX with using the simple manual con:roller. The manual controller was con-
nected through the A/D converter. The manual controller has four volumes which
correspond with the propeller, the rudder, and two side thrusters. One of authors
made teaching data by himself.

a. Phase I teaching data. Figure 6 shows the Phase I teaching data. In the Phase
1, the initial velocity is fixed 5 kt, and no wind is assumed. Here it is requested that
the heading of the ship is as parallel to the berth as possible, and the velocity is about
I knot when the ship gets into the Phase 2 in order to achieve a good control in Phase
2, The time history of No.1-3 is shown in Figure 6(b). Circles in the time history and
the trace show the points where the teaching data is obtained.

b. Phase 2 teaching data. Figures 7 and 8 show the teaching data for the Phase 2
controller. In Figure 7. the traces and the time history of No.2-6 teaching data are
shown. The initial velocity is 0 kt in Nos.2-1 to 2-3. In Nos.2-4 and 2-5, the ship
started from the same positions, but the initial velocities are I kt in No.2-4 and 2 kt in
No.2-5. No.2-6 and 2-7 start from the same point with initial velocities I kt and 2 kt
respectively. In Figure 8, teaching data concerning the wind are shown. The wind
speed is 20m/sec and two directions are obtained. Teaching data are basically in the
constant interval in time, however, data are more densely obtained near the points
where the control is abruptly changed. Although teaching data can be obtained, it is
still questionable whether the quantity and quality of teaching data is sufficient or
not for the problem.

Teaching data are categorized into three cases as shown in Table 2. Case I is for
Phase 1, and Cases 2-A and 2-B are for Phase 2. The case numbers will be used in the
discussion in the next section.

4.4 Learning

The error back propagation algorithm is used here for learning, and the main
frame computer HITAC M680/682 is used because of the huge number of iterations in
the algorithm. To study the effect of the number of hidden units, neural networks
with 10, 20 and 30 hidden units are examined. As a result, no difference in terms of
the convergence error are observed in three cases. The network with ten hidden
units is considered sufficient in both Phases I and 2.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

5.1 Performance of the neural controller

The capability of the neural controller is shown in Figures 9(a) and (b). The net-
work was composed by the Cases 1 and 2-A teaching data . Wind effect is not taken
into account. The neural controller starts from the point A and ship's speed is 5 kt.
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No. 1-3

Uin 5 kt

No. 1-2

No. -

300m

(a) Traces of teaching data.

Prop.(rps) Rud.(deg)

2 , 35
Rudder

For. Right r -

Propeller

Rev. Left

-2 -35

(b) Time history of the No.1-3 teaching data.

Figure 6. Teaching data for the Phase I controller.
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No. 2-1 No. 2-2 No. 2-3

No. 2-4 No. 2-5 No. 2-6 N. -

(a) Traces of teaching data.

2 35

Q 0 Ste.. Iteetee

Re. Progelk Stab. Se era. e

() Time history of the No.2-6 teaching data.

Figure 7. Teaching data for the Phase 2 controller.

w 0nSCw.20mn~

No. 3-No32

(a) Traces of teaching data.

,2 35

Figure 8. Teaching data concerning the wind.
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Case No. Teaching data No.
1 1-1, 1-2, 1-3

2-A 2-1,2-2, 2-3, 2-4, 2-5.2-6, 2-7
2-B 2-I, 2-2, 2-3, 2.4,2-5,2-6,2-7, 3-1, 3-2

Table 2. Cases of teaching data.

Indices A to D in Figure 9 show starting point, propeller reverse, phase change and
berthing point. In Figure 9(a), initial conditions are strictly same as No.1-3 tea.hing
data. In Figure 9(b), initial conditions are between Nos.1-2 and 1-3 teaching data.

In Figure 9(a), it is rather natural for the ship not to follow the exact trace of the
teaching data as shown in Figure 6. for the controller has been composed not only by
No.1-3 teaching data but also others.

In both cases, the ship goes further than the aimed stopping point. This may be
because that the propeller rating is increased just before the reverse to follow the
abrupt change of the propeller. It gives unnecessary speed increase for the ship. If
the change of the propeller is less abrupt or smooth, the controller may be more suc-
cessful for the stopping point control. Moreover, it is experienced that the increase
in propeller rating just before reverse depends on how the teaching point was se-
lected near the propeller reverse point. In general, if more teaching points are
available near the change, the less increase could be obtained by the neural con-
troller.

Figure 9(b) shows fairly good interpolation capability of the neural controller.

5.2 Wind effect

In Figure 10(a) and (b), the control capability to the constant wind is illustrated.
The wind comes from 45degrees right forward in the simulation. The neural con-
troller used in Figure 10(a) learned the Case 2-B teaching data. This includes the ef-
fect of the 20m/sec wind from 45degrees right forward and right rearward. In Fig-
ure 10(b), the controller was composed by the Case 2-A data which excludes the wind.

In Figure 10(a), the controller is successful to lead the ship to the berth. The wind
gives the speed toward the berth and side thrusters are used in the opposite direction
to reduce the speed by the wind. In Figure 10(b), the controller cannot take the wind
effect into account and the ship collides to the berth. It is clearly observed that the
capability varies according to the learning data.

Actually, the controller used in Figure 10(a) is not capable to manage many situa-
tions, for it was made only by two wind conditions. There should be much more wind
cases to be learned for the controller to be effective also to the wind.

5.3 Extrapolation canability

The neural controller has a certain capability of the interpolation. The interpola-
tion here is the capability to form the control between teaching data. The neural
controller may have capability of extrapolation to some extent. In Figure II. the
extrapolation capability was examined. In this case, the neural controller is made by
Case 2-A teaching data only in the Phase 2 field. In Figure 11(a), the ship starts from
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Prop (rp,) R g.(rkg)

2 35
A R..kk

F.O rtgh,
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D 35

P- A B C Stn , ts~ D

300a [0
Stub.Bow ibruster

Slab.

-35 -

(a) Example I Initial conditions are identical with teaching data.

ProP.(r['n) Rdu.(dg)

2 35

-5 t. 
a -

I

Propeller

B Fotrpon)

PC

0A 
B CA O C Stern thtruster

300. B ruster I (set

.35

(b) Example 2 General case.

Figure 9. Control by the neural controller.
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(b) Without learning.

Figure 10. The effect of the wind.
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Figure i. Extrapolation capability.
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a little outside Phase 2 field and the controller also starts working from the same
point. In this case, the controller can give an appropriate control for the ship. In
Figure 11(b), the starting point from the berth is twice as far as the field length from
the berth. In this case, the controller is not successful. As shown in Figure 11, the
neural controller is sometimes successful and sometimes unsuccessful to the extrapo-
lation. It is not clear until how much extent the extrapolation is available. The
control by the extrapolation is not reliable. The sufficient quantity of teaching data
should be used to make the neural controller working only by the interpolation.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The three-layered neural controller is applied to the berthing problem. Based on
the accuracy consideration, two neural controllers are used in far and near fields re-
spectively. The neural controller at present can provide appropriate control for the
berthing. The effect of the winds and currents are not sufficiently included in the
present controller.

Several discussions on the inter- and extrapolations are made. The neural con-
troller has a capability of the interpolation and it can be furnished by the sufficient
teaching data. On the contrary, the extrapolation is essentially not reliable. Thc
field which the neural controller covers should be included in the interpolation field.

The neural controller itself has very complicated nonlinear input and output rela-
tions. And it has profound ambiguity such as the size and type of the network, trans-
fer functions, teaching data and so forth. In this paper, the size of the network is
determined by considering the number of patterns to be distinguished.

In this research, the applicability of the neural controller is shown by the simula-
tion with using the most basic prototype neural controller. Both the mathematical
investigations and the application development by trials and errors of the network
are desired to give a design method of the neural controller,
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APPENDIX

A-I. Equations and coefficients

Many mathematical models of the ship motion have ever been proposed. In this
paper, the mathematical model proposed by Kose( 8 ) was employed. The coordinates
are shown in Figure A-1. The equations are:

(m+mx)u = (Xvr+my)vr + XuulUlU + Xvvuv 2 /U + Xe

(m+my)v = -mxur + YvUv + Yvvlvlv + Yrr + Yurur + Yvvrv 2 ru/U 2 + Yvrrvr 2 /U + Ye

(Izz + Jzz)r = Nuvuv + Nrr + Nrrrr 3 + Nurur + Nvvrv 2 r + Ne

Xe = Xp + Xr + Xw
Ye = Yr+ Yt + Yw
Ne = Nr + Nt + Nw

m : Mass of the ship.
mx : Added mass with respect to the x axis.
my : Added mass with respect to the y axis.
Izz : Moment of inertia with respect to the z axis.
Jzz :Added moment of inertia with respect to the z axis.
u,v : Velocities with respect to the x and y axes.
U : Absolute velocity.

r : Angular velocity with respect to the z axis.
Xe,Ye : External forces with respect to the x and y axes.
Ne : External moment with respect to the z axis.
Xp : X-component of the external force by the propeller.
Xr,Yr,Nr : External force and moment components by the rudder.
Yt,Nt : External force and moment components by side thrusters.
Xw,Yw,Nw : External force and moment components by the wind.

Forces and moments by propeller, rudder and wind are described in the following.
And non-dimensionalized coefficients in the equations are shown in Table A-1. The
non-dimensionalization by velocity was not used because the speed becomes almost 0
at the berthing. Here the gravitational acceleration and Lpp were used.

A-2 Thrust 2enerated by propeller

The thrust generated by propeller is given by these equations

J = v0/Dn
v0 = v(-w)
Kt = T/pD 4n2

v 0  :Advancing velocity of the propeller.
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D Diameter of the propeller.
n Propeller rps.
v Velocity of the ship.
w Coefficient of the wake.
T Thrust generated by the propeller.
p Density of the sea water.

The relation between J and Kt is shown in Figure A-2. This is the result of the pro-
peller test, so the actual thrust is T(I-t) where is the coefficient of thrust reduction.
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A-3 Frce generated by the rudder

The force generated by the rudder is represented by following equations

Fn = 0.5pARUR
2 sinaR*fa(A)

fct(A) = 6.13A/(A+2.25)

(UR/Up)
2 m 0.467(Kt/J

2 ) + 2.667

Up = (-w)u

Fn Normal force on the rudder.

UR Inflow velocity to the rudder.

Up Inflow velocity to the propeller.

a :Angle of attack of the rudder.

A Aspect ratio of the rudder.

u Velocity of the ship.

A-4 Effect of the win( 9 )

The force by the wind is given by the following equation

CR = R/(0.5pAUw2(Acos
2 +Bsin2k))

R Force by the wind.
Uw :Velocity of the wind.

PA :Density of the air.

: Relative direction of the wind.

A Frontal projection area.

B Side projection area.

Relations CR vs. 0, a vs. 0 and a/L vs. 0. are shown in Figures A-4, A-5 and A-6

respectively.

Figure A-3. Effect of the wind.
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Knowledge Based Systems within Damage Surveillance and Control

by John A Glen
andlain M Ritchie

YARD LTD

1. ABSTRACT

This paper describes the results of a project undertaken by YARD LTD for MOD to
provide a demonstrator of the feasibility of using Knowledge Based Systems (KBS) as a
decision support aid within the damage control area. The project has been motivated by
the requirement for future improved decision support to the Damage Control Officer
(DCO) to counteract the effect of reduced manning levels and to increase damage control
effectiveness.

Fire and smoke damage in a single zone of a typical frigate was selected as a
representative application. The zone contains a Machinery Space, Ship Control Centre,
Magazines and various other compartments and is sufficiently large to consider the effects
of fire, smoke and heat spread and to provide scope for multiple damage incidents. The
damage sensor fit in each compartment can be varied.

The design and implementation of the demonstrator EXpert Damage Assessor
(XDA) is based on the strategy of modelling the tasks the DCO is faced with and how he
solves them. The knowledge base contains a detailed representation of the information
with which the DCO reasons, including knowledge about compartments, physical links
and connections between compartments, the damage sensors and other relevant ship
systems, the status of damage and consequences of damage responses.

The damage scenario is generated on a remote data entry facility (RDEF) using
graphical representations of the ship layout and damage surveillance sensors. The RDEF is
networked to XDA and allows a predefined scenario to be generated and input to XDA.
The scenario can be changed during a run in response to advice on actions provided by
XDA

The paper describes the main features of XDA and demonstrates how XDA
responds to a typical damage scenario.

The principal conclusion is that KBS can assist in assessing a damage incident using
remote sensing of damage data, and advising on priorities for action and providing the
operator with information on the ship systems etc. relevant to the context of the damage
incident.
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2. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we describe some of the results of a study to establish the feasibility
and effectiveness of using knowledge based systems within damage control on a fighting
ship. The principal topic is the description of a demonstration system which has been used
to assess the feasibility and effectiveness of KBS in Damage Surveillance and Control
(DSAC).

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 3, we discuss why knowledge based
technology can be expected to impact on damage control. We give some general reasons
and include a brief description of the results of other studies undertaken within the UK
which gave further evidence of the expected benefits. We also indicate how this earlier
work relates to the present study and we note how some of these strands have developed.
In Section 4 the selection of the application is discussed and its scope and user interface
requirements are briefly described. Section 5 goes over the features of XDA : its design,
some details of the models and knowledge base used and the user interface. This is
followed in Section 6 by a mainly pictorial section which takes the reader through a
damage incident and its assessment by XDA. The final section gives our conclusion for this
work. An appendix is included which gives an outline of the stages of the development
lifecycle for KBS used within YARD in order to place the present study within the
experimental stage of that lifecycle. A list of abbreviations is given in Section 11

3. THE POTENTIAL OF KBS WITHIN DAMAGE CONTROL

The potential value of KBS technology within Damage Control arises from its ability
to collect and process large amounts of inf6rmation using knowledge gained from experts
in a stress-free environment.

A subject as complex as DSAC inevitably has many difficulties associated with the
successful implementation of damage control procedures. However, given sufficient
time,full information and adequate resources, an MEO could effectively select the most
effective procedures for the problems with which the ship is faced. Problems arise when
these actions are required with deficient information and limited resources under
pressure of time and other environmental pressures.

These difficulties manifest themselves in:-

problems of communication, including the reliance on voice
communication from remote sources and within the SCC, and the reliance
on personnel to convey information.

* problems of assessment, including the difficulty of assessing the actual
damage state, the threat to compartments from the fire, the priority for
action and the full consequences of an action.

* problems of vulnerability, including the possibility of an untenable state of
the SCC and the loss of DSAC personnel.
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The solutions to these difficulties are not straightforward, but they do all relate to
the collection, storage, processing and distribution of information and expertise. In this
context, there is scope for much more extensive use of advanced information technology,
in particular KB technology and User Interface technology, to assist with some of these
functions. The work reported in this paper has investigated the feasibility and benefits of
KBS as a decision aid.

3.1 Previous work relevant to KBS in DSAC

At the start of the project there had been some previous work as to how KBS
might be exploited in the area of damage control.

(a) Feasibiliy Studies. MOD(PE) had previously commissioned feasibility studies on
the App lication of KBS within the Ship Control Centre (SCC). The recommendations
from all of these is that there are substantial benefits to be gained from the use of such
technology in a variety of roles in the SCC.

The possible application areas of KBS in the SCC are addressed in reference 1.
Focussing on DSAC the principal benefits identified include:-

* an improvement in the speed and accuracy of damage reporting
* a reduction in the information processing demands on SCC personnel
* assistance in the trend towards integration of MCAS and DSAC systems
* a higher degree of damage control readiness
* an improved training facirity
* more efficient control of machinery and resources* facilitation of the proposed reduction in manning levels.

A further report on Systems and Methods for Future DSAC (Reference 2)
concludes that by the application of modern technology it is possible and practical to
improve DSAC facilities beyond those currently in service. Particular reference is made to
the advantages of introducing KBS to DSAC. Additionally, the authors point towards the
use of advanced MMI to fully exploit the benefits of KBS.

The report also highlights the often ignored need to integrate at an early stage the
requirements of the user in the design of the KBS. The user interface should not be
considered after design of the KBS.

(b) An Expert System for Damage Control. A thesis on An Expert System for
Damage Control (reference 3) provides a review of expert systems and damage control
and of software and hardware for expert systems, a description of the implementation of a
prototype damage control expert system and an estimate of the size, in terms of the
number of rules, of a full damage control expert system.

The principal conclusions of the report are that the use of expert systems to
produce a damage control advisor is feasible and desirable and that the full system should
be implemented as a forward chaining rule based system. This demonstrator is built as a
forward chaining system for two principal reasons : namely, it allows for the iterative, on-
site development of the rule base by the expert and it is an appropriate reflection of the
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problem faced in providing damage control advice. More specifically the author states
that:

"since the damage control advisor would be expected to follow the route of
the damage control incident, which could not necessarily be forecast, the
forward chaining strategy of moving from the data towardthe overall goal is
most appropriate." (p.9)

In our work we chose to tackle the problem of representing reasoning strategies
and knowledge representation formalisms used in a complex problem such as damage
control by using a suitable software architecture. This architecture is known as a
blackboard architecture (reference 4) and is recognised as being a basis for dealing with
such problems in real time systems (see Section S.1).

(c) The Stateboard as Input. Many authors stress the importance of maintaining the
primacy of the stateboard as a isplay facility. It provides a central source of information on
the status of the ship which in this form can be relocated should the need arise. Dorey's
work (reference 5) demonstrates how the the use of the stateboard as an input device
could form part of a damage control information system which would help overcome
some of the problems in current damage control practice. Indeed he suggests that further
benefits could be gained if it was extended to provide input to an expert system for
damage control.

Dorey used a digitised stateboard in order to provide the inputs to a damage
control position (HQI) with the two main repair posts. In this way all positions were fed the
same updated information while removing the need for verbal communications. Dorey's
work indicated that this technique dealt very efficiently with fixed format data such as
stateboard information or equipment status reports. A small scale version of a digitised
system, linking the ANBCDO in HQ1 with the command in the Operations Room is
currently being evaluated by the Royal Navy at sea.

(d) Damage Control Retrieval System. Knowledge engineering requires
considerable effort collecting and organising knowledge. This knowledge includes
information about the ship, ship's systems, and the expertise used in detecting and
controlling damage. Much of this knowledge is factual and encyclopaedic.

Work on this area is being done for the computer assisted damage control data
retrieval s stem This system is required to provide fast retrieval and display of damage
control information. More specifically, it provides a database about the ship and its
compartments.

The shipwide data contains:-

* Watch and Quarter Bills
* Shipwide disposition of fixed and portable NBCD equipment
* Ship stability information
* X,Y,Z,A and M Closure details
* Jettison Bill
" Gas Drench guidance
* Electrical Storage Breaker Book
• Siting of gas-bottle stowages.
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The data for compartments includes:-

* Compartment name, location marking and frame numbering

S Details for isolating electrical supplies to the compartment

, Details for isolating fluidic supplies to the compartment (e.g. fuel, hydraulics,

water, etc.)
* Electrical Dependencies
* Fluidic Dependencies
" Main electrical supplies routed through the compartment

" HP and LP fluid supplies routed through the compartment

* Factors affecting boundary cooling of the compartment

0 Ventilation isolation
* Smoke Clearance and control
• Flood Removal
0 Fire fighting hazards
* Layout details and neighbouring compartments.

The systems also provides facilities for incident logging, including:-

* the type of incident
• time of initial report
" time of containment
* time of completion
" location mark.

It was recognised that it would be profitable to coordinate these developments,

incororating the data retrieval system within the KBS to allow access to this extensive

encyclopedia of DSAC knowledge from the Demonstrator.

4. SELECTION OF THE APPLICATION.

Following consultation with MOD and YARD specialists in DSAC it was decided

that Fire and Smoke Control on a naval ship should be the focus of the KBS demonstrator.

The reference area within the ship would be a single zone containing a Motor and Gear

Room, Ship Control Centre, magazines and various other compartments. This area is

suitably varied to provide a range of possible damage scenarios. It is also sufficiently large to

consider the effects of fire, smoke and heat spread, and to provide scope for multiple

incidents, while not being so large that effort is wasted in duplication.

The model of the ship contains a more extensive sensor fit in the compartments

than is currently the norm. Sensor fit is discussed in Section 5. The other relevant ship's

systems are similar to those of modern frigates, including an HPSW system for fire fighing,

Ventilation systems, Smoke curtains etc.

4.1 SCC DSAC Personnel

It was decided that the KBS demonstrator should be a decision aid targetted to the

DCO. To &ive some context to this decision a brief description of the SCC DSAC

personnel is now included.
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Overall responsibility for the ship lies with command. DSAC personnel in the SCC
co-ordinate all damage control activities and provide command witha current picture of

the status of the ship and ship's systems. The principal DSAC personnel are:-

The Action NBCD Officer (ANBCDO), usually the MEO,
Damage Control Officer (DCO) usually a non-engineering branch junior
officer,

* Electrical Damage Officer, usually a senior Chief Petty Officer,
* Propulsion/ Auxiliary Systems Officer, usually a senior Chief Petty Officer,
* An NBC Protection Officer's Assistant, usually a senior Chief Petty Officer,
* 2 Incident Board Operators.

It is the MEO's responsibility to assess the implications of damage to the ship, relay
and receive information to and from command and decide on priorities for damage
control action.

Response to damage to the ship follows the general sequence of:-

Detection - the initial notification that damage has occurred
Immediate Action - in most cases involving the implementation of pre-
planned procedures

* Assessment - collection of information to build up an overall picture
* Containment - to limit the spread of damage
• Priorities - considering the overall demands, decide on the best allocation

of resources
Restoration - restore the ship to maximum availability.

The wide variety in time, location and type of events that can occur, means that
such a formulation of the problem is inevitably a generalisation. Any of these tasks can
involve a series of complex steps.

The demonstrator currently provides support to each of these activities to a greater or less
extent.

4.2 Scoe of XDA

It was not the intention to provide a full scale demonstrator. Rather, in keeping
with approach suited to this early experimental stage in a KBS lifecycle (see Appendixi,
the requirements of the demonstrator were constrained as follows.

It was assumed that none of the bulkheads are breached during the incident.
Modelling breach of bulkheads would require dynamic modification of the model of the
ship's layout.

Detection and containment of fire and smoke would be the sole aim of the
demonstrator. There would be no requirement to consider MCAS status, stability or the
possibility of flooding in deriving fire-fighting actions.

There would be no requirement to implement a realistic model of fire and smoke
spread within the demonstrator. Although such models exist they are currently
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rudimentary and lack the necessary accuracy. Information gained from sensors therefore
provide greater accuracy at the present time although fire models may in future bridge
the gap after sensors had suffered damage and could no longer be relied on

The required sensor fit for efficient use of KBS in DSAC was as much of interest as
the use of KBS itself. Therefore it would be acceptable to assume a sensor fit which is
more extensive than the current norm. In addition to the number of sensors employed,
some latitude was taken in the types of sensor used. These were not those which are
currently fitted, but are restricted to types which are available or will shortly become
available. The level of sensor fit can be varied

It was assumed that no damage would be sustained to the sensors themselves. The
problem of sensor validation has been addressed in other studies undertaken by YARD
(reference 6).

Only fire-fighting equipment within the current fit could be assumed. No
automatic initiation of fire-fighting would be necessary. The key requirement is to offer
advice.

To summarise, the program should be able to:-

- monitor and collect remote sensor information
* reliably interpret this information to give an overall assessment of the

damage situation
* provide advice on appropriate actions.

4.3 The User Interface

It was recognised that the design of the user-system interface is a critical factor in
demonstrating the feasibility of KBS in DSAC. However good the rule base andinferencing mechanisms, the effectiveness usability and user acceptability of the system
would be to a large extent dependent on the effectiveness of user-system interaction. The
stud has not fully analysed these problems but does identify user interface aspects
needing attention.

5. WHAT XDA CAN DO

In this section the principal features of XDA are described, in some cases including
a brief discussion of issues raised in selecting or implementing the features.

In keeping with the experimental nature of the demonstrator, the implementation
has used much ol the functionality of the Al development environment. This has meant
that a complex software program has been rapidly developed using the facilities offered by
the development environment. A next stage would involve developing a full scale system,
probably re-engineered on a platform more suited for delivery
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The main features are

* principle of the underlying design
* model/of the ship structure
a model of individual compartments
0 relationships between compartments
* model of sensor values
• ship systems
* simulation of sensor values and the ability to alter sensor fit
• fire and repair party reports
* continuous data input
* the rule base
• the validation of the rule bases
* the fire model and reasoning about single and multiple incidents
* the user interface
* the integration of DCDR.

A description of the response of XDA to a multiple fire incident is iven in the next
section. These two sections taken together should provide the reader witp a clear
understanding of XDA. Detailed functional description is not given.

5.1 Principles of the underlying design

In attempting to solve any complex problem experts use a range of problem solving
techniques, in addition to their domain knowledge. Different procedures are most
appropriate in different situations. For example, the methods used by the expert in the
initial interpretation of active sensors are different from those he adopts to plan fire
fighting actions.

The design and implementation of XDA is based on a model of the tasks the expert
is faced with in damage control and the strategies he employs to solve them. In addition
to providing a principle for design activity, this will lead to improved performance and be
more acceptable to users.

Based on our previous experience of KBS in real time systems, we decided to use a
blackboard architecture with separate processes being used to implement components of
the architecture. In a blackboard architecture a set of sub-domain experts (knowledge
sources) operate on a common data area (the blackboard), in this case the models of the
ship and of fire, revising and updating the blackboard as they see fit. Such an architecture
is recognised as beinl; suitable for continuous, real time data. Furthermore the inherent
modularity in the design, with separate knowledge sources, accommodates (a) a
structured approach to knowledge acquisition, (b) the addition of new functionality in any
future developments and (c) the future maintenance of the knowledge base.

5.2 The Model of the Ship and Ship's Systems

Constructing a demonstrator showing the feasibility of KBS techniques for damage
control on ships requires more than knowledge about how to interpret damage situations
and how to prescribe appropriate fire fighting actions. To demonstrate the full potential of
KBS it is essential that a sophisticated and flexible model of the ship is a part of the
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demonstrator. Such information is a central part of the knowledge possessed by, or
available to, a DCO when dealing with a damage situation.

The knowledge base in this demonstrator contains a powerful representation of
the appropriate features of the ship, including:-

* knowledge about the compartment
* the relationships between the compartments
* the damage status of the compartments
* the sensors and the relevant ship's systems.

This model is currently equipped to cope with a considerable expansion in the
scope of the possible damage scenarios. It is also straightforward to incorporate other
features of the ship, relating either to the ship's systems or the process of reasoning about
the damage situation. Additionally, the specific representation principles used in its
construction are easily generalisable for use in other ships.

5.3 Model of Ship Compartments

The zone of the ship represented in the knowledge base is described in terms of
ship compartments. All of the compartments are represented as being members of the
class "Compartments". They are in turn subdivided into members of Compartments on a
particular deck. The use of structured inheritance allows the assignment of properties
relevant to all compartments, by assigning the property to the class. This makes it
economical to input compartment information, and straightforward to reason about all
compartments. The information in the slots are statements about the compartment e.g.
the criticality of the compartment or the extent of heat threat to which the compartment
is subject, or relationships with other units such as the adjacent compartments or the
compartments' smoke sensor.

These slots contain information which is fixed under all circumstances such as

* the compartments adjacent to this one
" the ventilation systems in the compartment
* the type of the compartment
* the sensors in the compartment.

and information which may change a number of times in the course of a damage scenario
such as

* the probability of a fire in the compartment
* the status of the ventilation systems in the compartment
* the assessed priority for fire fighting action for the compartment.

Such data is used for reasoning about the state of the ship and the requirements and
progress of damage control.

5.4 Relationships between Compartments

An important feature of the model of the ship is the physical relationships between
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the compartments. A damage control operator, or in this case a damage control advisor,

needs to be aware of which compartments are adjacent, above and below all of the

compartments. If a fire has started in a particular compartment the system must know

which compartments are threatened by the fire and how to get to the compartment.

To this end a compartment has slots listing the compartments which are adjacent

on the same plane, above and below it. These are available to the system when

considering, for example, which other compartments are threatened by a fire in a

particular compartment. A general mechanism is available to construct this slot

information from co-ordinate data describing the boundaries of compartments

5.5 Model of Sensors

The model of the ship used in XDA uses a more extensive sensor fit than is the

practice in current build ships. The sensors providing damage control information to the

KBS cover:-

* smoke
* ambient heat
" flame
* boundary temperature
* door status
* ventilation system status.

The smoke, ambient heat, flame, and boundary temperature sensors give values

indicating the extent of the particular problem. For example, the smoke sensors have the

values "no smoke", "light smoke", "medium smoke" and "heavy smoke".

A qualitative representation such as this reflects human expert thinking and

knowledge representation in KBS, and should not be seen as a poor substitute for a more

precise numerical representation. It is a very powerful and appropriate method.

The sensors for door status indicate whether the door is open or closed. The

ventilation system sensors show whether the particular ventilation system is running or

stopped.

5.6 Shi's Systems

The model of the ship contains a limited number of the fire fighting facilities

normally available on the ship. A relevant subset of the HPSW and ventilation systems are

included. This allows the possibility of smoke spread and clearance by the ventilation

system, and also for the selection of the most appropriate fixed fire-fighting system to

tackle the problem.

The ventilation system in this zone includes:-

" Machinery space supply and exhaust
" Air treatment units
* Air filtration units
" Supply fans
* Exhaust tans.
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The HPSW system consists of:-

* Machinery space sprayers
" Magazine sprayers.

5.7 Simulation of sensor values and the ability to alter sensor fit

XDA has the facility to alter the sensor fit prior to running scenarios, in order to
assess the performance of the system with different levels of sensor information. This
setting of sensor fit is controlled from the Remote Data Entry Facility (RDEF).

The RDEF is a separate system on which a user can set the values of sensor data in
each compartment in accordance with a pre-planned scenario for a damage incident.
The user sets the values using an interactive display of compartments and sensors and
sends the data to XDA. It is essential that the user maintains a consistent model of the fire.
This facility implements a simple simulation of the sensor system which communicates
with XDA,

5.8 Fire and Repair Party Reports

XDA uses both sensor information and FRP Reports as the basis for damage
assessment. XDA offers the facility to input simulated personnel reports about the fire and
smoke damage status of compartments. This is done by pointing at the compartment
icon in the slhip display and selecting the required menu item.

All data, sensor and personnel reports, contribute to the damage assessment
process. Entry of either type of data is sufficient to initiate assessment. In XDA, much as in
the real situation, FRP Reports take priority over sensor data.

5.9 The Rule Bases

We give here a brief summary of the rule bases used in XDA and their inputs and
objectives. XDA contains the following knowledge sources, represented either as rule
classes or LISP procedures:-

Fire-damage-status-rule use fire sensor data and FRP fire reports about a
compartment to conclude the fire-damage-status of the compartment.

Smoke-damage-status-rule use smoke sensor data and FRP smoke reports about a
compartment to conclude the smoke-damage-status of the compartment.

Fire-model-rules are used to maintain the units representing the fire. They use the
damage-status and physical relations of compartments.

Smoke-threat-rules use the fire-damage-status and the smoke-damage-status,
physical relations and ventilation systems to determine the smoke-threat to a
compartment.

Heat-threat-rules use the fire-damage-status and the smoke-damage-status and
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physical-relations to determine the heat-threat to a compartment.

Compartment-concern-rules use the fire-damage-status and the smoke-damage-
status, heat-threat, smoke-threat and compartment-type of a compartment to conclude
the concern-level associated with a compartment.

Priority-rules use concern-level and compartment-value to conclude the priority-
for-action on a compartment.

Boundary-cooling-rules use the damage-status, heat-threat, accessibility of
compartments to advise on boundary cooling of a compartment.

Ventilation-system-restart-rules use the assessed-fire-model to determine whether
the ventilation system can be restarted.

Fixed-fire-fighting-system-rules use the assessed-fire-model and the ship-model to
advise on the use o fixed fire fighting systems.

5.10 Vaiidation of Rule Base

A rigorous approach to the development and testing of the rule bases was used.
The rule bases for XDA were documented in a structure and format that permitted the
MOD to assess the rules without use of the demonstrator. Changes to the rule bases and
the addition of further rule bases are documented in the same manner. This document
was maintained throughout the project as a public record of the current state of the rule
base. It provides a degree of visibility and clarity, together with a hbs verification not
easily achieved with the coded representation.

The generation of the paper version of the rule base was assisted by the use of an
intermediate form of representation where the rules were summarised in tabular form.
This method began by identifying the the objectives of the rule base. These are matched
in a matrix with the possible values of the range of input variables. This makes it relatively
straightforward to specify the combinations of input variables that combine as a rule togive each conclusion. Once complete, each row of the matrix is in effect a single rule,with translation to the 'English' paper representation of the rules a straightforward task.

5.11 The fire model and reasoning about incidents

In handling multiple damage incidents, the evaluation of damage threat for one
incident must take account of others. XDA takes account of the context of a damage
incident in oetermining the threat posed by the incident and in deciding the level of
action required.

This is achieved by the use of an explicit model of the fire(s) held by XDA. The fire-
modelkmaintainer-process and the fire-model-assessor processes are dedicated to
updating units representing the current fire damage believed to be affecting the ship.
This representation of the fire includes properties such as the affected-compartments,
fire-incident-boundary, smoke-threatened-compartments and the heat-threatened-
compartments. By combining this with various compartment properties relating to fire
damage, such as fire-damage-status, smoke-damage-status, concern-level and source-of-
concern, XDA can successfully discriminate between the affects of different incidents and
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prioritise the need for action accordingly.

5.12 The user interface

XDA has been provided with a user interface equivalent to that needed by an
operator.

(a) User control. The user has a high degree of control over the display of
information in XDA. The displays of the 'ire representation or the advice will not change
unless the user initiates the change. The user is primed when the screen display is not
current.

(b) Ship Displays. There are two displays of information on ship status, the Ship
Layout Window and the Ship Status Panel. The compartment icons in the Ship Layout
Window can be pointed at to select menu items for DCDR access and FRP report inputs.
The Compartment Status Panels in the Ship Status Window include information on the
sensor values and on the FRP Fire and Smoke reports.

(c) Fire Reoresentation and Advice. An extensive display of XDA's current view of
the fire(s) is displayed upon request in the Fire Fighting Advice Window. The operator can
interact with this display at the compartment and the ire level, allowing access to advice
on boundary cooling, smoke and heat threat, the use of fixed fire fighting systems and the
DCDR emulation. All fire fighting advice is displayed in the lower half of the Fire Fighting
Advice Window.

(d) DCDR A DCDR emulation is provided for a limited set of compartments. This is
accessible from the compartment icons in the Ship Layout Window and the fire
representation. It has a similar layout to the DCDR, with a central display and menu
buttons down the side allowing access to specific information. Menu items are selected
by mouse.

5.13 The integration with the DCDR

The focus of attention in XDA is less about providing advice about fighting fires and
more about providing a detailed assessment of the fire situation. This reflects more
accurately the role of the DCO, fire fighting being the responsibility of the team at the fire.
A DCDR emulation in XDA provides much of the information supporting a DCO's
activities. All DCDR information is accessed with the mouse through te compartment
icon in either the Ship Layout Window or the Fire Image in the Fire Fighting Advice
Window. The DCDR information is displayed on a alternative screen display. Details of
the DCDR have been given in Section 3
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6. XDA RESPONSE TO A DAMAGE INCIDENT

In this section we describe the response of XDA to a damage incident using
photographs of the XDA screen with an extended caption.

6.1 The XDA desktop

Figure 1 shows one deck of the ship fire zone display in the Ship Layout Window
(top left), Ship Status Window (top right), Software Engineer's window (bottom right), Fire
Fighting Advice Window (bottom middle) and the Intermediate Reasoning Window
(a ovebottom left).

IiI

Figure 1. The XDA desktop
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6.2 RDEF- Sensor value simulation

From RDEF an initial sensor fit is defined by setting smoke, heat, fire, boundary and
door sensors as available or unavailable. The RDEF is used by the person responsible for
developing the simulation of a fire/smoke incident and is run independently of XDA. As
shown in Figure 2,the data file can be sent at any time to a buffer in XDA by selecting the
Set Values menu. An XDA process reads the buffer.

I ie Windowus [foal Decks Set Values Sa ,v-rsqi it
Beck 2

PECR What is the oalue of n{ smoke sensor?:LLEht

f~lED (~j~EVENT

C RRiDOr COP!PICORIDRR

6bJ h -i b bJ -6hIe C ENTRE W 5O

Iu I & 12 EEIR/ItIR (AIR) -AIJ~ 0 ----

Figure 2. RDEF display and interaction
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6.3 First indications of Fire 1

Data has been sent from RDEF. XDA correctly interprets it as a large fire in the
recreation space with smoke spread outside. Figure 3 shows the sensor values displayed in
the compartment sensor status window, grouped by compartment.

-IIj

Figure 3. First indications of FIRE 1
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6.4 The user asks for advice

A second fire develops. There is a fire in the SCC and in the corridor outside. This
shows up (see Figure 4) as a second fire icon labelled FIRE 2

At this stage the user cdn ask for advice by selecting either the FIRE icon or the
compartment icon. Advice covers zones fires and compartments. Zone advice advises on
smoke control. Fire wide advice advises on boundary cooling, use of fixed systems, display
of location, size and source of smoke and heat threats. The user has previously selected
advice on heat threats from the pop-up menu obtained by pointing at the icon for FIRE 1.
The heat threats are displayed, sorted according to the size of the threat. The diagram
shows the selection of compartment advice which is given via the DCDR.

, I- '

Figure 4. Information by compartment
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6.5 DCDR Access

The DCDR can be selected via the ship layout, with the operator controlling the

selection options. Alternatively, if the operator accesses the DCDR as shown in Figure 6.4

via the compartment icon in the Fire Fighting Advice Window, XDA will select the

appropriate part of the DCDR encyclopedia (Figure 5) to display information related to the

incident thus simplifying the operators task.

Figure 5 shows the SCC and the operator is selecting additional information from

the selection buttons.

I~LII

Figure 5. DCDR layout
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6.6 Merged Fires

FIRE I and FIRE 2 have merged. XDA has deduced this and shows in Figure 6 a
single, more complex fire as FIRE 1. Figure 6 also shows the operator inputting a FRP
Report via the Ship Layout.

"M- IN

Figure 6. Merged fires and FRP Report input
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7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Benefits of the design of XDA

We estimate that about 90-95% of XDA could be re-used in future developments
which might include extension to further zones, longer term damage incidents, other
damage categories (flooding, structural damage etc) or alternative uses than as a decision
aid to the DCO, such as a training aid or sensor set evaluation.

The basis of this estimate is that such developments would involve revision of the
user and hardware interfaces, extension of the ship model or the extension, amendment
or addition of knowledge sources.

The modularity of the design has been an important principle which allows for the
relative ease with which extensions to XDA could be made. This, in tandem with the use
of a blackboard architecture allows the system developer to add new functionality in the
form of new subdomain expertise or knowledge sources which do not impact substantially
on the overall system. The modularity also allows the decoupling of representation from
the functionality of the knowledge sources. the designer is free to select the appropriate
method of representation, including algorithmic or computational methods (e.g. for
stability), for the particular activity. Furtlermore the specification of the functionality of
each knowledge source, its implementation and its testing and maintenance is assisted by
the modularity.

7.2 The operatign of XDA

The assessment of XDA has shown it to be robust, although there are a number of
operational difficulties which arise from its prototype nature and the features of the
development environment.

A useful screen area has been made available for advice and assessment, however,
the optimum way of displaying ship layout for a complete ship rather than a single zone
needs careful consideration as will the means of displaying sensor information from a large
number of compartments.

The use of pull down and pop-up menus is thought to be an acceptable means for
controlling the presentation but the design will need to ensure that the options available
to a user at any stage are clear to even an inexperienced user in a stressful situation.

The rule base continues to need enhancement and refinement which will come
through wider use and further testing. However XDA is able to recognise multiple
incidents, show the boundaries of each incident and provide an assessment of the
compartments which are threatened by fire and smoke and recommend priorities for
action on incident affected compartments.

7.3 Full imlementation

XDA assumes the availability of a large number of sensors throughout the ship. In a
true ship installation it is likely that there would be far fewer sensors fitted, primarily due to
the cost of installation and maintenance and the limited extra information provided. Also
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in developing XDA, a basic assumption has been that the data provided by sensors is
reliable, whereas in a true damage incident sensors would fail and either inaccurate data
would be provided or a loss of data would occur. In both these situations of additional
uncertainty a knowledge based approach can be used to interpret with reduced
information.

The validation of the rule base would have to be addressed prior to a ship
installation. It would not be feasible to trace a path through all possible combination of
events to which XDA would respond. The experience gained to date suggests that the use
of a staged development approach as outlined in the Appendix together with the
modularity of the software architecture will provide an approach to validation.
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10. APPENDIX: The Knowledge Based System Lifecycle

A KBS is implemented in software but a conventional software lifecycle is not
appropriate primarily because of the difficulties of specifying the knowledge based
elements of the system in advance of design and implementation. Furthermore there are
often technical issues regarding the methods for representing knowledge and for
reasoning with that knowledge which must be resolved through prototyping and
incremental development.
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The development of KBS software should progress through the following stages.

a) A Preliminary Study Stage. The potential application is considered with
particular attention to its suitability for KBS techniques.

b) An Experimental Stage.The feasibility of the KBS is confirmed and a
number of decisions concerning Knowledge representation, reasoning
mechanisms and architecture are taken. A representative sub-domain is
selected for implementation trials. The software requirements for the next
stage, the Prototv'ne Stage, should be identified.

c) The Prototype Stage. This is the first full scale implementation of the KBS
addressing the complete domain. The objective of this phase is to evaluate
the KBS functions before developing an operational system. The prototype
will be developed iteratively, each cycle involving some modification of the
knowledge base. The user interfaces should be well designed. The
hardware interfaces should simulate the operational inputs-outputs so that
the evaluation can be carried out using realistic data.

d) The Operational System Stage.This consists of integrating the KBS in the
target enviro m it. Software engineering methods should be used.
Maintenance procedures must be established in particular regarding
modifiratinns (amendments to, additions to, or deletions from) the
knowled6, base.

Within each stage a suitable method of work which ensures an appropriate set of
documentation should be put in place. YARD uses a development model for knowledge
engineering within each stage which provides visibility of progress and ensures quality of
results.

The system described in this paper is at the experimental stage, but has been developed
using appropriate software engineering principles.

12. ABBREVIATIONS

Al Artificial Intelligence
ANBCDO Action NBCD Officer
DCO Damage Control Officer
DCDR Damage Control Retrieval System
DSAC Damage Surveillance and Control
FRP Fire and Repair Party
KBS Knowledge Based System
MCAS Machinery Control and Surveillance
MEO Mechanical Engineering Officer
MOD Ministry of Defence
NBCD Nuclear, Biological, Chemical, Damage
PE Procurement Executive
RDEF Remote Data Entry Facility
SCC Ship Control Centre
XDA EXpert Damage Assessor
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GENERIC CONTROLLER CARD SET FOR ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEMS

by Roger L. Price
and Timothy G. Scott

Naval Weapons Support Center Crane
and by Andrew J. Mazzeo
Naval Sea Systems Command

1. ABSTRACT

This paper describes the use of the Generic Controller
Card Set (GCCS) as the nucleus of the Navy Universal Digital
Electronic Controller (NUDEC) in advanced systems. A NUDEC
system provides both hardware and software to implement
control algorithms for advanced systems such as: variable
geometry inter-cooled regenerative (ICR) gas turbines,
electric plant load scheduling, power scheduling for
propulsion and pulsar weaponry, or platform stabilization in
rudder roll steering systems. Central control, distributed
control, pre-processing, post-processing, and levels of
redundancy and fault tolerance can be achieved with Central
Processing Units (CPU's), Multi-function Controllers,
memories, and smart Input/Output (I/O) modules. NUDEC also
contains the processing and memory capacity to implement
artificially intelligent (AI) expert systems for more capable
advance control systems. Comprehensive module level Built-
in-Test (BIT) is also supplied to diagnose and report module
or system level failures.

2. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of advanced system architectures in
Naval combatants and support ships, control systems will be
required to operate within a high speed multi-tasking
environment. These control systems will dictate the use of
high speed, real time processors to analyze machinery sensor
data, resolve intricate control algorithms, and return the
required control signals. Advanced control system modules
will be required to operate as central control elements for
processing common algorithms and performing supervisory
duties as well as distributed dedicated processing elements
to effect fast data manipulation and fail safe checks. These
systems must also be highly reliable, cost effective, and
easy to maintain. The NUDEC system is based on a high level
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open architecture bus protocol (IEEE 1296, Intel's Multibus
II iPSB) for interagent communications and the implementation
of primitive data buses to perform dedicated I/O control.
Thus NUDEC delivers the necessary centralized and distributed
processing paths to meet the requirements for managing these
advanced systems. The modules comprising the NUDEC system
are format "E" Standard Electronic Modules (SEM) developed as
standards under the GCCS program. These modules incorporate
all of the reliability features of the SEM program, contain a
complete function on a card, and incorporate module level BIT
circuitry and algorithms to perform on-line diagnostics and
fault logging.

3. BACKGROUND

There are three major elements that comprise the NUDEC
system: the bus backplane, the card cage/thermal dissipation
system, and the GCCS modules including system unique signal
conditioning (S/C) modules.

3.1 Bus backplane

The bus backplane is a twenty four slot multiple bus
interconnect structure comprised of a single Intel parallel
system bus (iPSB), two Intel local bus extension (iLBX II)
buses, and a power interface/distribution system. Four of
the slots are reserved for SEM E power supplies, or as an
electrical interface for other types of power supplies. The
power distribution system may contain as many as four
different source voltages and three distinct ground returns
within the backplane. Module slots are connected together to
form a twenty module general communication iPSB protocol
backplane on which any of the GCCS modules can communicate.
At each end of the iPSB backplane, five slots are connected
to form two iLBX II protocol high speed direct CPU to memory
interfaces. A group of pins in each slot is reserved for the
system user. None of these pins are connected, so all
connections between modules in this region require wire
wrapping. The primitive address/data buses (Local/Dual Port)
in a NUDEC system will reside in the user defined area. This
bus allows general purpose communication initiated by a
Controller module to memories and/or I/O modules. The user
defined area will also contain the S/C interconnects to I/O
modules, RS-422 interfaces, and cabling to/from the NUDEC.

3.2 Card cage/thermal dissipation

The card cage/thermal dissipation system holds the
backplane, GCCS, and S/C modules in place and dissipates the
heat from the modules, format "E" modular power supplies, and
backplane. Thermal management for the NUDEC system utilizes
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a conduction cooling scheme for heat dissipation. The heat
generated by active components on the electronic modules is
conducted through the module frame to the guide rib area.
Wedge lock module retainers clamp the module guide rib
against the card cage rails, thereby providing a low thermal
resistance path between the module guide ribs and the card
cage. Heat conducted into the card cage frame is removed by
heat exchangers located in the rails. The heat exchangers
transfer the heat to cooling air supplied through a fan/duct
assembly.

3.3 GCCS modules

The GCCS consists of "building block" modules that can
be configured to meet a wide variety of controller
applications. The standard modules contain a complete
specific function and an iPSB protocol bus interface.
Resident hardware and firmware on all modules assists in
system, module, and component fault detection and isolation.
The CPU module is built around a 32 bit processor and
coprocessor core for high level data processing and floating
point math capability. Resident high speed pipe-lined memory
allows the CPU module to operate efficiently and minimizes
off card accesses. In dedicated control scenarios the
Controller module is a lower cost option to the CPU module.
The Controller's resident non-volatile memory allows user
defined efficient dedicated control tailored to the
application or low level data processing to augment a CPU.
In addition to Multibus II applications, the module can be
used alone or with I/O modules in applications that do not
require an iPSB interface. Analog to digital (A/D), digital
to analog (D/A), and discrete I/O (DIO) are the present I/O
modules. Application flexibility for the system I/O is
accomplished by varied operational mode capability, iPSB bus
master interface, and primitive bus communications to the
Controller module through a dual port memory. This memory is
accessed by the Controller module on the Local/Dual Port bus
interface. The random access memory (RAM) and erasable
programmable read only memory (EPROM) modules provide
additional scratch pad or program storage. The memories
communicate with the CPU module using the iLBX II bus and to
the Controller with the Local/Dual Port bus. They also act
as global memory on the iPSB bus and can communicate with any
of the processing or I/O modules. System unique S/C modules
are used to condition inputs from sensors and loads to levels
appropriate to the I/O modules, and to condition outputs from
the I/O modules to levels appropriate to the system. These
modules produce the specific level shifting, scaling, or
drive required for each application that would not be
appropriate on a general purpose module.
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4. CONTROL HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

The versatility of the backplane and GCCS module set
affords NUDEC with an efficient architecture for implementing
high complexity controls. The multiple bus backplane
supplies the interconnect structure for modules, distributes
power, and interfaces signals to/from the control system.
The iPSB bus allows high speed real time communication for
centralized control to transpire. A centralized processing
module is able to efficiently receive sensor data and
transmit control data through messages across the iPSB bus
to/from other modules. The iPSB bus also promotes an
atmosphere in which distributed processing can occur. Tasks
can be segregated into dedicated fast ata manipulation or
pre-processing routines and performed by additional processor
or I/O modules. Pertinent information can then be passed by
messages across the bus to the central control module(s).
With the iLBX II buses, multiple CPU's are able to share fast
common memory and perform parallel processing on intricate
control algorithms for quicker resolution. A NUDEC system
will contain a mix of GCCS modules (processors, memories, and
I/O) to perform the specific control function. The
processor modules will handle system housekeeping and
maintenance functions and supply control algorithm solutions
from sensor data gathered by the I/O modules. Memories will
maintain the storage area for system algorithms, any
nonresident processor specific routines, CPU operating
systems, and system level maintenance routines. I/O modules
are divided into two types: GCCS I/O modules and S/C modules.
Machinery sensor data is transmitted or received by I/O
modules and passed from/to other GCCS modules within the
system.

4.1 Processing

The two processing modules in the NUDEC system are the
CPU and Controller. They are responsible for obtaining
sensor data from I/O modules, interpreting the data, solving
control algorithms, and returning operational commands to the
machinery. In advanced control systems, communication with
other equipment or control systems will be necessary for
integrated control. Direct or indirect communication with
external equipment or systems requiring periodical or on
demand updates is possible with the NUDEC processing modules.
RS-422 interfaces produce a point to point communication
capability or they can be placed in a master/slave
arrangement. Advanced control systems will also be required
to perform self diagnostics and operate with diverse recovery
scenarios. In conjunction with data and control processing,
GCCS processors may also be tasked with the collection and
processinq of module fault data for system use. This fault
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information is automatically generated in each of the GCCS
modules by resident on-line hardware and firmware and if
possible stored in non-volatile and iPSB accessible memory.
Bus and system level diagnostics can be implemented with the
processing modules to aid in system fault detection and
recovery. The fault recovery could be a simple safe shut
down of the system, switching to a degraded mode of
operation, or a full reallocation of the system resources to
maintain full operational capability. To perform effectively
in a centralized control system a processor will be required
to handle all system housekeeping functions, solve all
control algorithms, communicate with data gathering modules
and memories, and act as the central clearing house for all
control activity. The GCCS processing modules can handle any
system housekeeping necessary to maintain a logical flow of
data within the system. These modules communicate to the
other agents (memories modules or I/O modules) by various
methods and on multiple bus paths. Module initialization,
module configuration, and fault information is located in and
accessed by the iPSB bus using the interconnect space
protocol which uses an eight bit single transfer of data
between modules. The module's host processor is not involved
in or interrupted by the module to module interconnect data
transfer. Memory communications may be conducted on the iPSB
and iLBX II buses by a CPU module, or on the iPSB and the
Local/Dual Port buses by a Controller module. A distributed
control system requires processor modules to perform
dedicated processing and control algorithms, communicate with
other processing agents, share common memory space, and
control dedicated I/O. A Controller module with its resident
user memory is programmable for dedicated control and data
processing. Its implementation of the Local/Dual Port bus
allows independent control of I/O resources and memory data
in conjunction with the iPSB global memory and I/O resources.
Both processor modules can communicate with each other or
with I/O modules using unsolicited message passing on the
iPSB bus. In the unsolicited message protocol, a single 32
byte data packet is transferred. The CPU's can communicate
using iPSB solicited messages which transfers multiple 32
byte data packets with a single bus arbitration.

4.2 Memory

The RAM and EPROM modules provide mass data storage for
NUDEC systems. EPROM modules will contain the non-volatile
memory used by CPU modules for operating systems, system BIT
routines, and control programs and algorithms. Any
additional non-volatile data and firmware required by
Controller modules that is not contained in the resident
memory will reside on EPROM modules as well. The EPROM
modules may also be used for storage of I/O module programs
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for download by a Controller or CPU module. All temporary
data storage in a NUDEC system will be in RAM modules when on
board processor memory space is insufficient. Both memory
modules are dual access capable with an iPSB bus interface,
and another dual function interface that can be connected to
an iLBX II bus or the Controller module's primitive
Local/Dual Port bus. This multiple connection capability
allows one memory type to service an entire system, thus
reducing system cost and complexity. Up to four memory
modules can be connected to a single CPU module across the
iLBX II bus. To facilitate high speed multi-processing
applications two CPU modules can be connected to as many as
three memory modules on an iLBX II bus. In addition, data
may be passed from Controller or I/O modules directly to the
memories via the iPSB bus, instead of directly passing data
messages to a CPU module. This allows a CPU module to
directly access data from several sources across the high
speed iLBX II bus as the data is needed. One of each type of
memory module can be connected to a Controller module on the
Local/Dual Port bus to expand the module memory or for use
instead of the on board user memory. This high speed multi-
access capability enhances a NUDEC system's ability to
control advanced systems.

4.3 I/O

The GCCS I/O modules (discrete I/O, A/D converter, and
D/A converter) are the interface to the external world from a
NUDEC system. Each module performs a single specific
function for one or more processor modules, and thereby
supports the versatility and fault isolation capability
necessary for high complexity control systems. Multiple
signal types can be controlled by a single I/O module with
the use of signal conditioning modules. These signal
conditioning modules are used to level shift, scale, or
increase the drive power for the signals to/from the I/O
modules. System fault detection and isolation is unaffected
by the addition of signal conditioning modules, since any I/O
module can control and test all S/C modules to which it is
attached. This on-line testing is conducted so that it will
not affect the operation of the system, and if a fault is
detected, the I/O module will report the fault to the system
test handler. All of the I/O modules can be accessed across
the iPSB bus and/or the Controller module's Local/Dual Port
bus to further increase reliability and capability. The DIO
module contains ninety-six off/on (zero Volt/five Volt)
signals which can be used to control/monitor switches, etc.
For added versatility, these signals can be software
configured in groups of eight as either inputs or outputs.
The A/D module has 32 channels for converting analog input
signals into digital data that can then be forwarded to one
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of the processing modules for interpretation. The D/A module
has 16 channels on which digital input data from one of the
processing modules can be output as analog signals. Both the
A/D and D/A modules have pin programmable voltage ranges to
increase versatility, or a voltage level outside these ranges
can be scaled for acceptance by a signal conditioning module.
In addition to the pre-programmed operational modes of each
module, all of the I/O modules can be loaded at the user's
discretion with pre-processing programs to condition the data
before transmission to the processing modules. This
additional feature allows the burden of signal processing to
be distributed throughout the system.

5. CONCLUSION

Since Navy platforms will increase in complexity to meet
both the low and high level threats of the future, ship
control systems must provide a high speed multi-tasking
environment to exploit the capabilities of emerging
technologies. These control systems will require high speed,
real time processing capability to analyze sensor data, apply
the data in intricate operational algorithms, and return the
required control signals. Advanced control systems must have
high data throughput, quick response times, and levels of
redundancy and fault tolerance. These systems must also be
reliable, cost effective, and easy to maintain. The Navy
Universal Digital Electronic Controller is able to meet all
of the Navy requirements for control systems, now and in the
future. It gives the flexibility and speed in control and
data processing that high complexity systems require. The
ease of implementation, the built in redundancy, and the high
level of testing and fault isolation in a NUDEC allows the
construction of a wide range of high complexity control
systems.

END NOTE

Multibus II, iPSB, iLBX II are trademarks of Intel
Corporation and its affiliates.
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ENHANCED P R 0 P U L S I 0 N C 0 N T R 0 L BY USING AN

ADVANCED ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM

by F. Butscher
and M. Muller

MTU Deutsche Aerospace

I. ABSTRACT

Propulsion Control has a major importance among the different fields
of Ship Control. Many complex Propulsion Control Systems (PCS) have been de-
veloped in the past. Most of them are exposed to the same problem: The in-
terface between the PCS-computer and the conventional equipped propulsion
engines, with their mechanical governors, pneumatic actuators and parallel
cabled sensors, restrict the efficiency of the entire system.
MTU, known as a manufacturer of Diesel engines and Gas turbines cleared away
these restrictions for its own and other PCS by developing a computerized
Engine Control 5ystem (ECS), which covers all engine-related control func-
tions and offers an adequate interface to the Propulsion Control System. In
addition an Integrated Load Profile Recorder supplies the PCS with informa-
tions about "Life Cycle Consumption".

The paper contains a treatise of the various tasks of the Engine
Control Systems the different approaches of the interface to the superior
PCS and new "Propulsion Control" features. The advantages of the combination
of ECS and PCS are shown in 3 different examples:

" speed boat with four shaft FPP-propulsion
" corvette with two shaft CODAD-CPP propulsion
" frigate with two shaft CODOG-CPP propulsion.

2. INTRODUCTION

The Propulsion Control System incorporates all components required
for propulsion plant control and regulation. The main element is the Remote
Control System (RCS), which performs all of the important control functions
automatically. It relieves the operating personel of such tasks as configu-
ration, control and supervision of the propulsion plant. Furthermore, in-
correct control processes are eliminated to a great degree and the propul-
sion plant condition is diagnosed continuously. These tasks are fulfilled by
the RCS in conjunction with the engine mounted subassemblies such as sen-
sors, actuators, etc. (Fig. I).
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Electrical and functional connection of the RCS to the engine pe-
ripheral equipment is extremely difficult due to the large number of inter-
faces involved. The technical possibilities and operational reliability of
the PCS are therefore limited.

The solution to this problem, as discussed in this paper, avoids di-
rect connections between the RCS and the engine peripheral equipment by in-
terposing the Engine control System which performes the engine and gearbox
specific control functions (Fig. 2)

3. CONVENTIONAL PCSs AND THEIR DISADVANTAGES

3.1 Matching to the various types of sensors and actuators

There are no binding standards for sensors and actuators. As a result
the manufacturers of diesel engines, gas turbines, gearboxes, propellers,
etc. employ a great variety of different types of actuators and sensors. The
necessity of matching the system to this conglomeration of subsidiary equip-
ment makes RCS standardization extremely difficult. Sensors with different
functional sequences require modification of the RCS interface circuitry.
The software must also be adapted to each type of sensor, particularly in
the linearization and normalizing sub-routines.

Adaption to the actuators is even more difficult as two additional
factors, i.e. power range and the dynamic characteristics, must be taken in-
to consideration. The latter is especially critical for actuators are to be
operating in "closed-loop control" since the available datas are in many ca-
ses insufficient regarding the dynamic characteristics.

3.2 Slnal transfer by parallel wiring

Many signals have to be transmitted between the RCS and the pro-
pulsion machinery. Figure 1 shows the best known version. To date this has
been accomplished by parallel wiring using the "one conductor one signal"
principle. Continuously increasing PCS complexity leads to more conductors,
and connectors, that means a rise of costs and a reduction of reliability.

3.3 Insufficient flexibility and stability of mechanical or
mechanical-hydraulic speed aovernors

Conventional centrifugal governors are difficult to calibrate. Many
times the adjustment repeatability is poor and heavy long-term adjustment
drift is to be expected. This undesireable side-effect must be detected and
rectified by the RCS. Adaptation of the governor parameters as a function of
operational conditions is hardly to achieve, with such conventional gover-
nors which can, under certain circumstances, lead to an oscillating engine
speed. Extensive RCS measures (anti-cyclic speed demand) are required to
suppress such effects.
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4. ENGINES AND THEIR ELECTRONIC CONTROL

Engine Control System have been developed not only in order to eli-
minate the problems described in the previous chapter but also to meet the
precise control requirements inherent to the new-generation engines.

4.1 Diesel engines

a. Characteristics of state-of-the-art diesel technoloqy

The last 8 years have brought about considerable advances in the de-
velopment of fast-running, high-perfomance diesel engines. The specific po-
wer-to-weight ratio has been improved by some 30% without involving any ap-
preciable change to the basic engine components or dimensions. This advance
has been achieved by two innovations in the field of exhaust turbocharging,
i.e.: a sequential turbocharging, Figs. 3 + 4 and

a two-stage turbocharging in conjunction with sequential tur-
bocharging.

The former allows a considerable torque increase, particularly in the medium
speed range. The latter allows charge air pressures up to approximately 5
bar (gauge). In order to avoid impermissibly high combustion pressures due
to these high charge air pressures, the engine compression ratio has been
reduced. The resultant, initially poor, combustion characteristics in the
idle and low-load operating modes have been returned to aceptable levels by
a series of measures, the most important being:

w Cylinder bank cutout
Only one bank of cylinders is supplied with fuel

w Charge transfer
The air charge in the non-firing cylinders is transferred to the
opposing (firing) cylinders during the compression stroke which
leads to a temporary rise in the compression-ratio.

v Ctrge air preheating
T',e intercooler is supplied with temperature-regulated engine coo-
lant instead of seawater. As a result, the charge air is cooled in
the high-load range and heated in the low-load range.

b. Engine Control System (ECS) for Diesel-enaines

These new features of the advanced engine-technology require an
electronic control system which additionaly must cover the conventional con-
trol requirements as speed governor, start and stop sequences. Therefore, an
adequate technology was chosen: a microprocessor based hardware in a rugge-
dised casing in order to be mounted in the engine room. As shown in Figs. S
and 6 the ECS-tasks are divided into governing-, controlling- safety- and
diagnostic functions. The latter became more and more important during the
recent years and is mostly named fuilt in jest lquipment or Integrated Test
ystem. Fig.7. In addition to the current standard procedures for detection

of malfunctions and hidden irregularities, this subsystem is capable of cal-
culation and storage of life-data. Worthy of specific mention in this
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respect is the ECS "Running Profile Recorder". Fig.8. This is an array of
digits covering the engine performance map (fuel rack position versus engine
speed). This unit registers the number of seconds the engine operates in
each power range. Provided the appropriate machinery-constructional datas
are known this information can be used to calculate the life-cycie consump-
tion details.

4.2 Gas turbines

Various types of gas turbines were prepared and installed by mtu for
marine applications in the past. Even an ECS for gas turbines (ECS-GT25) has
been developed . (Fig.9) This unit follows the philosophy of the ECS pre-
viously created for Diesel engines: to cover all control-, governor- and su-
pervision functions as well as to communicate with the RCS by a serial link.
Therefore the communication to the RCS involves only minimum effort even
with CODOG propulsion system.

5. ACHIEVED ADVANTAGES

5.1 Interface simplification

The new-generation MTU Engine Control System (ECS) allows acquisition
of all engine and gearbox measured data which are then standardized; the
operational and limit values are calculated and stored in a data memory.
This data pool is available to the superior RCS and, if necessary, to the
Monitoring Control System (MCS). Data transfer is via physicaly separated,
bi-directional data links or bus systems which, if required, are designed as
redundant systems. To date RS-422 interfaces have been preferred; connection
to an ETHERNET-bus is currently under test.

The roundabout route via pneumatic or hydraulic auxiliary systems is
no longer necessary. Interface and data transfer problems have been elimina-
ted. The amount of wiring required between the propulsion system components
and the RCS has been reduced to approximately 10% of that originally requi-
red.

5.2 Storage and presentation of engine oDerating and diagnostic data

The simplified interface to the ECS has the advantage that all
engine-related data and the "Load Profile Recorder" integrated into the ECS
have access to the RCS, and MCS, master data bases located in the main con-
trol room or on the bridge. All data are permanently stored in these data
bases and are prepared to be displayed either on a screen (Fig.10) or dialo-
gue unit.
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5.3 PCS improvement possibilities

As a matter of principle it is possible to say that, due to the in-
telligent ECS systems the performance capacities for modern propulsion sy-
stems have been increased considerably.

Here are a few examples:

" Optimum power matching of several shaftlines (see 6.1).
" Power matching during course change operation (see 6.1).
" Optimum power matching for DAD systems by simple changeover

from master mode (speed governor) to slave mode (fuel injection
governor) (see 6.2).

" Schedule map correction as a function of static and dynamic po-
wer limitation due to:

Intake air temperature according to ISO 3046/1
Seawater temperature according to ISO 3046/1
Fuel temperature
Charge air pressure

(see 6.3).
" Optimization of acceleration, i.e. load acceptance control with

optimum torque development (e.g. CPP propulsion Fig.11).

Fig. 1 shows, the acceleration characteristics of a PCS with
and without "load control". In the case of propulsion systems
without ECS the lack of reliable signals often means that only
time-dependent specified setting commands can be given to the
propulsion engine and the CPP. The result is not sufficient.
Either the acceleration ramp is very slow or it is adjusted to
normal conditions. But this approach would lead to an overload
situation if a change appeared in enviromental conditions, i.e.
hull fouling, increased displacement, high ambient temperatures
etc.. The maneuver is never matched to the best conditions. In
the case of MTU propulsion systems, the ECS supplies the RCS
with a qualified signal which provides information on the power
reserves available at all acceleration phases. This information
is used for the calculation of propulsion engine speed and pro-
peller pitch settings. This results in optimized acceleration
and crash maneuvers which, irrespective of peripheral condi-
tions, convert the maximum possible engine power into pro-
pulsive thrust.

" Torsional vibration monitoring with alarm initiation and Sche-
dule map correction if alternating torque limit is exceeded
(Fig. 12). Due to external influences on the propeller, or pos-
sible engine misfires, torsion vibrations may be created which
can endanger the propulsion system components, especially the
coupling. Fig. 12 shows schematically how the PCS reacts. Based
on its "inside-information", the ECS calculates both the load
torque and the alternating torque. If the alternating torque or
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the total torque, exceeds the permitted limit, the RCS change
the "Demand" signals for engine speed and propeller pitch until
the excessive torsional vibration (resonance point) is passed
over. As far as possible, the ship's speed is kept constant du-
ring this procedure.

a Selection capability for optimization of various operational
parameters, such as, for instance:

Noise reduction
Fuel consumption

5.4 DeveloDment and test smpltficaton

Employment of the Engine Control System has considerable advantages
not only for practival in-ship service but also in the development laborato-
ry. When developing and testing PCSs it is not necessary for each and every
analogue or binary value to be available as hardware.The serial data flow
can be realized using an original ECS or an personal computer for simula-
tion.

6. EXAMPLES

6.1 Speed boat with four-shaft FPP oropulsion

The propulsion system configuration shown in Figs. 13 and 14 com-
prises four shaftlines each with a propulsion diesel, a revers reduction ge-
arbox and and a fixed-pitch propeller. Each shaftline is controlled by an
independent RCS using identical hard- and software. The number of control
stands can be extended in accordance with the customer's options. Each pro-
pulsion engine is provided with its own ECS and is serial connected to the
associated RCS. The RCS components are integrated into a star network and
the information interchange from shaftline to shaftline is also via serial
data links.

In addition to the standard PCS tasks, another advantage of the
RCS/ECS constellation is worthy to mention. Actuation of a pushbutton allows
any desired shaftline to be selected for "Single Control Lever" operation.
Under cruise conditions this considerably eases ship's handling, in order to
change to another propulsion stage the person in command merely has to ope-
rate one lever instead of four; synchronisation and matching of all shaftli-
nes is assured by the RCS. The ECS provides the propulsion system with up-
to-date performance and status data which facilitates precise load balancing
between all four shaftlines. Propulsion engine overload due to incorrect
control commands, failure of one shaftline, uncoordinated acceleration, or
deceleration etc. are thus prevented. Even during course change , this func-
tion prevents unbalanced engine loading.
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6.2 Frigate/Corvette with two-shaft CODAD-CPP propulsion

Fig. 15

The propulsion system configuration depicted in Fig. 15 comprises two
shaftlines, each with two propulsion diesel engines, a reduction gearbox and
a controllable pitch propeller. Each shaftline is controlled by an indepen-
dent RCS. Each propulsion engine is provided with its own ECS.

Fig.15 roughly shows the interaction between an ECS per engine and
the RCS as referenced to one shaftline. A particular advantage, inherent to
this system, is the effective "Power Sharing".

Normally, in the cruise mode, only one engine is operative per shaft-
line. By pushbutton actuation in the control stand, this engine is des-
ignated as the "Master" engine and is automatically engaged. For the asso-
ciated ECS this "Master" designation means that the engine governor must
operate as a speed governor (Fig. 16 "Master Control Curve"). For higher
speeds the second engine is required. Again by pushbutton actuation, the
operator initiates full automatic second engine synchronization and engage-
ment. On completion of this procedure the second engine ECS receives the
designation signal "Slave" and switches the engine governor to the
fuel-injection governor mode. (Fig. 16 "Slave Control Curve").

The fuel injection governor has the sole task matching the master
engine load signal within the permissible speed limits. The loads per engine
are thus exactly identical. This is of particular importance in high-perfor-
mance applications as only so can the individual engine outputs be added to-
gether to produce the total power rating. Pre-selection of the "Master" or
"Slave" engine is not necessary as the operator can freely select the
"Master" unit under all operational conditi-ns.

The design and concept of RCS and ECS guarantee precise load sha-
ring, not only for static operational points along the propeller curve, but
also for dynamic, or transient, procedures such as occur during acceleration
and deceleration manoevers or in heavy sea conditions.

If the operator selects the "Single Control Lever" function, as des-
cribed in 6.2 then, once again, he has the advantage of full control of the
ship's propulsion system via a single control lever.

6.3 Frigate with two-shaft CODOG-CPP Dropulsion

Fig. 17
The propulsion system configuration depicted in Fig. 17 comprises two

shaftlines each with a propulsion diesel engine, a gas turbine, a reduction
gearbox with Self shifting Synchronizing Clutch (SSSC) and a controllable
pitch propeller. Each shaftline is controlled by an independent RCS. Each
propulsion unit is provided with its own ECS. Design and operation of this
PCS are identical to the previously described examples. Again, the ef-
ficiency of the RCS and ECS guarantees excellent handling with this propul-
sion system configuration.
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Fig. 18 demonstrates one advantages of the interface simplification
mentioned in 5.1 using the ambient temperature compensator as an example.

The ECS measures the power-relevant ambient temperature and transmits
the measured value to the RCS. Dependent upon which propulsion unit is cur-
rently active, i.e. diesel engine or gas turbine, the appropriate functions
are initiated to which the demand signals are then matched. For the gas tur-
bine a coefficient is calculated from the manufacturer's performance map
which, when multiplied by the temperature, produces a corrected demand si-
gnal. The ship's speed preselected by the operator in the control stand re-
mains unchanged.

7. SUMMARY

The propulsion control is enhanced by the combination of the Remote
Control System with an advanced Engine Control System. The following advan-
tages are achieved:

" Increase of Propulsion Control performance
" Increase of Propulsion Control reliability
" Reduction of ingeneering efforts
" RCS-evaluation by simulated machinery under real time conditions.

Modern engine technology combined with state of the art electronic control
offer a multitude of possibilities for layout and operation of power plants
in order to provide optimized and reliable propulsion with full considera-
tion of the technical specifications, safety requirments and economy as-
pects.
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in Data Propulion Plant

Propulsion System: 4 Diesel Engines MTIJ 20 V S38 T8 93;
Otiut: 4 x4,12OkWV
Ma.Speed (4 Diesel): 2!36 knots

natoro nawLl~

170-ft-Patrol Boat Fg1
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Main Data Propulsion Plant

Propulsion System: 4 Diesel Engines MTU 20 V 116318B93;
Outut 4 x 6,120 kW
Cruisinge. Speed (2d Diesel): z 20 knots

Ma.Sed (4 Diesel): 2!27.0 knots

+ Main Diesel

nao SounaatWn ="Lter

w

CODAD Propulsion Plant Fig. 15
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iMaln Data Propulsion Plant

Propulsion System: 2 Diesel Engines MTU 12 V 1163 TB 83;
2 Gas Turbines GE LM 2500-30

Output: 2 x 3,250 ktW (Diesel)
2 x 19,700 kW (Gas Turbines)

Cruising Speed (2 Diesel): k 20.0 knots
Max. Speed (2 Gas Turbines): 2!30.0 knots

I Ater- Main Diesel

00

U. C car ThruS, W,,an

CODOG Propulsion PlantFi.1
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NEW CONTROLS FOR THE POLAR STAR AND POLAR SEA ICEBREAKERS

by Guy Hardwick
TANO Marine Systems, Inc.

1. ABSTRACT

U. S. Coast Guard polar class icebreakers POLAR STAR
(WAGB 10) and POLAR SEA (WAGB 11) were built in the
mid-seventies. The Coast Guard has experienced problems
regarding reliability and maintainability with the original
control system. The original system supplier is no longer in the
marine controls business which has made spare parts supply a
difficult task. Recognizing the need to improve the situation,
the Coast Guard embarked upon a course to change out the
controls, developing a specification in the mid-eighties.

TANO won a contract in 1987 to remove the existing control
consoles from both ships and install new distributed
microprocessor control and monitoring systems compliant with
MIL-P-24423 as well as latest military technologies.

Several new control instruments were developed under this
contract to meet the rigid temperature and vibration requirements
experienced during icebreaking. This paper describes these new
devices plus other unique features of this new control system,
such as the trackball/CRT control inputs, and Ada software. The
paper also discusses the trade-off studies made during the design
process to achieve a high degree of both reliability and
maintainability.

2. INTRODUCTION

The POLAR STAR and POLAR SEA icebreakers were launched in
1973 and 1975 respectively at Lockheed Shipbuilding in Seattle,
Washington. These ships are 399 feet long and are the largest
icebreakers outside of the Soviet Union.

Propulsion machinery consists of Diesel-Electric or Gas Tur-
bine (CODOG) for three shafts with Escher Wyss controllable pitch
propellers. There are six main propulsion diesel generators.
Each shaft can be assigned either 1 or 2 main diesel generators
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to obtain either 3,000 or 6,000 hp per shaft while in the
electric mode. Pratt & Whitney gas turbines (model FT4Al2)
provide 20,000 hp (continuous duty, 25,000 hp surge) for each
shaft. Figure 2-1 shows the propulsion plant arrangement.

In diesel electric mode, ALCO diesel engines turn AC genera-
tors. The output is rectified to DC which drives Westinghouse
propulsion motors which turn the shafts. In gas turbine mode,
the free turbine output shaft drives a double-reduction gear,
which is coupled to the propeller shaft, just forward of the DC
propulsion motors.

The propulsion machinery is divided among five machinery
spaces: Diesel Room No. 1 and 2, Gas Turbine Room, Motor/Gear
Room, and Motor Room. The Motor Room contains the DC motor for
the centerline shaft as well as the CP propeller hydraulic
systems for all shafts.

The Engineering Control Center Console (ECCC) is located in
the Engineering Control Center (ECC) directly above the Motor
Room.

3. SITUATION ANALYSIS

The following is a brief overview of the system being re-
placed. The original monitoring and control system for these
ships (built by Barber-Coleman) was a hybrid digital/hardwired
design. Refer to figure 3-1. The propulsion control and moni-
toring was hardwired analog electronics. The control of the
electric ship service and auxiliary systems was also hardwired.
The monitoring of the auxiliary systems was done by a computer.
This computer-based system provided for alarms on individual in-
dicators, demand displays of analog parameters, and log print-
outs. A model KSR-33 teletype terminal was installed in the rear
of the control console for running diagnostics. All ship's
sensors were wired directly to the ECCC.

There are five propulsion control locations: primary control
from the ECCC and remote control at the Pilothouse Console,
Starboard Bridge-wing Console, Port Bridge-wing Console, and the
Aloft Conning Station. The aloft conn is an enclosed, heated
cubicle located on the mast at the 09 level. Access is internal
through the mast structure. Propulsion and steering control can
be transferred from the Pilothouse.

The throttle levers at the pilothouse were mechanically
linked by push-pull cables to the levers at the port and
starboard bridge-wing consoles. The pilothouse throttle levers
sent analog electric signals to the propulsion control system in
the ECCC.
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4. NEW1 AOIZT3CTYU

The new system is a distributed processing system incorpo-
rating five RDUs (remote data units). One RDU for each of the
five machinery spaces (see figure 4-1). The system features nine
militarized VMEbus processors using the Motorola MC68020 micro-
processor. The contract required the use of a commercially
available, industry standard processor bus using two-part
backplane connectors. VMEbus and Multi-Bus II both met the
contract requirements. TANO chose VMEbus based upon our usage of
VMEbus on the U.S. Navy T-AO 187 series of ships, as well as our
Ada programming experience with the Motorola 68000 series
microprocessor. TANO elected to design our own family of
militarized VMEbus modules because some features required (e.g.
high-resolution graphics) were not available elsewhere at thetime. We also felt that system configuration control could be
better managed if we had design control over the processors.

S. RDUs

Each RDU contains a TANO VME-68020 microprocessor and signal
conditioning electronics to acquire and send data to the sensors
and actuators assigned to it. This system uses TANO's military
qualified TDAC (TANO Data Acquisition and Control) sub-system
which performs the signal conditioning and interfacing to the
VNEbus processor. The TDAC sub-system has been used successfully
on U.S. Navy LSD-41 Class ships and U.S. Coast Guard WMEC-901
Class cutters.

Each machinery space also has one or more local panels for
visual and audible alarm indication. Since the machinery spaces
on these ships are periodically unmanned, the local alarm
acknowledge will automatically silence the audible horn or siren
after an operator enterable time delay.

6. DCCC

The ECCC is comprised of a six section console, each section
being 36 inches (91.4 cm) wide. For EMI protection as well as
protection during shipboard assembly, each section is constructed
as an individual deck-mounted console. The sections are bolted
together and to a common base once in place. The construction
also lends a high degree of independence between the functional
areas of propulsion control, auxiliary control, and vital alarm
syster.

The ECCC contains four TANO VME-68020 microprocessors, one
for each shaft, and one for the ship service electric plant and
auxiliary systems.
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6.1 PCAK8

Three of the ECCC's six sections are devoted to PCAMS
sub-systems (Propulsion Control and Monitoring System). There is
a separate PCAMS for the Starboard, Port, and Centerline shafts.
Each PCAMS is independent of the other: independent power input
and distribution, redundant DC power supplies, VME processor,
local interface electronics, CRT, LCD digital meters, throttle,
trackball, etc. The operator can control and monitor the
machinery dedicated to a given shaft or, in the case of diesel
generators, assigned to that shaft (this ship system allows the
operator to connect an alternate DG to any shaft DC motor drive).
Except for nameplate legends, the three PCAMS units are identical
hardware simplifying maintenance and logistics. Refer to figures
6-1 and 6-2.

a. PICM8 CRT The CRT's used on the PCAMS and the rest of
the TANO system are military grade (MIL-E-16400) high resolution
color monitors. The resolution is 800 x 600 pixels,
non-interlaced. The CRT is fed by a TANO designed VMEbus video
controller. The CRT screen is divided into four areas (see
figure 6-3):

o Central Display Area
o Demand Display Area
o Message and Alarm Area
o Sidebar Menu Area

In addition, the system provides pop-up menus for specific
purposes.

The normal PCAMS display is an overview mimic of the respec-
tive shaft showing the mode (GT or DG) and supporting systems.
Refer to figure 6-4. An alarm within a primary system will lead
the operator to a detailed mimic for that system to show the
operator the cause for the alarm. See figure 6-5 for an example
of a detailed mimic.

The operator can select any three analog parameters for con-
tinuous display (bar graph and digital format) at the top of the
CRT screen in the area reserved for demand displays.

The sidebar menu changes with the central display. The
sidebar, together with a trackball controlled cursor, allows the
operator to activate soft-keys to enter commands to the system to
bring up specific mimics. Detailed mimics allow the operator to
change the state of most propulsion auxiliaries such as the CPP
servo pumps.

Example: From the master mimic (figure 6-4), the operator
would move the cursor to the "Pitch Servo" block and press the
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SELECT pushbutton located adjacent to the trackball. The Main
Motor/CPP mimic (figure 6-5) would appear. The operator would
see the status of the CPP servo pumps. If the operator chose to
change the status, he would move the cursor to the servo pump
block and again press SELECT. A Pop-up menu (see figure 6-6) for
the servo pumps would appear on the screen showing the operator
which choices are available. By using the cursor and the SELECT
pushbutton, the operator can change the pump's status.

Most pumps, valves, heatera and other propulsion auxiliaries
are controlled through the CRT mimics by use of the trackball
cursor and a pop-up menu. Those auxiliaries that are considered
"critical" are also available (soft-key commands) on a Critical
Controls Page which the operator can access through a dedicated
pushbutton on the console.

6.2 MEPMAS

The auxiliary systems monitoring and control sub-system is
called MEPMAS (Main Electric Plant Monitoring and Alarm System).
The hardware elements for this sub-system are identical to the
hardware items used in the PCAMS (CRT, trackball, VME processor,
etc.) except that the MEPMAS also has a full size keyboard to
allow the operator to perform system utility functions such as
change setpoints and time delays, load new software from magnetic
tape, and modify propulsion control variables.

In addition, the MEPMAS includes a second color CRT,
keyboard, and trackball mounted into a deck mounted unit called
the Watchstander's Terminal. The Watchstander's Terminal can
simultaneously display different data/mimics than the ECCC
mounted MEPMAS CRT. This unit can also perform as a back-up to
the MEPMAS CRT/keyboard/trackball. The MEPMAS system also
contains all of the PCAMS graphic mimic data in its database so
that in the event of a failure of a PCAMS CRT, the MEPMAS can be
set by the operator to display PCAMS mimics and allow the
operator to activate PCAMS CRT controlled machinery.

7. LOCAL AREA NETWORK (LAN)

The nine VME processors communicate with each other over a
redundant, high-speed (10 Mb/s) militarized Ethernet data network
in conformance with ANSI/IEEE Standard 802.3-1985 and ISO
International Standard 8802/3. (Ethernet was jointly developed
by Digital Equipment Corp., Intel Corp., and Xerox Corp.) TANO
designed the VMEbus LAN controller and the bus transceiver (node)
to meet the military requirements for shipboard use.
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8. VITAL ALARM SYSTEM

The new control system contains an independent vital alarm
system (VAS). Refer to Figure 8-1. The VAS is based upon a TANO
designed microcontroller with Read Only Memory (ROM) based code.
RAN memory is used for time delays which are operator changeable.
The VAS has its own set of redundant DC power supplies and is not
affected by a failure of the main control system. The VAS is
linked to the MEPHAS to allow logging of vital alarm system
events, to handle the man/machine interface for time delay
changes, and to allow vital alarm annunciation of ECCC PCAMS or
MEPMAS VME processor failure.

9. SOFTWARE

The language that was chosen for this system is Ada. TANO
chose Ada due to previous success with Ada on a US Navy auxiliary
oiler program.

9.1 Random Access Memory (RAM) Resident Code

An important software maintenance feature is the use of
battery backed-up RAM in the VME processors. The RAM modules
have an on-board battery to retain memory even when the module is
removed from the system. The software is downloaded via the LAN
to each of the nine VME sub-systems by use of the magnetic tape
drive system linked to the MEPMAS processor. The system allows
the logistics of spare RAM modules to be simplified and the
number of unique electronic modules to be kept to an absolute
minimum.

9.2 Software Modules

The following list describes the various Ada modules in the
Polar Class system:

a. Serial I/O - contains utilities for configuring and
communicating with devices connected to the TANO VMEbus Serial
I/O board.

b. Database - consisting of predefined fields, Database is
used to perform data acquisition, runtime calculation, and
display.

c. Network - provides facilities to allow for general
process-to-process communication over the LAN. In general, the
LAN is used to communicate changes or exceptions. This reduces
the network traffic reducing the possibility of data "collisions"
and subseq.ent false readings.
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d. Data Acquisition - scans raw data from RDU signal
conditioning electronics (TDAC), checks for alarm and fault
states, and sends output commands to external machinery through
TDAC analog and solid-state relay outputs.

e. Display - provides facilities to create all of the mimic
display pages, update the analog and status data displayed on a
CRT screen, bring up the pop-up menu, and display setpoint
values. A simple off-line facility gives the user the ability to
create mimic layouts on a personal computer (PC).

f. Graphics - is designed to interface with the TANO VMEbus
Video Graphic Controller. The Video board uses the Advanced
Micro Devices AM95C60 graphic engine. Graphics provides routines
for interfacing with the AM95C60 chip and a scaled down version
of the GKS graphics command set plus some GKSEXTENDED commands.

g. Propulsion Control - provides the various routines for
controlling the shaft RPM and pitch, handling control location
transfers, interfacing with digital throttles, gas turbine
start-stop sequence logic, diesel generator load control, etc.
All closed-loop control routines are confined to the processor
that has access to the control inputs and outputs so as not to
add a time phase lag because of multi-processor and LAN handling.

10. TRADE-OFF STUDIES

Several design trade studies were done during the course of
the project to improve the system performance, reliability, or
operability. A few are described here:

10.1 CRT Control

Perhaps the most significant trade study involved reducing
the number of discrete motor/valve controls and indicators on the
ECCC in favor of using software via the CRTs and trackballs.
This had the effect of reducing the quantity of discrete panel
mounted components thereby allowing the ECCC to be physically
smaller and less intimating to the operator. Also, less hardware
increases the reliability of the system with corresponding reduc-
tions in logistics/spare parts requirements.

10.2 Digital Meters

Another trade study involved the digital and circular
bar-graph meters used in the system. The original specifications
called for LED meters. Experiments with military-grade LED
meters in and near direct sunlight showed that readability was
not satisfactory. TANO proposed a liquid crystal display (LCD)
meter that proved to be usable in all lighting conditions
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expected on the bridge of the icebreakers. The meters used on
the ECCC are the same type (LCD) for logistics reasons.

10.3 Throttle Wheel

The Coast Guard asked that we eliminate the mechanical
push-pull cables presently used on the bridge to link the ship
control console (SCC) throttle levers to the bridge wing levers.
We were also asked to keep the design as simple, rugged, and
reliable as possible. In answer to this challenge, TANO
developed the Digital Throttle Wheel (DTW) (see figure 10-1)
which communicates over a RS-422 serial link to its corresponding
PCAMS unit in the ECCC. The DTW has only two moving parts with
no physical rotational stops and uses an optical encoding device.
The design of the throttle device allows the operator to command
the full range (from maximum astern to maximum ahead) while
maintaining contact with the same point on the wheel. At
pilothouse and aloft conn stations, the operator can
simultaneously control three throttle wheels with two hands.

The throttle command setting is displayed in digital format
on an LCD display adjacent to the throttle wheel. All control
locations display the exact same throttle command setting.
Control location transfers are inherently "bump-less" since all
locations track the controlling location commands through the
data links.

.1. INSTALLATION CHRALLENGE

This section discusses the engineering challenges to install
the new system (size and placement of RDUs, size of ECCC, etc.)
The contract required that TANO remove and replace the control
system while the ships are docked and the crew is aboard.

11.1 RDUS

The RDUs had to be sized to fit through existing
passageways. The approach taken was to divide the RDU into
functional boxes of manageable size. Each RDU consists of:

a. Power Box containing the redundant DC power supplies and
EMI filters,

b. Electronics Box containing the TANO VME-68020 processor
and TANO Data Acquisition and Control (TDAC) electronics,

c. I/O Box(s) housing the field termination modules and
signal conditioning circuits.
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The boxes are mounted as close to each other as possible and
inter-box wiring is protected by means of EMI shielded,
splash-proof, stainless steel wire ways.

Existing sensor cables were removed and new low-smoke cables
installed from the sensors to the RDUs. Cabling from RDUs to the
ECCC do not transit other machinery spaces to limit system
degradation due to a casualty in any one machinery space.

11.2 CC

The ECCC, as previously mentioned, has the appearance of
having six sections. Actually, the ECCC has twelve sections.
Each major section (Port PCAMS, Stbd PCAMS, MEPMAS, etc.) is
composed of a front and rear section bolted together. This was
done to allow easier transit of sections into the control room.

All wiring enters the ECCC from the top surface of the
console since the space below the ECCC is the Motor Room
machinery space (not allowed to run wires through a machinery
space that do not originate or terminate in that space).

12. BUNUARY

As this paper is written, the Polar Star Class (400 WAGB)
control system is undergoing first article qualification testing.
Installation of the first ship system is scheduled for November
of 1990.

The following is a recap of some of the features of this
advanced system:

- Distributed processing,
- MC68020 militarized VMEbus processors (quantity 9),
- Redundant militarized Ethernet Local Area Network,
- Ada software,
- High resolution 19-inch (48 cm) color CRTs (quantity 5),
- Trackballs and advanced "soft-key" CRT control design

provide greater reliability and commonality of
hardware,

- Liquid Crystal Display digital and bargraph meters for
readability in bright light,

- LED lamps in lieu of incandescent in status/alarm
indicators for reliability,

- Advanced throttle wheels providing precise digital
control for three shafts at five different locations,

- Built and documented to military standards (NIL-P-24423),
- Monitors and controls approximately 1,000 analog and

digital parameters.
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The new TANO control system meets the needs for high
reliability and improved maintainability for military
environments. In addition, this design lends itself to easily
adding future upgrades such as adding additional sensors or
incorporating on-board operator training.
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1. ABSTRACT

A Rudder-Roll Stabilization system is described in this

paper. The system is microcomputer based and contains an

adaptive Kalman filter, an adaptive course-keeping autopilot,

high-gain turning regulators and an adaptive roll damping

regulator. Roll measurements made onboard a minelayer, an attack

craft and a passenger vessel show that the roll reductions

obtained with the ROLL-NIX system, are of the same order as those

which can be expected with an active fin stabilizing system. 
If

the requirements on roll damping are extremely high, ROLL-NIX and

active fins can be used at the same time. The ROLL-NIX system is

in service on several ships including both naval and merchant

ships. Both operational experience and the results of tests are

presented.

2. INTRODUCTION

During recent years, interest in Rudder-Roll Stabilization

(RRS) has increased rapidly. Advanced, adaptive filter and

control algorithms for roll damping, course maintenance, turning

and track-keeping are easily implemented in microcomputers. On

many types of ship the RRS technique gives roll reductions in the

same order as active stabilizing fins.

The application of rudder roll stabilization systems has

moved to include merchant and commercial vessels along with the

well documented applications aboard naval vessels. Common among

the characteristics desired in these newer applications is the

need or desire to maintain the vessel's top speed, maximum draft,

and fuel efficiency. In short, the characteristics of RRS

systems highly valued for naval applications are important for

merchant and commercial applications as well.

The process of introducing sophisticated control algorithms

to vessel steering systems makes obvious the need and opportunity

to address other areas of the ship's steering processes. In
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particular, areas traditionally kept separate and distinct aboard
ships such as rudder movement, autopilot, course planning,
charting, and navigation, may now be integrated in a manner
consistent with the real needs of the bridge crew. This new
reality is possible by means of the integrated circuit
microprocessor. Complex control algorithms based upon
sophisticated algorithms can now be implemented reliably in small
packages.

The ROLL-NIX system is an example of the application of this
new technology; it provides a sophisticated rudder roll
stabilization algorithm for the realization of its primary
mission, roll damping. In addition, however, its ancillary
systems: autopilot, precise turning regulator, and course keeping
alarms provide substantive support to the vessel's steering
activities on the bridge. Possibilities extend well beyond what
is presented in this paper. Our intent is to show that careful
holistic planning can yield a significant advance in the state of
the art by integrating several systems previously kept separate
and using the shared knowledge to substantially improve a ship's
operations.

2.1 Review of RRS

The concept of utilizing the rudder for the purpose of
stabilizing a vessel against rolling has been known since ancient
times by seafarers. The interest for designing an automatic
control system for RRS started around 1970. See Cowley and
Lambert (1]. The first sea trial attempts performed in U.K. were
not always successful (2], [3], [4], mainly due to the fact that
simple control systems based on analogue techniques were used.

In the beginning of the eighties, very interesting and
promising results were obtained in USA by Baitis and co-workers
[5), (6]. A survey of RRS in the U.S. Navy is given in (7].

The RRS developments in Holland are summarized in [8], [9]
and [10]. A Danish RRS-system is described in [11].

The development of the Swedish system ROLL-NIX started in
1984, see [12] and [13]. The first commercial ROLL-NIX was
installed in 1987. By the end of 1990, the number of installed
ROLL-NIX systems will be in the range of 10 to 15.

2.2 Integration of RRS and AutOpilot

Since the steering gear and rudder system is used both for
ship maneuvering and roll reduction, the integration of RRS and
autopilot functions into a single control system is of crucial
importance. This has been discussed in many papers, see e.g.
[2], (3], [8], [13], (14] and [15].
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2.3 organization of Paper

Section 3 describes the ROLL-NIX system. The system design
includes the Kalman filter, the autopilot, the turning regulator
and the roll damping regulator; each are reviewed. A description
of the hardware implementation is given in Section 4.
Experiences from sea trials are given in Section 5, and a summary
of operational experiences can be found in Section 6. The
conclusions are summarized in Section 7, followed by the
acknowledgements and references sections.

3. THE ROLL-NIX SYSTEM

SSPA started the development of ROLL-NIX in 1984.
Presently, in 1990, more than ten systems are running on ships
around the world. There are ROLL-NIX installations on many
different ship types, e.g.:

- attack craft

- mine layer

- coast guard cutter

- rescue vessel

- passenger vessel

The compiled experience of ROLL-NIX in operation covers more than
eight years (April 1990). The system is certainly well-proven
and the installations provide their respective ships significant
reductions in roll. ROLL-NIX is designed for use together with
standard steering gear and rudder systems. Normally the maximum
rudder rate is between 3 deg/s and 10 deg/s when two pumps are
used at the same time.

A photograph of the complete system is shown in Figure 1.
The size of the computer unit is 0.6 x 0.22 x 0.4 m and of the
control panel 0.375 x 0.17 x 0.12 m. The total weight is only 25
kg.

3.1 System Design

The ROLL-NIX system contains:

- Adaptive Kalman filter

- Adaptive course-keeping autopilot

- High-gain turning regulators
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- Adaptive roll damping regulator

The course and speed signals to ROLL-NIX are taken respectively
from the ship's course gyro and speed log. Both the rudder
position and the position of the helmsman's wheel are also
obtained so that the ROLL-NIX function can be provided while the
ship is being steered manually. The roll rate is measured with a
built-in solid state rate gyro. A block diagram of the system is
shown in Figure 2.

iI

Figure 1. The ROLL-NIX system.
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3.2 Adaptive Kalman Filter

The signal from the roll rate sensor is processed by an
adaptive Kalman filter. Smooth estimates of the roll rate, the
roll acceleration and the roll frequency are obtained and fed to
the roll damping regulator.

3.3 Adaptive Course-Keeping Autopilot

The adaptive autopilot is used for steady state course-
keeping and minor turns, i.e. course changes less than about ten
degrees. The self-tuning regulator concept, see [18], is the
basis of the autopilot. A detailed description is given in [16]
and [17].

The main feature of the autopilot is its completely adaptive
control algorithm. This means that the controller is
automatically adjusted when the wind and wave conditions vary, or
the trim and load conditions of the ship are changed. The
autopilot always controls the vessel in a way that optimizes fuel
consumption.

3.4 High-Gain Turning Regulators

A set of high-gain turning regulators is used in the ROLL-
NIX system for precise and controlled turns. The regulators are
described in [16] and [17].

The operator enters the required turning radius using a
button on the control. He starts the turn by moving the joystick
in the desired turn direction. (See Figure 1.)

3.5 Adaptive Roll Damping Regulator

The roll damping regulator is designed in such a way that a
prediction of the ship's roll motion is calculated based on the
Kalman filter estimates. From these estimates a control signal
is generated for counteraction of the roll motion. The regulator
is adaptive and designed for optimum roll damping when the
maximum rudder rate is in the minimal range of 3 to 10 deg/s.
The inclusion of roll motion prediction assures that an excellent
roll damping is achieved even though the maximum rudder rate is
less than 10 deg/s.

The adaptive roll damping regulator is designed for use
during steady state course-keeping and normal turns. During
tight turns or evasive actions the roll damping regulator is
automatically switched off.
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4. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

ROLL-NIX is implemented as a system of modular subsystems
interconnected by an industry standard bus, the VMEbus standard.
This structure has supported the design, prototyping, field
testing, and manufacturing production of this system for all of
its phases to date. The advantages of this approach include:

- Availability of components from many sources.

- The ability to include custom components or interfaces on
an interchangeable plug-in module basis.

- Ability to perform most field service operations at the
module level as opposed to the circuit diagnosis level.

- Convenience in upgrading of either the algorithm(s) or
addition of new features.

The following sections discuss the hardware components of
ROLL-NIX in this modular context.

4.1 The Microcomputer System

VMEbus equipment is readily available from several
commercial sources. Equipment enclosures that meet the size,
ruggedness, and esthetic requirements for use on a ship's bridge
where space is becoming an increasingly precious commodity,
however, are more sparsely available. The enclosure chosen for
ROLL-NIX contains two sets of hinges to allow access to both the
front and rear of the VME backplane and modules via the front
door of the cabinet. This particular enclosure has the
possibility of being completely sealed (watertight) to NEKA 12
specifications if a heat exchanger was used rather than the
presently used forced air cooling.

a. VMEbus microcomputer, The microcomputer module is a
Motorola MVME101 single board system. Additional modules, an
analog - digital - analog conversion module, a battery backed RAM
module, and I/O interface modules complete the system.

b. Control panel, The control panel connects to the system
via an I/O module which provides isolation and cable driving
circuitry (see Figure 1). The panel is thus mounted separately
at a site convenient to the helm. The production version of the
panel has been carefully designed to be convenient for the
professional operator. Buttons, levers, and indicators have been
arranged for clear and concise communication between the operator
and the system.
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c. Roll-rate sensor. The roll-rate sensor, a solid-state
gyro, is not significantly affected by translational velocities
or accelerations. This means that it may be mounted nearly
anywhere provided that its axis of rotational sensitivity is
parallel with the ship's axis of roll. This convenient property
allows the sensor to be mounted in the system cabinet as a
module. Provision has been made in the sensor module for
mechanical adjustment of the sensor's axis to achieve parallel
alignment with the ship's axis of roll.

d. Tuning of the system. Best performance of the ROLL-NIX
system is achieved by adjusting or tuning several parameters
which optimize the model of the ship's roll damping to actual
measured characteristics. In addition, several ship's model
parameters used by the autopilot, precise turning regulator, and
alarm algorithms must be made available to the system. A set of
adjustment programs and diagnostic procedures are accessible via
a connector on the system's panel. The system is tuned by
connecting a portable terminal to access the interactive
adjustment program. The coefficients and parameters are stored
and recalled from the battery backed RAM portion of system
memory.

e. Cabinet and Rower supply. Excepting the control panel,
all system modules and interfaces are enclosed in the computer
cabinet. Included there is the power control circuitry and a
modular commercially available power supply for the provision of
the standard DC voltages required by VMEbus systems.

4.2 Interfaces to Vessel Systems

The ROLL-NIX system incorporates individual I/O interface
modules for connection to other shipboard devices and systems.
These modules provide electrical isolation as well as the data
formatting capability needed to acquire or dispense data in forms
useful to all devices so connected. The following sections
describe the principal interfaces and some of the optional
interfaces:

a. Steering aear interface. Depending upon the type of
steering control used by the ship, non-follow up or full-follow
up, the steering control interface board is selected and
configured. This includes input from a rudder position sensor
and the ship's wheel.

b. Gyro compass interface, An interface to gyro compass
signals, or optionally to a flux gate compass if a gyro compass
is not available, is provided. As an option, a visual readout of
heading can be provided to a point close to the ROLL-NIX control
panel.

t
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C. Optional interfaces. Interfaces to course planning
systems attached to SatNav or GPS are available on a custom order
basis. The ability to interface with other equipment makes
possible increased integration of bridge operations.

5. EXPERIENCES FROM SEA TRIALS

The performance of roll damping systems has been measured in
different ways over the years. From the scientific point of
view, the obvious approach is to measure the roll angle with and
without the roll damping system activated during exactly the same
conditions. The significant roll angle 91/3 or the rms value is
then calculated, and the percentage reduction obtained with the
roll damping system is calculated as:

RdM11/3 (with roll damping) 0Reduction (%) = 1 - Ix 100 (5.1)

01/3 (without roll damping)

This is the method used in this paper for discussion of the roll
damping performance of ROLL-NIX. For comparison, the typical
reduction in roll motion, calculated by (5.1), is 50-70% for
active fin stabilizers. LLoyd (19] (p 349) claims that for
active fin systems "Reductions in rms roll motion of at least 50%
are usually possible in moderate waves with a well designed
system".

Sometimes another method is used, especially for active fin
systems, to estimate the roll reduction with a roll damping
system. A Wave Slope Capacity (WSC) is calculated and a typical
roll reduction is obtained for a very special case, namely
completely regular sea and synchronized control. A typical roll
reduction for active fins, calculated in this way, is in the
range of 80 to 90%. If the same method is used to calculate the
roll reduction obtained with a RRS-system, almost the same
figure, in the range of 80 to 90%, is obtained.

It is important to remember that a roll reduction
calculation done in this way does not reflect what will happen
under irregular sea conditions. It does not consider, for
instance, the quality of the control system.

5.1 Roll Decay Test

In order to design a good RRS-system for a specific ship it
is important to get information about the ship's roll dynamics.
A simple approach is to move the rudder in a sinusoidal way with
a frequency close to the ship's roll frequency, and record both
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rudder angle and roll. This method gives a rough estimation of

how much damping can be achieved with a RRS-system, since such a
system works exactly the other way around.

The test described above can be extended in such a way that
the rudder is moved to zero when the ship is steadily rolling, or
for comparison, the RRS-system is activated instead of moving the
rudder to zero. An example of this type of test is shown in
Figure 3.

It can be concluded for this type of ship, a passenger
vessel 60 a long, that the ROLL-NIX system is very effective, at
least when the ship is rolling close to the ship's own roll
frequency.

Table 1. Summary of measured roll reductions with ROLL-NIX (see
(5.1)) for the minelayer HMS Carlskrona (L = 105 m).

Test No. Sea state Wave direction Speed Roll reduction
[deg] [knots]

1.1 4 90 15 40%
1.2 4 50 15 50%

2.1 5 50 17 41%
2.2 5 130 14 45%
2.3 4 90 16 68%

3.1 5-6 20 14 33%
3.2 5 30 14 46%
3.3 6 70 15 47%
3.4 5 40 13 40%

Wave direction: 0 degrees = astern seas.

5.2 Minelaver HKS Carlskrona

The minelayer HMS Carlskrona of the Royal Swedish Navy got
the first commercial ROLL-NIX installation. This system has been
in operation for almost three years. The roll damping
performance with ROLL-NIX has been measured in different sea
conditions and at different ship speeds using (5.1). A smmary
is given in Table 1. It can be concluded that in normal
conditions a roll damping in the order of 40-50% is achievable
with ROLL-NIX, but the maximum roll reduction obtained was as
much as 68%.
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Figure 3. Roll decay test in calm seas with and without ROLL-NIX
on a passenger vessel (L - 60 m) at a speed of 16
knots.
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Figure 4 shows the ROLL-NIX performance in beam seas at a
speed of 16 knots, resulting in a roll reduction of 68%. More
results from HMS Carlskrona are given in (12) and [13).

Without ROLL-NIX

Roll

* -vyiI I V1VVYVVVVVV

R With ROLL-NIX

0 200 400 600

Time (s)

Figure 4. Results from sea trials with the minelayer HMS
Carlskrona (L = 105 m) at a speed of 16 knots and in
beam seas (4 Beaufort). The significant roll angle
was reduced by 68% with ROLL-NIX (see (5.1)).
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5.3 Attack Craft

Measurements with and without ROLL-NIX roll damping have
been carried out with an attack craft (L = 35 m) of the Royal
Swedish Navy. Normally, a roll reduction in the order of 45-55%
was achieved with ROLL-NIX, but at 27 knots and in stern
quartering seas (4 Beaufort) the reduction was 58%. Figure 5
shows this result. The roll and heading angles were recorded
during the trial, which was carried out with manual control of
the heading. The helmsman stated that it was easier to keep the
ship's course when ROLL-NIX was active. This is clearly shown in
Figure 5, where the course deviations from the experiment are
smaller with ROLL-NIX than without.

More results from the attack craft trials are given in (12]
and [13].

Table 2. Summary of measured roll reductions with ROLL-NIX (see
(5.1)) for different ship types.

Length Ship Maximum Maximum Average
[i] speed rudder roll reduction roll reduction

[knots] rate with ROLL-NIX with ROLL-NIX
[deg/s]

Minelayer 105 13-17 8 68% 40 - 50%

Attack 35 27 8 58% 45 - 55%
Craft

Passenger 120 19 9 56% 45 - 50%
Ship

5.4 Passenger Ship

A series of trials with a passenger ship (L = 120 m) were
also carried out. At a ship's speed of about 19 knots and in
different wave conditions ROLL-NIX reduced the roll in average
with 45-50%. One result is shown in Figure 6, where the roll
reduction with ROLL-NIX is 56%.
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Figure 5. Results from sea trials with an attack craft (L =35

in) at a speed of 27 knots and in stern quartering seas
(4 Beaufort). The significant roll angle was reduced
by 58% with ROLL-NIX (see (5.1)).
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Figure 6. Results from sea trials with a passenger ship (L = 120
m) at a speed of 19 knots and in beam seas. The
significant roll angle was reduced by 56% with ROLL-
NIX (see (5.1)).

5.5 Summary of Results

The measured roll reductions with ROLL-NIX are summarized in
Table 2. The average roll reduction for the three ship types
(minelayer L = 105 m, attack craft L = 35 m and passenger ship L
= 120 m) is in the order of 40-50% and the maximum roll reduction
in special sea conditions between 56% and 68%. These roll
reductions are very close to the reductions that would be
expected from an active fin stabilizing system. Computer
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simulations carried out show that, if the requirements on roll
damping are extremely high, ROLL-NIX and active fins should be
used at the same time.

6. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCES

The compiled experience of ROLL-NIX in operation is summed
to more than eight years (April 1990). Problems with the ROLL-
NIX equipment are extremely unusual, since the system's hardware
components are very reliable.

The control pane- (see Figure 1) is designed with a very
convenient man-machine interface. The operators are in almost
all cases very pleased with the appearance and functional layout
of the control panel.

In order to get an estimate of the percentage use of ROLL-
NIX on a typical naval ship, the time in use was measured on HMS
Carlskrona by the ship's officers during the winter training
cruise, 1987-88. The time of use is shown in Table 3. Notice
that there are four different, possible combinations:

- ROLL-NIX : Roll Damping + Autopilot

- ROLL-NIX : Roll Damping + Manual Steering

- ROLL-NIX : Autopilot only

- Manual Steering (no ROLL-NIX)

Table 3. Time of use of ROLL-NIX recorded by the officers in
command on HMS Carlskrona on the winter training cruise
1987 - 88.

ROLL-NIX Manual
Steering

(no ROLL-NIX)

Roll Damping Roll Damping Autopilot
+ + only

Autopilot Manual Steering

29% 39% 14% 18%

82% 18%
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Thus, ROLL-NIX was used 82% of the voyage time.

Commander Hallin, Captain of HMS Carlskrona during the
winter training cruise 1987-88, has told about an interesting and
significant occasion:

"This particular occasion was when the ship was off the
Dutch coast, bound for den Helder, with seas coming in
from astern on the port quarter. I was resting in my
cabin. The time was 04.00 hrs. Suddenly, I sensed
that the ship had started to roll perceptibly, and I
wondered what was going on. At once, I went up on deck
and asked the officer of the watch what on earth was
happening, and what the reason was for this sudden
increase in the ship's rolling motion. I was surprised
to receive the reply 'We have just switched off the
ROLL-NIX. We need to have some data without ROLL-NIX
working, to see how much damping can be achieved!' I
think that that is the most illustrative experience I
have had of the ROLL-NIX system to date."

7. CONCLUSIONS

Rudder-Roll Stabilization (RRS) is by now a very well proven
technique. It is shown in the paper that an RRS system such as
ROLL-NIX reduces the roll motion by 40-50% in average and up to
almost 70% in favorable wave conditions. The results are
verified by sea trials with a minelayer, an attack craft and a
passenger vessel.

The ROLL-NIX system works with relatively low rudder rates.
The maximum rudder rate required is in the order of 3-10 deg/r.
This means that standard steering gears can be used, possibly
with two pumps working at the same time.

When designing a rudder control system it is important to
consider all the different tasks: course-keeping, turning and
roll damping. Since the steering gear and rudder system is the
only actuator used for all tasks, it is important in the design
to integrate the control system as much as possible in order to
obtain a good overall behavior. These considerations have been
made in the ROLL-NIX system. In the future it seems to be very
likely that almost all rudder control systems will contain at
least these three tasks: course-keeping, turning and roll
damping.
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AUTOMATIC SHIP STEERING FOR SURVEY APPLICATIONS

by Jules Kriegsman
and Martin E. Leblang

Naval Air Development Center

1. ABSTRACT

A real-time, computer-controlled, track-keeping system has
been developed that very accurately steers a survey ship along a
prescribed rhumb line track. Prior to this development, less accu-
rate track control was achieved via conventional autopilot steering
of a constant ship heading, in conjunction with manual conning
corrections to compensate for track errors arising from environmen-
tal factors. The system consists of an Integrated Navigation Sys-
tem, a track-keeping interface, and the ship's autopilot. The
navigation system computer integrates position data from continuous
fix radio and satellite positioning systems, inertial navigation
systems, and dead reckon aids to develop Best Present Position
(BPP). The navigation computer receives a manual input of the
prescribed rhumb line track specified by a position and heading
angle, also commonly referred to as the Desired Ground Track (DGT).
At prescribed equally spaced times, BPP is used to compute the
distance that the ship is off track. The off-track distance is
used to develop proportional and integral heading corrections,
which are fed via the track-keeping interface to the autopilot.
The autopilot accepts the correction signal as a bias to the DGT
heading, resulting in the ship being steered toward the desired
track.

2. INTRODUCTION

Survey ships that collect bathymetric, gravimetric, and magne-
tic data efficiently accomplish the data gathering objective by
collecting the data along prescribed rhumb line tracks. This paper
describes an operational computer-based track-keeping algorithm,
installed aboard various survey ships, that computes heading cor-
rections based on the ship's distance off track. A portion of the
heading correction is transmitted to the ship's autopilot and ap-
portioned over a number of increments between computations in order
to gradually lock the ship onto the track. The track-keeping algo-
rithm, described herein, requires high-quality BPP data, such as
provided by continuous Satellite or Loran navigation aids. The
control law is composed of Proportional and Integral components (PI
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controller), which are computed using the ship's off-track distance
(DCT). Generally, the proportional component compensates for
short-duration disturbances such as wind gusts, whereas the integ-
ral component compensates for persistent disturbances such as ocean
currents. closing velocity limitations were imposed to provide an
alternative approach to conventional differential control.

3. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Prior to commencement of the survey data acquisition process,
the desired ground track (DGT) heading is set into the autopilot,
and the helmsman steers the ship to the desired track, to within
start-up tolerances, to initiate the ship's automatic track-keeping
operations. The automatic track-keeping system provides the neces-
sary corrections to steer the ship onto the desired track. Envi-
ronmental disturbances such as wind, waves, and ocean currents,
tend to drive the ship off track, and it is the function of the
automatic track-keeping system to restore the ship to the desired
track. The open switch position shown on the functional block
diagram in Figure 1 indicates the ship steering control loop prior
to the start of the survey line (open-loop operation). When the
ship reaches the start-up tolerance of the track, automatic track
control is activated by closing the switch, which adds the track-
keeping control law to the steering control mechanization (closed-
loop operation).

4. CONTROL LAW IMPLEMENTATION

The track-keeping equations shown in Figure 2 add proportional
and integral heading compensation (PI control law) to the auto-
pilot, as required. Switches 1 and 2, shown in Figure 2, provide a
means of indicating the application status of the compensation
described herein. A survey line is started when the ship is typi-
cally within 0.1 nautical miles of the track. To prevent excessive
integral compensation accumulation, resulting in undesirable over-
shoot of the track, only proportional compensatiQn is applied
(switch 1 is closed and switch 2 is open) until the ship is within
0.1 nautical mile of the track, at which time integral compensation
is added (switch 2 is closed). To further minimize the possibility
of overshoot and ensure a smooth lock onto the track, no propor-
tional or additional integral compensation is added to the auto-
pilot when the ship's closing velocity exceeds 0.5 knot (i.e.,
switch 1 is opened when the component of the ship's velocity per-
pendicular to and moving toward the track exceeds 0.5 knot).

5. CONTROL LAW GAIN SELECTION

The proportional and integral gain constants and K,, re-
spectively, were selected to yield a maximum permissible propor-
tional heading correction of 15 degrees for a ship's off-track
distance of 0.1 nautical mile from the track and an integral time
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(reset rate) Trr, corresponding to a ship's nominal velocity of 15
knots. Using these notions, the gain development shown in Figure 3
indicates design values of 3 minutes for Trr, and gain values of
150 degrees per nautical mile and 3000 degrees per nautical mile
per hour for Kp and K., respectively. Using a reduced-order model
of ship dynamics consisting of yaw and sway, rudder dynamics, and
autopilot controller dynamics, application of Liapunov stability
analysis techniques verified that the selected design constants
yield a stable system.

6. PERFORMANCE SIMULATION

A ship motion simulation computer program featuring linear-
state space models of the ship's sway, yaw, and roll motions; a
non-linear surge equation to account for rudder, sway, and coupled
yaw/sway drag; and autopilot and steering hydraulics models, was
employed. Track-keeping algorithm performance was evaluated
through simulations of the ship's response to various external
factors driving the ship off track. The simulation assumed a ship
velocity of 20 knots, a 3-knot ocean current crossing the track at
45 degrees, and a 0.5-nautical mile initial ship offset from the
track. The maximum heading correction permitted was 25 degrees for
0.33 nautical mile, or greater, distance off track and 15 degrees,
otherwise. The maximum incremental heading correction permitted
was 2 degrees. Integral compensation updates were introduced only
when the ship's distance cross track was 0.1 nautical mile or less.

The autopilot heading correction, the ship's distance cross
track, and PI control law graphs, depicted in Figures 4, 5, and 6,
respectively, were generated from the simulation. The negative and
positive constant slope portions in Figure 4 reflect time frames in
which the theoretical PI control law correction exceeded the maxi-
mum 2 degrees per increment applied correction limitation. In
Figure 4, the size of an increment is indicated by the vertical
distance between successive plot symbols. The left and right flat
portions of the graph, respectively, indicate a 25-degree maximum
heading correction for the ship's off-track distance of 0.33 nauti-
cal mile, or more, and a 15-degree maximum heading correction,
otherwise. Finally, the curved portion in Figure 4 indicates in-
stances where less than maximum allowable incremental heading cor-
rections were required.

Figure 5 reflects the ship's off-track distance in response to
the combination of the applied heading corrections indicated in
Figure 4, the ocean-current environment, the ship's initial offset
from the track, and the ship's velocity. Due to the 2 degree per
increment heading correction application limitation, the effect of
the ocean current causes the ship to initially move farther away
from the track, as indicated at the start of the run. As the head-
ing correction application increased to the 25-degree limit permit-
ted for offsets of 0.33 nautical mile, or more, the off-track dis-
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tance decreases rapidly. When the off-track distance falls below
0.33 nautical mile, the maximum heading correction application is
reduced to 15 degrees, resulting in a corresponding decreased rate
of ship movement toward the track. Finally, as the off-track dis-
tance falls below 0.1 nautical mile, the proportional heading cor-
rection gradually diminishes, while the integral compensation com-
mences. Integral compensation builds up to the heading correction
value required to compensate for the steady-state ocean current at
the point of reaching zero off-track distance.

Figure 6 demonstrates the proportional and integral correc-
tions generated by the PI control law. The proportional correction
graph is identical in shape to the ship's off-track distance graph
shown in Figure 5. In accordance with the correction application
criteria discussed above, the integral compensation graph indicates
zero values for the ship's off-track distances in excess of 0.1
nautical mile, and gradual accumulation to the value required to
compensate for the ocean current, in the 0.1-nautical mile off-
track distance range.

7. TRACK-KEEPING IMPLEMENTATION

The automatic track-keeping system was implemented on several
survey ships with varying host computers and ship configurations as
shown in Figure 7. The PI controller algorithm was hosted in the
existing navigation computer, and an electrical interface was de-
veloped to handle data communications between the navigation com-
puter and the ship's autopilot equipment. The track-keeping inter-
face included digital-to-analog conversion functions and provided
options for communications with two different types of host comput-
ers; namely, the AN/UYK-20 Navy Standard minicomputer and the HP-
1000E commercial minicomputer. Figures 8 and 9, respectively, show
the configuration of the track-keeping interface designed for the
two types of host computers. Autopilot configuration modifications
entailed incorporation of circuitry to add PI controller-derived
heading corrections to the selected DGT heading. This permitted
the autopilot system to function normally in all other respects so
as to seek and lock onto a selected DGT. In this case, however, PI
controller corrections cause the autopilot system to steer a rhumb
line survey track.

Finally, sea tests were conducted to fine-tune design con-
stants for each ship's implementation. The robustness of the de-
sign was evidenced by the fact that successful implementation was
achieved with only minimal parameter tuning for ships with widely
divergent characteristics.

8. CONCLUSION

Proportional and integral heading corrections derived from a
ship's distance off track can be applied to the autopilot of a
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survey ship to lock onto and precisely steer the ship along a pre-
scribed rhumb line track, provided accurate continuous navigation
data is available.
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H. MARINE AUTOPILOT DESIGN FOR

COURSE-KEEPING AND COURSE-CHANGING

By

N.A. Fairbairn and MJ. Grimble

Industrial Control Unit
University of Strathclyde

Marland House
50 George Street
Glasgow. GI IQE

Abstract

Over the last eight years the new H. robust design techniques have been developed and
are now finding application in industry. They enable systems to be designed with relatively
low order models and the subsequent feedback system is robust in the face of variations in the
system parameters. In marine system ship models are often poorly defined since it is usually
too expensive to obtain tank test results or identification data.

The method can be extended to the design of roll stabilization, ship positioning systems
and steering systems.

The objective of this paper will be to introduce the new approach and to detail the
advantages of the robust design procedure. An autopilot design study will then be presented
to illustrate the various stages of the design procedure and the performance which can be
achieved.

Simulation is carried out using a single-input single-output ship model with non-linear
steering gear with a H.., autopilot. It is shown that the H.. approach is a good feedback
design tool for both the course-changing and course-keeping modes of the ship
steering operation. In addition, the fixed H,,. controller gives good robustness to
parameter variations.

Introduction

The H.. design appruL. ducec. by Zames (1981) provides a mathematical framework
which is particularly appropriate tor robustness studies and feedback controller design for
uncertain systems. It is often the case that the likely modelling error can be pre-determined
and the question then arises how best to design an optimal controller. An H,,. design
provides such a solution.
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For marine applications, robustness to wind and wave disturbances must be achieved and
these phenomena are presented by reasonably well-defined power spectra. Optimal rejection
of these disturbances can be achieved by shaping the frequency response of the closed-loop
transfer function.

Ship models are usually poorly defined since it is rare for exhaustive tests to be
performed on scale models or on the actual vessels. A tolerance to the unmodelled dynamics is
therefore required and this is provided by the H.o design procedure. Although this
approach may not be the most appropriate for many applications, it does appear that the
stochastic nature of marine systems and the poor models normally available make them
particularly suitable for this type of problem. In this paper the ship steering problem is
considered.

The ship steering control problem has received much attention over the years using
several different control philosophies. Many autopilots which are based on modem control
theory are adaptive - for example van Amerongen (1980) which uses the MRAS (Model
Reference Adaptive System) approach of Landau (1979). Kallstrom et al (1979), Mort and

Linkens (1981) use the STR (self-tuning regulator) approach of Astrom (1980). Another
adaptive autopilot is that by Rios-Neto and da Cruz (1985).

The H,,. fixed controller yields a feedback controller which is robust with respect to
parameter variations. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the performance of a fixed
H,,. controller in the presence of nonlinearity from the rudder and parameter variations in
the ship due to speed changes.

Both course-changing and course-keeping modes of operation are considered.
In course-changing, the ship is required to follow a step change in desired heading with no
overshoot or steady-state errors in spite of environmental disturbances such as wind and sea.
In course-keeping mode, the controller is required not to actuate the rudder against the wave
motion to achieve fuel economy and reduced rudder wear.

The course-keeping model of operation is achieved either by including the wave model as
an output disturbance model and penalizing a particular term in the cost function or by
frequency-dependent weightings in the performance index.

The paper is organized as follows: description of the modelling of the ship, rudder and
disturbances in §2; derivation of the linear ship models and wave models for a number of
different sea states in §3; description of the controller design and simulations for
course-keeping and course-changing in §4 and §5 respectively.

1.1 Ship coordinate system

Fig. 1 shows the ship coordinate systems. The ship is depicted as a rectangular block.
The origin is at the geometric centre of the ship. The ship velocity U has components u and v
in the x and y directions respectively. Steering motion takes place around the z-axis which is
vertically through the origin.
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2. Marine System Model

Fig. 2 shows thl linear discrete-ti._2 model used for the ship autopilot design. The ship
is represented as A- B where B = Bkz- and k is a delay term. It is assumed at all times in
this application that k=l. The yaw angle fp = y is assumed to be identical to the ship heading
and u is the coqtrol signal (demanded rudder angle). Wind is modelled as an ifput
disturbance A- Cj and wave motion is mgdelled as an output disturbance An'C. The
controller (autopirot) is represented by CjACfn. The yaw angle (p must follow a Wemanded
heading qr = r(t).

3. Ship and Rudder Modelling

3.1 Ship modelling

In this section, the modelling of the ship is considered. The ship is considered to be
linear and time-invariant. The only factor which is assumed to affect the model is the speed
U of the ship. Robustness with respect to speed variation is considered in detail in a later
section.

In order to generate linear model of the ship, a standard procedure is followed which may
be found for example in Zuidweg (1970). The following well-known transfer function model
may be derived:

ft K
s= (K+sr) (1)

This transfer function represents the response of the heading angle / to small changes in
rudder angle y and was originally proposed by Nomoto (1957). Its simplicity renders it
attractive for feedback controller design purposes.

3.1.1.1 Speed variation

The model parameters x, k vary with the forward speed of the ship,. IfI and k1represent the ship parameter at speed U1 then, at a speed of U2 , K2 = KIU2/U1 and
V2= TTUI/U 2. This is obtained from Kallstrom (1979). Clearly, the gain K is directly
proportional to the ship speed while the time constant T is inversely proportionaL The
combination of both these variations with speed suggests a rather non-linear characteristic
over the operating speed range of the ship. It is hoped that the fixed H. controller will
give good performance robustness over a range of speeds.

3.2 Rudder dynamics

In theory, it would be possible to simulate the ship with a linear feedback control law
assuming that there were no limitations on rudder movement in terms of position and velocity.
In practice. however, the constraints on the rudder movement are such that they must be
included in the simulation study. This has been considered extensively in the marine
literature. A model of the rudder could be as follows:
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Smax(I-e(u-8)/A) if u-S > 0

i= 0 if u-8 = 0 (2)
-knx(l-e(u'8)/g), if u-8 <0

The parameter g is adjusted to give a rudder model response close to that of the real
rudder. Fig. 3. shows the rudder rate as a function of the position error. The value of the
parameter gt will depend on the moment of inertia of the rudder. Typical values will be
in the range 3 < g! < 10. This model was taken from Rios-Neto and da Cruz (1985).

4. Disturbances

Environmental disturbances which any affect a ship at sea include wave motion, current and
wind. High frequency wave motion is considered to be the most important disturbance;
current and wind may be considered to be low frequency disturbances which can be rejected
by a control system relatively easily by the introduction of integral action (low frequency gain).

In some cases, it is necessary to actuate the rudder to counter disturbances due to the sea
in order to achieve high accuracy in heading. This high accuracy is achieved, however, only
at the expense of a very lively rudder action. This can obviously lead to deterioration of the
rudder and steering gear and in addition a higher fuel cost will be incurred. It is important
therefore to have two different autopilot strategies

(i) For high accuracy of heading and for good manoeuvring ability (course-changing)

(ii) For reasonable accuracy of heading in steady-state but with a less lively rudder action
(course-keeping).

Under strategy (i), the feedback controller rejects disturbances due to wave motion, thatis introduces high gain where the wave spectrum may be dominant. Under strategy (ii),
however, it is important that the controller introduces low gain where the wave spectrum is
dominant.

4.1 Wind Modelling

Wind has low frequency disturbance components which must be rejected by the
control system- for example if a gust of wind causes a heading error then it is necessary for
the rudder to actuate in an appropriate manner so that the heading error is corrected. The
wind may be considered to be a d.c. disturbance for present discussions.

The magnitude spectrum of the wind disturbance model is therefore dominant at d.c. and
low frequencies while having a low value at high frequencies. In order to achieve this type of
spectrum, the wind is modelled by an integrator as follows:

d(t) = Wd ,(t) °-[.°J (3)
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Clearly Wd(Z = 1) =- and Wd(z = -1) =0.015. Fig. 4 shows a magnitude bode diagram for

the wind mfodel.

4.2 Wave Modelling

Modelling of the sea has received much attention in the marine literature. Wave amplitude
spectra such as the Pierson-Moscowitz spectrum (Pierson and Moscowitz (1964)) and the ITIC
spectrum which was introduced at the 12th International Towing Tank Conference (see for
example Beukelman and Huijser (1976)) are well established. These spectra represent the
frequency characteristics of the sea for different significant wave heights.

Modelling of the effects of the sea on a ship in terms of angular disturbance is rather
more difficult. The ship is modelled as a rectangular block in order that relatively simple
expressions may be derived for the forces on the ship in the x and y directions and for the
torque about the z-axis. In the study of the autopilot, the forces in the x and y directions
are neglected since only torque about that z-axis is relevant to steering.

Fig. 5 shows the block-shaped ship travelling at an angle Vt with respect to the fixed q and

r axes (see Blanke (1981)). The encounter angle X = I - i.

4.2.4 Waves as an output disturbance

In order that the wave disturbance may be included in the standard stochastic system
description described in 12, it is necessary to model the wave disturbance as an output
disturbance. In this way, it is possible to distinguish between the wind and wave
disturbances in the H,. cost function.

A second order transfer function is used to model the waves as follows (see Jin and
Grimble (1986) and many others).

w = 2 X(3) s X l (4)W =s2 + X(2) s + X2(1)

The time series of angular accelerations on the ship due to waves is produced by driving
Ww with a Gaussian white noise sequence.

In order to compute the coefficients of the transfer function Ww, a FFT is carried out on
the time series of torques. This produces the angular acceleration spectrum. The coefficients
X(l), X(2), X(3) are then computed using a standard least squares fitting program.

5. Ship and disturbance models

In this section, a ship model is introduced which will be used for simulation testing of the
H.. autopilot. In fact three models will be derived; (i) Representing the ship at low speed,
(6 knots), (ii) Representinj the ship at high speed (16 knots), (iii) Representing the ship at
an intermediate speed = (11 knots). 6 to 16 knots (= 3to8 m/s) is considered to bethe speed
range of the ship.
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Three linear models were derived each representing different sea conditions. These
models will be used when evaluating the course-keeping performance of the H. autopilot.
(i) Low sea conditions - the calmest sea which is modelled is Sea State 3 at a wave encounter
angle of X = 450, (ii) high sea conditions - the worst possible sea condition is considered to
be Sea-State 8 at a wave encounter angle ofX = 450. This is an extremely rough sea. (iii)
intermediate sea conditions - sea state 5 with an encounter angle of X = 450.

5.2 Skip Model Parawlers

The three gains and time constant at three different speeds are summarized in Table I and
the discrete-time model parameters are in Table 2. The frequency responses of the three ship
models ae in Fig. 6.

5.2 Wave Model parameters

Table 3 summarizes the three wave model parameter X(1), X(2), X(3) in equation (24) for
Model 2 of the ship considered at three different sea conditions. These parameters were
obtained using a spectrum fitting program and the angular acceleration times-series.

Table 4 lists the discrete-time wave model parameters. Fig. 7 shows the magnitude

frequency responses for these three linear models.

6. H.. Course Changing Autopilot

In this section, an H. controller is designed in order to yield good course-changing
control action - that is in order that the ship follows a step change in desired heading quickly
and with no overshoot. The wave disturbance term may be omitted from the cost function in
this case. High gain may be introduced at the high frequency part of the disturbance
spectrum if required by simply costing the tracking error signal. For this reason and for
clarity of results, wave disturbance is neglected in the simulations in this section. Wave
effects may be omitted since fuel economy is not the main criterion when manoeuvring.

6.1 Ship frequency responses

Fig. 4 shows a family of frequency responses of the ship. The ship is modelled as a first
order lag with an integrator which gives a d.c. gain of . and d.c. phase lag of 90 0. The
gain rolls off at 20 dB/decade. The extra phase lag introduced by the integrator means that
the phase becomes - 180 0 at high frequency.

6.2 Wind frequency responses

Fig. 3 shows the wind magnitude frequency responses. It has a similar response at low
frequency to the ship but rolls off more rapidly at high frequency. This clearly shows the
dominance of wind at low frequencies.

It will be necessary to introduce high gain at low frequency to reject wind disturbances.
This high d.c. gain is introduced automatically if the wind model is included. An alternative
method would be to omit the wind model from the equations and introduce integral action by
means of the error weighting function in the cost index.
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6.3 Generalized H. controller design

In this section, a generalized H., controller is obtained for course-changing (see Grimble
1987) and Fairbairn (1989) for details of the generalized H., controller calculation).

The performance index (cost function) which is minimized is as follows:

=s up (b (z"1) (5)

Izl=l ~'

where 0p"(z1) is the spectral density of the signal:

(p(t) = Pce(t) + Fcu(t) (6)

The criterion minimized is a weighted sum of the error and control signals. The weighting
transfer functions Pc and Fc are chosen by the designer to trade off between stability
robustness and performance. The weighting functions are expressed in polynomial form as
follows:

p Pcn _Fn

P nFe= cn (7)cPed Fc d

where Pcn, Pcd, Fcn, Fd, e P+.

The GH,. optimal control law is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem I (GI'I. result)

The GH., controller to minimize the criterion (5) may be computed by finding the
minimum-degree solution (F,GIX) where F e P., G, H e P , X e R with respect to F of the
following coupled polynomial equations:

FAPcd) + L.G = PcnCF*  (8)

FBFcd%, + L H = FcnCF* (9)

where L e P is as follows

L = PcnFdB-FcnPcdA (10)

and factorize L as follows:

L = L+L. (11)

where L+ e P+, L_ e P_.
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The GH.. controller follows as:

Cf Cf n  o Fcd  (2
f - f =-=- (12)

UCfd H Wcd

and the closed-loop characteristic polynomial pc F P. is given by:

Proof Grimble (1987) and Fairbairn (1989).

Choosing P. = I and Fc = 0.1 the generalized H. controller is computed. The
coefficients are in Table 6.

6.4 Simulation

Simulations are carried out by solving the ship differential equation with the non-linear

rudder model included. This is achieved by using a standard Fortran NAG library integration
routine. A Fortran 77 simulation program, was developed which incorporated the NAG
routine.

Ideal weather conditions are assumed- that is no wind or waves. The wave motion is
neglected for course-changing as mentioned before. Wind disturbance in the form of a d.c.
disturbance is considered in the next section.

The simulation data is as follows : simulation time = 200 seconds, rudder angle limit =
±350 rudder rate (max) = 50 /s.

The response of the ship to a desired heading of 600 is considered for an initial
condition of V = 0, 8 = 0. (In addition all derivatives of W/, 8 are zero). The Gl-. controller
coefficients are in Table 5. The open-loop frequency response of the controlled system is in
Fig. 8. It is clear that the gain and phase margins are excellent. Fig. 9 shows the time
responses. It is slow due to the inertia of the rudder. Care must be taken not to try to move
the rudder too fast or slew-rate limiting problems will be experienced.

6.5 Wind disturbance

In this section the wind rejection property of the autopilot is considered. Wind
disturbance will be considered to be a single gust which causes an error in the yaw angle.

The ship is considered to integrate the effects of a steady wind. That is a steady wind
will cause a constant rate of turn. In simulation this is achieved by simply adding a ramp to
the yaw angle V for a short period of time, for example 10 seconds. This simulates the effects
of a maintained gust of wind for 120 seconds.

The demanded heading Y r was maintained at zero and the disturbance was introduced at
T = 100 seconds. It is hoped that the rudder will actuate in such a manner as to return the
ship to the correct heading.
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It can clearly be seen from Fig. 10 that the wind disturbance causes an error in heading.
However, the high gain at low frequency, introduced by the inclusion of the wind disturbance
model in the cost function, reduces the error to zero. This disturbance rejection result will
apply to other low frequency effects such as current and low frequency wave motion.

6.6 Robustness with respect to speed variations

In this section the robustness of the fixed controller with respect to model variations due
to speed is considered. As mentioned in §2, the ship gain increases with speed while the time
constant decreases.

The H.. controller calculated in the previous section for the intermediate speed of 5.42
m/s was tested in simulation with ship models representing speeds of 3 m/s and 8 mis
respectively, the corresponding parameters are in Table 1.

Ship speed = 3m/s (Fig. 11)

With a lower ship speed the ship gain is lower and the time constant is larger. With the
same controller, it is expected that the closed-loop performance of the ship will be slower
which is certainly the case in the first 30 seconds.

Ship speed = 8 m/s (Fig. 12)

With a higher ship speed the ship gain is larger and the open loop time constant is
smaller.

Fig. 12 for the generalized H. controller indicates that the response is almost unchanged
from that of Fig. 9.

7. H, , Course-keeping Controller

In this section, a H,,, controller is designed which will maintain the heading of the ship
but will reduce the actuation of the rudder against the wave motion in order to save fuel and
to minimize rudder wear.

In all cases, the demanded heading 11r is assumed to be zero since course-keeping is a
steady state problem.

The wave motion is simulated in the time domain by means of equations (4). To reduce the
number of simulation traces, only the extreme cases of Sea-States 3 and 8 will be considered.

The course-keeping controller is designed causing no wave model but using a frequency-

dependent control weighting.

7.1 Performance of course-changing controller

In this section, the performance of the course-changing controller is considered when the
ship is affected by wave motion.
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It is clear from Figs. 13a, 13 b and 14 a, 14 b for sea states 3 and 8 respectively that the
tracking capability of the course-changing controller is excellent. This is achieved, however,
only at the expense of a very active rudder. For Sea-state 3 the heading is maintained to an
accuracy of around 0.050 while the rudder activity is around 23 0. Under Sea-state 8
the heading is maintained to an accuracy of around 0.2 o while the rudder activity is
around 70.

It is this rudder activity which must be reduced whilst maintaining reasonable heading
accuracy.

7.2 Controller design using frequency dependent weighting

In this section the control signal weighting function Fc will be selected to minimize
rudder activity at high frequency.

Consider the frequency responses of the three wave spectra in Fig. 7. It is clear that
control weighting is necessary in the frequency range 0.1 to 1 rad/s.

It is desired to shape Fc such that it has a low value at low frequency and rising quickly
in the range 0.1 to 1 rad/s and maintaining a constant value as o - o.

Let Fc be defined as:

kwf s 214)Fc= s 2 +f 2s"- +f 3  (

This is similar in form to the output disturbance model (4). However an extra s is included in
the numerator to ensure a non-zero value of Fc as (0 .- -. Once sensible values have been
chosen for fl, f2, f 3 then the kw term may be adjusted as a design parameter.

With k, = 1, suitable values for fl, f2, f3 were determined to be f, = 140.175, f 2 = 0.144,
f = 0.274. 'Using the bilinear transformtion, the following discrete-time control weighting
function was obtained:

Fc-) = 122.918-245. 836z" 1+122.918z 2  (15)
c,1-1. 634z" 1+0. 874z- 2

The frequency response of this weighting function is in Fig. 15.

The generalized H. controller was determined. The parameters are shown in Table. 7.
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Fig. 16a shows the yaw angle obtained with the course-keeping controller under
Sea-state 3. The heading is maintained to an accuracy of around 0.20 which is clearly worse
than with the course-changing controller. However, the rudder activity has been
significantly reduced to variations of around 0.150. A similar effect is obsered for
Sea-State 8, (Figs. 17a and 17b). The heading error is around 0.30 which is only slightly
greater than with the course-changing controller. However, the rudder activity has been
significantly reduced to around 0.3 o.

7.4 Robustness with respect to speed variations

In this section, the effect of speed variation on the course-keeping controller is observed;
for clarity only Sea-state 3 will be considered.

It is clear from Figs. 18 and 19 that the high frequency movement of the ship is more
pronounced at the higher speed of 8 m/s.
8. Conclusions

Two H,,. autopilots have been presented: one for course-changing mode and one for
course-keeping mode. The course-changing autopilot provides responsive control action for a
good step response and to counteract the effects of disturbance due to the wind and waves.
The course-keeping autopilot provides less accurate heading performance in the presence of
waves but the rudder activity is significantly reduced.

The H.. autopilot design procedure provides very good stability robustness with little
effort in selection of weighting functions.

Both autopilots have shown to be very robust with respect to speed variations. The ship
considered, however, is not intended as a highly manoeuvrable craft and does not have a very
large speed range. Modem warships have a larger speed range. Further work will be
necessary to evaluate the robustness of the H, autopilot with a larger speed range.

A very simple linear model of the ship is assumed in this paper. Furthermore the ship
transfer function parameters are assumed to vary only with speed. However, they will vary
also with other parameters such a with magnitude of rudder movement and with loading. In
addition, the centre of gravity of the ship will almost certainly not be at the geometric centre
because of asymmetry and loading. However, these complexities are not considered in this
paper.
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model Speed (m/s) K (1/s) i(s)

1 3 0.03 73.5
2 5.42 0.0542 40.6
3 8 0.08 27.5

Table 1 - Ship Model parameters

Model Speed (m/s) b b b a ao 1 2 1 2
-4 -4 -4

x10 x1O xlO

1 3 1.014 2.027 1.014 -1.986 0.986
2 5.42 3.290 6.58 3.290 -1.976 0.976
3 8 7.127 14.255 7.127 -1.964 0.964

Table 2 - Discrete-time nmodel parameters
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Sea state Encounter X(l) X(2) 2  X() 2

angle (0) xlO xio

3 45 0.602 6.471 3.171
5 45 0.566 0 6.616

8 45 0.521 19.068 22.990

Table 3 - Wave mdel parameters

Sea state E ncounter c c nIc n a a

angle ( -4 nl n a

1 45 732 0 -7.532 1 1-1.619 0.943

5 45 16600-16.600 1 1-1.703 1.0
8 45 -54.629 1 1-1.635 0.872

Table 4 - Discrete-tine wave model parameters

Cotole jCofn cd fdl d
-d 4 -4 -

1 0.1 0.2899 -0.2829 30.0 2.7719 093

Table 5 - G(3 Controller parameters

Controller CfnO  Cfn I  Cfn 2 Cfn 3

2 -0.8394 2.1906 -2.072 0.7159

fd0  fdl Cfd2 fd3 Cfd4
-4 -4

,clO xlO

-3.687517.1551 -3.4751-2.644 -2.413

Table 6 - Generalized H controller parameters
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COMPUTER AIDED DAMAGE STABILITY CONTROL I 1 THE M-CLASS FRIGATE
OF THE ROYAL NETHERLANDS NAVY

by W. van Nes,
Royal Netherlands Navy

R. Moerman
Van Rietschoten & Houwens

ABSTRACT

Damage Control (DC) management needs information about the
stability and buoyancy of the ship. This information is based on
the integrity of the ship's hull and the loading condition and is
the result of a number of calculations.

Up till now the required stability information was derived by the
DC officer from standard damage stability data sheets, which are
only available for a limited number of damage-, wind- and loading
conditions. But in the M-class frigate the calculations are
performed within the Integrated Monitoring and Control System
(IMCS) which offers a user friendly man machine interface for all
platform systems.

The Stability Calculation Module for the M-class IMCS consists of
three functions:

a. Damage stability calculation; to derive actual state
stability data and final state stability data if no DC counter-
measure will be carried out. The system will also check whether the
operational stability criteria will be met, i.e. if wind and roll
movements are taken into account.

b. Damage stability evaluation: in order to evaluate the result
of possible DC counter-measures. The operator can enter his
proposed counter-measures into the system which will then calculate
the new final state stability.

c. Stability indication calculation; in order to to derive a
quick rough stability indication based on roll movements. This
indication will be used if not all the required inputdata for the
stability calculations are available or reliable, or if there are
too many influencing factors such as severe damage, heavy icing or
fire fighting waste water.
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The Stability Calculation Module supplies the DC officer with the
information he needs to make accurate decisions, with a minimum of
manual input, and is operated as an integrated part of his platform
management workstation.

1. INTRODUCTION

If we consider a navy vessel to be a system, the major system
functions that can be distinguished are, in order of importance:

- to stay floating;
- to remain underway;
- to retain its mission.

The primary function, floating, is accomplished by buoyancy and
stability. However, the buoyancy and the stability of the ship can
be threatened by calamities such as a collision or a hit of a
torpedo, a mine or a missile. To enable the damage control managers
to deal effectively with these threats, the managers must be
quickly provided with accurate and detailed information about the
situation, so that they can counter the threats by taking
appropriate active measures. Passive measures have already been
taken in the design of the hull geometry and compartimentation as
well as in the weight distribution on board.

Till now, the Damage Control (DC)-officer derived the stability
information that he needed for decisions about weight distribution
or about the appropriate counter measures in case of calamities,
from standard damage stability data sheets, on which only a limited
number of damage-, wind and loading conditions were described. On
top of that, the described conditions were not the operational
conditions, but were mainly the functionally required conditions as
specified in the contract design.
With these datasheets, the DC-officer had to compile the actual
stability situation by means of calculations, while also
coordinating the damage control actions throughout the ship at the
hectic location of the combined Ships Control Centre (SCC) and the
NBC-and DC-headquarters. Also, the datasheets did not describe
situations in which there occurs severe icing or an excessive
amount of water caused by firefighting and boundary cooling.
Experience on the USS Stark and, more recently, on the Scandinavian
Star, has proved that the effects of these occurrences are of great
influence in actual situations.

The M-class frigate is equipped with an Integrated Monitoring and
Control System (IMCS) . This system processes platform sensor input
that is displayed on workstations in the SCC via which the operator
can also enter commands for platform actuators. As the input for
the stability calculations was already available in the IMCS, it
was decided to integrate the stability calculations in the IMCS of
the M-class Frigate.
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In the M-class frigate, the calculations, which are based on a
model of the ship and carried out within the IMCS, are performed in
such a way that even complex situations can be analized. At the
same time, the system also provides the necessary sensor input as
well as an user-friendly man-machine interface in which the
monitoring and control of platform systems and the stability
management are integrated in such a way that the operator does not
loose grip on the situation. This reduces the workload of the DC-
officer and enables him to simultaniously manage damage control and
stability. Although the stability calculation module is a decision
support system, it is not an expert system.

2. THE M-CLASS INTEGRATED MONITORING AND CONTROL SYSTEM

PROCESS D DING

OBSERVING ACTING

MAN__
MACHINE WORKSTATIONS

CENTRAL j CENTRAL
PROCESSING I PROCESSING 2

Ships
Control
Centre

Engine
Rooms I

AUTOMATIC LOCAL (PRE)PROCESSING
CONTROL

PLATFORMSYSTEMS

Figure 2.1 M-Class frigate IMCS configuration
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ELECTRCAL-POSITION NBCD-POSITION

PROPULSION-POSITION

Figure 2.3 SCC Operator Workstations

For their monitoring and control tasks, the three platform
operators can dispose of three VDU's. On one VDU, there is a
display of an alarmtable which contains a list of the relevant
alarms for that particular position. The operators can also request
mimic VDU presentations from a set of mimics. Mimics are drawings
of platform systems in which the current state of a system is
represented. Furthermore, the operators may request several
general information presentations concerning components or parts of
platform systems on their VDU's. The DC operator may also use a set
of DC plot presentations of the current situation in the ship. In
these DC plot presentations, damage information derived from human
observation is entered graphically through a workstation at the DC
section station, or at the SCC. This information is integrated with
the automatic sensor information. To avoid communication errors,
the same presentations are available in the DC section stations, in
the SCC and in the CIC. This information is also used as input for
the damage stability calculations.

3. THE M-CLASS STABILITY CALCULATION MODULE

The M-Class Stability Calculation Module consists of three parts,
as shown in figure 3.1:
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The IMCS of the M-class frigate is a decentralized computer network
which basically consists of four parts as shown at fig 2.1:

- the control units;
- the local processing units;
- the cental processing unit;
- the workstations.

The control units have the possibility to monitor and control a
platform system independently. In the local processing units, which
are located thoughout the ship in the vicinity of sensors and
actuators, the sensor data is being processed and sent to the
redundant central processing unit where the sensor data is
processed further in order to get integrated information on system
level. Operators can get a presentation of this system information
on their workstations and they can also enter commands concerning a
platform system by means of their workstations.

The workstations are placed in the SCC, in the Combat Information
Centre and in the DC section stations fore and aft, as shown in fig
2.2. The DC-operator in the SCC has a three-VDU workstation and
this also holds for the propulsion operator and the electrical
operator as shown at fig 2.3. Both the DC-officer and the NBCD-
officer have a single-VDU workstation and this also holds for the
DC section stations. The commander in the Combat Information Centre
also has a workstation but this workstation does not offer the
possibility of entering commands.

SCombat Information Centre

DC section Ships DC section
station aft Control Centre station fwd

Figure 2.2. General location of the IMCS workstations
in a frigate
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Figure 3.1 Overview of the Stability Calculation Module

T he calculation of the initial- and final statestability, based on the current situation. The initial
state represents the condition of the ship at the moment
of calculation and the final state represents the
equilibrium condition of the ship that will be reached ifno corrective actions are taken.
These calculations can be divided into the following
subsystems:

" the processing of sensor data into platform
information, this is a standard IMCS function;

" the validation of automatic sensor input for the
stability calculations by the operator;

" the calculation of initial and final state stability;
" the presentation of stability information;

-The calculation of the initial- and final state
stability, based on the actual situation and a number of
counter measures; the latter can be divided into the
following subsystems:

" the input of counter measures by the operator;
" the calculation of final state stability with counter
measures;

3 the presentation of stability information with countermeasures;
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- The stability indication calculation, producing the
metacentric height, based on the roll movements of the
ship.

4. VALIDATION

The results of a calculation are worthless if there is an error in
the input of the calculation. In case of a decision support
system, the system is only usable if the user trusts its output. If
the DC officer does not trust the result of a stability calculation
which is done by a system, the implementation of such a system has
a negative effect on the performance of the DC officer instead of
reducing his uncertainty about the situation, the system gives him
one more reason to worry.
To make the stability calculation module a useful and powerful tool
for the DC officer, the module offers a validation of the input-
data that are used for the calculations. This enables the officer
to maintain control of this module in such a way that it does not
increase his workload.

The validation can be done by both the DC officer and the DC
operator. The actions that can be performed to carry out the
validation process are:

- For each (tank) compartment, the operator can decide
whether the representation of the situation by the
digital readout of the sensor is correct. If there are no
sensors in in a compartment, or if the sensors are out of
order, or it is decided that the representation is
incorrect, the operator can enter a replacement value,
based on actual, local observation. The operator can
also change the value of the specific weight of the
contents of a tank.

- For each (tank) compartment the operator can decide
whether it is damaged. Information about damage is based
on the plot symbols that are plotted on the DC plots by
the repair units and on direct reports from his
sectionleader. In case of damage, the compartment status
"damaged" is entered into the system by the operator
after which the stability calculation can be made.

- The operator can decide whether wind speed, wind
direction and the heeling angle as are shown by the
digital readout of the sensors, are correct. If the
operator decides that the reading is wrong, the operator
can enter a replacement value.
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- When a sensor for which the operator has entered a
replacement value works correctly again, it is possible
for the operator to decide to remove the replacement
value. To be able to see the difference between sensor-
input and operator-input, the source is shown at any
reading.

5. THE M-CLASS MMI PHILOSOPHY

The M-class frigate man-machine interface philosophy is based on
"interfacing through presentations". This means that information
for the use of operators can be retrieved from a predefined set of
presentations and that input can only consist of adaptations which
are entered by means of a presentation. As the stability
calculation module is an integrated part of the IMCS, the
"interfacing through presentations" is also implemented here. There
are seven presentations defined for the stability calculation
module:

- actual state stability presentation. This presentation
contains the current dynamic values that are the input
for the stability module. This presentation is used for
the validation of the input;

- stability input presentation. This presentation contains
the static values which were the input for the last
stability calculation;

- initial state stability presentation. This presentation
contains the initial state graph,
which is a result of the last stability calculation;

- final state stability presentation. This presentation
contains the final state graph,
which is a result of the last stability calculation;

- manipulation presentation; this presentation contains the
input values that were the input for the last stability
calculation. This presentation is used for the input of
the countermeasures that have to be evaluated;

- final state manipulation presentation. This presentation
contains the final state graph
which is a result of the last stability calculation based
on the countermeasures that have to be evaluated;

- stability parameter presentation. This presentation
contains the parameters for the stability calculation
module that do not frequently change but that are
affected by the use of the ship. Examples of such
parameters are the displacement under standard loading
conditions and the weight of ammunition.
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A presentation request or a change in a presentation is not linked
in any way to the start-command for the stability calculation. The
operator may switch a number of times between stability
presentations and other presentations before starting the stability
calculation. It is also possible that part of the validation
process is performed by another operator ("multi tasking"). To
enable the operator to use the presentations in this way, he needs
a simple and direct interaction that requires only a minimum of
operator-action.

5.1. Presentation reguest

Because the presentation-request forms the start of every operator-
action and because the request can be made in every possible
situation, the operator can identify the presentation-group by
means of a single function key on his functional keyboard. Examples
of a presentation-group are: mimic presentations, stability
presentations and DC plot presentations. For stability
presentations there is a key marked "stability". After pressing
thiL button, the operator is provided with a short menu of the
possible presentations within the group. The menu will appear at
the bottom of his screen and in this case, the menu will consist of
the above mentioned presentations.
The operator can choose from this menu by indicating his choice
with a trackball cursor or by pushing the concerning function key.
The dialogue is finished by entering the "execute" command with a
function key.

5.2 Operator input

The object of the operator input can indicated with a trackball
cursor. When an operator has selected an object in this way, then
the relevant information about this object is presented at the
bottom of his screen, together with a menu of possible commands. A
command can be selected by pointing it out with a trackball cursor
or by pushing the concerning function key. If the object is a
numerical value, the operator can enter a (new) numerical value
with a numerical keypad.

6. ACTUAL STATE

With the actual state stability presentation, as shown in figure
6.1, the operator can perform the validation process, so that a
reliable output of the stability calculation module is ensured.
This presentation contains the input data for the stability
calculation module

- for each compartment:
the relevant information that is required to enable the
operator to identify the data;
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- the identification code of the compartment,
- the name of the compartment,

" the basic status information;
- the level of liquid in a compartment;
- the specific weight of the liquid in a compartment;
- the indication "damaged";
- the source of the information;

" additional information as drawn on the DC plot
presentations as "water level" and "damaged".
- the heeling angle;
- the relative wind speed;
- the relative wind direction.
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Figure 6.1. The actual state presentation

The operator can alter the input data for the stability calculation
module by selecting the item with the trackball cursor and by
replacing it with a correct value. If he switches between several
presentations in order to obtain situation information or to handle
other problems, the altered input data remains stable. Eventually,
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when the operator agrees with the situation he has created in this
presentation, he can start the stability calculation again by
selecting the name of the presentation, followed by entering the
"start" command.

7. CALCULATION OF INITIAL AND FINAL STATE

The stability calculation is devided into two separate, but
identical parts:

- the calculation of the initial state; this is the
condition of the ship at the moment that the calculation
is made.

- the calculation of the final state; this is the
equilibrium condition of the ship that will be reached if
no corrective actions are taken.

7.1 Calculation of the initial state

The calculations are based on a mathematical model of the ship in
the form of a number of polynomes. These polynomes have been
precalculated with the hydrostatic package SIKOB for the
hydrostatics of the hull and the compartment parameters as a
function of (sensor) sounding values. The polynomes are stored in a
database in the form of polynome coefficients and the required
values are obtained by interpolation with the H6rner method.

The database also contains a number of other data items like
parameters for positions of openings in the hull and on the
bulkhead deck. The parameters for the calculation of the
aerodynamic loads are derived from measurements on a model M-class
frigate in a windtunnel of the Dutch Aerospace Laboratory (NRL).
Both wind force and point of application have been determined.

The calculations consist of four parts:
- calculation of draught and trim;
- calculation of righting and heeling arms;
- calculation of the heeling angle;
- calculation of stability margins.

a. Calculation of the draught and trim
The validated sounding data will be converted to basic soundings,
representing the liquid level that is independent of the heeling
angle. Based on these basic soundings, the sum of liquid loads,
momentums and the effect of the free liquid surfaces are
calculated. The calculation uses curves which are stored in the
database and are shown in figure 7.1. The weight of food supplies
and ammunition is assumed to be proportional to the weight of the
liquid loads and is considered to be a relatively static factor. As
such, the weight of food supplies and ammunition is taken into
account in
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Figure 7.1 Curves used for calculation of compartment data

the calculations. Based on these loading conditions, the
displacement, the center of gravity are calculated.

The draught and trim will be derived from the curves of the draught

and of the longitudinal center of buoyancy as a function of
displacement and trim, as is shown in fig 7.2.

The metracentric height will be calculated in the same way. (Also

see 7.3)
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Figure 7.3 Curves used for calculation of matacentric height

b. Calculation of righting and heeling arms

The righting and heeling arms are calculated on the basis of the
displacement, trim and the effect of the free liquid surfaces.

The arms that are calculated, are the arms of the righting and
heeling momentum with the weight of the ship as a unit force.

The righting arm is the horizontal distance between the center of
gravity and the center of buoyancy. The metacenterpoint is the
point of intersection of the righting force and vertical
centerplane. Crosscurves are used for the c~iculation of righting
arms. The crosscurve equals NK * sin(PHI) and is stored in the
database as a function of displacement and the longitudinal center
of buoyancy. (Also see figure 7.4)
Based on the known displacement and the position of the center of
gravity, the righting arms can be calculated with the crosscurve
polynomes from the database. (Also see figure 7.5)

The heeling arm caused by free liquids is derived from the
transversal momentum of inertia of the liquid surface, which is
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stored as a polynome in the database as a function of the basic
sounding. (Also see figure 7.6)

The heeling arm caused by wind is derived from the relative wind
speed and from direction data in combination with the results of
the aerodynamic scale measurements that are stored in the database.
The point of application of the reactionforce is assumed to be on
half draught. (Also see figure 7.6)
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1000-
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CROSS CURVES NK'SIN(PHII

Figure 7.4 Cross Curves used for calculation of righting arms
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Figure 7.5 Righting arms

Figure 7.6 Heeling forces
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c. Calculation of the heeling angle
The angle of heel can be derived by calculating the angle at which
the righting arm equals the total of heeling arms.

d. Calculation of the stability margins
The buoyancy margins are expressed by freeboard which is derived by
calculating the vertical distance from every opening in the ship's
structure to the waterline and from a number of positions on the
bulkhead deck to the waterline. The smallest distance is the
resulting freeboard. The location of the positions used in the
calculations is stored in the database.

Usually, stability criteria are based on the design criteria, so,
the conditions in the damage stability data sheets are predefined
and independent of environment. However, stability criteria are
essential for survival under given circumstances in real-life
situations. Therefore, the operational stability criteria that are
used here, are based on Goldberg and Sarchin (5) and that resulted
in the formulation of operational criteria that take the
environmental conditions such as wind and roll movements into
account.

The stability criteria that are used
- maximum significant roll ang-.
- maximum wind arm;
- minimum metracentric height.

The allowable roll angle is limited by the angle at which the
openings reach the water level during the roll movements of the
ship. Besides that, the significant roll, which is a measure for
the dynamic energy of roll movements, may not exceed the value that
represents the potential engergy of the righting moment. This value
is determined by the ratio of the size of the areas Al and A2 and
by the roll movement safety factor, as shown in figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.7 Righting and heeling arms as function of the
heeling angle with tht operational criteria

The stability should be sufficient to withstand a gust of wind.
Therefore, the ratio of the the arm caused by wind and the maximum
achievable wind arm (RAMAX), as shown in figure 7.7, should be less
than the wind safety factor.

The metracentric height should always be positive and should have
minimum value.

In the M-class frigate the safety factor for roll movements is
determined at 1.4, the safety factor for wind at 0.6 and minimum
value for metracentric height at 0.05 meters.

7.2 Calculation of the final state

The final state stability calculations are based on the added
weight method which results in an iterative process. A damaged
compartment is assumed to be in open connection with the sea. This
assumption leads to a final state situation in which the original
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liquid contents of the damaged compartment has disappeared into the
open sea and the compartment is filled with seawater up to the
known waterline. The tanksoundings of the flooded compartment are
calculated with the draught trim and heeling angle of the last
iteration. The difference in mass and momentum of the water in the
flooded compartment is added to the mass and momentum of the ship.
With the new displacement and new center of gravity and the total
effect of free liquids, the new trim draught and heeling angle can
be calculated and used for the next iteration.

The final state will be reached if the draught, trim and heeling
angles do not alter more than a given tolerance.

8. PRESENTATION OF STABILITY INFORMATION

In the initial and final state presentations, the stability data is
made visible to the damage control management. Primarily, this is
done graphically and is supported by a small number of stability
and buoyancy margins in a digital readout. If the margins do not
meet the criteria, the operator receives a warning. Usually, naval
constructors make stability data visible by presenting stability
arms as a function of the angle of heel. This presentation method
is also applied for the stability calculation module. In
conventional stability data sheets, only the stability arms for one
side are presented, showing the worst case. However, the results of
the stability calculation module have to be shown to SB and PS for
both angles, so as to give the operator a complete view of the
situation. (Also see figure 8.1)
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Figure 8.1. Initial state stability presentation

9. MANIPULATION

To assist the DC officer in his stability management tasks, an
attempt has been made to provide solutions for damage stability
cases with an expert system. The results of these attempts made
clear that it took a long time to process the whole range of
possibilities and that the results were unpredictable.
Therefore, an evaluation function has been added to the stability
calculation module. This evaluation function is a powerful tool
for the DC officer to evaluate the possible counter measures and it
enables him to take adequate actions without delay. In this way,
solely the damage control managers remain responsible for the
actions that have to be taken.

By means of so-called manipulation commands, corrective actions and
their effect on the ship's stability can be simulated by the
stability calculation module. The aim of counter measures is to
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create a better stability and buoyancy. The actions that can be
taken into account in order to reach this goal, are the actions
that create:

- a heeling moment which reduces the heeling angle;
- a trimming moment which increases freeboard;
- a low position of the center of gravity which increases

the righting moment.

For this purpose, the DC officer can enter four commands for each
compartment into a presentation that is similar to the actual state
presentation:

- ballast with seawater;
- transfer of liquid load;
- de-watering;
- counter flooding.

The manipulation function creates a manipulated set of compartment
soundings and this set is used as input for a final state stability
calculation.

10. STABILITY INDICATION CALCULATION

This calculation can be used if, due to exceptional conditions, no
reliable calculation can be made. Exceptional conditions are,
amongst others:

- severe icing;
- extreme wastewater problems due to firefighting;
- severe damage to the ships sections.

With this calculation the metacentric height can be derived from
the roll movements of the ship using the known "pendulum formula".
The circle frequency with the highest amplitude will be retrieved
from the power density spectrum of rollmovements, as shown in
figure 10.1. Then, the metacentric height will be:

( I * Q )2

GM -------
G

In which:
GM = metacentric height;
I = transversal radius of inertia;

= circle frequency;
G = acceleration of gravity.

Experiments have been carried out on board of the Standard-class
frigates of the Royal Netherlands Navy. From these experiments an
algorithm has been derived. This algorithm has proved to be very
useful if applied in the process that leads to a reliable
metacentric height.
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The reliability of this calculation depends on the processing of
sufficient roll data and on the applied algorithm that was found
during the experiments of the Royal Netherlands Navy . The
reliability of this calculation is only influenced externally if
the ship is sailing in following seas.

11. CONCLUSIONS

Integration of the stability calculation module in the Integrated
Monitoring and Control System is necessary because through this
integration it is possible to provide direct input from the many
sensors and the automated integrated damage control plot facilities
to the stability calculation model in order to reduce the workload
of the DC-operator and the DC-officer.

Knowledge of the stability of ships is necessary for the operator.

The stability calculation module is a powerfull tool for the Damage
Control management during Damage Control operations. Also, the
stability calculation module is an important factor in the training
of the technical staff as it enlarges the knowledge of stability
and leads to a better understanding which, in their turn, result in
quick and adequate corrective actions in case of calamities.
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F IOHT I NO HURT
COM B~AT S ITEM nDAMAGE CONTROL

by David W. Geer
NKF Engineering Inc.

1. ABSTRACT

Ships in war will be hit. Fighting hurt means post-hit
firepower having a capability and reaction time that meets the
requirements of the operational commander both for terminal defense
and area defense/offense.

In order for the combat system to continue to fight after
battle damage, ship control and auxiliary systems must provide
uninterrupted vital services required for the combat system as well
as protecting vital spaces. The capability to Fight Hurt involves
both the physical and functional survivability of not only the
combat system but the ship control and vital systems as well.

Emphasis is placed on the fact that people (ships crew) fight
and save ships using the tools (systems, equipments, and
procedures) that are provided them. Thus, every capability must
have the fundamental purpose of providing a "force multiplier" to
the crew by way of training, organisational coordination, fighting
hurt procedures and decision aids, together with survivable system
design. An evolutionary approach to improved survivability
employing and expanding upon current highly successful and proven
techniques is described.

2. INTRODUCTION

Fighting Hurt is the recovery of the combat system after
battle damage by reconfiguration of surviving components to re-
engage threats and provide terminal defense of the ship. Major
physical damage is expected to the targeted ship as illustrated in
figure 1. Because the combat system can not reasonably be hardened
to withstand direct weapon impact or blast effects, the emphasis
is placed on shock and fire "hardening", redundancy and separation,
and thus survivable reconfiguration.
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2.1 Post-hit Self Defense

The damage to the targeted
ship's Vital Systems and Spaces
must be minimized, magazine
explosion precluded, and vital
services sustained to the
surviving combat system terminal
defense systems and weapon
launchers.

At the occurrence of battle
damage, it is imperative that
terminal defense systems be
supported and restored as a high igure 1
priority since the ship will be SHIP DAMAGE
highly vulnerable to subsequent
threat weapon salvos and raids.

The best shipboard damage control organizations and ship
designs can be overcome by subsequent weapon hits. If the ship has
been hit once, it is clearly targeted. Thus the ship's combat
system must be prepared to re-engage incoming threats as rapidly
as possible.

Figure 2 illustrates the need for rapid combat system recovery
to engage multiple missile
salvos or multiple threat
targeting of the ship. Ships
performing escort or convoy
duties can be expected to be

separated by 5 to 30 miles from
other combatants. Thus, each
ship must provide for its own
defense against "leakers"
penetrating the screen. Since
enemy engagement doctrine
typically specifies firing
multiple missile salvos at a
targeted ship, rapid re-
engagement of subsequent
missiles within the salvo kiure 2
interval is essential for MULTIPLE WEAPON THRT
survival.

2.2 Desian for Damaae

Ship combat system designs and procedures optimize pre-hit
firepower. The design process and procedures are well defined and
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'Successful. However, ships in war must plan to be hit. This

requires the extension of the design discipline to include post-

hit firepower. Coping with battle damage requires immediate,

total-ship coordination and prioritized 
restoral of vital systems

and equipments. Command decision making and priorities must 
be

based not only on the primary damage 
effects to the ship, but on

the tactical threat and residual combat 
system capability.

The combat system dependency on the ship's 
HMSE systems and

damage control organization is such that combat survivability

requires integrated resource management 
of systems and personnel.

The relationships between all elements of the battle

organization are the same both before and 
after battle damage, they

differ however, in emphasis and manpower 
allocation as reflected

in table I.

The evolution of a Fighting Hurt Table I

capability requires total-ship combat CHANGING EMPHASIS

system / HM&E system survivability

engineering. In the far-term, these

changes would be implemented as

total-ship threat reactive control POST - HIT CHANGING EMPHASIS

system response, redundancy and

dispersal of vital components, - SUSTAIN I RESTORE ELECTRICAL POWER

survivable connectivity, and TO COMBAT SYSTEM

automated decision aids. In • SUSTAIN I RESTORE VITAL SERVICES

addition, a long term comitment to * PROTECT VfIAL SACES

revisions to ship procedures

doctrine, t r a i n i n g, and oSUSTAIN IRESTOREWEAPON

organizational 
relationships 

is

required.

3. VITAL SPACES AIND SYSTEMS

Fighting Hurt acknowledges that major physical 
damage will

occur when the ship is hit, The statistics and assessments of

battle damage from World War 2, Korea, Falklands, 
and the Persian

Gulf are clear. Ships are seldom lost as a result 
of Primary Damage

(direct blast effects), but rather as a result of 
Secondary Damage

(the spread of fire and flooding into surrounding 
areas).

3.1 ital Saces

Vital Spaces are defined in the ship specifications and ship's

damage control books as "those in which continued operation is

essential for ship control, propulsion, communications,

seaworthiness, and fighting capability". Table II lists

representative vital spaces. The combat system vital spaces are
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Table I
located throughout the VITAL SPACES
ship. Protection of
combat system vital
spaces together with
propulsion, electrical
and auxiliaries vital REPRESENTATIVE VITAL SPACES
spaces is of paramount
importance to post-hit
fighting capability. COURAT SYSTEIMIS OPUSO N I FLECT I AUX

PILOT HOUSE CENTRAL CONTROL STATION
Within the context it DAMAGE CNTROL CENTRALRADO ROOM ENG NE ROOM

of t a t a 1 s h i p MISSILE LAUNCHERS AIR CONDITIONING ROOMS

survivability, priority IC & GYRO MACHNERY a PUMP ROMS
POWER CON E*3101 AUX MACHINERY ROOS

must be given to saving COMBAT SY5TEM FOMI ROOMS STEERING GEAR ROOMSEARCH RADRS GENERATOR ROOMS

vital spaces. They RADAR EGMT ROOMS POWER SUPPLY I CONVERSION ROOMsh u dC IS CONT ROL ROOMS ELECTRIC LOAD CENTERS
should be clearly cIL OAZD CNNES
identified on decision SONA$ CONTROECIMIXOTOLINGNIXIE ROOM
aids and accorded the GUNDIRECTOR
reaction time of
response required to
save the vital
components contained
within. One example will suffice; magazines. Magazines are vital
spaces. Fire in the vicinity of a magazine is always accorded the
highest priority; however, flooding and structural damage are not
necessarily. In order to fight hurt, it is imperative that weapons
be kept dry and debris cleared for weapon launch. Within each
damage control zone of the ship, all vital spaces should be
prioritized with respect to the ships current tactical situation
and the type of damage sustained.

3.2 Vital Systems

The Vital Systems summarized at Table III are essential to the
operation of not only the combat system, but the propulsion and
auxiliaries, as well as the survival of the ship after battle
damage.

While all vital systems are essential to the combat system
and ship survivability, the effect of an interrupt varies, as
reflected in the ships' Battle Short Doctrine. The range of time
permissible for an interrupt to the combat system varies from
milliseconds for electrical power to minutes for cooling or chilled
water. Additionally, after battle damage, the effect of an
interrupt can be catastrophic to certain vital systems such as the
firemain, with men engaged in firefighting or magazine sprinkling
due to fire.
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Table III
Casualty reconfiguration of VITAL SYSTEMS

Vital Systems also includes
reducing the demand (load)
required by reduced capacity
caused by damage. Electrical VITAL SYSTEMS
Load Shed is a prime example of
the necessity to rapidly reduce
electrical load in accordance
with a predetermined and * ELECTRICAL POWER (400 HZ, 60 HZ

FLEXIBLE doctrine. Chill Water FIREMAIN
an example of the need to reduce MAGAZINE SPRINKLING
heat load by reconfiguring the AFFF

combat system over a period of CHILL WATER
minutes. OWN SHIP HEAD, ROLL, PITCH, SPE

WIND SPEED, DIRECTION
RUDDER ANGLE INDICATION

4. FUNCTIONAL SURVIVABILITY OF INTERIOR COMMUNICATIONS
THE BATTLE ORGANIZATION VENTILATION I AIR CONDITIONING

Fighting Hurt requires COMPRESSED AIR

prioritized casualty and damage
restoration. Everything can not
be done at once. Primary damage by weapons can cause 25-40%
personnel casualties on a destroyer resulting in a severe shortage
of manpower. This can be especially significant in the area of
critical technical skills.

The crew of a warship fights and saves its ship within the
framework of the Battle Organization. The Control Positions within
the Organization
are connected by
voice and data
networks. Figure TYPICAL BATTLE ORGANIZATION
3 illustrates a
typical Condition I
Organization.

The success of
the organization INGIMEIS OCA
depends in large 610 CCI SC CTIACC
measure upon the sa opleSaT, PW9

survivability of "FlOSSE 41 s PEESOISIL SEMIS
|L ICI'IICAt T

its interior voice oNTNoL HI,
and data links. _,,ELIC,

The sp-ed and
completeness with kgure 3
w h i c h t h e TYPICAL CONDITION I
organization can BATTLE ORGANIZATION
decide and act is
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dependent on the information and displays presented to the decision

makers at the control positions.

4.1 Typical Combat System Organization Deficiencies

The typical combat system organization reports directly to the
Tactical Action Officer (TAO) as illustrated in figure 4. The
organization that
functions in this
manner has the TYPICAL COMBAT SYSTEM ORGANIZATION
simplicity of each COMBINES OPERATIONS & REPAIR
equipment group and
its operators
reporting directly
to the warfare
operators.

The battle
damage problem with GM 0©this organization -MSSL RDo Cs

is the Electronics s ASW 3D COMPUIENS ESV

Cau lt'onrl RADARS -WEAPONS -RADARS -DISPLAYSC a s u a l t y C o n t r o l _1114011 0 10

(CASCON) group only ION°T
communicates with Figure 4
the Electronic TYPICAL COMBAT SYSTEM
Technicians and the BATTLE ORGANIZATION
Data Systems
Technicians. All
other repair
personnel report directly to their Warfare Officers and the
Tactical Action Officer. The lowest common denominator for
casualty and damage coordination is the Tactical Action Officer,
not the Electronics Casualty Control Group.

In a battle action, the TAO and Warfare Officers are totally
absorbed with the threat and tactical use of what remains of the
combat system. Further, coordination with Engineering & Electrical
Control and Damage Control Central is by each warfare area and
Electronics Casualty Control; five different areas with potentially
five different sets of priorities. During battle damage, the DCA
and Engineer Officer are already saturated with voice and data
communications within their own areas of responsibility. Further
compounding the problem is the fact that no ONE in the combat
system organization knows the complete status of the combat system
to advise the Commanding Officer and TAO of remaining capability.
The moee serious deficiency is that there is no practical way for
Command to set priorities for the reconfiguration and restoral of
the combat system to engage the most threatening targets.
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4.2 Alternate Combat System Organization

The deficiencies
discussed above are
being resolved aboard ALTERNATE COMBAT SYSTEM
selected ships today as
indicated in figure 5. SEPARATES OPERATIONS & REPAIR
There are two primary
benefits to this
organization: (1)the TAO cic
and warfare officers
concentrate of tactical
use of weapons systems, CS-RESOURCE

and(2) a single decision OFFICE
maker prioritizes the WARFARE OPERATORS SYSTEM REPIRIMAINT

reconfiguration and
restoral of the entire SURFACE GU-WARFARE -SYSTEMS

combat to meet threats. ANTI-SUB MISSILE

WARFARE SYSTEMS
The centralized AIR RADARS

combat system damage WARFARE (20 & 3D)

decision making is the ELECTRONIC SONAR
functional equivalent of ELECTRONICS NAVIGAIION
the DCA. With WARFARE -RADIO EOMT
centralized decision COMPUTERS
making, more suitable -DISPLAYS
facilities and decision ECM

aids can be (and are) ES

provided. The facility ?igure 5
is commonly called ALTERNATE COMBAT
Combat S y s t e m SYSTEM ORGANIZATION
Maintenance Central
(CSMC), although the
same capabilities and
communications could be established within the existing Repair 8
(combat system repair) organization.

Crucial to setting priorities for combat system restoral after
battle damage is the complete understanding of the threat as seen
by Command/TAO. This is accomplished within the organization shown
in figure 5 by the Combat System Resource Officer (CSRO) standing
in the vicinity of Command/TAO in CIC. The CSRO is supported by
the CSMC organization and its decision aids physically located
elsewhere in the ship.

Within the CSMC are dedicated maintenance and repair
communications throughout the combat system that do not compete
with tactical communications. Further, the CSMC maintains not only
a combat system plot, but a set of vital systems, vital spaces, and
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damage plots equivalent to those maintained by the DCA.

5. SYSTEM / EQUIPMENT SURVIVABILITY

5.1 Hardenina (Shock. Fire)

The common denominator of all high explosives is shock. If
the combat system, vital systems and equipments, propulsion and
electrical, and damage control systems are to be of any use after
battle damage, they must be selectively shock hardened up to a
predetermined set of thresholds for continued performance after
survivable damage. The design for survival should address required
residual capability required after both underwater burst shock and
air burst shock.

Shock hardening of machinery such as engines and generators
is more easily recognized than that of antennas, wave guides, and
chill water piping. However, if the ship is to fight hurt, clearly
defined hardening criteria for major equipment groups within the
combat system must specify which components are expected to fail
and define the alternate routing and dependency paths.

Fire "Hardening" as used in this paper is the time related
resistance of vital equipments and systems to flame and high
temperature. Data and voice communications together with
electrical power distribution are prime examples of the need for
fire hardening. Various fire resistant cable conductors and
coatings are readily available for use aboard warships. Their use
should be focused on vital circuits and data systems essential to
post-hit firepower and survival. The value added of fire hardening
is the lengthening of circuit and system use from 3-5 minutes to
20-60 minutes when exposed to flame.

The time gained from extending the use of fire hardened
circuits/systems is during the initial minutes after the occurrence
of damage, which is the most critical. Both the combat system and
damage control organizations will benefit. Further, by retaining
the vital capabilities, the damage may be rapidly contained and
controlled such that the hardened vital circuits/systems will not
be disrupted for the remainder of the ships transit.

5.2 Separation/Redundancy

Physical separation of vital spaces, systems, equipments, and
connectivity is essential to battle damage survival. Destroyers,
Frigates, and Cruisers in the 4000-9000 ton displacement range will
be penetrated by the weapons and the high explosive/shrapnel
effects will cover a predictable interior volume of the ship. Air
bursts and underwater bursts also have predictable effects. Since
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the systems/equipments within the lethality range of the weapons
will be destroyed, the only alternative is maximum feasible
physical separation of redundant components.

Duplication of sepirated vital systems/equipments is essential
to fighting hurt. Redundant components and paths must be
physically separated to reasonably assure alternate paths for
reconfiguration after damage.

In many cases, ships today have redundant systems that are
virtually collocated (separation of a few feet or less), primary
and alternate power supplies only available from one power panel
or both power panels located in the same space, chill and cooling
water systems that do not have sufficient bulkhead cutouts allowing
casualty reconfiguration due to rupture.

The effect of redundancy on post hit mission capability is
well illustrated by a ship having only one radio room. A hit in
that space can eliminate tactical communications with the dispersed
convoy or escorts discussed in section 2.1. An emergency radio
communications capability is essential today and in the future for
the same reasons it was standard practice during World War 2.

A.3 Reconfiguration After Battle Damage

After sustaining battle damage, the only reasonable method of
reestablishing ship capability is to reconfigure around destroyed
or damaged systems/equipments. In high threat environments, there
is no time available to repair. The ship must be rapidly
reconfigured; manually, mechanically, and/or electronically, to
restore surviving capability. It is here, under extremely adverse
conditions, that people within the Battle Organization discussed
in section 4 will fight and save the ship using the tools that are
provided them.

6. TRAINING TO SURVIVE

Fighting Hurt or Combat System Damage Control, is the ships'
crew using the systems, equipments, and procedures provided them
for the rapid recovery of the combat system by reconfiguration
after battle damage. Training for battle damage requires voice and
data communications and informed decision making throughout the
battle organization shown in figure 3 and in particular within the
combat system organization shown in figure 5.

The training must emphasize the fact that the post-hit threat
will be more intense as discussed in section 2.1.
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6.1 Trainino Realism

Figure 6 illustrates the
requirement to realistically
expose the total ship battle
organization to the expected
threat for their area of
operations. By exposing the
crew to the effects of self
defense weapons detonating an
incoming missile, the effects
of anti-shipping missiles
detonating within the ship, and
torpedoes/mines exploding at the
extremities of the ship, the Figure 6
crew gains knowledge of their TRAINING FOR DAMAGE
ship and confidence in their
ability to "handle" actual
damage.

Threat and damage realism is essential. This can be obtained
from each navies estimates of weapons effects for their area of
operation and applied to the specific configuration of the ship
undergoing training. This can be done either manually or by use
of computer models or both. Once the threat and weapon effects are
determined, the actual damage expectancy is applied to ships
drawings and verified by observation aboard the actual ship
undergoing training. The training "battle problems" are then
scripted in detail for the ship.

The training must emphasize SURVIVABLE battle damage while
sustaining the threat to the ship. Experience has shown that only
the early portion of the scenario up to the initial hit can be
"scripted" in detail. The ships' crew must be allowed innovative
responses. Additional threats must be disclosed and the ship
required to successfully engage them. If the combat system fails
to successfully engage incoming weapons, another "hit" must occur.
In general, there is no UNIQUE solution to the problem. Thus, the
training team conducting training must be capable of real time
revisions to the battle problem. The most versatile method for
training team response has been found to be VHF voice radio at the
4-5 watt level of power.

6.2 Desian Benefits

One of the greatest benefits of realistic training, is that
the manual actions in fact prescribe a design and control
algorithm. The innovation and ingenuity of a ships crew provides
invaluable insight into survivability of design and past design
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flaws. Capitalizing on this potential requires a close working
relationship between the design community and the operating forces.
If viewed in the context of "The Manual Implementation of the
Future Automated System", shipboard survivability training can not
only assist in design innovation, but serve to validate new
doctrine, procedures, control position organizational requirements,
display and decision requirements, and control "algorithms".

7. PAYOFF

The payoff, illustrated in figure 7, is improved combat system
survivability. The probability of kill, Pk, of the combat system
is shown decreasing from current
firepower kill levels to that of
mobility and hull levels. Ship
and system/equipment design
ultimately determine
survivability. PUM K

7.1 Training

Training has proven MILIU KILL
effective in restoring the
combat system to engage threats
after sustaining simulated "I KILL
battle damage. Most MIIN SM %SG
importantly, Command decision
making is significantly enhanced Figure 7
and thus the ability of Command PAYOFF
to set priorities.

Prior to training, the
various elements of the Battle Organization shown in figure 3
focused on their own areas of "doctrinal" responsibility. In
short, they did not "communicate" at the total ship survivability
level. With training, ships achieved a total ship perspective and
were able to rapidly restore not only combat system capability, but
vital systems essential to damage control, propulsion and
electrical control throughout the ship.

7.2 System/Ecuipment Survivable Desian

Training can only enable the crew to effectively use what is
provided by the designern. Significant further increases in
survivability can be achieved with "total ship system engineered"
hardening, separation, and redundancy. With survivable
reconfiguration, the potential exists to exploit numerous new and
future weapon systems in a casualty mode of operation not requiring
the use of vulnerable own ship radars.
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S. CONCLUSION

Post-hit firepower having the capability and reaction time to
meet the requirements of the operational commander can be achieved
if the combat system and its supporting vital systems are designed
for damage reconfiguration.

Over the near term, significant improvements can be made with
existing assets through realistic total ship training and
modifications to ships' doctrine.

In the long term, improvements in survivable design of systems
and equipments may well extend combat system survivability to that
of mobility and even beyond to that of the hull (depending on
ships' weapons). Equal benefits can be achieved to propulsion and
electrical systems as well as damage control systems through the
application of this discipline. A close working relationship
between the design community and the operating forces can
capitalize on the "manual implementation of the future automated
system". This manual implementation will provide a proven
foundation for the "control algorithm" of the future automated
survivable control system and its total ship resource display and
decision requirements.
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THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SHIP'S POSITION
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE ROYAL NAVY SINGLE ROLE MINEHBUTER

by A M Burt
Vosper Thornycroft (UK) Limited

1. ABSTRACT

This paper describes the processes involved in the production of the
Single Role Hinehunter, Ship Position Control System (SPCS). The design,
test, and trials periods are covered, the processes involved are explained
and the steps taken to reduce risk described.

The SPCS was developed by Vosper Thornycroft Controls for the Royal Navy
Sandown class of minehunters.

2. INTRODUCTION

Vosper Thornycroft Controls (VTC) is part of the Systems Group of Vosper
Thornycroft (UK) Ltd and is primarily involved in the design and manufacture
of control systems for Naval vessels.

The SPCS was designed for use upon the Sandown class of minehunters for
the Royal Navy. Its purpose is to automatically control the vessel during
minehunting operations, and to provide manual joystick and autopilot control
functions.

The vessel is equipped with Voith Schneider Propulsors (VSP) that
provide controllable vectored thrust, and a bow thruster. The vessel uses
twin diesel engines for non minehunting operations and electric slow speed
drives for minehunting.

This paper covers the techniques used to implement the design and the
steps taken to simplify the tasks of testing, setting to work and sea trials.

The system was designed to meet a Naval staff requirement and was
required to provide several different operational modes. The requirement was
to produce a simple and easy to use facility to control the vessel during
minehunting operations within set accuracy targets. This was intended to
reduce operator fatigue and to enable accurate track following over an
extended period and for a wide range of environmental conditions.

2.1 Manual Joystick

The system was required to provide a manual joystick mode, where a three
axis joystick is used to control vectoring of the vessel thrusters. The
joystick is fitted to the Quarter Masters Console (OHC), and a portable
version can be connected at various positions around the vessel. Hover mode
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can be selected by operation of a pushbutton adjacent to the joystick. This
hovers the vessel at that physical location until the pushbutton is operated
again or another mode selected.

This mode will be used when berthing the vessel or when recovering and

deploying the remote vehicle.

2.2 Track Keeping

Track keeping is the mode used for minehunting when following a search
pattern. The Mine Warfare Officer (MWO) sets a plan to be followed into the
Action Information Organisation (AIO) and the coordinates of the required
waypoints of the track are then transmitted to the SPCS via the Weapon System
Data Bus (WSDB). The SPCS then interprets these vaypoints as a command to
track keep, and indicates to the Quarter Master that the request to track
keep has been received. The vessel is then automatically manoeuvred along
the track between vaypoints. Ship speed is also controlled by the Mine
Warfare Officer and sent along the data bus with the waypoint data.

This mode is used for minehunting and classification operations. As a
vaypoint is passed the AIO updates the plan to ensure that the SPCS always
has three waypoints in its memory; thus enabling the SPCS to automatically
follow a tight circular path.

2.3 Hover

When the AIO sends only one waypoint or the last of a series of
waypoints is reached the SPCS will automatically select Hover mode.

The SRMH is equipped with a small bow thruster that is adequate for all
normal berthing operations of the vessel, but does not have sufficient power
for hovering using traditional dynamic positioning techniques at all
environments encountered during minehunting. In order to overcome this
limitation three variants of the hover mode were developed to cater for the
range of environmental conditions that the SPCS has to meet.

Hover by Dynamic Positioning with a command desired heading (Hover DP
CDH) is used in low environmental conditions with no restriction on the ships
heading. The CDH is set by the Mine Warfare Officer and is transmitted along
the Weapon System Data Bus.

When operating in Hover-DP mode, priority is given to maintaining
heading. The system calculates Northing and Basting position errors from the
Hover point and the ship position. The Heading error is calculated from the
desired Heading and the Ship Heading. The system takes the error information
and processes it to produce pitch setting demands to the VSPs and speeddemands to the BT in order to keep the ship at its Hoverpoint.

Hover by Dynamic positioning with a favourable heading (Hover DP FH) is
used in higher environments than DP CDR. The favourable heading is
determined by the SPCS as that which will minimise the effects of wind and
tide on the vessel, this heading is termed the Favourable Heading. It is
calculated by measuring the actual wind and tide, and then using a ship model
to predict the bow thruster usage at various headings between wind and tide
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directions. The minimum is found by extrapolating between the sampled
headings that produced the lowest bow thruster usage.

Hover using Position Control by Manoeuvring (Hover PCH) is used in
environments up to the maximum suitable for minehunting. This mode uses the
VSP to work against the environment to maintain the required position.

When operating in Hover PCM the ship will tend to move in the desired
direction to correct any positional errors rather than moving laterally.
Under steady conditions, the ship's heading is the Favourable Heading.

2.4 Autopilot

The SPCS implements a traditional Autopilot function using the same
hardware as for the other automatic modes. The mode is selectable by the
Quarter Master, and a desired ships heading entered. The SPCS then controls
the VSP lateral pitch to maintain the desired vessel heading. VSP
longitudinal pitch is set to full ahead and vessel speed is controlled by
adjustment of the main engine speed.

The desired heading is adjusted at the QMC by means of increase and
decrease pushbuttons until the desired heading is displayed on the plasma
display, the operator can then enter the new heading into the controller.

A ye limit and the usable steering pitch are also operator adjustable.
The autopilot is based on a three term controller with a wind feed forward
term.

2.5 Hinehunting Under SPCS Control

WP2 WIND TIDE WP

wP~oo2wP0
WF 3 A 

WT~

IP0 W", 16 - -- -----

WPD100 W, WP104

Figure 1 - Typical Minehunting Exercise

Figure 1 shows a typical minehunting exercise, and demonstrates how the
automatic modes are used. The AIO transmits a pattern of waypoints, WPl, WP2
and WP3 to the SPCS and the system will select track keeping mode. When an
artefact is detected (point A) between WP3 and WP4, the AIO will send a new
plan of WP1001 and WP1002. The vessel will hover at WP1002 while
classification takes place. Following further periods of classification at
WP1003 and WP1004, the vessel will retreat to WP1005 for disposal.
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All of the above operations will be carried out under automatic control
of the SPCS. The Quarter Masters only duty is to monitor the vessel
performance and to ensure that the selected hover mode is the most suitable
for the actual environment.

3. SPCS DESIGN

There are three main sections to the SPCS design:

- The hardware design

- The software design

- The control algorithm design

3.1 The Hardware

The system is implemented using processors and interface cards from the
VTC range of D86 PCBs, as already used on various other RN vessels; the T23
frigate, the T2400 submarine, and the Trident submarine; as well as other
foreign naval vessels.

Special precautions had to be taken to protect the electronics from the
harsh EMC environment encountered on board Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP)
vessels. This included fitting any vulnerable electronics within double
screened enclosures, and the filtering of supply and signal cables.

QMC

SPCS DCS

Figure 2 - System Interfaces with Propulsion Machinery
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The SPCS system is housed within the Quarter Masters Console (QMC) and
interfaces with the Direct Control System (DCS) also housed in the QMC and
supplied by VTC. The QMC is mounted on the bridge. Figure 2 shows the
arrangement and the interfaces with the Voith Schneider propulsors.

a. SPCS - The SPCS consists of one rack of electronics with all
necessary power supplies, interfaces, and Man Machine Interfaces (MMIs)
mounted in a console that forms half of the Quarter Masters console.

The MMI comprises a plasma display, a fallback display and all necessary
pushbutton switches and indicators. The plasma display has a dedicated page
for each mode that gives all the relevant data for that mode. Figure 3 shows
the display for track keeping mode. Three status pages are also available to
give further useful parameters.

ALARMS:

WARNINGS: TRACK KEEPING
WIND W IT

056 17KN _ /
TIDE

122 1.6KN2O

YAW RATEI

SHIP WATER
SPEED
1.7 KN

TRACK SPEED
COM 3.6KN

ACT 3.7KN
SHAFT SPEED

(RPM)
PORT STBD
132 132

THRUST

BT
FH TRACK

VSP 111.55 
27 NOV 89

Figure 3 - Typical Plasma Display - Track Keeping
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The fallback display provides sufficient information to enable the
system to function correctly on failure of the primary plasma display, and
consists of arrays of indicating lamps showing across track error, along
track error, and heading error.

As most of the SPCS modes are fully automatic, the primary function of
the MMI is surveillance, and alarms or warnings will be raised should any
system or interface problems arise, as well as providing all relevant vessel
and environmental data via the plasma display.

b. Direct Control System - The DCS is the normal method of controlling
the vessel and provides independent longitudinal, and lateral control of the
Voith Schneider propulsor pitch as well as bow thruster control.

The VSP pitch is controlled by hand levers and a helmwheel providing
demands to dedicated electronics that implement closed loop control of the
VSP actuators. The DCS interfaces with the propulsion systems are shown in
Figure 2.

Each control loop is independent and was designed to achieve a high
reliability. This was achieved by minimising the component count, component
screening and the elimination of single point failures.

The inclusion of the high reliability control system was to ensure that
vessel safety was not compromised by common mode failures. The transfer from
SPCS control to DCS control can be achieved by the operation of a single mode
select switch on the OMC.

The SPCS controls the vessel by the use of isolated analogue inputs in
the DCS, so any SPCS failures will not affect DCS availability.

The main engine speed control and hence VSP shaft control also iorms
part of the DCS and is independent of the SPCS. Each engine speed is
controllable by an array of pushbuttons that control the governor setting by
means of a stepper motor. Setting the governor to minimum when the slow speed
electric motors are running causes the automatic changeover of the Self
Synchronising and Shifting (SSS) clutches.

c. Interfaces - Figure 4 shows the interfaces with the other ships
systems and navigaton aids. All positional data is received via the VSDB,
as well as sonar positional data and system time.

The SPCS has been designed to function correctly with a variety of
navigational aids, and the X Y coordinates are received from the AIO via the
VSDB. Racal Hyperfix is the normal navaid used, due to its extensive
coverage of UK coastal waters.

Ships heading, and wind direction are received via synchro interfaces.
Wind speed is received via an analogue signal.
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Figure 4 - SPCS/Navaid Interfaces

d. Correlation Electromagnetic Speed 1o - Surge and sway ground and
water speed are received via an RS422 ilnk directly from the Correlation
electromagnetic speed (CMS) log. This system has been developed in a
military version by VTC for the SRKH. The system provides an accurate
measurement of surge and sway ground speed by using ground tracking
techniques. The CKS log also incorporates a electromagnetic log that
provides alongships and athwartships water speed.

3.2 The Softvare

The application software was implemented using tried and tested
standard VTC I/0 modules. This use of proven software reduced risk and
simplified the task of integration an6 test. The code is mainly written in
CORAL 66 with assembler used where dictated by speed, and was developed
within a Context environment.
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Structured Analysis and Design techniques were used in the development
of the system software. Rigorous testing of software modules was employed to
reduce the integration time.

The application specific software consisted of code to handle control
mode transitions; to handle the MMI and to call the relevant control
algorithms. Functions such as the database management, I/O handling, and
comms handling all used standard VTC modules.

The software incorporates extensive diagnostics and failure detection to
simplify and speed up fault i~entification and repair.

3.3 The Control Algeriwia

The development of the control algorithms was carried out by running a
ship simulation on a UVax computer. The algorithms went through many design
stages and took many forms before the final designs were settled upon.

Different control techniques for the algorithm designs were tested by
coding them and then running them against the simulation. Stable hover and
track keeping performance was then observed as well as performance in
transient situations such as veering wind and tide conditions or turning at
waypoints.

The use of Linear Kalman filters was investigated and while this offered
good performance in linear or stable conditions, gave unacceptable
performance in non-linear situations such as manoeuvring.

Eventually conventional three term controllers were found to be the most
suitable robust option. After initial testing of the designs, the algorithms
were coded in coral for inclusion into the system software. The designs were
also included in a SPCS model within the simulation, the simulation was than
used to evaluate the algorithm performance over the full range of
environments and conditions.

Separate algorithms were developed for each operational mode; Autopilot,
Track keeping, Hover DP and PCM, plan interrupt and ship emergency halt; as
well as for the favourable heading calculation. The favourable heading
module is used to calculate the best heading for hovering for the
environment. This is achieved by calculating the Hydro, Aero and Sonar
forces on the vessel for a range of headings between the actual wind and
tide, and then calculating the required use of the bow thruster for that
heading. The heading that gives the minimum use of the bow thruster is the
favourable heading.

The algorithm gains and limits were then tuned and adjusted as the
result of extensive simulation work.

Once the algorithm gains had been finalised, the system was subject to a
full stability analysis. This involved analysis of the SRMH system without
any controller and then adding the analysis for each controller. The
analysis was carried out by examining the response of a linearised model of
the system to small control inputs and disturbances. The results of the
linear model analysis were compared with results from the non-linear model to
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ensure accuracy of the linear model. The linear model was then exercised
over a wider range of environments in order to find any areas of instability.
The stability analysis indicated that the SPCS would be stable across all
required operating scenarios.

a. Fallback Modes - While the vessel will normally have all the
required thrusters available for minehunting; the SPCS has been designed to
operate with only one Voith Schneider Propulsor functional. This means that
in most environments the SPCS can function with little or no loss of
performance with only one shaft available.

The SPCS can also function with the shafts at different speeds again
with little effect on performance. This flexibility means that the SPCS can
make maximum use of the available propulsion prime movers.

Various navaids can be replaced by estimated data in the event of navaid
failure. Thus loss of non-critical navaids will not mean total loss of the
system.

b. Noise Limiting Algorithms - Provision has been made to limit the
SPCS usage of thrusters in order to limit thruster noise. The noise limiting
algorithms will be determined after noise ranging of the vessel and can be
incorporated with no software redesign.

The algorithms will most likely limit the Bow Thruster and VSP usage to
reduce the risk of cavitation.

4. THE SIMULATION

A complete ship simulation was developed by VTC and included Hull and
Machinery models provided by the shipbuilder and the Ministry of Defence.

The simulation also included models of the SPCS, CMS log, AIO and WSDB,
as well as a full environmental model. The simulation was enhanced and
expanded as algorithm design progressed. This included the addition of
enhanced graphical displays and monitors for the calculation of performance
figures. The improved M1( greatly reduced the task of analysis of large
quantities of trials results.

The primary purpose of the simulation was to accurately model the real
operating environment of the system in order to establish the system
functionality and to enable realistic testing of the system. This was
carried out in order to reduce the setting to work time required on board the
vessel.

The simulation was then used to form the basis for a system test
facility, where the vessel, the ship interfaces, and the environmental
conditions were simulated in order to functionally test the complete system.

The simulation was also used to define the effects of tuning the
algorithms. Thus maximum and minimum values and the sensitivity of each
parameter was determined before sea trials.
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Various failure modes of ships equipment were simulated in order to test
the fallback systems within the SPCS and the designs' ability to withstand
degraded sensor performance.

5. TRIALS LOGGING FACILITY

As sea trials time was going to be very limited and due to the dynamic
nature of the SPCS, it was important to make full use of all ship time. In
order to achieve this and to ensure that any unexplained or transient
phenomena were recorded a data logging facility was developed. The main
functions of this facility are:

- The logging of internal SPCS parameters.

- The tuning of algorithm gains.

- The production of performance figures.

The facility was implemented using a )VAx computer connected via an
RS422 link to the SPCS display processor. The display processor was then
able to access the main SPCS database and supply the required parameters to
the logging computer. The parameters to be logged can be selected from the
logging computer and this selection passed to the SPCS, thus only selected
parameters are passed down the data link.

Several parameters can also be logged from the port and starboard
Machinery control and surveillance systems.

The data available to the logging facility are algorithm gains and
limits, .controller outputs, filter and navaid data, as well as SPCS mode and
thruster information. Over three hundred different parameters are available
for monitoring or tuning, of which any 100 can be logged at one time.

This facility is also used during system integration and test to log
system parameters in order to troubleshoot faults when connected to a system
on the test facility. The performance monitor is used to provide performance
figures during factory acceptance tests.

Algorithm tuning is required to adjust the performance of the algorithms
on board the vessel to give the desired performance. Thus the effect of
inaccuracies in the simulation database can be minimised. Prior to sea
trials the effect of algorithm tuning was tested on the simulation. Maximum
and minimum safe levels for each gain were determined using the simulation.
Thus the tuning of algorithms could be undertaken without affecting the
system stability.

Once a parameter has been selected for display the facility can log it
to a disk file for processing at a later date. This data can then be post
plotted to give a permanent record of any trial or manoeuvre. An example of
the plotted data is given in Figures 5 to 7. Figure 5 shows the vessel path
during the logging period. The vessel position is plotted at regular
intervals to indicate the vessel heading and at a scale that will not obscure
the path. Figures 6 and 7 show various SPCS parameters throughout the
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logging period, thus enabling different parameters to be compared with each
other at any time during the trial.

The output of each term of each three term controller can be examined to
analyse the controller performance and give a guide to any tuning required.

6. HARBOUR ACCEPTANCE TRIALS/LINKING

The Harbour Acceptance Irial (HAT) and linking trials to various ship
systems were carried out during the setting to work period. The purpose of
these trials were to prove the functionality of the interfaces to other ships
equipment and to ensure that the SPCS had been correctly installed prior to
going to sea.

Due to the dynamic nature of the SPCS it was not possible to fully test

the system with the vessel tied up alongside a harbour wall.

7. PRB SEA ACCEPTANCE TRIALS

Prior to the formal Sea Acceptance Trials (SATs) a period of setting to
work and tuning at sea was made available and was referred to as the Pre SATS
period. The aims of this period were to test each mode to ensure correct
functionality; to gather data about the real ship to compare with the
simulation models; to carry out tuning of the algorithms if required; to
dynamically test the system; and to enable ships staff to familiarise
themselves with the system prior to handover.

The Pre SATs period was split into several sections as determined by the
ship part 4 trial programme. The first week took place off Portland in
November 1989, and was characterised by extremes of environment. The first
day was absolute calm followed by three days of gales. However the trials
were a success with all modes functioned and the logging system proven.

The autopilot proved to work satisfactorily and the manual joystick in
both local and remote modes was proved. Track keeping was tested and
functioned correctly despite the very high winds; Hover testing was more
limited as only the PCH mode could be used in the environment encountered.

Figures 5 to 7 show the results of a track keeping trial from the Pre
SATs period. The vessel follows tracks of 170, 270,345, and 15 degrees.
Figure 5 shows the vessel manoeuvring around the required track as well as
plot information. Figure 6 shows various vessel parameters including wind
and tide speed and direction. Figure 7 shows some of the track keeping
parameters that were logged including track speed and direction.

A few minor interface problems were discovered during this week in both
SPCS and ships interfaces and these were corrected prior to the second week
when it was intended to fully test the Hover and Track keeping modes. These
modes have to function correctly with and without the hunt sonar deployed and
these tests were carried out off Rosyth in April 1990.

One of the objectives of the Pre SATs was to gather as much data as
possible regarding the system and vessel performance. When a trial has been
conducted satisfactorily it can then be rerun on the simulation in order to
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validate the simulation. Once the simulation has been shown to be accurate
or any differences explained; the extensive simulation results become an
accurate system performance definition, and future operational problems or
changes can be tested against the simulation.

8. SEA ACCEPTANCE TRIALS

The purpose of conducting Sea Acceptance Trials (SATs) is to show that
the system meets the customer requirements, and to demonstrate all modes of
operation.

The system will be demonstrated by VTC to the shipbuilder and the
Ministry of Defence at the same time. The total time allocated to the trials
is four days of sea time. Due to the dynamic nature of the system and its
inter-reaction with the the environment testing will be limited to that
achievable in a few days. Hence no attempt will be made to conduct trials in
different combinations of wind and tide, and the simulation results will be
used to give more extensive results.

The SATs will include demonstrations of each control mode. Minehunting
modes, track keeping and hover will be demonstrated with and without the
sonar deployed. Performance figures will be calculated by the data logger
computer with independent checking of navaid accuracy. The SATs are
scheduled for completion in April 1990.

9. CONCLUSIONS

During system development several areas have been found where
improvements can be made to enhance performance and it is hoped that these
can be included in the near future. Work is also under-way to look at
developing the algorithms for use on other similar vessels.

The SPCS has now been fully tested by the shipbuilder, and has proved
its ruggedness and suitability for the harsh environment in which it will be
required to operate.

The usefulness of extensive simulation work in the design and analysis
stages of a project such as this has been proved. Without the ability to
test algorithm design against a computer simulation the production of a
working system would have been almost impossible. The total non-customer
acceptance testing at sea for the SPCS system was eleven days during which
the vessel was not always exclusively available for VTC use.

The inclusion of a fully automatic ship control system should greatly
improve the overall minehunting effectiveness of the vessel; due to good
predictable performance over a wide range of environments with minimal
operator involvement.
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TUB DESIGN, DEVELOPEWT IND IMPLBMBNTATION
O AN OPTIMAL GUIDLNCI SYSTEM FOR

SHIPS IN CONFINED WATERS

by R. S. Burns

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Polytechnic South West, Plymouth, U.K.

1. ABSTRACT

This paper describes the design, development and
implementation of a multivariable optimal control system for
the guidance of vessels in confined waters. The work is
part of an overall strategic programme to optimally guide a
ship from port approaches at the start to port approaches at
the completion of a voyage. During the pilotage phase, the
cost function is weighted to minimise track, course and
speed errors, whilst in the oceanic phase, it is weighted to
minimise fuel and time.

A non-linear, discrete, time-varying ship mathematical
model, validated with results from sea trials is embedded
within an optimal filter which accepts raw data from the
vessel's navigation instruments and passes best estimates to
the optimal controller.

Results from simulation, model testing and full-scale
sea trials are presented for manoeuvring modes, together
with possible control strategies for open-seaway operation.

2. INTRODVCTION

Automatic guidance of ships has its origin near the
beginning of this century, following the invention of the
gyrocompass. Sperry (1) discussed the problems of automatic
steering in 1922 and in the same year Minorsky (2) presented
the basic theory for directional stability of automatically
steered ships. Ten years later over four hundred of
Sperry's autopilots had been installed on merchant ships
throughout the world. Traditionally, ship autopilots are
single-input, single-output systems designed to control the
vessel's heading. Since proportional control tends to
produce oscillatory response, and integral control is
required to reduce errors due to environmental disturbances
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such as wind and waves, conventional autopilots use a
proportional, integral and derivative (PID) control law as
described by Bech (3). However, vessel response is
sensitive to control parameter settings and more recent ship
controllers are based upon the pioneer work of Honderd and
Winkelman (4) in 1971 and Astrom and Wittenmark (5) in 1973,
and employ adaptive algorithms to implement self-tuning
autopilots.

The fundamental problem with existing ship autopilot
control systems is that they are single dimensional,
controlling one parameter only, whereas by its very nature a
ship is a multidimensional system with many inputs, and many
outputs that require to be controlled simultaneously.

By the use of multivariable system theory it is
possible to describe the motion of a ship in several degrees
of freedom. This enables the formulation of an optimal
control policy that can view the global problem, and so
minimise the errors in controlled variables according to
some predefined order of priority. Expressed in another
way, an optimal control system will seek to maximise the
return from the system for a minimum cost.

Stochastic optimal control theory employs the
separation principle to reduce a given optimisation problem
into two subsequent problems whose solutions are known,
namely an optimal filter in cascade with a deterministic
controller. If a multivariable ship model has been
identified, then the ship guidance problem can be expressed
as shown in Figure 1.

disturbances wnoise v U

PROROCESS

POTOLROC LTSS

desired state r
Figure 1. The Ship Guidance Problem
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3. SHIP XRTHUXMTICL MODEL

The Euler equations of motion in surge, sway and yaw
are required for manoeuvring in confined waters (6), whereas
the equations of pitch and heave are important in an open
seaway (7). Since roll does not contribute significantly to
added resistance, it has not been included. The equations
for a five degree of freedom model are given below:

Surce Ecruation

mu + mqw - mrv = Xdu + Xu(u+uc) + XuuU
2 + Xuuuu

3 + XvvV 2

+ Xrrr2 + X 2 + X 2 + XunUnA + XnnnA2 + XuaUa + Xzzz 2

+ X999
2  (1)

Sway Equation

m4 + mur = Y4v + Yv(v+vc) + yir + Yrr + Ynnn
2 A + Yvvvv

3

+YrvvrV 2 +Ynns n2A6A + +nn8 s, nA A + + Yvava (2)

Heave Eauation

m(w'-qu) = Z4w + Zww + Zzz + z99 + Zqq + ZO + ZC a (3)

Yaw Eauation

Izr = Nv + Nv(V+Vc) +Ngr + Nnnn2 A + Nv
3 + Nrr

+ NrvvrV2 + Nnnn 2A6A + Nnns6 n
2A63A + NSwSAv2 + Nvava (4)

Pitch Equation

Iy A = N + Mqq + Me + MzZ + Mww + MOO + Mja (5)
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Steerina Gear

SA = TR 
6D - TR SA (6)

Main Engine

! !
;A = TNnD - TNnA (7)

The fin dynamics are not taken into account. Equations
(1) to (7) can be arranged in the state matrix vector form:

x(t) = F(t)x(t) + Gc(t)u(t) + GD(t)w(t) (8)

where,

xT = (6A nA x u y v 0 r z w 0 q) (9)

uT = (6D nD 0) (10)

WT = (Uc VC Ua Va Ca) (11)

The corresponding discrete solution is:

x((K+1)T) = A(T,KT)x(KT) + B(T,KT)u(KT)

+ C(T,KT)w(KT) (12)

4. CONTROL LAW

The quadratic performance criterion for an optimal
tracking system is:

J = ((x-r)T Q (x-r) + UT R u) dt (13)
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Q and R are diagonal matrices and the values of the
individual elements reflect the importance of the parameters
being controlled.

In a track-keeping situation for example, elements q15
and q66 (that relate to y and v) are required to be heavi y
weighted so that the majority of the control effort is
expended in reducing cross-track error. When steaming in an
open seaway however, elements q4 4 , q99 and q1 l 11 (that
relate to forward speed, heave and pitch) should be
emphasised for fuel economy.

It can be shown (8) that constrained functional
minimisation yields the matrix Riccati equations:

i = -W P - FTW - Q + W G R-1 GT W (14)

from which the optimal control law becomes:

uopt = -R-1 GT W (x-r) (15)

or,

uopt - B(N-r) (16)

where the feedback matrix is

s = _R-I GT W (17)

5. COMPUTER SIMULATION

5.1 Simulation in Port ARnroaches

The study vessel used in the simulation was a 150 m
long car ferry of displacement 14,400 tonnes. Linear and
non-linear hydrodynamic coefficients were obtained from
towing tank tests on a 3.4 m long model of the ferry,
conducted at the National Physical Laboratories, Teddington,
and values substituted into equations (1), (2) and (4).

Figure 2 shows a simulated approach of the ferry into
the Port of Plymouth at a forward speed of 7.717 m/s (15
knots) with no wind or tidal disturbance effects. The
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controller parameters are set to provide the following

emphasis:

a) track control,

b) course control,

c) speed control.

As a result, at each way-point the vessel pulls quickly
onto the new track, but in doing so incurs errors in both
course and speed.

In Figure 3, the vessel approach speed is 5 knots 2.572
m/s (5 knots) and it is being subjected to a force 8 wind
and 2 knot tidal stream both from a south-westerly
direction. It can be seen here that the vessel is being
dragged off track although maximum control effort is being
applied. This indicates the limiting condition of safe
operation of the control system.

5.2 Simulation in a Seaway

When a vessel is moving in a seaway its increased
motion, particularly in pitch and heave, produces additional
resistance and hence a loss in forward speed.

Figure 4 shows the response of the study vessel to a
Pierson Moskowitz sea spectrum for a significant wave height
of 4.573 m (15 feet). As a result of pitch and heave motion
the forward speed of the vessel reduces from the initial
7.717 m/s calm water value to 5.8 m/s.

If bow and stern control fins are fitted to the vessel,
it is possible to adjust the control action by computing a
feedback matrix with reduced emphasis on track control, but
increased weighting on pitch and heave. Figure 5
illustrates the effect of such control action for the same
sea-state, where it can be seen that the pitch and heave are
significantly reduced and here the final forward speed is
6.75 m/s. This represents a fuel saving of 24.7% based on
power requirements.
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Figure 3. Low Speed Simulated Passage into Port of
Plymouth in the Presence of Wind and Tide.
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Figure 4. Study Vessel Simulated Response to Pierson
Moskowitz Sea Spectrum.
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Figure 5. Simulated Effect of Pitch and Heave Control
on Forward Speed.
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6. MODEL TESTS

Prior to full-scale sea trials, the guidance system was
tested on a free-sailing 3.4 m long car ferry model (the
same vessel that was used to evaluate hydrodynamic
coefficients).

The vessel was fitted with a computer which had the
optimal control and filter software installed. An inertial
navigation system consisting of 3 accelerometers, 3 rate-
gyros and one heading gyro was employed to measure state
variables. Main engines and rudder were driven by servo-
systems that could be either under computer or radio
control. Figure 6 shows a typical set of raw measurements
taken from the instruments.

Dist.

Syaa

AcceU

Sway J l iia

Accel.

Heaveil
Accel.

Cal. " a ra on /m

Yaw
Pate

Rat!

0 20 40 60 80 100 110 120
Ti. (seconds)

Figure 6. Raw Data taken from Inertial Instruments
on Model Car Ferry.

In Figure 7 the model is placed initially 5 m off-track
and is required (a) to lock onto the present track and (b)
to lock onto a 90 degree track. Both filtered measurements
and simulation results are displayed and it can be seen that
the system anticipates the way-point to prevent transient
overshoot. Figure 8 shows unfiltered, filtered and
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simulated measurements of course angle, yaw-rate 
and lateral

speed. In the latter case, the integration drift of the

unfiltered measurement can be seen.

7. BRA TRIALB

The guidance system was fitted on to an 
11 m long twin-

hulled vessel and tested in the approaches to the Port of

Plymouth. The mathematical model of the vessel was 
obtained

from a series of manoeuvring trials.

The navigation instruments consisted of Decca for

position fixing, log and flux-gate compass. Overall

positional accuracy was monitored by Trisponder, installed

on the vessel for hydrographic surveying purposes. All

measurement signals were sent to a dedicated 
microprocessor,

which relayed the information to the main 
guidance computer.

Measurements were taken every 1.5 seconds, during which

period the optimal filter and control calculations took

place, resulting in demanded rudder and engine speed data

being conveyed to the electro-hydraulic steering gear and

also to a linear positional servo attached to the engine

control mechanism.

Figure 9 shows a section of the cross-track error as

the ship is guided into Plymouth. Initially the vessel is

20 m off track, but quickly locks on, to lie generally

within 5 m of the desired position.
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Figure 9. Cross-Track Error: Full-Scale Sea Trials.

8. CO CLUSIONS

In designing a ship guidance system, the overriding aim
is to improve safety at sea. As increased reliance is
placed upon automatic systems it is essential that they
maintain high integrity at all times. It is also important
to keep the ship's master informed as to what events are
taking place so that he is always in a position to override
the automatic system in the case of failure, or when he
deems it necessary to do so.

The developments described in this paper form part of
the overall general trend to increase automation at sea.
There is a move to implement Vessel Traffic Systems in all
major ports. Such systems will rely on advanced
surveillance and communication techniques, which together
with shipborne automatic guidance systems will increase
efficiency of port operation and at the same time improve
safety levels.
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NONBNCLATUR3

Matrices and Vectors

A Discrete state transition matrix.
B Discrete control matrix.
C Discrete disturbance matrix.
7 Continuous time system matrix.
Gc,GD Continuous time forcing matrices.
Q State error weighting matrix.
R Control weighting matrix.
r Desired state vector.
S Feedback gain matrix.
u Control vector.
Uopt Optimal control vector.
v Noise vector.
W Riccati matrix.
w Disturbance vector.
z Ship related state vector.
z Best estimate of ship related state vector.

Scalar Symbols

Iy Ship moment of inertia about y axis
Iz  Ship moment of inertia about z axis.
K Integer counter.
m Ship mass.
nA,nD Actual and demanded engine speeds.

Pitch-rate.
i11 ".. q12 12 Elements of state error weighting matrix.
r Yaw rate.
r11 ,r1 2 ,r1 3  Elements of control weighting matrix.
t Continuous time.
T Sampling time interval.
TnTR Time constants for main engines and rudder.
uuc,ua Forward velocity of ship, current and air.
V,Vc,va Lateral velocity of ship, current and air.
x,y,z Ship related cartesian coordinate system.
w Z-direction velocity.
X,Y,Z,M,N Hydrodynamic coefficients.

SO D  Actual and demanded rudder angles.
fa Significant wave height.

Heading of ship.
9 Pitch angle.
PFin angle.
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